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Preface

The 13th EAI International Conference on Security and Privacy in Communication
Networks (SecureComm) was held during October 22–25, 2017, in the beautiful
Niagara Falls, Canada. SecureComm is one of the premier conferences in cyber
security, which provides an opportunity for researchers, technologists, and industry
specialists in cyber security to meet and exchange ideas and information.

We were honored to have hosted keynote speeches by two world renowned cyber
security researchers, Dr. Patrick McDaniel, Pennsylvania State University, and
Dr. Ninghui Li, Purdue University. Their topics include security and privacy in
machine learning, and differential privacy, which are currently hot research topics in
cyber security research.

The conference program included technical papers selected through peer reviews by
the Program Committee members, invited talks, and special sessions. Out of a total
number of 105 submissions, 31 were selected as full papers and 15 as short papers.
Besides the main conference, there were two workshops on emerging research topics in
the field of security and privacy. This volume comprises the proceedings of these two
workshops. The first one, the International Workshop on Applications and Techniques
in Cyber Security (ATCS), has been affiliated with SecureComm for many years,
focusing on all aspects on techniques and applications in cyber security research. In all,
17 papers were accepted and are included in the proceedings. The second one was the
First Workshop on Security and Privacy in the Internet of Things (SePrIoT). SePrIoT is
intended to reflect the importance of addressing security and privacy in the Internet of
Things (IoT). Five papers were accepted and included in the proceedings. The technical
program thus comprised a total of 68 papers.

We would like to thank all of our authors as well as our dedicated organizing team
and volunteers for their hard work. SecureComm would not be successful without the
dedication and passion of its contributors. Many people worked hard to make Secur-
eComm 2017 a success. We would like to express our gratitude to them. It is also
impossible to list here all those individuals whom we are grateful to. But we would like
to thank particularly the EAI, especially Prof. Imrich Chlamtac of EAI, for their strong
support of this conference. Also, we thank the members of the conference committees
and the reviewers for their dedicated and passionate work. In particular, we thank the
Program Committee co-chairs, Dr. Kui Ren and Dr. Sencun Zhu, for their great
leadership in creating such a wonderful program. We also thank Ms. Dominika Beli-
sová of EAI for her hard work and dedication in taking great care of the conference
organization. Without the extremely generous support of EAI, this conference could
not have happened. Last but not least, we thank the Steering Committee of Secur-
eComm for having invited us to serve as the general chairs of SecureComm 2017.

We hope you enjoy the proceedings of SECURECOMM 2017 as much as we
enjoyed the conference.

March 2018 Xiaodong Lin
Ali Ghorbani
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Privacy in Social Media

Erdal Ozkaya(✉)  and Rafiqul Islam

School of Computing and Mathematics, Charles Sturt University, Sydney, Australia
erozkaya@microsoft.com, mislam@csu.edu.au

Abstract. This paper researched two issues; targeted advertising and politics in
social media. In its findings, it was apparent that many social media platforms
actively collected user data and used big data to store and analyze it so as to profile
the users. From these profiles, targeted adverts were served to the users on their
social media feeds. The data collection process was however found to be unethical
and full of privacy intrusions. Concerning politics, it was found out that social
media had been used as a political tool. There were findings that most users were
annoyed with political posts being shown on their feeds. The culprits were found
to be the algorithms behind social media feeds and suggestions and the users
themselves. The paper gave recommendations said to be temporary solutions for
the issues surrounding target advertising and politics in social media.

Keywords: Social media issues · Platform · Target advertising · Big data
Social media · Social media platform · Social media issue · Targeted advertising
Social medium user · Collected user data · Political view

1 Introduction

Eyebrows have been raised concerning the power that different social media platforms
hold. The currently used social media platforms have been built using sophisticated
systems and are powered by big data and complex algorithms. These platforms know
almost everything about each of their users, from their actual locations to their likes and
shopping habits (Shankar 2011). Mainly, this knowledge has been applied in marketing
whereby they have set up advertising platforms for sellers. Using their rich knowledge
of users from big data, these platforms are able to analyze each user’s likes and interests
(Shankar 2011). From this analysis, they then advertise to the user’s products that they
would be likely to buy (Shankar 2011). Social media marketing has easily crept up the
list of the most commonly used digital marketing techniques and today it battles for the
first place with Google advertising.

Apart from advertising, there are fears that social media is getting tangled in politics.
There are fears that they are also being used to slowly brainwash users by politicians.
Social media platforms are becoming politicized by users and the algorithms. Users
currently have to tolerate politically oriented posts flooded all over their newsfeed either
shared by, commented on or posted by their friends. The sophisticated social media
algorithms have also been set in such a way that they will continually fill on a user’s
timeline political posts based on what they read, like or comment on. However, the

© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2018
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algorithms are not perfect and thus have been a cause of frustration for many users.
There are also questions as to whether social media have been used to stumble govern‐
ments. After all, there have been some uprisings witnessed that were fueled by social
media. It has also been observed that some governments have had to result to ban these
platforms in tumultuous times.

1.1 Research Questions

(a) How are social media platforms doing target advertising with collected user data?
(b) Is social media being used for political reasons?

2 Literature Review

There have been a few previous works done on the same topic. Wolfsfed, Segev and
Sheafar have done a paper on the role that social media played in some events of the
Arab Spring (Wolfsfeld et al. 2013). The three discuss social media as a low-cost tool
that is both powerful and speedy and could be used to recruit, raise funds and distribute
inciting information to the masses. The three say that these are the right ingredients to
start a protest in restrictive governments such as the non-democracies of Arab nations
(Wolfsfeld et al. 2013). They say that in 2009, Twitter was used by protestors in Iran to
fuel a revolution. Protestors are said to have ganged up on Twitter to organize coordi‐
nated protests (Wolfsfeld et al. 2013). The researchers, however, try to distance the social
media platforms from the protests and say that there were several other factors at play.
They bring to light the political environment at the time of the said social media powered
revolutions. They point out that the revolutions in Iran took place with only 8,000 of 70
million citizens registered on Twitter (Wolfsfeld et al. 2013). At the same time, in other
Arab countries where more people were on social media, no protests happened (Wolf‐
sfeld et al. 2013). Therefore, in as much as social media was to be blamed, it was rather
a tool used, just the same way the protestors would have gone to the streets and picketed.
They seem to convince readers to move away from assuming that social media has
anything to do with collective actions done by citizens with political, social or economic
consequences. Another relevant piece of work is a paper by Broyles and Slater about
social media advertising (Broyles and Slater 2014). In the paper, it is found out that big
data has been heavily employed in advertising. It is what social media platforms use to
power their advertising tools. They explain that with big data, the platforms are able to
collect user data, consumption patterns and purchase behaviors (Broyles and Slater
2014). This information is derived from what users post, comment, like or even privately
chat about with others. The two give examples of how big data is being used today in
monitoring what people say about different brands on Twitter (Broyles and Slater
2014). They also explain that it is used to keep details of how the said consumers interact
with various devices. They try to bring out a picture that a lot is done in the background,
with the power of big data, to ensure that the right advert gets to the right consumer
(Broyles and Slater 2014). The two finish off by explaining some ethical issues
surrounding the whole targeted advertising ambitions of social media platforms. They
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give an example of a user that posts about a medical condition being targeted with
different pharmaceutical adverts (Broyles and Slater 2014). They also highlight the
question of the validity of big data. User tastes, likes and preferences change often and
big data is not able to keep up. In the end, it ends up generating the wrong adverts to
users whose likes have changed (Broyles and Slater 2014). They also slightly bring to
light the privacy issues being brought up concerning the issue of intrusion into users’
private lives in order to target them with adverts (Broyles and Slater 2014).

3 Research Method

The chosen research method was a qualitative analysis of data. The data that used was
composed of opinions from different respondents. Therefore, the best type of analysis
for the data collected would be qualitative. The research was totally depended on secon‐
dary sources. It used, analyzed and discussed the findings obtained by previous
researches. Two secondary data sources were used. They were from the highest ranked
research institute in the world. The first research carried out in 2016 had 4579 respond‐
ents (Duggan and Smith 2017). The respondents were asked to fill a web survey or
alternatively to download a questionnaire, fill and send back via mail. From the second
research carried out in 2012, 1729 respondents were asked questions concerning target
advertising. The entire research was conducted through online surveys and phone inter‐
views. The respondents were both Americans and Hispanics and therefore the questions
were asked in either English or Spanish. The data obtained from the two secondary
sources was analyzed using Microsoft Excel to give graphical representations of the data
obtained wherever possible.

4 Results

The first secondary data source considered was from Pew Research institute and it
concerned the issues of social media involvement in politics. In the research, the partic‐
ipants had been asked to give their feedback concerning the political feeds they got from
their social media accounts. 37% said that they felt worn out, 22% were enjoying and
41% said that they neither felt angered nor joyed by the political feeds (Duggan and
Smith 2017). When asked about how they felt when they came across opposing political
views, 59% of the respondents said that they felt annoyed while 35% said that they just
found them informative. The said that that they were neither infuriated nor interested
by such discussions.

As for the impacts of the confrontations between people of opposing political views,
64% said that they felt a larger rift between themselves and the opponents (Duggan and
Smith 2017). 36% felt that the encounters left them on more common grounds with the
supporters of the opposing political views (Duggan and Smith 2017). When asked about
their reactions to political posts of opposing views as theirs, 83% of the participants said
that they ignore them while the rest said that they leave a comment (Duggan and Smith
2017). 31% of the respondents said that they changed their settings in order to see fewer
political posts from volatile political enthusiasts while 27% unfriended such people
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instantly (Duggan and Smith 2017). When asked about the most used platforms for
pushing political content to users, the respondents said that Facebook and Twitter shared
the top position.

The second data source was another research, still by Pew Research institute,
concerning the issue of targeted advertising. When asked whether they approved or
disapproved of being subjected to targeted advertising, 68% of the respondents disap‐
proved (Purcell et al. 2017) (Fig. 1).

How users feel about target advertising

Not Okay Okay Neither

Fig. 1. User’s reaction to target advertising (Purcell et al. 2017)

How do you feel about target advertising
Not okay 1175
Okay 484
Neither 70

28% of the respondents said that they were okay with targeted advertising while 4%
neither had a positive or negative reaction to target advertising (Purcell et al. 2017).
From the respondents that were okay, it was observed that most of these were young or
came from households with low income (Purcell et al. 2017). Most of the respondents
that disapproved target advertising were male, under the age of 65, with college degrees
and came from high-income households (Purcell et al. 2017) (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. The age and income brackets of the respondents (Purcell et al. 2017)

Age and income of respondents
Age Not okay Okay Neither
18–29 years 59% 36% 5%
30–49 years 65% 32% 2%
50–64 years 78% 19% 3%
65 years and above 72% 21% 7%
Income Not okay Okay Neither
Below 30K 58% 39% 3%
30–50K 68% 29% 2%
50–75K 74% 23% 3%
75K and above 68% 29% 2%

5 Discussion

From the first research, it was observed that social media users were growing concerned
with the number of politically-oriented posts on their timelines. Whilst some enjoyed
using social media for political debates and engaging in political discussions, there was
quite a number that was frustrated with such content. As was found out, 37% of the
respondents said that they were growing tired of having to come across these posts. They
claimed that social media was being used for polarization and to promote animosity
between rival political groups. They, therefore, opted to steer clear of such posts and
discussions but were growing tired of doing so. They found it exhausting to try and avoid
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all the political posts that were being flooded on their timelines. Unfortunately, these
posts were being fed to their timelines even when they made efforts to try and avoid
them. On the other hand, 22% said that they enjoyed participating in heated political
discussions on social media. They said that they found the informative and interesting.
41% said that they neither felt angered nor pleased with the political posts and discus‐
sions on social media.

When respondents were asked about the impacts of confrontations with people of
different political opinions on social media, most respondents said that they were both
frustrating and stressful. Mostly, they claimed that instead of there being meaningful
discussions, there was an exchange of insults between the conflicting sides. It can already
be seen that a majority of social media users are against political posts and discussions
on social media. Most users also claim that these are non-helpful discussions on social
media and they leave more damage than they do good. The next question that respond‐
ents were asked amplifies this. When asked about the end result of engaging in discus‐
sions with people of opposing political views, 64% said that they felt a larger rift than
before.

It is evident that most political arguments on social media turn out to be heated. Such
kind of discussions end up giving opposing sides more reasons to hate each other. Most
users also said that they try as much as possible to ignore political posts while only a
few go ahead to read them and leave comments. This is because the political posts on
social media are targeted at swaying the thoughts of anyone that reads them. It is some‐
thing that social media users try to avoid. 37% of the respondents said that they try to
change their social media settings in order to avoid seeing political posts. Social media
platforms have provided different ways to do so. One can hide such posts or block people
who post or share such articles. There is also an option of reporting a post so that the
social media companies can take further actions on a particular user. Some respondents
said that they will instantly block or unfollow anyone who posts or share aggressive
political posts.

Throughout the whole research, it can be seen that a majority of social media users
are actually against political content on social media. It is so unfortunate that social
media platforms, on the other hand, are trying to push towards politics. If one watches
just one video clip concerning politics, the social media platforms have complex algo‐
rithms to keep feeding such a person with more political feeds. It is desperate for users
that do not want to continue getting such type of content because it annoys them. Even
on YouTube, a click on the wrong political video clip triggers off a stream of political
video suggestions. Users have already said that they are exploring ways to avoid inter‐
acting with such feed on their timelines.

From the second research, three-quarters of the respondents said that they were not
okay with having their information collected for target advertising. In target advertising,
social media platforms continue to monitor all the activities of a user on and outside
social media. This data is collected and stored in large repositories supported by big data
(Holtzhausen 2016). These repositories contain data about what each social media user
posts, likes, comments on, his or her physical location and even what is in the private
chat (Holtzhausen 2016). Some social media platforms such as Facebook go ahead and
collect device information and read all the contacts that a user has on his phone.
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With this information, these platforms employ complex algorithms to profile each
user into a certain category to be sent adverts most suitable for him or her (Holtzhausen
2016). This is what users are trying to avoid, the loss of their privacy with a selfish aim
by social media platforms of being targeted with adverts. There is a huge outcry
concerning the ways social media platforms have intruded the personal lives of people
in order to get more information about them for the purposes of marketing. In this
research, most of the respondents that said they did not like being spied on for targeted
adverts were below 65 years of age and earned high incomes. Some of the young and
low-income earners said that they were okay with their data being collected for target
advertising. It can be seen that, still in all the different age and income brackets, most
of the respondents were against the collection of their data.

6 Conclusion

The findings and discussions from the two researches have succinctly answered the
research questions. As concerns the way targeted adverts are made out of the collected
user data, the issue of big data and complex algorithms has been brought to light. It has
been found out that however much that targeted advertising is benefiting the social media
companies, users are crying. So as to amass maximum revenues from social media
advertising, many infringements to the privacy of users have been done. Users are feeling
betrayed by these social media platforms. The few that are oblivious to the extent of the
privacy issues said that they were okay with targeted advertising. Unknown to them is
that data unrelated to social media is being siphoned off their devices.

The second question that was researched on it the issue of entanglement of social
media platforms with politics. It has been proven that social media has been made a
political tool. There are many culprits to blame. One of them is the newsfeed algorithm
for each social media platform. They have increasingly been suggesting more politically-
oriented feeds to users. Watching one of these suggestions has led to an aggressive
flooding of one’s feed with more political posts. The other culprits of political entan‐
glement in social media are the users themselves. There are users that take social media
as the field to wage battles against their political opponents. There are others who
actively create infuriating posts designed to anger their political rivals. There are yet
others that have used social media to fuel protests against governments. That is why
governments such as in Turkey have sought to block off such media during politically
heated moments such as the failed coup.

7 Recommendations

There are several recommendations that this paper sees as temporary solutions to the
two issues that were researched on. Concerning target advertising, governments are
encouraged to come up with legislations barring the intrusion of the privacy of their
citizens. They should restrict the amount of data that social media platforms can collect
from users. Preferably, these platforms should only collect data from posts, likes and
comments that users make. Only governments can resolve this since the social media

Privacy in Social Media 9



platforms have shown reluctance to address the cries of their users. As concerns the issue
of political entanglement in social media, it is upon the platforms to devise new ways
for users to turn off any politically related posts. Some platforms have come up with
ways to block content that is considered not safe for work. The same way that they have
implemented this, they should be able to come up with a way to block all political posts
when a user wants to. This will help users that do not want to come across such feeds
on their timelines.
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Abstract. Software-defined networking (SDN) is a promising paradigm
to improve network security protections. A lot of security enhancements
through SDN have been proposed. However, current SDN-based secu-
rity solutions can hardly provide sufficient protections in a real SDN
network, due to several reasons: (1) they are implemented at either the
centralized SDN controllers or the decentralized network devices, which
are subject to a performance limitation; (2) their designs are confined by
SDN network characteristics and can only provide limited security func-
tions; (3) many solutions have deployment challenges and compatibility
issues. In this paper, we propose SecControl, a practical network protec-
tion framework combining the existing security tools and SDN technolo-
gies, to produce a comprehensive network security solution in an SDN
environment. By employing the capabilities of existing security tools,
SecControl is able to perceive the real-time security events dynamically
and adjust the protected network environment correspondingly. It can
be easily extended with various methods for different security threats.
With SecControl, we construct a traditional-security-tool-friendly net-
work security solution for software-defined networks. We implement a
SecControl prototype with OpenFlow and evaluate its effectiveness and
performance. Our experiment shows that SecControl can cooperate with
many mainstream security tools and provide effective defense responses
over SDN-supported networks.

Keywords: Software-defined networking (SDN)
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) · OpenFlow
SDN security application · SDN controller

1 Introduction

Software-defined networking (SDN) has gained much attention in both academia
and industry [22]. By decoupling the control logic from the closed and pre-
designed network devices, SDN enables the reprogramming capability of network
devices. Previously, traditional network devices can only work as they are manu-
factured, and all their traffic control and forwarding functions are not changeable
once produced. With SDN, the traffic control functions and traffic forwarding
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functions are divided as control plane and data plane. The separation of con-
trol plane and data plane provides a powerful and flexible network structure for
various network applications.

A lot of network-related research has been conducted with SDN, such as net-
work management [8,9,20], network QoS [14], network load balancing [17,35],
and content delivery system [36]. Similarly, researchers tried to take advantage of
SDN technologies to devise new network security solutions as well. Many inno-
vations [31–34] tried to provide better security services over software-defined
networks, and they are provided either at the centralized controllers or the dis-
tributed inline network devices.

However, the existing SDN-based security solutions can hardly compete with
traditional security solutions due to various reasons. First, they are designed with
limitations inherently. When security functions are implemented at centralized
controllers [32], the processing capabilities of controllers will become a potential
bottleneck; when security functions are deployed at network devices [34], it can
hardly provide a comprehensive protection over the network. Second, most of
them are focusing on maximizing the control flexibility of SDN. Maximizing
network control flexibility does not necessarily lead to strengthened network
protection ability. Third, the existing SDN-based security solutions are mainly
on a certain aspect of network protection [19], which can hardly satisfy the
general network protection requirements. Last, many of them have deployment
challenges and compatibility issues.

As a result, the current SDN-based security solutions cannot provide the
same protection capabilities as traditional security tools can provide over SDN
networks. Actually, the key innovations brought by SDN are over network con-
trol instead of security processing capability. Network protection demands more
powerful security processing capabilities, such as packet payload inspection, traf-
fic pattern analysis, and so on. Therefore, we need a practical network security
solution which can provide competitive security protection and, at the same
time, can take advantage of the flexible control over SDN networks.

Traditional security tools, like firewalls and intrusion detection systems, have
strong security processing capabilities in protecting traditional network infras-
tructures, and each type of security tool is specialized to deal with a certain type
of security threat. They are composed together to form a comprehensive network
security solution. However, traditional security tools can hardly be used directly
in software-defined networks because of the following reasons: (1) existing secu-
rity tools are designed under the traditional network infrastructure, which does
not fit into SDN network structure; (2) most security tools are devised to deal
with a certain type of security threat. Their exclusive designs decide they can
only be used individually and cannot cooperate with each other; and (3) there
is no interface on existing security tools to let them take advantage of SDN
benefits.

In this paper, we propose SecControl, a new network protection framework
bridging the gap between security tools and SDN technologies, to provide suf-
ficient protection capabilities in an SDN environment. Our goal is to design a
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practical and comprehensive network security solution over SDN networks by
leveraging existing security tools and SDN control flexibility. Unlike existing
SDN-based security solutions, SecControl is designed on a new security control
layer above SDN controllers, which releases SDN controllers from security pro-
cessing pressure. SecControl is able to perceive the real-time security threats,
generate real-time defense reactions, and adjust corresponding network behav-
iors dynamically. With SecControl, security engineers can easily add different
security tools into the protection boundary and make use of their detection abil-
ities to serve the entire network. Our method can be applied on mainstream
SDN platforms without difficulty.

In summary, the main contributions of SecControl are as follows:

– We propose a novel network protection framework for software-defined net-
works, which combines the existing security tools and SDN technologies. Our
framework retrofits and reuses the existing security tools in the SDN context,
which avoids re-development of many security defense functionalities.

– Our method equips an SDN network with strong security processing capabil-
ities in an economic way. Existing security tools can be used to protect SDN
networks without difficulty.

– SecControl layer provides an additional layer above SDN controllers, which
release controllers from security processing pressures. SecControl has a full
security view of the protected network domain, which enables SecControl to
offer a unified protection.

– We design a practical method to dynamically translate defense responses into
SDN rules to adjust network behaviors. We provide a set of SDN primitives,
namely drop, forward, reflect, isolate, and copy, and these primitives can be
translated to OpenFlow flow rules automatically.

– SecControl separates the security processing logic from the security enforce-
ment components. With our method, a SecControl domain can receive remote
protection instructions from other SecControl domains, which enables a uni-
fied SecControl protection over different SDN networks.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce the chal-
lenges of SecControl in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we discuss SecControl’s architecture
and how it is designed. Section 4 describes a SecControl prototype implementing
with OpenFlow. The evaluation is presented in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6, we talk about
a few insights obtained from this work. We briefly summarize the related work
in Sect. 7. Finally, a conclusion is given in Sect. 8.

2 Challenges

Our goal is to design a practical network security solution in SDN networks by
employing the security processing capabilities of traditional security tools and
SDN technologies. To achieve it, we need to answer several research questions.
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RQ1. How Does SDN Improve Network Security Protection?
Network security was once regarded as a subset of network management prob-

lem [9]. The key innovation of SDN is separating control plane and data plane
which maximizes the network control flexibility. However, Maximizing network
control flexibility does not necessarily lead to the strengthened network protec-
tion ability. We may need to think how can we use SDN to improve security. For
example, how to assign security responsibilities to control plane and data plane?
How to dynamically adjust network behaviors against security threats?

RQ2. How to Fit Traditional Security Tools into SDN Networks?
Although traditional security tools have powerful security processing capa-

bilities, they cannot be used in an SDN environment directly. The reasons are
summarized as follows: (1) traditional security tools are invented for traditional
network infrastructure, which can hardly fit into the SDN structure; (2) these
tools do not have interaction interfaces for using SDN features to improve secu-
rity; and (3) seldom can existing security tools share threat information with
each other since they are designed individually, and that is a weak point in
defending SDN networks. Based on the above reasons, we need to answer how
to fit existing security tools into SDN networks? For example, How do we place
security tools in an SDN network? How can we collect threat information from
traditional security tools?

RQ3. How Can We Combine Them Together?
To make use of the protection capabilities of traditional security tools and

maximize the SDN benefits in securing networks, we need to make them work
together. Consider most security tools are designed for traditional networks
instead of SDN networks, there are several practical issues when combining them
together. The first issue is the current security tools are heterogeneous, and their
detection results are not compatible. For instance, a host-based intrusion detec-
tion system will be mainly monitoring system behaviors, while a firewall will
be interested in suspicious network activities. The log generated by the two
tools can hardly join together for further security analysis. The second issue is
we lack an interaction mechanism for security tools to communicate with SDN
networks. We want to employ real-time threats information to adjust network
behaviors dynamically. The last issue is we need a unified method to translate
the semantics of threat information into SDN rules. For example, how do we
extract effective threats information from heterogeneous security event informa-
tion? Given a certain security threat, how do we adjust network behaviors for an
effective defense? How do we distribute defense decisions in an SDN network?

3 Architecture and Design

In this section, we introduce the SecControl architecture and design. We first give
an overview of the SecControl architecture. Then, we explain how SecControl
works. Last, we explain how the SecControl components are designed and how
these components cooperate with each other.
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Fig. 1. The SecControl architecture

3.1 Overall Architecture

SecControl seeks to build up a practical and comprehensive protection frame-
work for SDN networks by combining existing security tools and SDN tech-
nologies. Through collecting various threats information from various security
tools, SecControl converges heterogeneous security alerts at one point. SecCon-
trol identifies attack evidence, accesses an overall security situation, and generate
corresponding defense responses.

Figure 1 shows the SecControl architecture. The SecControl architecture has
three layers, Threat Collecting Layer, SecControl Layer, and SDN Controller
Layer. Each layer plays a different role in the SecControl protection framework.
The Threat Collecting Layer is composed of various security tools and Threat
Collecting Agents. Each security tool will be attached a customized Threat Col-
lecting Agent, which is represented by a small triangle. The Threat Collecting
Agent is responsible for collecting and sending threat information to the Sec-
Control Layer. After receiving threat information, the SecControl Layer will run
a series of standard steps, which includes converging all the collected security
events, correlating related alerts, analyzing alert information, and abstracting
attacking evidence. Then, the SecControl Layer will decide a defense response
against the detected security attack, and the defense response will be trans-
lated into SDN rules and distributed to the SDN Controller Layer. The SDN
Controller Layer will enforce the SDN rules and adjust network behaviors.
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3.2 How SecControl Works

As Fig. 1 shows, the four working steps of SecControl are: (1) The security threats
are detected by security tools and the detection results are recorded and prepro-
cessed by Threat Collecting Agents (ThreatCA). (2) The preprocessed threat
information is sent from ThreatCA to the SecControl Node. (3) The SecControl
Node converges and analyzes the threat information to decide how to make a
defense response over SDN networks. And, the defense responses will be trans-
lated to SDN rules. (4) The SecControl Node distributes the generated SDN
rules to the corresponding SDN controllers for enforcement.

In step one, security threat information is generated by various security tools,
and ThreatCA preprocesses the recorded security threat information and trans-
forms it into a uniform format. The collected threat information will be sent
to SecControl Layer in step two. ThreatCA should be able to extract effective
threat information based on the main functions of security tools. For example,
a processed firewall alert could be (firewall, network position, alert level, threat
source, detection time, ...). Actually, the preprocessing of threat information can
be quite complicated. More details will be given in the design section.

Step three happens inside of the SecControl Node. The SecControl Node
analyzes the threat information, decides defense responses and generates corre-
sponding SDN rules to adjust the network behaviors. In step four, the gener-
ated SDN rules will be distributed to corresponding SDN controllers. SecControl
Layer is maintaining a list which records the location information of all the con-
trollers in the protected SDN networks. The SDN rules can be sent to the related
controllers based on the list. When the SDN rules are transmitted, the trans-
mission process will be protected and secured. There will be a secure protocol
between the SecControl Node and controllers to protect their communications.
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3.3 SecControl Components

The SecControl framework is composed of four components, as shown in Fig. 2.
The first component is Threat Collecting Agent, which is running outside of the
SecControl Node and responsible for collecting various security threat informa-
tion from security tools. The second one is Threat Analyzer, which is in charge
of converging and analyzing the collected threat information and decides corre-
sponding defense responses. The third component is SDN Rule Engine, whose
responsibility is transforming the generated defense responses to specific SDN
rules. The last component, SDN Rule Distributer, is designed for distributing
the platform-specific SDN rules to SDN controllers.

Threat Collecting Agent. The inputs of the ThreatCA are various detection
results of security tools, while the outputs of the ThreatCA are uniform and well-
structured threat information, which can be directly used by Threat Analyzer.
Consider existing security tools are separately targeting different threats, their
detection results could be quite different. To handle different detection results,
we need to provide each type of security tool at least one specialized ThreatCA.

The purpose of ThreatCA is to provide effective threats information to
Threat Analyzer. We design a preprocess function on ThreatCA. The preprocess
function is responsible for transforming the raw detection results to a unified
format which can be used by Threat Analyzer for further analysis. For each
ThreatCA, it is designed specially to understand the raw detection results of
the security tool it is attached. To release the Threat Analyzer from tedious
format details, we present the detection results in a unified format (the format
is IDEMF [2]) so that Threat Analyzer can use a uniform interface to deal with
all detection results.

Threat Analyzer. The preprocessed threat information will be sent to the
Threat Analyzer. The Threat Analyzer will be analyzing threat information,
assessing security situations, and deciding defense responses. It is designed as
a configurable, adaptable, and extendable module for different protection pur-
poses. Security engineers are able to adjust defense strategies in Threat Analyzer
to practice different security analysis and detection algorithms. Analyzing threat
information in a large number of detection records is quite complicated, and a
lot of algorithms have been proposed [10,12,27].

With our design, security engineers can easily customize these algorithms and
deploy them in SecControl Node. Once a security threat is identified, the Threat
Analyzer will choose a predefined defense response as a reaction to the security
threat. In different protection scenarios, defense responses may refer different
reactions. For example, on a firewall, a defense response could be blocking the
threaten traffic; while on a host system, a defense response could be isolating a
suspicious executable file. In SecControl, we focus on network level responses,
which means we adjust network behaviors through SDN technologies as defense
responses.
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SDN Rule Engine. SDN Rule Engine, as the name suggests, generates the
corresponding SDN rules based on the received defense responses. The generated
SDN rules instruct how to adjust the network behaviors at SDN network devices.
We design a systematic method to achieve the generation process through using
SDN primitives, which stands for the basic network operations when dealing
with security threats. We define five SDN primitives based on the network flow
features. They are Drop, Forward, Reflect, Isolate, and Copy. The five SDN
primitives can be used individually or in combination against security threats.

The five SDN primitives are as follows:

1. Drop, which means discarding the identified network traffic. This primitive
is usually used to block unwanted network traffic.

2. Forward, which just tells the network devices to pass the identified traffic
to its destination based on the existing SDN rules. When we do not want to
do any operation on the identified network traffic for passing certain network
device, we use forward.

3. Reflect, changes the destination of the identified network traffic both for
inbound and outbound directions. For example, A wants to build up a con-
nection with B. When A’s connection traffic is reflected to C, A will be con-
nected with C instead of B. After this, C will use B’s network address and
communicate with A, and A knows nothing about this. Reflect primitive can
be used in deploying a shadow server or a honeypot.

4. Isolate, limits the identified traffic to a certain host or network area. When
a node (or a node group) is identified as a source of an attack, we use this
primitive to confine its network activities.

5. Copy, duplicates the identified packets, which is usually used for monitoring
or logging use. Most current network devices have been equipped with this
primitive. It could be used for real-time traffic analysis and other purposes.

The five SDN primitives can be used in combination, repeatedly, and in
any sequence to form a wanted defense response. Each defense response will be
translated into one or several SDN primitives. For example, a defense response
may require directing the suspicious source to a honeynet, where the suspicious
traffic will be recorded and analyzed. In this situation, the defense response will
be translated into two SDN primitives, reflect and isolate. The suspicious traffic
will be first reflected to a honeynet and then isolated in the honeynet area.

Usually, each SDN rule contains one SDN primitive, which represents the
specific action of this rule. Some SDN primitives, like drop and forward, have
been supported on most SDN platforms. For those SDN primitives that cannot
be well supported, we may need additional translation processes to turn these
primitives into corresponding SDN rules. Besides, we design an SDN rule uniform
format interface to transform general SDN rules to platform-specific SDN rules.
The platform-specific SDN rules can be distributed to SDN controllers by SDN
Rule Distributer for execution.
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SDN Rule Distributer. The generated SDN rules will be sent to SDN con-
trollers through the SDN Rule Distributer. In an SDN network, network devices
are divided into groups and each group will be connected and managed by a con-
troller. Only the controller can send SDN rules to its connected SDN devices.
The SDN Rule Distributer needs to distribute the SDN rules to controllers first,
then have controllers send SDN rules to corresponding SDN devices.

To ensure the SDN rules can be delivered to the right controller, the SDN
Rule Distributer should have a full map of the SDN networks. As can be seen
in Fig. 3, the SDN Rule Distributer stores a local copy of network device lists
for all the SDN controllers. In this paper, we use OpenFlow to build up SDN
networks. When we dynamically update OpenFlow rules, it may cause inconsis-
tencies [19,23] at OpenFlow devices. A lot of research has been done on verifying
the consistency of OpenFlow rules. Consider SDN rules consistency is not our
research focus, we assume this problem is well solved in our design.

3.4 Components Communication

Based on the workflow of SecControl, we need two communication mechanisms
which reside in step two and step four separately. In step two, the Threat Col-
lecting Agents need to communicate with the SecControl Node to send collected
security threat information, and that communication can be happening all the
time. The other communication happens between the SecControl Node and SDN
controllers, which serves to distribute SDN rules and maintain network devices
information. Besides, we also need another communication mechanism among
the SecControl Nodes, which enables the exchange of SDN rules between differ-
ent SecControl Nodes.

We can achieve the step two communication like any typical network applica-
tion by using TCP/IP protocols. The Threat Collecting Agents can send security
threat information over TCP or UDP protocol, which can both be used for typ-
ical network communication. The communication between the SecControl Node
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and SDN controllers is a little bit different. Except for distributing SDN rules, it
is also used to synchronize network device information. Because it is related to
device information update on SDN controller, it should be extended with exist-
ing SDN protocols. Similarly, the communication among SecControl Nodes can
be implemented like any typical network application over TCP/IP.

4 A SecControl Prototype

We develop a prototype of the SecControl framework. For a proof of concept
purpose, we implement both SecControl Node and SDN controller together. We
chose to modify and extend an open source SDN controller, NOX [16], to finish
all the related functions. Our implementation includes all the necessary functions
for the SecControl components and is able to show the effectiveness of SecControl
protections.

The SecControl Node is implemented on NOX version 0.9.0 with OpenFlow
v1.0. NOX is an open source OpenFlow controller in C++/Python, which can
be used to manage OpenFlow switches. We implemented the Threats Ana-
lyzer in Python and SDN Rule Engine in C++. The Threat Analyzer mod-
ule is running as an OpenFlow application on NOX, while the SDN Rule
Engine is inserted as an extension of NOX. We modified the built-in functions,
send openflow command and install datapath flow, of NOX to implement
the SDN Rule Distributer.

We pick three most used security tools for a demonstration purpose. They are
Snort IDS, Linux iptables, and Linux system logs. Snort IDS is a popular open
source IDS; Linux iptables is a kernel-supported firewall tool on Linux system;
Linux system logs are native log system of Linux system which is often used for
audit purposes. Each tool is attached a customized ThreatCA. Because the three
tools use different alert formats, we implement three different ThreatCAs to col-
lect security threat information. Besides, to simplify the protection, we categorize
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Fig. 5. A scan detection in IDEMF.

security events into attack events and suspicious events. The attack events should
be reacted with a defense response instantly, while suspicious events need further
analysis before deciding a defense response. When a ThreatCA meets an attack
event, it just tags the event and sent it to Threat Analyzer to get an instant
defense response. For the suspicious events, the ThreatCA extracts the critical
information of the events and put them in a unified format, Intrusion Detection
Exchange Message Format (IDEMF) [2]. IDEMF provides a unified format and
structure that allows the security detection results can be transferred among
different parties. A scan detection involving three nodes can be demonstrated in
IDEMF as shown in Fig. 5.

The collected IDEMF messages are stored in a local DB for further anal-
ysis. If a defense response is determined, it will be translated into OpenFlow
flow rules. In OpenFlow, each flow rule will have a set of attributes, such as
match field, counter, timeout, actions, and so on, to match network flows. The
actions field contains an action set, which indicates the operations to be exe-
cuted for the matched network traffic. To enforce the SDN primitives at the
OpenFlow switches, we translate the five SDN primitives into compatible Open-
Flow actions. Figure 6 shows generateOFactions() function translating five
SDN primitives to the OpenFlow flow rule actions. Finally, the new flow rules
are sent to switch through function install datapath flow (self, dp id,
attrs, idle timeout, hard timeout, actions, buffer id, priority,
inport, packet).
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Fig. 6. Translate five SDN primitives into OpenFlow flow actions

5 Prototype Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the SecControl prototype with respect to effective-
ness and extendibility. The evaluation testbed is deployed as shown in Fig. 4.
It is running on a desktop with an Intel Core i7-3370 3.4 GHz processor and
16 GB RAM. We use KVM, Open vSwitch [1,29], NOX [16], Linux firewall ipt-
ables, Snort IDS, and Linux built-in log system to construct a SecControl pro-
tected virtual network. The evaluation environment is built on a virtual network
192.168.1.0/24. The physical machine is running CentOS 6.0 with kernel 2.6.32
and qemu-kvm-0.15.1 for virtualization. The three hosts are running as guest
OSes with CentOS 6.0 as well. As can be seen in Fig. 4, all the nodes are in
a virtual network and connected by an Open vSwitch. We have security tools,
Snort 2.9.7.5, iptables 1.4.7, and Linux Syslog systems, running at host machine.
Each security tool is attached with a Threat Collecting Agent (each blue triangle
in Fig. 4 stands for a ThreatCA), and the ThreatCAs are communicating with
the SecControl Node through the virtual network.

5.1 Effectiveness

We demonstrate the effectiveness of the SecControl framework with several secu-
rity threats, regular scan threat, and payloads specific attacks. As Fig. 4 shows,
host A, and host B are attacking machines, and host C is the victim machine (for
some attacking scenarios, we may deploy more attacker nodes). We use attacking
machines to send out attack traffic to the victim machine.

Regular Scan Threat. Regular network scan is typically conducted by a
single attacker to locate easy targets in an open network environment, like
a public network. In our network environment, we assume an attacker owns
host A 192.168.1.152, and he wants to sniff the network status of host C
192.168.1.153. We configure Snort with a scan detection rule: alert tcp any
any -> $HOME NET any (msg: "TCP SYN"; flow: stateless; flags:S;
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detection filter:track by dst, count 100, seconds 5; sid:1000001;
rev:1). We tag the detected scan threats as attack events and configure primi-
tive reflect as default defense response to a scan threat. All the scan traffic for
host C will be reflected to host B 192.168.1.154. We open port 22, 23, 25, 80, 111,
and 443 on B, and 22, 25, and 111 on C. Figure 7 shows the reflecting process,
from which we can see the scan results are from host B instead of host C. That
is, the scan traffic is successfully reflected to B.

An Attack with Specific Payloads. When an attacker knows a specific vul-
nerability of a target machine, he can attack the target machine by sending a
well-designed exploit. The attacking exploit sent through network packets is called
malicious payloads. Malicious payloads can help the attacker take over the vic-
tim machine and gain an absolute control over it. We install an old Windows 2000
OS on host C 192.168.1.153 and open the vulnerable service SMB on port 445,
which holds a dangerous vulnerability through which an attacker can easily obtain
a remote shell with admin privileges. We configure the Snort to match the signa-
ture of the attacking payload windows/vncinject/bind tcp. We choose block as
the default defense response if any malicious payload is matched. Correspondingly,
the block defense response is translated to primitive drop on the controller. We use
host A 192.168.1.152 as the attacking machine. The attacking payload is sent with
metasploit, a penetrating test tool. Figure 8 shows the metasploit console win-
dow. The result shows the exploit fails due to a connection timeout, which proves
we successfully block the attacking traffic to host C.

5.2 Extendibility

We demonstrate the extendibility of the SecControl framework by using different
security analysis principles. We use time-based threat correlation and target-
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Fig. 8. An attack with specific payloads

based threat correlation to identify several advanced attacks, which usually may
not be easily detected by existing security tools. And, we show the scalability
of the SecControl framework by deploying multiple SecControl instances over
different SDN networks, and our results show different SecControl instances can
cooperate to offer protections across SDN networks.

Distributed Scan Threat. Distributed Scan is an advanced and hidden net-
work scan, which is achieved by multiple scanning sources. Smart attackers can
take multiple attacking sources to start a distributed scan, in order to bypass
existing security tools. In this attacking scenario, we use host A and host B to
start a distributed port scan on host C. Our target port range is 0–500. Host C is
opening port 22, 25, and 111, while host D has port 22, 25, 80, 111, and 443 open
(we add one more host D as a honeypot to communicated with the reflected scan
traffic. Host D share the same configuration with host B). We choose redirect
defense response to deal with the distributed scan, and it is translated to reflect
primitive. To detect the distributed scan threat, we extend the security analy-
sis process of Threat Analyzer by following the target-based threat correlation
principle. We configure Snort to record all the traffic. Figure 9 shows the results
of distributed scan. From the scan result of A and B, we can see the port 80 and
443 is open, which shows D is the real scanned node and the distributed scan
traffic is successfully reflected to D.

Step-Stone Attack. Step-stone attack is another advanced attack [6]. To
reduce the risks of being detected, attackers choose to start an attack on step-
stone nodes instead of his own machine. Step-stone nodes are immediate nodes
taken by attackers. Through step-stone nodes, an attacker can get more accesses
or conveniences in taking over the target node. Following the time-based threat
correlation principle, we design a two step-stones attack detection algorithm.
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Fig. 9. A distributed network scan

We use redirect and block as the defense response for the step-stone attack. In
our defense, the attacker node will be blocked, and the step-stone node will be
redirected to a honeypot. We use host A as the attacker’s machine and host B
as the step-stone to attack host C. As the attacking side on host A, we first
open and login a shell remotely on host B, then we use B as a step-stone to send
malicious payloads to host C. We record all the outside connections of host B,
including the connection between A and B. We configure Snort to record the
SSH connections between A and B. The remote login attempt is recorded in
the system log of host B. Targeted by the detection algorithm, the SSH traffic
is tagged as attack traffic. The results show SecControl detected the step-stone
attack and the host B’s traffic is successfully reflected to the honeypot node.

Cooperations Among SecControl Nodes. We show the scalability of the
SecControl framework with multiple SecControl deployments. We use two phys-
ical machines, and each physical machine is deployed with one SecControl
instance. Two SecControl frameworks are running in two different virtual net-
works. We configure routing information of two virtual networks so that they
can communicate with each other. In our evaluation, we manually send a set of
OpenFlow rules from one SecControl Node to the other, and the result shows
the other SecControl Node can successfully receive and enforce the OpenFlow
rules. However, there could be an information inconsistency problem when we
have more different SecControl Nodes. In order to send SDN rules to the proper
SecControl Node, every SecControl Node should have a full picture of all other
SecControl Nodes’ network positions and their network device lists. A lot of
algorithms studied in distributed computing can be borrowed and used in this
scenario. Consider this is not the focus of this paper, we will not elaborate further
on this.
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5.3 Overhead

SecControl is a practical network security solution aiming to provide a compre-
hensive protection for SDN networks. Since SecControl uses different strategies
and algorithms to deal with different security threats, we can hardly find a uni-
fied method to evaluate its overall performance. We evaluate the time interval
between a SecControl flow rule leaves NOX and the flow takes effect in the net-
work. For the forward primitive, the time interval is 7.542 ms; for the drop prim-
itive, the time interval is 13.152 ms; for the reflect primitive, the time interval is
17.684 ms. Besides, consider our evaluation testbed is deployed on one physical
machine and all the involved nodes share the same set of physical resources, we
should be able to shorten the time interval value if it is conducted on a more
powerful machine.

6 Discussion

We discuss some limitations of the SecControl framework in this section. First,
SecControl may have a delay reaction issue when providing defense responses.
This is a common issue for many monitor-based security tools for there is always
a delay between threat detection and defense reaction. Also, the network effi-
ciency may affect the protection effect of SecControl. Consider security events
are transmitted over network between the Threat Collecting Agents and the
SecControl Node, the network transmission efficiency can affect SecControl’s
protection effect. In some protection scenarios, security engineers may require
an instant response on a detected threat. A possible way to alleviate this issue
is to build an exclusive network channel between the Threat Collecting Agents
and SecControl Node. Further, to improve the performance of security event
collecting, we may design built-in threat collecting interfaces on security tools.

Second, SecControl relies on existing security tools to gather security events
and generate defense responses. We may face an accuracy issue because the
accuracy of the security threat information is not exactly guaranteed. Almost
all mainstream security solutions follow a detection-based protection policy, and
the protection is affected by detection accuracy. Consider the current detec-
tion algorithms are not perfect, the detection results may suffer false positive
and false negative issues. Therefore, SecControl may produce inaccurate defense
responses. One possible solution is to manually record the real attacks and pick
up corresponding defense responses. We believe a lot of further research can be
done on this issue.

Third, consider the SecControl framework relies on a distributed architec-
ture, it may suffer all possible issues that can happen in a distributed network
environment. For example, a potential issue is the single failure problem. If the
SecControl Node is down, our protection will be discontinued. In fact, single
failure and all other related issues have been well researched in the distributed
system field. We can just take whatever comes to our protection scenarios and
adopt these solutions.
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7 Related Work

Security Incident and Event Management (SIEM) [26,28] is a set of technologies
which are used to gather, analyze and present information from network and
security devices. SIEM is designed to collect security-related information from
all kinds of devices and applications such as firewalls, IDS, antivirus, and so on.
When an attack happens, security engineers will turn to SIEM for a complete
record of that attack for security investigations and audits. SIEM mainly focuses
on monitoring and tracing purposes. Compared with SecControl, although SIEM
is capable of collecting and analyzing security threats, it does not provide inter-
action interfaces for the latest SDN networks.

SecControl combines traditional security tools and SDN technologies to pro-
vide a practical network security solution. For one hand, SecControl makes use
of security processing abilities of existing tools; for the other hand, SecCon-
trol maximizes the security benefits of taking SDN technologies. Shin et al.
propose FRESCO [32], a modular security application development framework
for OpenFlow networks. FRESCO provides a fine-grained framework to imple-
ment security functions as OpenFlow applications. However, it requires security
engineers to reimplement all security functions to fit FRESCO design, which
brings a lot of engineering work. Besides, consider FRESCO is implemented
at controller side, it is greatly confined by the processing capabilities of the
controller. As a result, the security functions requiring complicated computa-
tion and analysis can hardly be deployed with FRESCO. AVANT-GUARD [33]
aims to improve the data plane performance in order to provide SDN security
applications a more scalable and responsive OpenFlow infrastructure. It designs
a connection migrations mechanism to improve OpenFlow’s weak points and
protect OpenFlow devices from saturation attacks. However, AVANT-GUARD
does not change the fact that the SDN controller could be a potential bottleneck
in security applications. Different from FRESCO and AVANT-GUARD, Open-
Flow Extension Framework (OFX) [34] modifies the software system of network
hardware devices to allow SDN applications dynamically load software modules.
OFX achieves a good performance because it is running on switch hardware
directly. However, not all security services can provide effective protections on a
switch hardware. Compared with existing SDN security innovations, SecControl
neither introduces heavy workload to SDN controller nor brings negative effects
to existing security tools.

Except for the SDN security application frameworks, researchers also
extended the individual security tools in SDN environments. FlowGuard [19] is
designed to achieve a firewall running over SDN networks. FlowGuard is capable
of checking suspicious network flows and verifying network-wide firewall policies.
However, it just provides basic firewall functions and cannot be extended with
other security functions. Similarly, some research modifies traditional intrusion
detection systems to fit SDN environments. Mehdi et al. [25] suggest using SDN
to solve home network security problems. They provide four prominent traffic
anomaly detection algorithms to detect security threats on SDN controllers. This
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innovation provides an example of applying SDN technologies in home network
security solution.

Some researchers also try to innovate security functions with Network Func-
tion Virtualization (NFV) [4]. Aaron et al. design OpenNF [15], a control plane
architecture to enable the reallocation of flows within NF instances. Through
OpenNF, network operators are able to create rich control applications, includ-
ing firewall, NAT, traffic loadbalancer, and so on. OpenBox [7] is designed to
decouple the control plane of middleboxes from their data planes and unify the
data plane through service instances. It provides a set of interfaces and protocols
to communicate with SDN controllers and middleboxes. OpenBox introduces
a uniform platform for network admins to design network applications cross
SDN network devices and middleboxes. Similarly, these NFV innovations focus
on a universal network architecture for general network applications instead of
security applications. SecControl can be regarded as a “controller” of the SDN
controllers. It releases the security related computation logic from typical SDN
controllers that should focus on managing low-level network devices. NOX [16]
and POX [24] are two twin open source OpenFlow controllers implemented in
C++ and Python respectively. They provide a set of APIs for upper-level net-
work applications to dynamically change the flow tables of OpenFlow switches.
However, the current OpenFlow structure is problematic and may meet some
issues when deploying in a large scale network. Researchers propose different
SDN controller solutions to fit existing controllers into large scale deployments,
like HyperFlow [3], Pratyaastha [21], DISCO [30], ElastiCon [13], and ONOS [5].
These methods enhance the existing controllers by adding more supports on scal-
ability, device state synchronization, controller cooperation, fault tolerance, and
other functions. Relying on SDN controllers, many network relevant applications
have been innovated. Heller et al. [18] propose to reduce the energy consump-
tions by improving network infrastructures of data centers through centralized
SDN controllers. Curtis et al. [11] suggest using SDN controllers to optimize flow
management to further achieve a better overall network performance.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new network protection framework bridging the gap
between existing security tools and SDN technologies, to produce a practical and
comprehensive network security solution for SDN environments. SecControl inte-
grates the capabilities of existing security tools and combines SDN controls to
obtain an optimized SDN network security solution. We demonstrate the capa-
bility of SecControl by implementing a prototype with the OpenFlow protocol
and evaluate its effectiveness and performance impacts with common security
threats. Our experiments show that SecControl can cooperate with many main-
stream security tools and provide effective defense responses over SDN-supported
networks.

Acknowledgments. This work was supported in part by The Penn State Fund for
Innovation.
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Abstract. This study looks into (1) the frequency with which Australian IT
professionals compromise security to meet deadlines; (2) the causes of unpro-
fessional behavior in the IT work place; (3) the best approach for tackling
unprofessional behavior; and the effectiveness of this approach. These issues
were addressed using a mixed research methodology that involved three data
collection stages with the input of each stage being the output of the earlier
stage. In the first stage, we conducted a survey of 2,315 Australian IT profes-
sionals which the Australian Computer Society helped promote. In the second
stage, we interviewed 43 Australian IT professionals from six different
Australian state capitals to understand the causes of unprofessional behavior in
the IT work place and the best approach for tackling unprofessional behavior.
Following the research participants’ suggestions, I implemented the approach
suggested by the majority of participants. I then shared the links of the approach
I implemented with the Australian IT professionals via the Australian Computer
Society. In the final stage, I interviewed 28 IT professionals to receive their
feedback with regards to the effectiveness of this approach in enhancing young
IT professionals’ abilities to recognize unprofessional behavior. This paper
presents the results from the three stages of this study.

Keywords: Compromising security � Australian organizations
Systems development � IT professionals � Professional ethics

1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is to report findings relating to the commonness of compromising
security from the viewpoint of Australian IT professionals from a study that investi-
gated unprofessional behavior in the IT work place in Australia more generally.
Another aim of this paper is to investigate the causes of unprofessional behavior more
generally. Third, to discover the best approach for tackling unprofessional behavior.
Fourth to evaluate the effectiveness of this approach.

The study, which is part of a larger project on professionalism in the IT work place,
involved collecting data during three phases. In phase one, we conducted an online survey
of 2,313 members of the Australian Computer Society (ACS), which we administered
using SurveyMonkey. The data from this phase indicated that compromising security is
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one of the top ten unprofessional behaviors that IT professionals commit in the IT work
place (Table 2 lists the top ten unprofessional behaviors). In the next step of data analysis,
we looked at the characteristics of the survey participants who selected compromising
security as one of the unprofessional behaviors. This information is important for
understanding the profile of the IT professionals who identified compromising security
during systems development as a problem. In phase two we conducted qualitative
interviews with 43 IT professionals. We selected the IT professionals we interviewed
from the survey participants who indicated their willingness to participate in this phase
when completing the survey. The face-to-face conversations with the IT professionals
offered valuable clues into the causes of the unprofessional behavior in the IT work place
in general and the best approach for tackling unprofessional behavior. In accordance with
the interviewees’ suggestions, I implemented the approach suggested by the greatest
number of participants. I implemented the approach suggested by the majority of par-
ticipants. I then shared the links of the approach I implemented with the Australian IT
professionals via the Australian Computer Society. In the final stage, I interviewed 28 IT
professionals to receive their feedback with regards to the effectiveness of this approach
in enhancing young IT professionals’ abilities to recognize unprofessional behavior.

The paper begins by introducing the research questions. Next, the research
methodology and the findings from the quantitative survey are presented. The process
of collecting data using semi-structured interviews is discussed next, followed by a
discussion of the findings from this qualitative component of the research relating to the
causes of unprofessional behavior in general and the most effective approach for
tackling unprofessional behavior in the IT work place. This is followed by a discussion
of the feedback about the implemented approach. The paper ends with a comparison of
the findings from both approaches.

2 Background

Cybercrime costs the Australian economy more than AU$4.5 billion annually [1]. The
Australian Crime Commission laments the loss of this money that they say could
otherwise be used to fund services, roads, hospitals and schools in Australia [2]. The
2016 Australian Cyber Security Centre Survey found that 90% of the Australian
organizations surveyed experienced a cyber security breach or threat during the
2015-16 financial year that compromised the confidentiality, integrity or availability of
network data or systems [3]. The above statistics for Australia are consistent with
international trends. Juniper Research predicts the cost of security breaches to reach
$2.1 trillion globally by 2019 [4]. At the individuals level, more than 46,957, cyber-
crime incidents have been reported to the Australian Cybercrime Online Reporting
Network (ACORN) in 2016 up from 39,491 in 2015 [5]. Between 1 January 2017 and
31 March 2017, 11,775 incidents were reported to ACORN up from 9,679 during the
same period in 2015 [5] suggesting that cybercrime incidents are on the rise.

As cyber-criminals and hackers continue to discover and exploit vulnerabilities in
information systems, the need for securing information systems has never been greater.
The above statistics and Lucas and Weckert [6] study findings that suggested that
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compromising security to meet deadlines or make things work is a problem facing IT
professionals, raise the following question:

RQ1: How often is security compromised to meet deadlines?

There are several reasons behind unprofessional behavior in the IT work place more
generally and compromising security during the development of information systems
more specifically. One reason could be IT professionals’ lack of awareness when it
comes to recognising ethical problems in the work place or providing solutions to them
especially when two or more priorities are at tension with each other (i.e. the interest of
the employer versus the interest of the client etc.) [7, 8]. A study by Lucas and Weckert
[6], for example, found that “ethical awareness in the IT profession requires some
strengthening” (p. 42) and that “IT professionals do not have a conscious awareness of
the ethical notions that are most important in their work” (p. 47). There is evidence that
suggests that ethics awareness has led to a higher level of professionalism and ethical
behavior among IT employees (see Al-Saggaf and Burmeister [9], Cappel and Windsor
[10], and Van den Bergh and Deschoolmeester [11]). Higher levels of professionalism
resulted in improvement in the performance of the IT industry and the quality and
delivery of IT products and services [12]. This has led scholars to argue for the need to
raise awareness of ethical issues among IT professionals [12]. Another reason is IT
professionals’ selfishness. Cappel and Windsor [10] argue that IT professionals may be
tempted to view ethical issues from an egocentric point of view, thereby either over-
simplify situations or fail to consider alternatives, stakeholders, consequences, or one’s
duties. A third reason is pressure. While the IT industry tries to address its short-
comings through the use of rigorous software and application development method-
ologies, quality assurance initiatives, risk management approaches, and external
assessment processes, these largely tend to get ignored when management and per-
sonnel are under pressure to perform (see [6, 13, 14]). Lucas and Bowern [15] note that
pressure to complete projects on time can make IT professionals compromise ethical
standards and policies or even break the law. The second research question is therefore:

RQ2: What are the reasons behind unprofessional behavior in the IT work place?

While many studies focused on ethical decision-making (see, for example,
Anderson et al. [16], Al-Saggaf and Burmeister [9], and Fleischmann [17]), few studies
focused on how IT professionals actually recognize and solve ethical problems in their
workplaces (see Lucas and Bowern [15], and Khanifar et al. [18]). Lucas and Mason
[13] conducted a study to determine the ethical attitudes of Australian IT professionals,
however, they did not focus on how these professionals identify problems or employ
strategies to resolve the ethical dilemmas they face in their day to day work. That said,
with the exception of Nielsen [19] and Jamil and Susanto [20], who proposed changing
organisational culture as a approach to avoid unprofessional behavior, most of the
studies that offered recommendations relating to how to identify and resolve ethical
problems were for use by students in the classroom. These include using codes of
ethics (see Anderson [16], Burmeister and Weckert [21], and Gotterbarn, [22]);
case studies and scenarios (see Ferguson et al. [23] and Maslin et al. [24]); the use of
role play (see Johnson [25] and Fleischmann, [17]); the doing ethics technique
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(see Seach et al. [26]); and critical thinking and argument mapping using Rationale
(see Al-Saggaf and Burmeister [9]). The third and fourth research questions are
therefore:

RQ3: What is the best approach for tackling unprofessional behavior in the IT work
place?

RQ4: How effective is this approach?

3 Methodology and Results

3.1 Stage 1: Survey

Survey Procedure. The first stage of the data collection comprised administering a
survey via SurveyMonkey so respondents can complete it electronically. The survey
design was informed by the design of Lucas and Weckert’s [6] survey study which they
conducted in 2006 survey. We invited all recipients of the ACS Information Age to
complete the questionnaire by a direct email sent to them by the ACS in 2013. The
survey was closed within less than two months when the response rate reached 12.4%.
We prefaced the online survey by an ethics information statement which included a
description of the study. Questions were both closed and open-ended. This paper
reports on only the closed questions.

Sample. 2,315 respondents filled the questionnaire. The average number of years of
work experience for the participants was 19 years; however, the average number of
years of work experience for the respondents who selected compromising security as
one of the common unprofessional behaviors was 20.3 years. Table 1 shows a sum-
mary of the demographic information for the respondents overall as well as for those
who identified compromising security as one of the common unprofessional behaviors.
As can be seen from Table 1, the overall profile of the survey participants is similar to
the profile of those who selected compromising security as one of the one of the
common unprofessional behaviors.

The Commonness of Compromising Security in the Australian IT Work Place.
We asked respondents to the survey to select from among different unprofessional
behaviors that they witnessed in their work places. Given we allowed respondents to
select more than one answer, we judged multiple response frequency analysis to be
suitable for analyzing this question. We also performed cross tabulations to find out if
there were variations in answers based on the characteristics of participants. The results
from the multiple response frequency analysis and the cross tabulations are shown
below.

The multiple response frequency analysis shown that compromising security was
ranked tenth in a list of the most common unprofessional behaviors witnessed by IT
professionals (n = 611, 26.4%). Table 2 shows the top 10 unprofessional behaviors
along with the number of responses and their proportions. This paper focusses on
compromising security; thus discussions of other unprofessional behaviors listed in
Table 2 are outside the scope of this paper.
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the survey participants and those who selected
compromising security as an ethical issue in the survey.

Demographic information Survey participants Participants who selected
compromising security

N % N %

Gender Female 356 15.5 84 13.7

Male 1,940 83.9 524 85.8
N/A 17 0.7 3 0.5

Age <35 692 30 166 27.1

36–45 516 22.3 161 26.4
46–55 576 25 157 25.7
>56 524 22.7 126 20.6

N/A 5 0.2 1 0.2
State ACT 247 10 72 11.8

NSW 696 30.4 170 27.8
NT 27 1.2 6 1
QLD 279 12.2 71 11.6

SA 120 5.5 39 6.4
TAS 42 1.8 16 2.6

VIC 581 25.4 161 26.4
WA 218 9.5 60 9.8
Overseas 80 3.5 13 2.1

N/A 23 1.0 3 0.5
Occupation Administrator 134 6.5 49 8

Consultant 502 24.3 153 25
Developer 307 14.8 83 13.6
Education 150 7.3 27 4.4

Manager 698 33.8 182 29.8
Technical Support 277 13.3 64 10.5

Other 215 10.39 51 8.3
N/A 247 11.9 2 0.3

Geographical
location

Capital city 2,069 89.5 550 90.0

Regional area 215 9.43 57 9.3
N/A 29 1.3 4 0.7

Job classification Business owner with
employed staff

57 2.7 13 2.1

Fixed term
contractors

251 11.8 76 12.4

Indefinite
contractors

34 1.6 13 2.1

Permanent full-time 1,388 65.4 406 66.4
Permanent part-time 90 4.2 18 2.9

Self-employed 112 5.3 31 5.1
Temporary full-time 61 2.9 15 2.5

Temporary part-time 63 3.0 8 1.3
Volunteer 67 3.2 10 1.6
Other 121 5.69 19 3.1

N/A 2 0.3
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We wanted to find out which participants characteristics predict participants’ choice
of compromising security in the survey. To answer this question, we used generalized
linear models (GLMs). The responses to the compromising security question are
dichotomous (recorded as a Yes/No), whereas all the demographic variables are cat-
egorical. To investigate the relationships between the predictor variables and the
dichotomous response variable, we fitted GLMs. We carried out the GLMs using
R (version 3.0.2). We verified all requirements of this analysis were.

The analysis of deviance shown a significant relationship between participants’
selection of compromising security as an unprofessional behavior in the survey and
occupation and job classification (see Table 3). No other demographic variables
showed evidence of a relationship.

We also used GLMs to investigate if there is a relationship between the prevalence
of unethical conduct and the participants’ choice of compromising security. We fitted
this technique to examine this relationship since the predictor is also a categorical
variable. The analysis of deviance revealed a significant relationship between the
prevalence of unethical conduct and participants’ choice of compromising security
(Deviance = 91.23, df = 4, p = 0.00) suggesting this variable is likewise a predictor for
participants’ selection of compromising security.

Table 2. The top 10 unprofessional behaviors witnessed by Australian IT
professionals

Ethical problems Number of survey
respondents
N (%)

Compromising quality 1104 47.7
Blaming others for own mistakes 957 41.4
Compromising functionality 846 36.6
Overworking staff 762 32.9
Incompetence 750 32.4
Conflict of interest 682 29.5
Unprofessional behavior 633 27.4
Compromising user requirements 632 27.3
Bullying 630 27.2
Compromising security 611 26.4

Table 3. The analysis of deviance

Demographic variable Deviance Degrees of freedom (DF) P

Occupation 18.38 6 0.0053
Job classification 32.32 11 0.0007
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The analysis of deviance also revealed that occupation predicted the choice of
compromising security. Twenty-five percent of the participants who selected com-
promising security as a frequent unprofessional behavior were consultants and 29.8%
were managers. In contrast, only 13.6% of the respondents who selected compromising
security as an unprofessional conduct were developers. This shows that participants in
senior positions are more worried about compromising security than participants in
non-senior positions Likewise, we also found job classification to be a predictor of the
choice of compromising security. A greater percentage of permanent full time
employees (66.4%) and fixed term contractors (12.4%) selected this issue in the
questionnaire. The full time permanent employees group is not surprising, but the fact
that a large percentage of fixed term contractors selected this problem indicates that
fixed term contractors are particularly worried about this issue. A future research study
could provide insights with regards to the reasons for this surprising finding.

3.2 Stage 2 and 3: Qualitative Interviews

Conducting the Interviews and Analysing the Data. The survey stage was followed
by two stages of semi-structured interviews (43 participants in the second stage and 28
participants in the third stage). Participants were all selected from the respondents of
survey who indicated willingness to participate in the future stages of the project. We
conducted the second stage interviews in 2014 and the third stage interviews in 2017.
We conducted sixty-six interviews (43 interviews in the second stage and 23 interviews
in the third stage) were face-to-face and took place in the six Australian state capitals.
We conducted the remaining five interviews (third stage) via Skype. We audio recorded
and transcribed verbatim all interviews.

We sent the invitation for participation to all survey respondents who indicated that
they were willing to take part in interviews during the project’s stage one. We selected
the interviewees based on their characteristics and ensure that a diverse range of
backgrounds were represented. The final list of participants included IT professionals
from a diverse range of organizations, such as large and small and who come from all
Australian state capitals and represent different ages, genders, kinds of jobs, and work
experiences. Table 4 lists the characteristics of these individuals.

We analyzed the transcribed interviews using qualitative thematic analysis with the
help of NVivo. We used each transcribed interview document as the unit of analysis.
We performed data analysis as follows. (1) We read the interview documents several
times. (2) We created nodes based on keywords and dominant phrases in the tran-
scribed documents. (3) We located text within the interview documents with the same
nodes and assigned it to these nodes. This way each node acted as a “bucket” in the
sense that it held all the data related to a specific node. These nodes were then further
divided into specific sub-nodes. This was done to create a hierarchy so it is easier to
interpret the findings.
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The Causes of Unprofessional Behavior. While the findings from the 43 interviews
revealed 25 reasons behind unprofessional behavior in the IT work place only the reasons
brought up during interviews by the highest number of interviewees, in this case 18 out of
the 43, will be discussed below. Two reasons met this condition: bad management and
pressure. Other reasons include greed, lack of respect for IT people, poor communication
skills, self-interest, IT project’s complexity, fear of losing job and lack of awareness, to
name a few. These findings are consistent with the literature pertaining to the main
reasons behind unprofessional behavior in the IT work place (see Background section
above) specifically with regards to lack of awareness, self-interest and pressure.

Eighteen out of 43 participants identified bad management as one of the causes of
unprofessional behavior in the IT work place. The following quote typifies their views:

What leads to unprofessional behavior therefore is probably a poor management structure and a
set of values that aren’t clearly defined or at least not communicated yeah.

Table 4. Characteristics of the interviewees

Interviewees’ characteristics N

Gender Female 12
Male 59

Age <35 5
36–45 10
46–55 26
>56 26

Occupation Accreditor 1
Business analyst 5
Consultant 12
Database developer/coordinator 2
Manager 19
IT educator 4
Retired 6
Other 22

City Adelaide 9
Brisbane 8
Canberra 8
Melbourne 12
Sydney 17
Perth 12
Skype 5

Job classification Fixed term contractors 19
Permanent full-time 52

IT work experience (years) 10–19 9
20–29 15
30–39 24
>40 23
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The 18 interviewees who raised bad management during interviews expressed a
range of views about this issue including the view that when management engages in
unprofessional behavior, unprofessional behavior trickles down to staff:

I have seen where a team leader or a manager perhaps behaves in a certain way, you’ll see that
behavior reflected through his organization and that’s not necessarily helpful.

One interviewee agreed maintaining that ethical behavior has “got to come from
management down”, a view which a third interviewee also shared:

it gets driven from the top. So if you’ve got a leader who, so a Chief Executive who acts like
that, who then, the directors follow that because he’s acting in that way, they all follow in that
same way. Then you have the managers who also act because the CEO’s demonstrates in a
behavior, the directors are, the managers are, and then because the manager is the staff also
believe that that’s the way.

Both of the above quotes emphasise the importance of “leading by example” in
reducing unprofessional behavior in the IT work place.

Similarly, 18 out of 43 participants identified pressure as one of the causes of
unprofessional behavior in the IT work place. The 18 interviewees who raised this issue
during interviews reported several examples of pressure facing IT professionals. There
is pressure on project managers to provide inaccurate estimations of costs of projects:

And there’s always a pressure on there, well if I, if I made an estimate based on what I actually
think it’s going to take, how much … it going to take me cost, I probably wouldn’t succeed. So
there’s, some pressure either to make it seem smaller than it really is in order to get any money
at all or the other one which says I applied some weird factor.

There is pressure on salesmen to sell unwanted products and services because they
are paid leveraged salaries:

when you’re sitting on a leveraged salary that’s 5545 somewhere along the line something’s got
to give and if you’re not having a good quarter, the following quarter you’ve got to have a good
quarter otherwise you won’t keep the kids. So it’s a dilemma and more and more organizations
are heading towards leverage state and that drives the sales behavior.

There is pressure on program managers to cut corners to secure the next contract:

Early delivery thing where you’re getting pressure from the people above to do something and
the thing wasn’t the pressure to do something quicker because we’re doing that all the time. As
a program manager you’ve got all these things to sort of hit but when it’s the reason for doing it
is because then they might get another contract, to me that was the ethical question.

It clear from the above examples that financial gain underpins all these pressures.

The Best Approach for Tackling Unprofessional Behavior. While the findings from
the 43 interviews revealed 21 approaches for tackling unprofessional behavior in the IT
work place only the approaches brought up during interviews by the highest number of
interviewees, in this case 26 out of the 43, will be highlighted below. One approach met
this condition: case studies. 26 out of 43 participants suggested the use of case studies
as an effective approach for tackling unprofessional behavior in the IT work place. The
literature has also identified case studies as an effective approach for tackling unpro-
fessional behavior in the IT work place (see Background section above). Other
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approaches suggested include a mentoring program for young IT professionals and a
‘helpline’ through which young IT professionals can receive counselling.

One reason the highest number of interviewees suggested the use of case studies is
because case studies can enable IT professionals to “be in someone else’s shoes” as
one interviewee argued “Putting yourself in the shoes of one of those other stake-
holders is a key.” Case studies can enable IT professionals to ask themselves: what
would I do in such a situation?:

Every now and again there’s an article in the Information Age which has case studies, I enjoy
case studies…. I always read them and think “Oh yeah, what would I do?”

Case studies can enable IT professionals to learn from other people’s mistakes: “In
IT one can learn very well by example” because, according to this interviewee “we
study what’s come before.” But one interviewee warned:

Scenarios shouldn’t be black and white… You should know when you’re in the dark grey area
cause that’s the problem area, that’s the stuff that we need to fix.

Black and white scenarios are straightforward and thus they are not helpful. They
need to be grey so individuals can relate them to their circumstances: “I’m likely to go
in on the test cases looking for the closest of what’s happening to me.”

Case studies can enable IT professionals to consider a situation from multiple
perspectives:

If you can provide somebody in a situation where they’re trying to make a decision, both
perspectives, you’ll do, like that would be really valuable.

Case studies can also enable IT professionals to consider the risks: “we’re trying to
give them an understanding of some of the risks that are out there. Some real exam-
ples.” Other interviewees also shared this interviewee’s suggestion regarding the use of
real examples because, as another interviewee explained, “People relate to real
scenarios.”

The Effectiveness of the Implemented Approach: Interactive YouTube Videos. In
response to the interviewees’ recommendation regarding the use of case studies as an
effective approach for tackling unprofessional behavior in the IT work place, we
developed four interactive YouTube videos highlighting cases of unprofessional
practice. One of the videos specifically addresses the conduct of compromising security
due to pressure from above. The video, which is titled “Early Launch”, shows a
situation in which a project manager is put under pressure to compromise the security
of a system along with three short action videos that highlight the options to tackle the
behavior and the potential outcome of each option. These videos enable IT profes-
sionals to choose options and then see the outcome of their selections. The objective of
the three action videos is to enable the IT professionals watching the video to question
themselves what they would do in such a scenario by selecting an action for tackling
the behavior and then see the outcome of that action.

Following the development of the videos, we uploaded these videos on the ACS
YouTube Channel. Next, we interviewed 28 IT professionals to provide feedback on
the effectiveness of these videos in improving IT professionals’ ability to recognize
unethical conduct at work. The majority of interviewees agreed that these interactive
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YouTube videos and their outcome videos are valuable to have. The following com-
ments summarize their views:

• I like the approach of the scenarios and that sort of thing
• Well I think sometimes role play is not bad which is what this video does
• I liked the examples that you had in your video
• Well I think sometimes role play is not bad which is what this video does
• Some aspects of the video were good
• At the higher level I think where the ethics really, within organizations, where the

ethics really starts to be an issue and that’s why I like in that last, the video on
early, the early [launch]

• I think it’s fantastic. I think it’s a really good way to create an interactive resource,
especially for a DE student. Because there’s a lot of resources for face to face,
there’s classes, you can ask questions. But with these videos, anytime, anywhere,
you can constantly review it

• I like the approach of the scenarios and that sort of thing
• Yeah, it’s good. I think it’s a good idea. People can – you know, that can trigger

people’s memories, you know, and they say, oh yeah, I’ll come across with you.
This is something that happened here, happened there, and it’s good

• Yes. I thought the encryption one was good. You made a clear point. It probably hit
a nerve because there’s been so much problems recently with the ABS and those
sort of things

• I thought the people in the videos were very believable
• But I think more often than not the rules aren’t there so therefore they’ll do like you

said in the video, they’ll respond at the time to what happens
• But what I thought was I thought the production qualities were excellent. I thought

the acting was excellent

Similarly, the following comments that these interviewees made about the approach
of selecting possible actions then see the outcome of their selections typify their views:

• I think that that’s, that’s what’s attractive about it
• I liked it a lot, the, as I say, the only negative I have was the extreme anger in the

two options-
• I think the training videos themselves, that ability to choose an action based on a set

of circumstances I think is very important because that’s what makes people pay
attention to what’s going on. If you just go and stick a video in front of them they’re
not going to take it is as much as something that’s interactive;

• Yeah that was okay, what would you do in effect, or what – I think you were saying
if you were in that position what would you do?

• I think they’re – I mean I think they’re good options
• I think it was good that they were able to see the outcomes
• Yeah I think that’s excellent, that’s what I think, but people – especially young

people because they can’t necessarily imagine that”
• It’s good. Yeah, it’s a good idea; Oh I actually – the way they played out was

absolutely real world
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• I think it’s useful to get, to think through that there are consequences to decisions.
There are consequences to people’s lives, careers, products, projects, and just
cutting code. There is much more to life and in IT and health IT than cutting code

The above quotes shows that the interviewees thought the approach of selecting
possible actions then see the outcome of their selections is effective. Further analysis
will be conducted on the data from this final stage to find out how the videos can assist
IT professionals with recognizing unethical conduct in the IT work place.

4 Discussion

The first research question addressed the prevalence of compromising security during
system development within Australian organizations. The survey we conducted with a
large sample of IT professionals showed that compromising security is one of the top
ten unprofessional behaviors witnessed by Australian IT professionals in their work
places. The analysis revealed a significant relationship between participants’ choice of
compromising security and occupation and job classification. Twenty-five percent of
the respondents who identified compromising security as a frequent unprofessional
behavior were consultants and 29.8% were managers. In contrast, only 13.6% of the
respondents who selected compromising security as an unprofessional behavior were
developers. This shows that respondents in senior positions are more worried about
compromising security than respondents in non-senior positions. Interestingly 13.2% of
the survey respondents who chose compromising security and 13.9% of the intervie-
wees who brought up this issue in interviews classified their jobs as fixed term con-
tractors. That fixed term contractors are more worried about compromising security
than the permanent professionals is worthy of further investigation. Why these IT
professionals ordered compromising security in the survey as a frequent unethical
conduct and brought up this concern during interviews. Could it be because those
external contractors are more worried about compromising security than the internal
staff? Additional research is needed to shed light on this issue. It is hoped, this paper
will inspire undertaking such an inquiry.

Qualitative interviews were conducted over two periods of time to address the sec-
ond, third and fourth research questions. The second research question was concerned
with the causes of unprofessional behavior in the IT work place. The qualitative analysis
from the first round of qualitative interviews identified bad management and pressure as
the top two in the list of the causes of unprofessional behavior in the IT work place. In
terms of bad management, the qualitative analysis revealed that ethical behavior “gets
driven from the top” and unprofessional behavior trickles down to staff. With regards to
pressure, which the literature has also identified as a main reason for unprofessional
behavior, the qualitative analysis revealed that financial gain underpinned all the kinds of
pressures reported by the interviewees in this study. The third research question was
concerned with the best approach for tackling unprofessional behavior in the IT work
place. Twenty six out of 43 participants suggested the use of case studies as an effective
approach for tackling unprofessional behavior in the IT work place. The literature has
also identified case studies as an effective approach. Several reasons were highlighted for
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why the highest number of interviewees suggested the use of case studies. The main
reason however was because case studies can enable IT professionals to ‘be in someone
else’s shoes.’ Having implemented the suggested approach, the fourth research question
was concerned with the effectiveness of the implemented approach (the interactive
YouTube videos). The findings from the second round of qualitative interviews revealed
that the majority of interviewees agreed that these interactive YouTube videos and their
outcome videos are valuable to have and that enabling the viewers to make choices and
then see how these choices play out is a good idea.

5 Conclusion

The aim of this study was to address the following research questions: how often is
security compromised to meet deadlines? What are the causes of unprofessional
behavior in the IT work place? What is an effective approach for tackling unprofes-
sional conduct? To what extent this approach is effective? To fulfil the aims of the
project we employed a mixed methodology comprising three stages of data gathering
the input of each stage being the output of the earlier stage. The data collection
proceeded as follows. In the first stage, we conducted a survey of 2,315 Australian IT
professionals which the Australian Computer Society helped promote. The survey
revealed that compromising security is one of the top ten most frequently witnessed
unprofessional conducts. Based on the findings from this stage we rewrote the content
of the follow-up interviews. In the second stage, we interviewed 43 Australian IT
professionals from six different Australian state capitals to learn from them, the causes
of unprofessional behavior in the IT work place and the best approach for tackling
unprofessional behavior. The first round of qualitative interviews identified bad man-
agement and pressure as the top two in the list of the causes of unprofessional behavior
in the IT work place. According to these interviews also, the highest number of
interviewees suggested the use of case studies as an effective approach for tackling
unprofessional behavior. In accordance with the interviewees’ recommendations, I
implemented the approach suggested by the majority of participants. I then shared the
links of the approach I implemented with the Australian IT professionals via the
Australian Computer Society. In the final stage, I interviewed 28 IT professionals to
hear their comment with regards to the effectiveness of this approach in enhancing
young IT professionals’ abilities to recognize unprofessional behavior. The first
impressions from the second round of qualitative interviews with regards to the
effectiveness of this approach were all positive.
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Abstract. With the globalisation of the Internet, standard frameworks such as
the Internationalized Domain Name (IDN) that enable everyone to code a
domain name in their native language or script has emerged. While IDN enabled
coding the domain names in different languages, it has also put users of web
browsers that support IDNs at risk of homograph attacks. As IDN-based
homograph attacks have recently become a significant threat in content-based
attacks such as phishing and other fraudulent attacks against Internet users, an
approach that could automatically thwart such attacks against web browsers is
important to the Internet users. To this end, we propose a new approach to
mitigate the Internationalised Domain Name homograph attacks in this paper.
The proposed approach is very easy to deploy in the existing browsers and
requires no change in the way the end-user interact with the web-browsers. We
implemented the proposed approach as an add-on to a popular web-browser and
demonstrate its effectiveness against the homograph attack. Our assessment of
the proposed implementation shows that the proposed solution to the IDN-based
homograph attack protects web browsers with no noticeable overhead.

Keywords: Internationalized Domain Name � Homograph attacks
Phishing attacks � Unicode attack � Homograph obfuscation
Web browsers security

1 Introduction

The development of IDN marks the departure from the English-centric web service to a
web service globalization to meet the needs of the potential users’ worldwide. An IDN
is an Internet domain name that allows Internet users to create and use websites in
many different languages. By globalizing offering of their services, companies such as
PayPal Holdings that operate businesses worldwide stand to benefit from internation-
alized usability of the Web through the potential increase of customer base. The use of
IDN is a trend that will only increase in both public and private organizations
worldwide. However, with the introduction of IDNs came a slew of new security
concerns, chief among them being the homograph attack [10]. Although the homo-
graph attack is not new, it has recently resurfaced with the introduction of IDN [1] and
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has increasingly become one of the serious Web security problems [2]. With the
availability and increased usage of Unicode-based web documents and non-ASCII
codes in the domain name, Unicode-based homograph attacks are expected to be a
severe web security problem [1, 5]. In particular, the classic scams involving identify
theft, fraud, and corruption are anticipated to increase both in number and complexity.

With the increasing internationalization of the Internet, it is more important than
ever to provide automated protection against IDN-based homograph attacks for the
stability of the Internet. Generally, existing solutions place the burden on the end-users
by requiring them to be vigilant about the attack. For example, the Unicode Consortium
has been active at raising awareness of the Unicode-based homograph attacks and in
providing recommended solutions [13]. While it is true that the users should be aware
about the threat of homograph attack, unfortunately we cannot expect them to be
vigilant all the time whether Uniform Resource Locator (URL) is legitimate or spoofed
via a homograph attack. Existing techniques do not actively attempt to determine
whether or not the IDN is a homograph attack. This is left to the end user to figure out
which one is genuine and which one is fake. In this paper, we propose a new
IDN-based homograph attack mitigation technique. The proposed technique takes the
address and determines whether or not it is a spoof of another site. Because it is able to
distinguish between legitimate and spoofing sites it allows the user to visit all IDNs
safely without being restricted. In addition to this, the strategy proposed here alerts the
user with a warning message when they visit a homograph site, which is something the
currently implemented mitigation techniques do not do. In summary, this paper makes
the following contributions:

• Evaluation of the existing web browsers defense mechanisms against IDN-based
homograph attacks;

• A new effective mitigation technique that detects IDN-based homograph attacks and
properly notify the users; and

• Implementation and evaluation of the proposed IDN-based homograph attack
mitigation technique.

The reset of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, a brief background on
IDN and Unicode as well as how phishers exploit them via homograph attacks to gain
sensitive information from unwary users is described. In Sect. 3, the current defenses in
place to stop these Unicode-based homograph attacks are discussed. In Sect. 4, a new
Unicode-based attack mitigation technique is described. The implementation of the
proposed Unicode-based attack mitigation technique into a Google Chrome and per-
formance analysis are described in Sect. 4. The conclusion is given in Sect. 5.

2 Background

In this section, a brief background on IDN and Unicode as well as how phishers exploit
them via homograph attacks to gain sensitive information from unwary users is
described.
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2.1 Internationalized Domain Name

IDN system uses Unicode as opposed to standard English ASCII characters. Unicode is
a computer industry standard code that assigns unique numbers to languages in active
use today. This allows using different scripts and languages in software, predominantly
for applications in web links, web pages, and emails [4]. Unicode was created to
replace the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII). Due to the
globalization of Internet and wide penetration of information technology worldwide,
ASCII become no longer sufficient. Unicode changed that by including all the char-
acters from every writing system in the world, both current and ancient, as well as
symbols and punctuation. Currently, Unicode has over 100,000 characters. Each
character in Unicode has a unique number, regardless of the platform or languages,
making the different languages and scripts compatible for information interchange.
Because IDN is implemented on the application level, no changes are needed to the
Domain Name System (DNS) protocol. All of the work is done at the application level
by the browser. However, Unicode character set contain visually and semantically
confusable characters, which can lead to a myriad of security risks. Specifically, it can
aid in creating a bogus domain name chief of which is IDN-based homograph attack.

2.2 IDN-Based Homograph Attack

Homograph attack [9], also called Unicode attacks, visual spoofing, and homograph
obfuscation [2, 4], is the type of spoofing attack where a fake website domain name that
deceptively looks like a genuine one is created by substituting one or more similar but
different characters in the legitimate website domain names. An example is the
‘microsoft.com’ and ‘microsoft.com’. In the second domain name, the second ‘o’
character is replaced by the Greek omicron ‘o’ character. The two URLs look identical.
While it is impossible for a user to tell them apart visually, the computer will treat them
as two totally different characters. This makes homograph popular targets for malicious
users to use for phishing attacks and risky for regular users.

IDN-based homograph attack is an example of web browser security risks origi-
nating from the exploitation of the Unicode character sets to create a fake IDN.
Unicode-based homograph attack is usually made possible by substituting one or more
characters of the legitimate website address with their equivalent homographs in the
Unicode character set. Many of these characters look similar if not identical which can
lead to new and hard to detect phishing attacks. These attacks come in a variety of
forms, such as mixed and whole script attacks, as well as character and word level
similarity attacks.

Given 100,000 characters (many of which visually indistinguishable) contained in
the Unicode, the potential for creating phony URLs that can fool even the most security
savvy users is great. This attack vector can enable crafting of counterfeit websites
commonly used by phishers to maliciously target unwary users in an attempt to deceive
them into handing over their sensitive information such as their credit card details and
causing billions of dollars of damage [6]. Moreover, these Unicode-based homograph
attacks are potentially more dangerous than regular phishing attacks as they are harder
to detect visually for the user. As the popularity of IDNs rises, so does the possibility of
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these attacks. As the Web usage extends beyond the sole Latin script, this type of Web
security risk is expected to increase significantly [1].

2.3 Problem Overview

The basic tenet of the attacks is to make the unaware target of the attack believe that she
is using a legitimate Web site when in fact she is accessing a fake Web site that
deceptively looks like a genuine one. This is attained by making the fake Web site
address virtually indistinguishable from the real URL visually by using different
characters from various alphabets such as Cyrillic and the Greek as well as ASCII
alphanumeric characters (e.g., Zero stands for the letter “o”). Since the Unicode sup-
ports around 100,000 characters, the attackers can exploit resembling characters in
various combinations.

We formally define the problem of homograph attacks detection as follows: Let
W ¼ w1;w2; � � � ;wnf g be a set of n legitimate Web sites in a DNS database such that
each Web site wi 2 W has a domain name, DN wð Þ ¼ c1c2 � � � cLf g; of L characters
derived from the standard ASCII code. Let be a Web site with a domain name

such that at least m characters of the domain name are from
Unicode (e.g., Cyrillic, Greek, Latin or the mix of these scripts) such that 1�m� L.
We want to know if is a legitimate or a fake Web site.

A wide variety of approaches have been proposed to address the homograph attack.
Existing approaches can be generally classified as algorithmic analysis of the characters
in the URL or user-oriented security approaches. Our approach combines both algo-
rithmic analysis of the characters and user-oriented security approaches. A suite of
user-oriented security approaches that aim to draw the attention of non-ASCII Web
sites browsers is discussed in [1]. These approaches include visual security indicators
such as enlarging font sizes and highlighting confusing letters. Although these
approaches can provide users with visual clues about the possible threats, they cannot
prevent the IDN-based homograph attack. An approach based on Unicode string col-
oring in which each language/script is displayed uniquely in color is discussed in [4].
A recent study on domain name highlighting effectiveness concluded that it is unre-
liable as the lone mitigation technique [7]. Moreover, they can render genuine Web
sites with mixed scripts to appear suspicious to users and useless with color blind users
[9]. Punycode by Unicode Consortium [14] is the common strategy used by the
existing web browsers. The idea is to convert non-ASCII characters in IDN into basic
ASCII characters (a–z, 0–9). When an address is converted to Punycode, a special
marker ‘xn--’is used to denote that the address is in Punycode format. For example,
when the IDN ‘paypӑl.com’ with ӑ from the Cyrillic set is encountered, the web
browser will convert the address into Punycode format as ‘http://xn--paypl-tof.com/’.

Existing web browsers seem to tackle the subject of IDNs differently. Google
Chrome and Internet Explorer will convert the address to Punycode if it contains mixed
scripts. This may rule out legitimate mixed-script addresses, and miss any single script
homograph attacks. Opera and Firefox use a whitelist of top level domains, and con-
verts any address not in these domains to Punycode. While this helps to ensure that
most of the addresses not converted to Punycode are legitimate, many legitimate sites
may be converted to Punycode just because they don’t belong to certain top level
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domains. Safari renders only problematic character sets, such as Greek and Cyrillic, as
Punycode. This can lead to every legitimate Greek and Cyrillic IDN being converted to
Punycode, greatly restricting the sites the user navigates to.

As user-oriented security approaches require more attentiveness from humans [6],
there is a necessity for an automated analysis of the URL to prevent IDN-based
mitigation attacks. An approach that extracts and verifies different terms of a URL
using search engine spelling recommendation for automated phishing web site detec-
tion is discussed in [3]. A Bayesian-based approach that determines if a Unicode
character in a word is be o detect whether a suspicious Unicode character in a word is
visual spoofing or not is discussed in [5]. Helfrich and Dual [10] described an approach
called a dual canonicalization for detecting if two encodings are homographs. The idea
is based on homograph sets and deciding if two encodings are either belong to the same
homograph set, or else that they belong to different homograph sets.

In spite of intense research to mitigate the problem, the IDN-based homograph
attacks still occur. A recent case that highlights the homograph attack problem is the
fake ‘IIoydsbank.co.uk’ domain complete with a high level of HTTPS and a valid TLS
certificate [12]. The forged domain names easily fooled many users into trusting it as
the legitimate banking website. This example shows that even a TLS certificate is just
as easy to obtain a valid certificate for the forged website. Although there is a sig-
nificant potential for abusing homographs, it is simply wrong to assume that all
homographs are malicious or spoofing as it is commonly done in the web browsers
today [5].

Moreover, the currently implemented defenses to fight against these homograph
attacks are subpar. There are three main problems with the current techniques. First, the
browser will still always display the page, whether the address has been converted to
Punycode or not, it relies solely on the user noticing that the address is in Punycode and
understanding what that means. The second problem is that none of the existing
approaches gave the user a proper notification warning them of the potentially dan-
gerous site they were about to visit. Third, none of these techniques can be sure that the
site is actually a homograph attack, which can restrict the user from visiting many
legitimate sites. The proposed approach aims to remedy these issues. It will achieve this
by taking the site address and checking to see whether or not it is a spoof of another
site. This should be an improvement over current mitigation techniques as it will
actually determine between legitimate and illegitimate sites and properly notify the user
when they are trying to navigate to a spoofed site. Although the existing approaches
have proven successful to some degree in detecting homographs, they are not generic
and not comprehensive enough.

3 Homograph Attack Mitigation Strategy

In this section, the proposed IDN-based homograph attack mitigation strategy is
described. We will first discuss the proposed algorithm and then provide security
analysis of the algorithm.
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3.1 Homograph Attack Detection

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the proposed strategy. The algorithm maintains
a set of homograph characters H cð Þ for each ASCII character c. For example, character
‘a’ will have H(a) = {a, ά, ä, ă, Ά, …, Ă}. The domain address (URL) is the input to
the algorithm and the output is whether or not the URL is spoofed.

Algorithm 1: Homograph Attack Detection (HAD) 
INPUT: URL 
OUTPUT: Warning message 
BEGIN 

IF (Punycode (URL) == TRUE) THEN
 Unicode (URL)   //Unicode version URL 

 (Unicode (URL) == TRUE) THEN
 ASCII (URL)    //ASCII version URL 

 (ASCII (URL) == TRUE) THEN
Lookup (URL)   

) THEN 

L
F

F
L
F

F

(

UR
 ENDI
 I

 UR
 ENDI
 I

IF
 Message (Warning)

ENDIF
ENDIF 

END Algorithm 1

The algorithm first checks the type of the URL and take the appropriate action.
Specifically, if the URL address is in Punycode, the URL is converted to its corre-
sponding Unicode type. If the URL is in Unicode format, it is converted to ASCII code.
The idea is to take the non-ASCII domain address and converted to the ASCII code. In
order to convert the domain address to ASCII code, the algorithm checks for visually
similar characters in the domain address and convert all Unicode characters to ASCII
code. For example if the character ‘ӑ’ was found in the IDN, it would be removed and
replaced with the character ‘a’. This step would result with the original address such as
www.paypӑl.com being converted to the regular www.paypal.com.

The final step is to take the address generated in the second step and cross-check it
in the DNS database (e.g., Google Public DNS, DNS Advantage and Norton Free
DNS) to ensure its validity. The idea is that if the site is found to exist, then obviously
the original IDN address (e.g., www.paypӑl.com) is a homograph attack. In this case,
the user is notified with a very clear and concise message that makes the danger
obvious to the user. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed homographic attack mitigation
technique using “www.paypӑl.com”. This strategy, unlike many of the current defenses
in place to mitigate homograph attacks, is designed to actively attempt to determine if
an IDN is a homograph attack or not. Moreover, it can detect single, mixed and whole
script attacks.
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3.2 Security Analysis

In this section, we conduct the security analysis and show that the proposed mitigation
technique detects a variety of homograph attacks, such as single, mixed and whole
script attacks. In the analysis, we assume that there is a set of W ¼ w1;w2; � � � ;wnf g
legitimate Web sites with the ASCII domain name registered in DNS database. Also,
we assume that an adversary has created a spoofed website with a URL that visually
appears to be a trusted site when in fact it is a malicious one.

Let S ¼ c1c2. . .cLf g be a sequence of L characters representing the domain name of
a Web site . Suppose that is a phishing site impersonating a legitimate Web site
wk 2 W 1� k� nj in the DNS. We now show that the proposed algorithm will detect

as a phishing site.

Lemma 1: The proposed algorithm detects IDN-based homograph attack.

Proof: Suppose that the domain name of contains a set of s � S non-ASCII
characters such that 1� sj j � Sj j. Note that when s ¼ 1, it is a single character
homograph attack. In contrast, the attack is said to be a mixed homograph attack when
1\ sj j\ Sj j and s contains characters from a variety of scripts such as Greek and Latin.
The whole script homograph attacks occur when sj j ¼ Sj j. The proposed algorithm
converts the domain name of , regardless of the type of the domain name (i.e.,
Punycode or Unicode) and types of the attack (i.e., single, mixed or whole), into the
corresponding ASCII code. The lookup function, using the ASCII domain name of ,
will return NULL since it does not exist in the DNS thus proving that is a phishing
site. ■

Fig. 1. Illustration of the proposed mitigation strategy.
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Lemma 2: The proposed algorithm detects ASCII-based homograph attacks.

Proof: Suppose the string S contains a set of s � S visually similar ASCII characters
as a Web site wk 2 W such that 1� sj j � Sj j. An example of such case is
‘wk ¼ Lloydsbank:com:uk’ and ‘ ’ where the first letter ‘L’ in
the legitimate Web site is replaced with a capital ‘i’ letter ‘I’. For to be flagged as a
phishing site, the following must hold:

M 6¼ NULL ð1Þ

For this case, the algorithm produces M ¼ NULL, which indicates that is not in the
DNS database. Hence, the algorithm detects that is a phishing site. ■

4 Implementation and Testing

In this section, we will test both the defenses currently implemented in a number of
web browsers and the mitigation technique proposed in this paper. The proposed
homograph attack mitigation strategy is written in Javascript and implemented into the
Google Chrome browser as an add-on. The results will be compared in an attempt to
analyze the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation technique.

4.1 Methods

A number of tests were devised to test how the current mitigation techniques imple-
mented in browsers respond to IDN-based homograph attack. These tests will cover a
range of different kinds of homograph attacks such as mixed-script and whole-script
spoofing, and should act to test whether or not the proposed approach can successfully
detect them as homograph Web sites. A legitimate address will also be used to see if
this add-on can, unlike current mitigation techniques, determine if a mixed-script IDN
is legitimate. Table 1 shows the test sites used in the experiments.

The gooɡle.com is a spoof of ‘google.com’, where the second ‘g’ has been replaced
with a Latin small letter ‘ɡ’ (U+0261). This is a single-script homograph attack. It uses
only Latin characters to spoof the google.com site. This test will act to show how the
current IDN homograph mitigation techniques in browsers treat IDNs that use an
extended Latin script. The paypӑl.com is a spoof of ‘paypal.com’, where the second ‘a’
has been replaced by the Cyrillic ‘ӑ’ (U+04D1). This is an example of a mixed-script
homograph attack, as it uses both Latin and Cyrillic characters. This test will act to
determine how the current mitigation techniques in browsers treat IDN homograph

Table 1. Test sites used in the experiments.

Site Unicode Punycode
goo le.com 0067 006F 006F 0261 006C 0065 002E 0063 006F 006D xn--goole-tmc.com 
payp l.com 0070 0061 0079 0070 04D1 006C 002E 0063 006F 006D xn--paypl-tof.com 
βeta.com 03B2 0065 0074 0061 002E 0063 006F 006D xn--eta-rxc.com 
ҽъау.com 04BD 044A 0430 0443 002E 0063 006F 006D xn--80a2bt37b.com 
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attacks that use mixed scripts. The beta.com is not a spoof as there is no beta.com. This
is to represent the possibility of a legitimate site that uses mixed scripts. beta.com uses
the Greek ‘b’ (U+03B2). This test act to establish how the current mitigation techniques
in browsers treat mixed-script IDNs that are legitimate and not homograph attacks. The

is a spoof of ‘ebay.com’, where the ‘e’ has been replaced by the Cyrillic ‘ҽ’ 
(U+04BD), the ‘b’ has been replaced by the Cyrillic ‘ъ’ (U+044A), the ‘a’ has been
replaced by the Cyrillic ‘a’ (U+0430), and the ‘y’ has been replaced by the Cyrillic ‘y’
(U+0443). This is an example of a whole-script spoof, where every Latin character has
been replaced by a visually similar Cyrillic character. This test will act to determine how
current mitigation techniques in browsers treat whole-script homograph attacks.

We tested the Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Opera, Safari
and Avant. No changes were made to the browsers, they were be used with the default
settings. The results of these tests will mainly be looking at whether or not the address
was converted to Punycode and whether or not the browser alerted the user that they
were visiting a homograph site. We used the following aspects to test each browsers:

• Converts Address to Punycode (#1)
• Makes a visual distinction (#2)
• Notifies the user that the website may be illegitimate (#3).

4.2 Results and Discussions

Table 2 shows the results of the experiments. Google Chrome converts all the
addresses to Punycode, even the site beta.com which isn’t a spoofing site. It is
impossible to tell legitimate IDNs from fake IDNs. Mixed IDNs are always shown as
Punycode, even if they are legitimate sites. The browser makes no attempt to notify the
user that the site may be unsafe. It converts the IDN based on the languages that the
user has listed. By default, English is the only language listed, and the user can add
more. If at least one letter in the IDN is not in the user’s languages the IDN is not

Table 2. Results of the experiments.

Browser goo le.com payp l.com βeta.com ҽъау.com 

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

Chrome √ √ √ √

Explorer √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Firefox √ √ √ √

Avant √ √ √ √

Safari √ √ √ √

Opera √ √ √ √

Ours √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
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displayed. This is quite restrictive and may result in many legitimate IDNs being
converted to Punycode and becoming unreadable to humans.

Internet Explorer converts all the addresses to a Punycode, even the site beta.com
which isn’t a spoofing site. This makes it impossible to tell legitimate IDNs from fake
IDNs. Mixed IDNs are always shown as Punycode, even if they are legitimate sites.
Explorer notifies the user that the web address contains letters that are from a different
language. It converts the IDN based on the languages that the user has listed. By default
English is the only language listed, and the user can add more. If at least one letter in
the IDN is not in the user’s languages the IDN is not displayed. In addition to this,
Internet Explorer notifies the user that the web address contains letters or symbols that
cannot be displayed with the current language settings, and allows the user to change
these settings. This is restrictive and may result in many legitimate IDNs being con-
verted to Punycode and unreadable to humans. Mixed IDNs are always shown as
Punycode, even if they are legitimate sites. It makes no attempt to notify the user that
the site may be unsafe.

Mozilla Firefox loads the pages but converts addresses to Punycode, regardless of
what Unicode character set or if they are mixed or single script, unless they meet the
whitelist standards. A whitelist of top level domains is used, where the registrars must
take care to not allow any homograph-confusable International Domain Names to be
registered. Any IDNs that are not from one of these top level domains, even if they are
legitimate, will be displayed in Punycode and are therefore not human readable. In
addition to the standard tests, a test was done using a top level domain name other than
“.com”. The address paypӑl.info is displayed and treated as if it was legitimate, despite
it having a mixed script. This leaves Firefox users open to homograph attacks.

In the Avant browser, none of the sites were converted to Punycode, whether they
were legitimate or spoof sites. The browser notifies the user that the web address
contains letters or symbols that are not from the users preferred languages, but despite
this it displays the site and displays the IDN in Unicode. Clicking on the notification
allows the user to add languages to their preferred language list. Avant loads the page
and does not convert the address to Punycode. There is no distinction between the real
address and fake address. While this may lead to the user visiting phishing sites, they
are also able to go to all legitimate IDNs without being restricted. This leaves Avant
users open to being the victims of homograph attacks. Mixed IDNs are always shown
as Punycode, even if they legitimate sites. No attempts are made to alert the user that
the site may be unsafe. Safari uses a list of allowed universal character sets, which by
default includes all scripts except Cherokee, Cyrillic and Greek, because these 3 scripts
contain characters that are visually similar to many characters in the Latin script. While
this can result in many possible homograph sites being ruled out, legitimate IDNs may
also be converted to Punycode and thus become unreadable for the user.

Opera converts all mixed script sites to Punycode, even the site beta.com which
isn’t a spoofing site. This results in it being impossible to tell legitimate mixed-script
IDNs from fake mixed-script IDNs. The browser makes no attempt to notify the user
that the site may be unsafe. It loads the pages but converts addresses to Punycode,
regardless of what Unicode character set or if they are mixed or single script, unless
they meet the whitelist standards. Opera uses a whitelist of top level domains, where
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the registrars must take care to not allow any homograph-confusable International
Domain Names to be registered. It is important to note that IDNs that use Latin 1
characters, those being mostly Western European languages, are accepted and dis-
played by Opera. Of great concern is the fact that the whole-script spoofing site
ҽъау.com is treated as legitimate by the Opera browser. This leaves Opera users open
to the possibility of being the victims of homograph attacks. This is particularly con-
cerning given how popular Opera is on mobile devices (Figs. 3, 4 and 5).

Fig. 3. Test paypӑl.com using the proposed approach

Fig. 2. Test google.com using the proposed approach.

Fig. 4. Test beta.com using the proposed approach.
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The proposed approach is implemented in Google Chrome as add-on. It was able to
properly detect that the two illegitimate mixed-script sites, gooɡle.com and
payp l.com, were homograph attacks. It then warns the user to navigate away from the
site as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The add-on was also able to properly ascertain that the
site beta.com was legitimate despite the fact that it consists of mixed scripts, unlike
every other browser. It accomplished this by checking to see if there was a beta.com
that the site beta.com could possibly be spoofing. Since this was not the case it proved
that the site beta.com was legitimate. The add-on properly detected the whole-script
spoofing site ҽъау.com as a homograph attack. This is something the Opera and Avant
browser were unable to do. Overall the add-on proved effective, successfully deter-
mining which of the test sites were homograph attacks and which were legitimate.
None of the current homograph attack mitigation techniques enabled in browsers were
able to do this. Finally, unlike the other browsers, this add-on was able to properly
inform the user that they had navigated to a phishing site and should immediately
leave.

5 Conclusion

The introduction of IDN has enabled everyone to code a domain address in their native
vernacular. At the same time, IDNs make it easier for criminals to impersonate or spoof
web sites by mixing different scripts leading to IDN homograph attacks. In this paper,
security risks to various Web due to non-ASCII domain names have been outlined.
Generally, existing approaches expect the end users to be more aware of possible
threats and proactively inform themselves not falling for the attacks. As security
solutions currently in place to mitigate IDN homograph attacks are inadequate, an
approach that automatically thwarts homograph attacks is proposed in this paper. The
proposed IDN homograph attack mitigation strategy is implemented into the Google
Chrome browser as an add-on. The effectiveness of the proposed approach was verified
through tests that include single-script, mixed-script and whole-script spoofs, as well as
an example of a legitimate mixed script address. Thus, this paper makes significant
contribution towards secure browsing experiences for end users.

Fig. 5. Test ҽъау.com using the proposed approach
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Abstract. With mobile phones becoming integral part of modern life, the popu‐
larity of mobile social networking has tremendously increased over the past few
years, bringing with it many benefits but also new trepidations. In particular,
privacy issues in mobile social networking has recently become a significant
concern. In this paper we present our study on the privacy vulnerability of the
mobile social network data publication with emphases on a re-identification and
disclosure attacks. We present a new technique for uniquely identifying a targeted
individual in the anonymized social network graph and empirically demonstrate
the capability of the proposed approach using a very large social network datasets.
The results show that the proposed approach can uniquely re-identify a target on
anonymized social network data with high success rate.

Keywords: Mobile social network · Social network data publication
Privacy attack · Re-identification attacks · Disclosure attacks

1 Introduction

With hundreds of millions of avid users worldwide, social networking platforms such
as Facebook and Twitter have become part and parcel of modern life. Nowadays social
networks are largely used by mobile users [1]. Therefore, mobile social networking has
become an indispensable source of information and communication medium for people
world over. Mobile social networking provides anytime and anywhere proximity-based
platform for mobile users to be connected and instantly interact with each other based
on mutual interests and backgrounds. The routinization of mobile social networks has
radically transformed the way people communicate, socialise and share information.

As mobile phones become indispensable in society, mobile social networks have
evolved dramatically over the last few years. The growing integration of mobile social
networks with other mobile services such as location-based services have significantly
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increased the amount of user information being generated and collected by the service
providers. Unfortunately, mobile social networks may occasionally leak sensitive infor‐
mation [1] and thus privacy concerns has become a fundamental issue [2]. For example,
the location information of mobile social network users can be used to track their where‐
abouts and it can also be disclosed to external service providers with dire consequences.
Therefore, with a growing mobile social network platform users, privacy preservation
of social network data has taken a centre stage in both industry and academic fields.
Although mobile social network privacy has gained tremendous momentum following
the recent widespread drive towards coupling mobile social network with other mobile
services such as location-based services, much of the exiting work focuses on protecting
the privacy of user trajectory (i.e., the protection of the location movement of a user) [3],
location information privacy preservation (i.e., securing user’s position as well as the
time they were there) and profile matching aspects of mobile social network [5].

In this paper we address the privacy issues associated with mobile social network
data publication. Although there is a wide variety of mobile social network data use
cases in areas such as business, health, science and security, mobile social network user
posts potentially reveal much sensitive information about them [1]. However, there is
little research regarding the security and privacy concerns associated with mobile social
network data collected, collated and published by service providers to enable social
network data analysis. As the publication of social network data reasonably threatens
user privacy, the mobile social network service providers face fundamental challenges
in how to release the data they collect to the interested third party without violating the
confidentiality of social networks users personal information. Currently, a variety of
anonymisation techniques are used to protect the privacy of individuals in mobile social
network data publishing [4].

In this paper we present our work on the privacy vulnerability of the mobile social
network data publication with emphases on a re-identification and disclosure attacks.
We present a new technique for uniquely identifying a targeted individual in the anony‐
mized social network graph. The proposed approach specifically exploits neighbour‐
hood structures of the online social networks. As friend relationships information are
major privacy concerns for mobile online social networks users [7], the proposed
approach specifically explores neighbourhood structures of online social networks to
breach privacy of the mobile social network users. Our work complements previous
work on the privacy preserving social network data publishing [9] and privacy threat
analysis of social network data [12] by focusing on privacy vulnerability analysis of
mobile social network data. We also focus on specific aspect of attack vector analysis
namely the friendship information as this information is considered to be a serious
privacy concerns for mobile online social networks users [7]. The capability of the
proposed approach is empirically evaluated using a very large social network dataset.
The results show that the proposed approach can uniquely re-identify a target on anony‐
mized social network data.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, the models used in the paper
are discussed. The proposed attack and its analysis are discussed in Sects. 3 and 4
respectively. The conclusion is given in Sect. 5.
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2 Privacy Threat Analysis Framework

Figure 1 shows the online mobile social network (MSN) threat analysis framework with
the key actors that include MSN data source (i.e., mobile social media users), MSN data
gatherers (i.e., mobile social media service provider), and MSN data explorers (i.e., third
party data analysts such as researchers and adversaries).

Social Media Apps
Subscribe

M
SN

 
Da

ta

Adversary

3rd Party Users

Social Media Data 
Access

MSN Data Source MSN Data Gatherer MSN Data Explorer

Anonymised 

Fig. 1. High level threat analysis framework.

2.1 Mobile Social Networks Data

With the ubiquity of mobile social networks, users of the social network share terabytes
of information. The mobile social network users use the social media services primarily
to stay connected and interact with family members and friends. They also use the social
media to find out the latest information of interest as well as share and contribute to what
matters to them using built-in email or instant messaging [2]. The growing integration
of mobile social networks with other services such as location-based services have
significantly increased the amount of user generated information. As the result, a
tremendous amount of user-generated data is collected by social network service
providers. In this paper, we use an undirected and unweighted graph G(V , E) to model
a social network data, where V =

{
v1, v2, … , v

n

}
 is a set of n vertices representing

mobile social network users while the social links between the users is captured with a
set of edges E ⊆ V × V .

The third party customers have access to the published data for a variety of purposes.
Although the user-generated data may include sensitive information such as user shop‐
ping habits, the social media data offers many possibilities for data analysis and business
intelligence. The information is valuable for third party users such as researchers, busi‐
ness and government agencies to better understand interesting phenomena such as
sociological and behavioural aspects of individuals or groups, measure social influence,
identify the influential users in mobile social networks, and community structure detec‐
tion [2]. However, as the collected data often contains sensitive information, network
operators may release anonymized and sanitized versions of the complete social network
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graph or a subgraph to the third party users such as advertisers, marketers, sociologists,
epidemiologists, and healthcare professionals.

Definition 1 (Anonymized Graph): Let G(V , E) be the original social network dataset
graph. The graph Ḡ

(
V̄ , Ē

)
 is an anonymized version of the original social network graph

G(V , E).
In this paper, we assume that the social network data graph G(V , E) is sanitized into

Ḡ
(
V̄ , Ē

)
 before publishing using k-anonymization mechanism with k = 2.

2.2 Adversary

An adversary is assumed to have access to the published social networks data. However,
unlike the third party consumers, the intent of an adversary is to re-identify certain users
in the published social network data. Specifically, an adversary is interested in deriving
private information such as the identity of an individual or an attribute value from the
anonymized social network graph. The outcome of structural attack depends on the
background knowledge that an adversary has. Although existing research with high
percentage of successful re-identification commonly assume that the adversary knows
large set of structural information regarding the target vertex in the anonymized social
network graph, we assume that the adversary knows basic information which is friends
and friend of friends.

3 Mobile Social Network Data Vulnerability Analysis

In this section, we examine a class of attack that exploits the friendship information as
this information is considered to be a serious privacy concerns for mobile online social
networks users [7]. We will first define some background information needed to carry
out the attack.

Definition 2 (Privacy breach): Given an anonymized social network data graph
Ḡ
(
V̄ , Ē

)
, a privacy breach is said to have taken place when information deemed private

and sensitive in the graph is disclosed to unauthorized individuals.
Mobile social network data often contains sensitive information. This data is

normally provided to the third party users such as advertisers, marketers, sociologists,
epidemiologists, and healthcare researchers. Normally, mobile social network users
have strong believe that the mobile social network service providers keep their private
information protected [4]. To ensure the privacy of the social network users, the service
providers usually anonymize the data prior to publishing it for use by the third party
consumers. However, maintaining the privacy of the online mobile social networks
users’ in published data is an increasingly important challenge facing social network
operators [9, 12].

Generally, attacks in this class exploit the neighbourhood structure of a pair of
connected vertices in mobile social network. Specifically, the adversary is assumed to
have knowledge of neighbourhood structure of a pair of connected vertices as the back‐
ground knowledge and use this knowledge to carry out the re-identification of targeted
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victims in anonymized mobile social network data that has been released by the social
network service providers for consumption by interested third party entities.

3.1 Re-identification Attack

We know explain the procedure for the proposed re-identification attack. Let G(V , E)

be the social network data graph and T ∈ V  and u ∈ V be adjacent vertices in G such
that T ≠ u. Let us assume that T ∈ V  represents the target vertex. The aim of the
adversary is to re-identify target vertex (i.e., T ∈ V  from the anonymized mobile social
network graph by exploiting the friendship (degree) and the neighbor information of
vertex v̄ ∈ V̄  and ū ∈ V̄  where ū is an adjacent vertex of a vertex v̄ such that v̄ ≠ ū.
To achieve this goal, the adversary performs the following steps:

(a) Request the anonymised graph data for a vertex with similar node neighborhood
information as the target vertex T ∈ V . Assume the query returns a set of vertices
 ⊂ V  that matches the query.

(b) Refine  further by comparing the link structure among every neighbours of
vertices in . Let the output of this step be .

(c) Utilize the neighbourhood information of vertex u to determine vertex T  in .

Let us explain the above procedure in detail. When the adversary queries the anony‐
mized graph with neighborhood information as the target vertex T ∈ V , it is assumed
that the adversary receives a set of matching vertices  ⊂ V . It is important to note that
the fewer the number of returned vertices the higher the probability that the target victim
T ∈ V  could be positively and accurately re-identified. The next step is to further refine
the output from the previous step. In order to improve the accuracy of the re-identifica‐
tion of the target vertex, the adversary then compares the link structure among every
neighbours of the nodes in  using his background knowledge. This step is expected to
further refine the original query result and produce the set of matching vertices .
Assuming that  > 1, the adversary then uses the background knowledge regarding the
neighbourhood information of u to re-identify T  in . The target victim could be defi‐
nitely re-identified if and only if the cardinality of matching vertices is 1.

We now illustrate the vulnerability anonymized graph Ḡ
(
V̄ , Ē

)
 to the procedure

described above. For this we use a sample of an anonymized social network graph shown
in Fig. 2. The original mobile social network data is anonymised using the k-anonymity
method. Suppose we want to identify ‘Ziad’ in the anonymized graph which is repre‐
sented by vertex 4. Note that the anonymization has converted the name of the target
‘Ziad’ into a number as shown in vertex 4.

In the proposed approach, the adversary exploits the friendship information of vertex
v̄ ∈ V̄  and ū ∈ V̄  targeting to identify t in G where ū is an adjacent vertex of a vertex v̄
such that v̄ ≠ ū. In the case of Fig. 2, when the adversary queries the graph for a vertex
with 4 friends, the query matches R = {3, 4, 5, 6} vertices in the graph. By just using the
friendship information alone, the adversaries only can identify ‘Ziad’ with probability ¼.
The adversary further refines the query using his background knowledge. Specifically, the
adversary knows that of the 4 users connected to the target vertex, two of them are also
connected to each other. Further, the adversary also knows that one of the neighbours is
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connected to five users where two of them known each other. Therefore, the adversary
uniquely re-identified ‘Ziad’ from the anonymized graph as a vertex 4.

4 Performance Analysis

In order to analyses the proposed approach’s capability in terms of success rate regarding
target re-identification in anonymized social network graph, we performed experimental
analysis using real datasets. In this section, we analyses the performance of the proposed
attack and compare it with two baseline approaches [9, 11].

4.1 Experimental Setup

We carried out the experiment using MATLAB on Pentium Dual-Core 2.50 GHz
machine with 3 GB of RAM running with Windows 7 Enterprise. We used two different
datasets (i.e., PolBooks, and Small-World):

• The PolBooks dataset is a network of books sold by an online store where the edges
between books represent the purchase frequency of the same buyers.

• The Small-World dataset is a type of graph in which most vertices can be reached
from every other vertex by a small number of hops.

The same datasets have been used in previous studies [4, 6, 8].

4.2 Result Analysis

In this section, we discuss the performance results of the proposed approach as compared
to the baseline approaches. In the experiments, we used accuracy rate as the performance
metric which is defined as a re-identification rate of the three approaches. The percentage
represents the amount of vertex that is the dataset that are exposed to re-identification
attack using the three types of graph structural information. The graph in Fig. 3 compares

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

Fig. 2. A sample of anonymized mobile social network graph
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the accuracy rate as a function of the various datasets. Note that the three approaches
use different types of social network data structural information to re-identify the target.
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Fig. 3. The re-identification rate comparison graph

The results of the graph shown in Fig. 3 attests to the fact that the re-identification
rate of the proposed approach is much higher than the baseline approaches. We note that
the result shown in Fig. 3 includes only unique matching vertices based on the specific
structural queries performed on the anonymized datasets. This results presented in
Fig. 3 only shows the rate of vertices that definitely re-identified. From the graph shown
in Fig. 3, we can see that the approach proposed in [9] has 20–30% success rate of
definitely re-identifying targets in the anonymized graph datasets. In contrast, the
approach proposed in [12] has higher re-deification rate as compared to the approach
proposed in [9]. The experiment result shows that the approach proposed in [12] can
definitely re-identified in excess of 60% of the social network users from the anonymised
datasets doubling the rate of re-identification of the approach proposed in [8]. The
proposed approach outperforms substantially both baseline approaches. The proposed
approach can definitely re-identified in excess of 89% of the social network users from
the anonymised datasets. The reason for the performance differences of the three
approaches can be attributed to the structural background knowledge used by the adver‐
sary. Undeniably, the 20–30% re-identification rate is already quite in terms of the
number of users who are at risk using limited background knowledge. With additional
neighbourhood structural information, the approach proposed in [12] substantially
increased the risk of re-identification rate to above 60%. The approach we proposed
exploits both information proposed in [9, 12] and further refines them to zoom on the
targeted vertices in the anonymized graph dataset. Thus combining known information
and refining them can be lethal in attacking the privacy of the social network users.
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5 Conclusion

There is no doubt that much of the data collected and collated by the social media service
providers could assist groups working for the public interest such as sociologists and
epidemiologists with new insights and possibilities for action. However, the collected
data often contains sensitive information and thus must be made available to external
interested parties in a responsible manner. Currently, social network operators release
anonymized and sanitized versions of the complete social network graph for use by the
third party users. Unfortunately, the approaches used by the social network platform
providers to anonymise the data is insufficient to protect the privacy of the individuals
as demonstrated in this work. In this paper we investigated the privacy vulnerability of
the anonymised social network data with emphases on a re-identification and disclosure
attacks. We presented three different approaches that use different background knowl‐
edge to uniquely identify a target in the anonymised social network graphs. We have
shown empirically that using a variety of structural information that are readily available,
the adversary can successfully re-identify targeted victim with high accuracy. Therefore,
publishing social network data still raises serious concerns for individual privacy. In
future work, we plan to develop privacy preserving mechanisms to safeguard the anony‐
mised social network data publication is not vulnerable to a wide variety of re-identifi‐
cation and disclosure attacks.

Acknowledgement. The help of Maliha Omar is greatly appreciated. Without her support this
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Abstract. Broadcasting is a communication mechanism utilized in
VANET architecture that facilitates in disseminated of public informa-
tion to help reduce traffic jams/congestions. The authentic and genuine
nature of public information is required to be maintained to avoid broad-
casting of false information causing mass panic and hysteria. Therefore,
it is of utmost importance to secure the broadcasting information so that
the information cannot be altered by the intruders without compromis-
ing public nature of the information. In this paper, we have proposed
a secure broadcasting architecture consisting of different layers stacked
together in different formation according to operating modes. A real-
time simulation model is developed in Python, while simulations are
run on supercomputer for the purpose of gathering results for highway
environments. We compare the results of the proposed secure highway
architecture with unsecure architecture. Overall, the results show delayed
propagation time due to availability of multiple information packets as
well as prioritization of these information packets. However, there was
no significant difference in retransmission of different information packets
when compared with either different broadcasting probability or unse-
cure highway scenario, which indicates an effective as well as efficient
secure broadcasting architecture.

Keywords: VANETs · Secure broadcasting · Network coverage
Information retransmission · Public information

1 Introduction

The revolutionary concept of connecting physical devices to internet is a step
towards increasing better services and products for end user satisfaction. Among
other devices such as refrigerators, televisions, smart washing machines, etc.,
vehicles are one of the most important devices for modern day commuters. There-
fore, vehicles are at the forefront of new research in connectivity and commu-
nication [1–3]. To establish communication, On-Board Units (OBUs) are used
in vehicles with most OBUs having limited radio range [4]. In order to over-
come this limitation, vehicular communication adopts ad-hoc networks, known
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as Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANET)s. In VANETs, communication link
between vehicles change frequently making the topology dynamic and vulnerable
to security risks.

There are two main types of communication supported in VANETS namely:
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communi-
cation. In general, V2V communication is established among vehicles, whereas
in V2I scenario communication link is established between a vehicle and any
roadside infrastructure, commonly known as Road Side Units (RSUs). Further
to this, communication scenarios in VANET can also be categorised as Point-to-
Point (P2P) and broadcasting (BC) [5]. P2P communication can be defined
as sharing the information between two vehicles without the aid of another vehi-
cle or fixed infrastructure. In this scenario, one vehicle acts as a source and
the second vehicle acts as a destination. In BC scenario, a vehicle transmits
information to all vehicles within a certain geographical area. The BC scenario
used in this paper is different than the commonly used BC scenario in mobile
wireless communication where a transmitter broadcasts different information for
different users. In this paper, we use BC as a source vehicle broadcasting same
information for multiple other vehicles.

We also classify the information to be transmitted into two categories private
and public information as explained below.

Private Information: We consider information as private, transmitted using
P2P communication system, if it is intended only for one single vehicle or it
requires certain decryption process to extract the information from the trans-
mitted signal. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that private information
is intended only between two vehicles that resemble the P2P communication
scenario defined above.

Public Information: On the other hand, public information is defined as the
information available for any vehicle within the network and it does not require
any decryption process to extract the information from the transmitted signal.
This scenario resembles BC communication in VANETs as defined above.

Importance of transmitting authentic information, whether public or private,
is very high, therefore, it is crucial to secure the information. Unsecure informa-
tion specially public information can be misused and can cause mass hysteria and
traffic jams. Whereas, when information is secured, it is difficult for intruders to
alter the original message and hence lower the risk of creating public panic.

The focus of this paper is to investigate and propose secure broadcasting
architecture for VANETs. The proposed secure broadcasting architecture facili-
tates in implementation of strategies that avoid tempering of information during
transmission. To the best of our knowledge, there currently exists no publications
related to research studies proposing secure broadcasting systems or architec-
tures. However, there is signification research studies as well as publications in
secure P2P communication. This paper builds on the lessons learnt from secure
P2P communication architectures and apply these ideas in securing public infor-
mation in VANET broadcasting.
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Following list consists of three main contributions put forward in this paper:

– Identification and categorization of security challenges related to broadcasting
in VANETs.

– Proposing of a layer based secure broadcasting architecture to counter alter-
ation in information during broadcasting.

– Implementation of the proposed secure broadcasting architecture and col-
lecting results related to credibility index with respect to propagation time
required by an information packet to achieve network coverage.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains literature
review of previous research, whereas Sect. 3 describes the system model that is
used in this study. A discussion regarding proposed secure broadcasting architec-
ture is contained in Sect. 4, while operational flow of the architecture is presented
in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6, the numerical results are presented in detail. Finally, Sect. 7
concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

The main focus of this paper is to extend the security principles and techniques
available in P2P communication to VANETs BC communication. Some of the
major security challenges in VANET are bogus information, ID disclosure and
Sybil attacks. There are a number of solutions available for these security threats
in the literature such as [6–13]. However, one common challenge in the literature
is that it is mainly focused for P2P mobile ad-hoc networks. In order to integrate
these security features in VANET BC, we can mainly classify these feature into
three groups: Authentication, Anonymity and Availability of resources, which is
inspired by work put forward in [4,14–16].

Authentication is a process of validating both sender and associated message
by receiving vehicle [14]. The validation process requires sender identification,
which is defined by different properties such as location, direction, speed and
owner of the vehicle. The authentication mechanism helps establishing reliability
of sender’s information and ultimately the mechanism facilitates in preventing
Sybil attacks in VANETs. While, the process of anonymity dictates hiding sender
information as well as encrypting this information to make it unreadable for
unintended users. Sender vehicles, that are either source or relay vehicles, may
be willing to share information if provided with mechanisms to avoid tracking
of vehicles or sharing actual vehicle information. On the other hand, a secure
system is also required to incorporate fault-tolerant design, resilient to attacks
as well as survival protocols so that it remains available and operational in the
presence of faults or malicious attacks [14,17]. These three distinct groups of
security threats are further explored with respect to P2P and BC systems in the
following sections:
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2.1 Security in Point-to-Point (P2P) Communication

A Point-to-Point (P2P) communication involves at minimum two vehicles,
namely source and destination. Source vehicle transmits information intended
for a destination vehicle, which employs a trust mechanism to establish legit-
imacy of the received information. In [18], trust is based on a process called
authentication that help in correctly identifying source vehicle. This authentica-
tion process consists of three different types, namely ID authentication, property
authentication and location authentication. ID authentication uses unique IDs,
which are either licence number or chaises number of a vehicle, for identification
of a vehicle. Whereas, property authentication aid in identifying type of source,
e.g. that the source is a vehicle or a traffic signal, on the other hand, location
authentication identifies location of a source allowing receiving vehicle to vali-
date received information. Authentication is an effective process of identifying
source as well as validating transmitted information. However, this would com-
promise anonymity of a source vehicle providing convenient way of tracking as
well as identifying vehicle and its passengers.

In [19], a centralized system is implemented with the help of RSUs providing
encryption mechanism for all the vehicles that are registered with the system.
An authentication process is also introduced by the centralized system for the
purpose of validating as well as issuing certificates to registered vehicles. Source
vehicles are issued encrypted certificates during transmission of information,
while, these certificates are decrypted by providing public key to destination
vehicles for validation of transmitted information packets. Furthermore, unique
encrypted digital signature generated by the source vehicle and attached to an
information packet facilitates in identifying changes in original information by a
destination or relay vehicles. Any change in original causes the centralize system
to either not issue or validate attached encrypted certificate. The process intro-
duced in this study establish an authentication process without compromising
anonymity. However, the process is not applicable in environments lacking RSUs
as it is heavily based on a centralized system implemented through RSUs. More-
over, public nature of information in broadcasting would increase complexity of
overall system due to repeated requests for issuing or validation of certification
for authentication.

In [6], authentication process based on encrypted vehicle signature is used to
establish authentication between a vehicle and a RSU. After successful authen-
tication, RSU issue a short-lived anonymous certificate to the vehicle. This cer-
tificated as well as public key and signature is broadcasted by the vehicle to
all the neighbouring vehicles. The broadcasted information is verified by all
the neighbouring vehicles with RSU. Source vehicle in this scenario transmits
encrypted information, which is decrypted using public key provided by vehi-
cle to its neighbour. This secure system prevents external attacks by employing
encrypting transmitting information as well as registration of vehicles with RSU.
However, the system is dependent on availability of RSU and lack mechanism to
identify internal attacks.
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Encryption mechanisms used for the vehicle authentication as well as encryp-
tion purposes play a vital role in creating the secure P2P systems. Both these
mechanisms help to establish P2P systems that are robust enough such that they
are available to the users even under malicious attacks. For interested readers,
a detailed list of literature describing such secure and robust systems based on
encryption mechanisms is available at [7–10,20].

Additionally, anonymity in P2P communication facilitates in securing confi-
dential information of vehicles such as speed, identity and location of vehicles.
The methodologies used for anonymizing vehicle information in literature of P2P
VANETs are based on either pseudonyms of k-anonymity principles [6–13]. In
pseudonym approach, a vehicle is allotted an alias from a pool of pseudonyms by
using different algorithm to achieve vehicle anonymity. Whereas in k-anonymity
approach, vehicle information attributes are either suppressed or generalised to
avoid identification and tracking of vehicle and its passengers.

2.2 Security in Broadcasting (BC) Communication

In BC, information is shared among all vehicles in a network, therefore, the
information is public. Security aspects are relatively new in VANETs broad-
casting and to the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to propose
a secure broadcasting framework. Whereas, the three distinct security param-
eters of authentication, anonymity and availability of resource remain equally
important for security of broadcasting. Therefore, we can extend the strategies
available in P2P VANET to the security applications in BC.

The concepts and associated principles required for authentication mech-
anism explored in P2P communication are implementable for BC as well.
Whereas, anonymity techniques based on either pseudonyms or k-anonymity
principles are also effective in case of BC. However, due to public nature of
information in BC, encryption and cryptographic techniques used for encryp-
tion of original message cannot be applied in their current form.

3 Generalized VANET System Model

In this section, we present a general VANET system model with v = 1, ..., V
vehicles in the network. These vehicles move with speed, s, of 60 to 100 km/h
in the same direction on a highway that consists of multiple lanes. The vehicles
are randomly distributed where they can communicate with each other using
IEEE 802.11p communication protocol. IEEE 802.11p belongs to the family of
IEEE 802.11p wireless protocol standards created to support mobile vehicular
communication networks [21,22]. Due to availability of a large number of fea-
tures in IEEE802.11p, it has become the de facto protocol for VANETs [23,24].
Among theses features, Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
(CSMA/CA) and beaconing system are the two vital features that play impor-
tant part in our research [25].
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CSMA/CA is a packet collision avoidance process that facilitates in seamless
transmission of information in a network. In this process, a vehicle, which has a
desire to transmit, is required to sense the network for the purpose of establishing
network usage. An immediate transmission will proceed, when there is no other
transmission by any other vehicle in the network. However, a random wait time
is assigned to the vehicle if network is busy. After expiry of this wait time, the
vehicle will check network again and depending on the status of network, vehicle
will either transmit or assign another wait time. The process of assigning wait
time will continue until information is transmitted. Presence of CSMA/CA helps
to avoid implementation of complex collision avoidance and detection system,
which would have increased the complexity of our system many folds.

Beaconing system is another feature of IEEE802.11p that helps vehicle to
maintain an up to date information regarding their neighborhood This infor-
mation facilitates in accurate calculation of probability of neighborhood, Pnc,
which is vital in calculating wait time, Twr, of a information packet. Pnc, Twr

and other variables of the retransmission system are further discussed in Sect. 4.

4 Proposed Secure Broadcasting Architecture

A layer based secure broadcasting architecture has been proposed in this Section.
The purpose of this proposed architecture is to identify identifying the alteration
in public information during broadcasting. The proposed architecture consists
of five different layers, namely anonymity, credibility, encryption/decryption,
relay vehicle selection method, and transmission layer as shown in Fig. 1. These
layers support different operating mode discussed in Sect. 5. A detailed discussion
related to functionalities associated with these layers is explained in the following
subsections:

Fig. 1. Layered architecture of the proposed secure broadcasting in VANETs
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Fig. 2. Operating modes of the proposed secure broadcasting architecture

4.1 Anonymity Layer (AL)

Anonymity layer (AL) facilitates in anonymizing information for the purpose
of hiding identifiable information of a vehicle. Techniques, such as shared
pseudonym pool, put forward in Sect. 2 for P2P can be introduced in anonymity
layer to anonymitize vehicle information. In this technique, each network in
VANETs has a shared pseudonym pool consisting of unique alias that can be
chosen by a vehicle to shield its identity.

4.2 Encryption/Decryption Layer (EDL)

Encryptions is one of the most effective and efficient system to secure informa-
tion. Therefore, we propose encryption/decryption layer (EDL) to achieve this
functionality in our model. This layer can be used to encryption actual infor-
mation as well as signature of vehicles to preserve authenticity of a information
packet, Ip. Due to public nature of Ip, the encryption strategies available in
P2P discussed in Sect. 2, such as [8–10], can not be directly applied in VANET
broadcasting.

4.3 Relay Vehicle Selection Method (RVSM) Layer

RVSM layer is required during transmission phase for the purpose of avoiding
broadcasting storm. Broadcasting storm is caused by blind retransmissions to
achieve network coverage, which is a process of achieving propagation of infor-
mation packet, Ip, to all the vehicles in a network. RVSM layer consisting of
a technique, put forward in previous research [23,24], that assigns a wait time,
Twr, based on probability of neighbourhood coverage, Pnc, to avoid broadcasting
storm. An Ip can be broadcast after the assigned Twr expires. Whereas, the prob-
ability of neighbourhood coverage, Pnc, is determined by all the vehicles, Nnp,
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Fig. 3. Detail explanation of different layers and transmission modes of the proposed
secure broadcasting architecture

that have received this information, and all the vehicles in the neighbourhood
database, Nvh, of that vehicle. Mathematically, Pnc can be defined as follows:

Pnc =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

0, if Nnp= 0
1, if Nvh = 0
Nnp

Nvh
, otherwise.

(1)
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4.4 Creditability Layer (CL)

Credibility layer establishes authenticity of an information packet, Ip, which
facilitates in process of privatization during transmission. The process of estab-
lishing authenticity for a vehicle consists of computing and storing historical
information related to credibility index, ∝, broadcasting probability, Bp, as well
as authenticated packet score, Pa, of all the vehicles in its neighborhood. Cred-
ibility of a vehicle is defined by ∝ using historical data consisting of Bp of all
the previous retransmissions. Mathematically, ∝ is defined as following, where
Bn is the total number of historical retransmissions:

∝:=

{
1, if Bn= 0
1
Bn

(∑Bn

i=1 Bpi), otherwise
(2)

While, a priority value is assigned to the information packet, Ip using broad-
casting probability, Bp, for the purpose of transmission. Bp relies on combina-
tion of ∝ and packet authentication score, which consists of average number of
authentic packet received from the source vehicle of this current Ip. Formally,
Bp is defined as following:

Bp :=
∝
Pn

( Pn∑

i=1

Pai

)

(3)

where Pa is known as packet authentication score ranging between 1 and 0,
while, Pn are the total number of packets received from the source vehicle. It is
important to note that Pa of Ip may increase or decrease by 0.1 respectively, if
another vehicle in the same vicinity either confirms or contradicts the reception
of original message by the source. Whereas, if a rebuttal is transmitted by source
or any other vehicle in the vicinity, one of the Pa transmitted by relay vehicle is
decreased by 0.1.

4.5 Transmission Layer (TL)

Transmission layer facilitates in the propagation of information packets, Ip, in
a communication network. Transmission of Ip over wireless medium is governed
by IEEE802.11p protocol, however, transmission can also use other established
protocols such as Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment (WAVE). We assume
that a vehicle, v, transmits its information as a vector x such that:

x = [x1, x2, ...., xn]1×N , (4)

where x1, x2, ...., xn are the coded information alphabets. The transmission vec-
tor, x, is effected by the wireless channel fluctuations, modelled by the channel
matrix, H, and the noise vector, n. The information signal received on a vehicle,
v, can be represented by yv and is given as:

yv = Hx� + n, (5)
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such that [yv]N×1, [H]N×N , [n]N×1 and x� represents transpose of x. We further
assume that each element of H is modelled as a Gaussian random variable and
the noise n is also modelled as uniformly distributed Additive White Gaussian
Noise, AWGN , with zero mean and unit variance. Such a model is used in most
of the VANET communication scenarios such as [26–28]. Furthermore, the data
rate at which each vehicle can transmit the packets is denoted by rv and can be
given as:

rv = η log2

(

1 +
Pt|HH∗|2

|n|2
)

bps, (6)

where Pt is the transmitted power, η is the bandwidth in Hz and (.)∗ denotes
the complex conjugate transpose of a matrix.

5 Secure Broadcasting Operating Modes

The proposed secure broadcasting architecture consists of three different oper-
ating modes, known as transmission, receiving and retransmission modes. These
modes operate by utilize secure broadcasting layers, which are stacked together
in different formation according to operating modes shown in Fig. 2. These modes
are further discussed in the following sections:

5.1 Transmission Mode

A vehicle, known as source vehicle, is in transmission mode during the process
of transmitting original message. The transmission mode requires a combination
AL, EDL and TL. AL anonymizes source vehicle information, while, EDL helps
in encrypting vehicle signature and other meta data. The encrypted information
helps vehicle to identify any message(s) that are circulated with its encryption.
The vehicle may identify spam messages and broadcast a rebuttal to that mes-
sage if needed. This helps to safe guarding the network against spam messages
and spamming vehicles.

5.2 Receiving Mode

In receiving mode, a vehicle receives an original or retransmitted information
packet, Ip. This mode consists of EDL and CL. The decryption part of EDL is
used to decrypt received Ip. The part of the message that is of public nature can
be decrypted by this layer. While, the CL comes after EDL. During receiving
mode, the CL computes and updates credibility index of transmitting vehicle
based on Eq. 2.

5.3 Retransmission Mode

A vehicle is in retransmission mode when it decides to retransmit an original
or retransmitted message. However, before a vehicle decides to retransmit, it
has to go through an independent method run by all the vehicles in a network
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to establish their suitability to retransmit a message using RVSM layer. RVSM
layer provides a wait time, Twr, to all the information packets, Ip, that needs
to be transmitted. The transmission of an Ip proceeds when Twr assigned to
it is expired. CL is involved after RVSM layer for the purpose of computing
broadcasting probability, Bp. This probability facilitates in prioritizing all the
information packets for the purpose of broadcasting. Ip with highest Bp is then
forwarded to transmission layer for broadcasting over wireless medium.

Table 1. Simulation parameters

Parameters Values

Simulation area Variable

Frequency 5.9 GHz

Type of road Highway with multiple lanes

Vehicle densities 5, 10, 20, 40, 50,
100, 150, 200, 250,
300, 350, 400, 450, 500 vehicles

s Between 60 and 100 km/h

Protocol IEEE 802.11p

Transmission range 1000 m [29]

Fig. 4. Average propagation time for different broadcasting probabilities, Bp, scenarios
in vehicular mobile environments for various vehicle densities.
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6 Numerical Results

The secure broadcasting architecture is implemented by a real time simulation
model of highway environment consisting of a priority queue model. The real
time simulation model is developed in Python, while privatization of information
packets in priority queue is based on Time-To-Live (TTL) and broadcasting
probability, Bp. An information packet with higher value of TTL decreases its
priority of retransmission as compared to lower value of TTL, on the other hand,
higher values of Bp increases transmission priority of the information packet. The
results related to effect of Bp on propagation time and number of transmissions
are compared with a unsecure highway environment, which lacks Bp to establish
priority of the information packet based on the source vehicle. There are different
symbols and notations used in the simulation system, which are listed in Table 1.
Furthermore, the propagation time in this section is defined as a time required
for propagation of an information packets, Ip, to all the vehicles in the network.

Information packets, Ip, that consists of lower values of broadcasting prob-
ability, Bp, are transmitted after Ip with higher values of Bp are transmitted.
Therefore, propagation time of an Ip is directly proportional to number of Ip
with higher Bp and vehicle density. The effects of change in propagation time

Fig. 5. Average number of retransmission in for different broadcasting probability, Bp,
scenarios in vehicular mobile environments for varied densities.
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Fig. 6. Average number of retransmissions in for different broadcasting probability,
Bp, scenarios in vehicular mobile environments for varied densities.

with respect to number of Ip with different Bp can be observed in Fig. 4. Ip
propagation time increases with the decrease of Bp, whereas, increase of vehi-
cle density also increases propagation time. Increase in propagation time due to
vehicle density is caused by the increase in the number of vehicles needed to
receive Ip in a network. On the other hand, propagation time is quite consistent
for non-secure highway environment.

Number of retransmissions, NR, is directly proportional to distribution of
vehicles rather than delay in transmission. Therefore, NR should exhibit nearly
same values irrespective of the probability of retransmission. However, delay in
transmission may cause changes in distribution of vehicles due to movement of
vehicles over time. That is one of the reasons for different number of average
retransmissions can be observed in Fig. 5 for different Ip irrespective of their
broadcasting probability. Furthermore, the results in Fig. 6 present propagation
time for network coverage over time in a network consisting of 100 vehicles. The-
ses results present the similar tendencies compared to the previous discussions
regarding increase in Twr.

The results shown in this section consist of exactly 50 Ip having values of Bp

ranging from 1 to 0. Another important parameter is the number of Ip available
for broadcasting at a certain time. In our simulations, the results indicated no
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significant effect on either propagation time or number of retransmissions for
less than 50 Ip in the network. The cause of lack of signification variation during
broadcasting is caused by quick transmission effect observed and analyzed in our
previous work [23,24].

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have identified and categorized security challenges related to
broadcasting in VANETs. To counter these security challenges, a secure broad-
casting architecture was proposed for the purpose of securing public information
from intruders. The secure broadcasting architecture is layered based architec-
ture which are stacked together in different formation according to operating
modes. The network computer facility consists of super computer having a real
time simulator designed in Python was used for the purpose of collecting results.
These results show increase in propagation time to achieve network coverage
without having any significant differences in number retransmissions when com-
pare with unsecure highway scenario. The future work of this study is to extend
this model to include dynamic readjustment of credibility index and broadcasting
probability over number of time intervals for further verification of the proposed
architecture.
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Abstract. With popularity of virtualized computing continuing to grow, it is
crucial that digital forensic knowledge keeps pace. This research sought out to
identify the forensic artifacts and their locations that may be recovered from a
VMware Workstation virtual machine running Windows 7 x64. Several com-
mon forensic tools were used to conduct this research, namely AccessData’s
Forensic Toolkit (FTK), FTK Imager, and FTK Registry Viewer. This research
verified the processes required to gather digital evidence from a virtual machine
disk (VMDK) file, creation of a forensic image, and mounting of evidence into
these forensic tools. This research then proceeded to document recovered arti-
facts and their locations related to system configuration, internet usage, file
creation and deletion, user administration, and more.
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Virtual machine � VMDK � Forensic Toolkit � FTK Registry Viewer

1 Introduction

Virtualization is often a term that you hear in relation to cloud computing. Virtual-
ization, while it is a separate technology, is one of the most fundamental and critical
components which enables versatility and scalability of cloud computing. Virtualiza-
tion, as defined by VMware is “the process of creating software based representations
of something rather than a physical one” [51]. These software-based representations are
known as Virtual Machines (VMs). The real benefit of virtualization software is the
ability to run 1-N virtual machines on a single physical server – this is done using a
Hypervisor. Hypervisors are the software packages that are deployed to “virtualize” a
server. These software packages turn the physical machine into a “host”, which can
then provide its resources to the “guests” contained on it. The hypervisor’s role is to
dynamically distribute the host’s resources to the hosted virtual machines on an
as-needed basis [5].

There are two types of hypervisors in use today [47]. Type I hypervisors are known
as “Bare Metal Hypervisors”, meaning that the hypervisor software is deployed right
onto the physical hardware, without the use of any underlying operating systems. Due
to the lack of an underlying operating system, the hypervisor is much more efficient
when interacting with the host machines resources because the interaction is direct.
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Type II Hypervisors are deployed onto an already running operating system. This
model requires the hypervisor to communicate with the operating system to use the
host resources. Although it requires an extra step to interact with the host resources,
performance delays are not noticeable [5].

For these guest virtual machines to work properly, there are several configuration
files that must exist and be accessible by the virtualization software being used. These
files are incredibly important for both a virtual machine to run and a digital forensics
investigation. For the purposes of this research we are using a type II hypervisor in
VMware Workstation Pro.

Table 1 shows the critical configuration files needed for a virtual machine to run
properly.

Virtualization reduces the need for hundreds or thousands of physical servers. This
reduction in equipment means smaller datacenters, thus less overhead costs. The cost
differential alone is enough for businesses to give serious consideration to virtualization
capabilities. From power consumption, to heating and cooling cost, the savings can be
extensive. Other benefits of virtualization include the ability to rapidly scale enterprise
resources to meet consumer needs, test software on many different operating systems,
and provide a cost-effective way to achieve fault tolerance for your enterprise services.
With benefits like these, it is easy to understand why virtualization is being adopted
faster than ever. The annual report from RightScale outlines cloud adoption trends from
the previous year. The 2017 report surveyed 1,002 respondents and determined that
95% of organizations surveyed are experimenting with Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS). In addition, the use of multiple clouds per organization increased from 82% to
85% since 2016. In addition, 23% of enterprises with more than 1,000 employees have
over 1,000 virtual machines in VMware [40]. This adoption underscores the need for
the ability to perform thorough digital forensic investigations on virtualized computers.

Table 1. VMware configuration files [52]

File
extension

File purpose

.log Keeps a log of all the VM workstation activity

.nvram Stores the state of the VMs BIOS

.vmdk Virtual Machine Disk File; stores the contents of the VMs hard drive

.vmsd Stores centralized metadata about VM snapshots

.vmsn Snapshot State File; stores the running state of a VM at the time the snapshot
is taken

.vmss Suspended State File; stores the state of a suspended VM

.vmtm Configuration file containing team metadata

.vmx Primary configuration file for the VM, stores all the settings of the VM

.vmxf Supplemental configuration file for VMs that are in a team
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Digital evidence is created anytime a user takes any action – criminal or not – on a
computer. When the actions performed on a computer are criminal, or aid in a criminal
act, digital forensics is performed to collect this evidence. The National Institute of
Justice defines digital evidence as:

“… information stored or transmitted in binary form that may be relied on in court. It can be
found on a computer hard drive, a mobile phone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a CD, and
a flash card in a digital camera, among other places. Digital evidence is commonly associated
with electronic crime, or e-crime, such as child pornography or credit card fraud.” [15].

When searching for digital evidence on a windows machine, the focus should be on
gathering information pertaining to file uploads/downloads, files/folder created,
opened, and removed, programs installed, executed, and removed, usage of various
accounts on the machine, external device usage, and usage of the browsers by each
account on the machine [30]. For the purposes of this research, we will be focusing on
similar user activities as listed above.

With the popularity of virtualization, it is critical that there be documented pro-
cesses and procedures on how to perform digital forensics investigations in this
environment; however, it is not that simple. There are several concerns when it comes
to digital forensics in a virtualized environment, several of which I will present in the
final section of this paper as proposed future research topics. One of the primary
concerns is the lack of documented forensic artifacts that can be recovered from a
virtual machines disk file. In a traditional forensics investigation, the investigator has
access to the physical media and can create images as needed for their investigation.
These forensic images provide a wealth of data. This research aims to identify the
forensic artifacts that can be recovered from a virtualized computer running Windows 7
by using AccessData’s Forensic Toolkit to investigate the supporting files used by the
VM. This research aims to strengthen the digital forensics field and associated tech-
niques to keep up with the ever-changing technology landscape.

In the next section, we will discuss related works, their strengths and opportunities,
and ultimately the driving force for this research. In Sects. 3 and 4, we will then discuss
the steps taken to ensure a sound research environment, the steps taken to recover
artifacts of interest and detailed findings. In the last section, we will finish with our
conclusions and proposed future research efforts.

2 Related Literature

Digital forensics, in some form or another, has been around since Cliff Stoll famously
investigated a mere seventy-five cent discrepancy between two accounting systems at
the Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory in 1986 [45]. While only a few decades
have passed, the advances in technology have been immense. As such, there has been
an increased need for the ability to perform digital forensics investigations against these
new technologies. Digital forensics is not an old practice, and the forensic artifacts
recoverable from physical media have been well documented [14, 30]. However,
emphasis on applying these processes to virtualized computing environments
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is limited [28, 29, 56]. Virtualization has seen a significant increase in popularity over
the past few years, requiring that virtual machine forensic be researched just as heavily,
if not more, than traditional physical media [16, 40].

Shavers [43] discussed the process of acquiring a forensic image from a virtual
machine disk (VMDK) file and subsequently using it to create a new virtual machine.
This allowed investigators to safely examine the VM and its contents. However, he did
not go into detail about the specific artifacts that could be recovered, or their relevance
to a digital forensics investigation.

Martini and Choo [4] proposed a six-step process for the remote programmatic
collection of evidential data from virtual machines and demonstrated the utility of their
process using VMware vCloud as a case study.

Cruz and Atkison [2] focused on the process of recovering a fragmented or cor-
rupted VMDK file from a hypervisor by using a write blocker and the physical hard
drive of the host. They explained the possibilities of creating a forensic image from the
recovered VMDK file and using common forensic tools to analyze this image. They did
not go into detail regarding the artifacts that could be recovered from this image.

While several research efforts have focused on identifying the difficulties involved
with cloud forensics and the processes of performing forensic investigation on both
cloud servers and client devices [9–13, 32–34], few have focused on identifying and
recovering artifacts from the guest system [3, 6, 18, 49]. This research sought to answer
the question, “What are the forensic artifacts and their locations that can be recovered
from a VM running Windows 7 x64?”.

3 Experiment Setup

In this section, we describe the tools used, the configuration of the lab environment,
and the process of seeding the VM for the investigation.

• VMware Workstation 12 Pro, version 12.1.0 build-3272444
• Windows 7 x64 ISO file for creating the VM (configured with 4 GB Memory, 2

Processors, and 80 GB of hard disk)
• AccessData’s Forensic Toolkit (FTK), version 6.0.3.5
• FTK Imager, version 3.4.2.6
• FTK Registry Viewer, version 1.8.3.0

VMware Workstation serves as the type II hypervisor for this research, allowing the
creation of a VM from the Windows 7 x64 ISO file. AccessData’s Forensic Toolkit is a
commonly used commercial digital forensics tool. FTK allows for quick mounting of
forensic images, which can then be searched for forensic artifacts such as deleted files,
configuration changes, and internet history [20]. For this research, the forensic image
was created from the Virtual Machine Disk File (VMDK). FTK Imager converts the
VMDK file to raw (dd) format which is needed to mount the image into FTK as
evidence [26]. FTK Registry Viewer, also from AccessData, is packaged with FTK and
provides the ability to view registry hives contained within the mounted evidence [37].
We will discuss in Sect. 4.1 how registry hives can be used in a forensic investigation.
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The environment for this research was contained to a single physical host. The
physical host ran VMware Workstation Pro, enabling me to create a virtual machine
from the Windows 7 x64 ISO. The forensic tools from AccessData were also installed
on the same physical host. Once the VM was configured and powered on, transactions
required for subsequent investigation were then generated. This consisted of normal
user activity: browsing the internet, uploading and downloading files, accessing, cre-
ating and deleting files, and creating and removing users. Transactions were conducted
over a two-week period between 06122017 and 06222017 to ensure enough activity
took place allowing for a thorough investigation.

To perform the investigation of the VMDK file, we first had to create a forensic
image that could be mounted into FTK. To do this, FTK Imager was used, which takes
a VMDK file and converts it to the raw image format needed by FTK. A forensic image
is a bit-for bit replication of either an entire disk or a single partition and is like a
“snapshot”; it captures the full state of the disk or partition [50]. This is done so that
investigators do not modify or alter the original evidence in any way throughout their
investigation (this is one of the forensic principles emphasized by McKemmish [41]). If
the forensic image gets corrupted, then the image can be discarded and a new image
restored. Hashing algorithms are commonly used to prove the integrity of the evidence.

Figure 1 shows that creating a forensic image with FTK Imager is as easy as
pointing to the file location for the VMDK file. Figure 2 shows the completed image
summary. In order to maintain proper chain of custody, this information must be
recorded and maintained for the life of the evidence. Figure 3 is used to prove the
integrity of the forensic image that was created. Two hashing algorithms are used to
prove integrity throughout the creation of the image. First, MD5 and SHA1 hashes are
calculated for the original evidence. Then, once processing has completed, additional
hashes are calculated using the same algorithms as before. The comparison of these
hashes can be used to validate evidence integrity during the case and potential sub-
sequent trial [26].

Fig. 1. Creating an image in FTK Imager. Fig. 2. Completed image summary in FTK Imager.
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Once a forensic image has been created, it can easily be mounted into FTK as
evidence. The FTK user guide easily outlines this process [27]. Figure 4 shows the
accessible partitions in FTK, once the forensic image has been mounted as evidence.

4 Findings: Forensic Artifacts

Any time an action is taken on a computer, clues from that action are left behind,
regardless of whether that action was taken by a human or a program. Digital artifacts
are the pieces of information that can be gathered by recovering what is left behind.
Any time a digital crime is committed, the investigation of these artifacts can provide a
wealth of information as to what really happened, who did it, and the event’s timeline
(35). This section details the key digital artifacts that were recovered along with their
respective location within the VM.

4.1 Registry Hive Artifacts

The windows registry is the authoritative source for configuration settings in the
Windows operating system; every configuration change manipulates a key kept in the
registry. These keys are separated out into special groupings, known as “registry
hives”. There are four main registry hives, as explained by Microsoft: the HKEY_-
CURRENT_CONFIG, HKEY_CURRENT_USER, HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, and
HKEY_USERS (39). Each hive maintains its own tree structure with several
sub-directories containing different key value pairs, as well as its own “.log” file which
maintains a history of all changes made to that registry hive [39].

HKEY_CURRENT_USER provides configuration settings for the current logged
on user, and is located in “C:\Users\%USERNAME%\NTUSER.dat” [25]. This hive is
critical to a forensics investigation as it maintains all the unique settings for a certain
user. It also keeps track of several pieces of metadata to provide enhanced functionality
to the user. By accessing the NTUSER.dat file through FTK, and opening it with FTK
Registry Viewer, the investigator can retrieve critical artifacts such as URLs typed into

Fig. 3. FTK Imager integrity hashes. Fig. 4. Available partitions in FTK.
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a browser, recently accessed documents, commands typed into the Windows “Run”
utility, searches from the start menu, user assist keys for application execution, and the
user’s shell bags.

Within the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE hive, there are several sub-directories of
interest; they are the Software, Security, SAM, and System folders. This hive is located
in the “C:\Windows\System32\config” folder [39]. All hives present in the NTFS file
system can be viewed through FTK Registry Viewer. This hive provides configurations
and settings for the machine itself, and can be incredibly useful to an investigator. By
interrogating the HKLM\System registry file, an investigator could recover the machine
name, system time and time offset, profiles for recently connected USB drives and the
shim cache. In this same directory, there is a “.alt” file, which maintains the registry key
value pairs for the SYSTEM hive. By investigating the HKLM\Software registry hive,
a list of installed applications was recovered. The HKLM\Security registry hive is
where all system policy information is maintained, while the HKLM\SAM registry file
is a collection of user credentials [1].

Per Microsoft, the HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG contains the hardware state for
the local machine and is used to compare the current configuration to the standard
configuration. This can prove useful in order to determine hardware changes during a
certain period. HKEY_USERS contain the standard configurations that are assigned to
all new users to the system. These configurations are assigned at creation of the user
[36]. An unapproved change to this key could indicate a user trying to manipulate
configurations and privileges for any users created in the future.

4.2 NTFS File System Artifacts

The NTFS file system is based on a hierarchical file system, therefore, much of a digital
forensics investigation is focused on the recovery of files. There are three main loca-
tions that an investigator needs to pay special attention to, namely: the Master File
Table, Recycle Bin, and orphaned files.

The Master File Table relates to files like the Registry relates to configurations; it is
an authoritative source for all files on the system, as well as their attributes. For every
file on the NTFS file system, there is at least one entry in the MFT. This entry contains
all metadata about the file such as file name, location, timestamps, permissions and
content [31]. Traditionally a user assumes that deleting a file from the computer
removes it permanently. In reality, deletion of the file only sets the “Active/Inactive”
field to “Inactive”. Mark Stam explains the methods of extracting data from the master
file table to recreate files, even if they have been marked as “Inactive” [44]. In addition
to being able to recreate the file, additional metadata can be carved out of the MFT
Attributes; these include the file creation time, last accessed time, as well as the last
time the file was modified. There are several tools that can be used to easily parse and
display the contents of the MFT, such as MFT Ripper and Analyze MFT [17, 25, 54].
Once a file has been marked “inactive” it is only a matter of time until the OS reuses the
MFT entry for that file. Because of this, it can be concluded that the longer the time
between deletion of files and the investigation, the greater the chances are that the file
will not be able to be recovered.
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Recycle Bin artifacts can be located using FTK in the “$Recycle.Bin” folder in the
root directory (\$Recycle.Bin). The recycle bin is a holding place for files and folder
that have been deleted by the user (Right Click > Delete). Files in this location can
easily be recovered using FTK.

In the recycle bin, a folder is created for each user that has logged into the system.
These folders are named using the user’s SID. It is rare that any files should exist
outside of a particular user’s SID; this may represent a user attempting to hide a file on
the file system since the root of the recycle bin is not viewable by any user in Windows
Explorer [21]. Each time a user deletes a file, there are two entries created in their
$Recycle.Bin. The first entry begins with “$I” and contains the metadata of the file: the
date recycled, original file path, name of the file, and the size of the file. The second
entry begins with “$R” and contains the actual data of the file. When files are deleted,
the name of the file is converted to an ID string; the matching of the “$I” and “$R”
entries provide the needed information to the forensic investigator.

The recycle bin artifacts allow forensic investigators to recover files that the user
believes they have deleted. The findings suggested that deleted files could still be
recoverable after the recycle bin had been emptied; given the investigation occurred in
a timely manner. This echoed the findings of Quick and Choo [9–12], who demon-
strated that data that had been removed using CCleaner and Eraser could still be
recovered. Microsoft implements a wiping technique in Windows 7 for files that have
been deleted from the recycle bin, this often occurs at the next restart of the machine,
and indicates that the longer the time is between the deletion from the recycle bin and
the investigation, the less likely it is to recover a file [21]. These recovered files can
provide a wealth of information as to what the user was doing. Along with logon
events, discussed in Sect. 4.4, it is simple to tie a user to the action of deleting a file.
We refer the interested reader to [7] for a recent survey on Windows 7 anti-forensics
approaches and countermeasures.

Orphaned files are a special type of file in the NTFS file system that get created
when the files parent folder gets deleted from the file system. FTK provides an easy
way to search through orphaned files. It is possible to recover a file that has been
orphaned, given that the files MFT entry has not been entirely overwritten [21].

4.3 Web Browser Artifacts

It is no secret that we are living in a digital age, and the amount of time that we spend
online is increasing. What many people do not realize is the amount of information that
your computer records while you are browsing the internet [42]. When it comes to
inappropriate or malicious actions, the information is stored in the same manner.
Extensive browser forensics was completed throughout this research for Internet
Explorer, resulting in the recovery of several key artifacts that painted the picture of
what the user was doing during their online sessions.

Outside of the registry, there are three major artifacts that can be recovered
regarding internet usage: the browser cache, user created bookmarks, and browser
cookies. The browser cache is not only a history of the sites that a user had visited, but
also a cached copy of that site. The browser creates an entry in the browser cache every
time a user visits a site to decrease the load time for any future visits to that site [23].
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The browser cache files exist in, “C:\Users\%USERNAME%\AppData\Local\Micro-
osoft\Windows\WebCache”. Using FTK, an investigator can view a listing of the sites
visited as well as recreate them in the “html” tab of the tool (Figs. 5 and 6). This artifact
provides a great deal of information about the active user’s activity during a certain
period.

User created bookmarks are saved links to sites that have been visited in the past
and marked for quick access. This artifact lives in, “C:\Users\%USERNAME%
\Favorites”, and can provide additional information regarding past browsing history
[25]. No favorites were created during this research.

Cookies are created by visited sites and attached to the user for future use. These
cookies are saved in a file on the local machine and referenced any time a user visits a
site that requires them. They can be used to store authentication tokens, location data,
and other general user information [23]. Cookies files are stored in “C:\users\Admin-
istrator\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Cookies\”. They are difficult to inter-
pret because the data is only meaningful to the site that created it. However, the
existence of a cookie indicates that the user visited the referenced site it at least once,
and the recovery of the cookies can provide additional information to the activities of
the user.

Fig. 5. Internet tab in FTK.

Fig. 6. WebCache for admin user.
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There are several artifacts of interest regarding internet usage stored in the registry;
such as URL’s typed by the user, form auto complete information, and browser
preferences.

4.4 Windows System Log Artifacts

The windows operating system keeps thorough logs regarding what occurred on, and
to, a machine. These logs provide a wealth of information to an investigator [38]. As
such, they should be paid special attention to. Certain logs of interest are the Windows
Event Logs and the Windows Change Logs.

Windows event logs provide a wealth of data about what occurred on a computer.
There are three main event logs on the Windows OS, namely: the Security, System, and
Application. These three logs are all located in the same directory, “C:\Windows
\System32\Winevt\Logs”. When viewed in FTK, one would see each log with a “.evtx”
file extension. The information contained in these logs are invaluable to an investigator
when recreating a timeline of events.

One of the most informative logs is the security log, as it tracks all security events
that occur on the computer, such as logon events, failed logons, creation of users,
permission changes for users, removing users, and execution of the processes. This
information paints a clear picture of what occurred while a specific user was logged in.
It also records who attempted to logon to a machine. Figure 7 shows the information
that gets logged when a user authenticates onto the machine. This information can be
used to recreate a timeline of events. Figure 8 shows the information that is logged
when a new user is created. Often attackers will create additional users on a com-
promised system to create alternate access methods should they ever lose access. In
addition to creating new users, an attacker may also attempt to change the password for
an existing account, information for this type of event can also be recovered in the
Security log (Fig. 9). Examining the creation of new users can lead investigators to
another account that needs to be scoped into their investigation. Figure 10 shows the
information that is logged when a user is removed from the system.

Fig. 7. Admin logon event. Fig. 8. User creation event.
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Events generated by running applications are logged in the application event log.
According to Microsoft, the application event log includes errors, warnings, and
informational messages [22]. This information can be useful to a forensic investigator
in many ways. Once a user’s timeline has been established, through logon event, the
investigator can then determine which applications were run during that time. Ana-
lyzing the application event log can assist in determining what that user was doing
inside of each application.

The system event log maintains the starting and stopping of processes on the
machine. This log is similar to the application event log as it contains errors, warnings,
and informational messages pertaining to processes running on the machine. The log
can be very useful to an investigator as many attacks utilize malware with known
process names. The system event logs can be monitored and analyzed for these pro-
cesses and identify malicious programs running on the machine [24].

Just like volume shadow copies can be restored to reverse changes to the operating
system, change logs maintained by the Windows operating system can be rolled back to
revert previously made changes to the file system. These artifacts include the “$LogFile”
and “$UsnJrnl”. Both include information regarding changes to the system. The $LogFile
is much more detailed than the $UsnJrnl and is located in the root directory “\$LogFile”.
This file contains changesmade to the file system such as creation and deletion offiles and
directories. The $UsnJrnl storesmuch less information regarding system changes than the
$LogFile and is located in, “\$Extend\$UsnJrnl” off of the root directory [IR Book]. Once
the file system has been mounted into FTK, as discussed earlier, the investigator can
easily navigate to it and view or extract these files. There are several open source tools that
can be used to intelligently analyze and display the contents of these files, such as
LogFileParser [25]. Upon analysis of these artifacts, an investigator will better be able to
determine which changes were made to a system over a certain time period.

4.5 Prefetch File Artifacts

Prefetch files are a critical piece of a forensic investigation. If available, they can provide
investigators with a list of applications that were executed during a certain period of
time. Located in “C:\Windows\Prefetch”, this directory contains a “.pf” entry for every

Fig. 9. Password change attempt event. Fig. 10. User deletion event.
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application that was executed on the machine [19]. Microsoft designed the “.pf” as a
performance optimization file. The Microsoft OS tracks the first 10 s of every appli-
cation’s start up process and creates a “.pf” file with this information. This file is then
referenced every time the application runs in order to decrease the application start time
[25]. According to Luttgens, Pepe, and Mandia, the existence of a prefetch provides
critical information about which programs were executed on a machine; such as name,
number of executions, execution path, and when it was executed [25]. This information
helps build out the attack timeline and points investigators to further evidence locations.
Most importantly, even if a program has been uninstalled from the machine, the exis-
tence of a prefetch file is proof that the program existed and was utilized.

Prefetch file artifacts are crucial to a digital forensics investigation, but what if they
are missing? The absence of an artifact could be an artifact in itself (e.g. signs of
antiforensic activities). If the prefetch files are missing, or only exist up to a certain
point, then it could indicate that the attacker was more knowledgeable than the average
user. The foresight to disable the creation of prefetch files indicates a potentially skilled
attacker. Disabling the creation of prefetch files modifies a key in the registry hive
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, this key can be viewed using FTK Registry Viewer, as
discussed in Sect. 4.1. The value of the “EnablePrefetcher” registry key set to “0”
which indicates that the value is disabled [16].

When available, the prefetch files can easily be recovered using FTK. Investigators
can simply navigate to the Prefetch directory and view these records. There are also
several open source tools that can be used to view the prefetch files and parse the data
in many ways [19, 55].

4.6 LNK File Artifacts

LNK files are another name for shortcut files. These types of files are the result of user
action (Right Click > Create Shortcut) or program execution/install. Any time a user or
program creates a shortcut, a LNK file is created in, “C:\Users\%USERNAME%
\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft\Windows\Recent\”.

Luttgens et al. [25] provide detailed steps for recovering the LNK files for Win-
dows 7. Using FTK to recover the LNK files, one could recover the local path,
modified, and created timestamp, as well as the file size and volume serial number.

LNK files can provide a wealth of data to forensic investigators and contribute to
the re-creation of an attack timeline. These files can provide the “what,” “when” and
“where” of an attacker’s activity while they were on a system [25].

4.7 Jump List Artifacts

Microsoft Jump Lists keep a running history of the recently used items for an application.
For example, when Microsoft Word is pinned to the task bar, one could right click and
choose from several of the recently openedWord documents. A user can also select to pin
certain options to the jump list menu for future use. There are two types of jump lists,
namely: “automatic destinations” and “custom destinations”. The automatic destinations
jump list is populated with recently used programs, while the custom destinations jump
list is populated with the options that a user has ‘pinned’ to the jump list [25].
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Figure 11 shows that from a jump list entry, an investigator can uncover the user
who accessed the file, the file name and the original path. Each jump list entry has a
corresponding application ID, these ID’s remain fairly static and can easily be looked
up. In this research, a jump list entry for the network reconnaissance tool NMAP was
discovered, which pointed to a file titled “Research.xml”. It was determined that this
file had been deleted from the file system, hence the need to interrogate the $Recycle.
Bin directory. The deleted file was recovered and an analysis of this files showed that
the active user launched NMAP and carried out a network scan of “scanme.Nmap.org”.
This is piece of the entire puzzle that allows a forensic investigator to determine the
“who,” “what,” “when,” “where,” and “how” of an incident.

4.8 Installed Application Artifacts

When beginning an investigation, one thing the investigator will want to do is gather a
list of all installed applications. This will provide several pieces of information that
assist with tooling decisions. Certain forensic tools are used for certain types of
applications and artifacts. LUTTGENS, PEPE and MANDIA provide an overview of
the directories in which you can recover artifacts from installed applications; these
include the default application installation directory, default application data directo-
ries, registry uninstall information, and default registry configuration data locations
[25]. Using FTK, the “Uninstall” registry key was recovered. The recovered key lists
the currently installed application, by expanding one of these entries an investigator can
view several pieces of information about the application, such as: instance ID, help
link, install source, and display name.

Such information can be used by the investigator to better select the tools they will
use throughout the remainder of the investigation. The list of installed applications,
combined with the timeline recovered from the Windows Security Event logs and the
Prefetch file artifacts, will assist in defining what the attacker did during the refined
timeline, as well as what other activity may have been taking place on that machine.
For example, using FTK, it was determined that both NMAP and OphCrack had been
installed and run. Nmap is a popular network reconnaissance tool used for mapping out
target networks, and OphCrack is a popular password cracking tool. This provides
insight into the user’s activities and can point to other artifacts.

Fig. 11. Administrators jump list entry for “Texas House of Representatives.html”.
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4.9 Windows Task Scheduler Artifacts

Similar to the way the UNIX Operating system schedules reoccurring tasks through the
Crontab, Windows can schedule reoccurring tasks using “.job” files; this is done
through the Windows Task Scheduler [48]. These tasks can be rule-based, time-based,
or state-based [46]. These “.job” files can be found easily using FTK in “C:\Windows
\System32\Tasks” [25].

An attacker can use scheduled tasks for many things: creating backdoors, adding
and removing users, modifying accesses, or cleaning up files and directories after the
attack. Recovering these files can provide information as to what was ran after the
attack, what may have been scheduled in the past to enable the attack, and any jobs that
have yet to run and should be prevented.

4.10 Windows Restoration Point Artifacts

Microsoft introduced the Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) in Windows Server
2003. This service is used to generate backups of application and operating system
data, known as restoration points [53]. VSS provides the ability to generate reoccurring
backups of data to protect against the potential loss of data in the future. Should a
system be compromised, it can be restored from the latest shadow copy created. There
are several activities that can trigger a shadow copy to be created; such as an update,
program installation, or scheduled task [25].

During an investigation, an investigator may come across the remnants of a critical
file or application that has since been deleted. By restoring a shadow copy from around
the time the file or application was created or installed, they may be able to recover the
full contents of the file. In my research, it was proven that volume shadow copy
recovery with FTK was simple, allowing an investigator to interrogate the shadow copy
file system as if it was the true hard disk. Figure 12 shows the number of shadow
copies that were available to restore from a single VMDK file. Once restored, an
investigator could then interrogate the file system for that shadow copy.

Fig. 12. Mountable volume shadow copies from virtual machine disk file.
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5 Conclusion

The fast-paced changes in computing require a continual increase in the knowledge of
digital forensics and the ability to apply this knowledge to new technologies. Virtu-
alized computing has become the new norm, and the ability to perform a forensics
investigation against a VM is critical in today’s incident response process. During an
investigation, those artifacts that identify who acted on a system, what they carried out,

Fig. 13. Summary of Windows 7 artifacts.
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and when it was done must be recovered to develop an activity timeline. Understanding
what was done, and how it was done is crucial to beginning the next steps of the
incident response process. Once all the pertinent artifacts have been recovered,
responders can begin developing a remediation plan as well as designing security
controls to protect them from similar events in the future.

This research focused on the identification of forensic artifacts, and their locations,
in virtualized computing to provide foundational knowledge to future digital forensic
investigations. Specifically, this research described the process of gathering digital
evidence from the virtual machine disk file, creating forensic images, and interrogating
the NTFS file system. A detailed list of artifacts recovered within the timeline of this
research was also presented.

Figure 13 documents forensic artifacts along with their locations that were recov-
ered throughout this research. This is not a definitive list of artifacts that can be
recovered from the Windows OS, rather a listing of artifacts that were recoverable
within the strict timeline of this research, and should serve as the foundation for a
digital forensics investigation against a VM running Windows 7.

As forensic tools progress, more artifacts will potentially be recovered. There is still
much research that can be done pertaining to digital forensics in virtualized environ-
ments, such as the ability to recover a deleted VMDK file from the physical host to
recreate a VM and provide a forensic image for investigation and the identification of
forensic artifacts from virtual machines running different operating systems.
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Abstract. Like the main input way to introduce information in the
majority mobile devices nowadays is the screen, it is the main source
where a malware could get private information. A keylogger, in this way
could obtain private information. Researches of this type of malware until
this moment are focused on the Android architecture application layer,
leaving aside the other layers, so a keylogger could also be implemented
in another layer and only use the application layer like the insertion
method. An analysis of the data flow when a key is pressed on the screen
is presented, from the system call by an interruption caused by hardware,
the methods involved in this flow and possible generated logs and related
files, performing an experimentation procedure to extract information
about the keys pressed in order to determine which points can be used
to get private information without the necessity of implement a third-
party keyboard.

Keywords: Keylogger · Touchlogger · Malware · Android keylogger
Touchscreen

1 Introduction

Nowadays the first option to input information to some mobile device is the
screen of the device, so it is the first alternative in order to get private infor-
mation. Android allows install third-party keyboards, this being something that
can be harmful to the user since it can compromise user privacy [1–3]. There
are many third-party keyboards that seem to be a simply keyboard with a bet-
ter design or with extra features, but these could be extracting all information
entered from the screen by the user [1].

A keylogger is a software able to record the keys pressed in one system. In
mobile devices the key pressed is a virtual key, for that some authors call the
keyloggers for the mobile devices as touchloggers. In some cases the keyloggers
are used as a legitimate personal or professional IT monitoring tool, but in
many cases are used to capture sensitive information, like passwords or financial
information, which is then sent to third parties for criminal exploitation [4].
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The research of the keyloggers in the desktop systems is wide but in the
mobile systems is the opposite. So that in the Android system it still continues
without has a deep exploration. In general the researches studied how a keylogger
is implemented in Android, but in all the cases is about a third-party keyboard
installed in the system leaving to one side that can be possible that a keylogger
can be implemented in some of the other three layers architecture of Android
and just use the application layer as the insertion way to the system, an example
of insertion can be a Trojan that of course it not be a keyboard. These researches
make a Play Store Keyboards analysis for determine possibles keyloggers, also
show the permissions requested by the Android keyloggers and the facility to
store the keys pressed in some file and then send the file to some server. As well
the researches give recommendations in order to make people aware in how they
can avoid this kind of mobiles devices threats [1–3,5].

This work presents an Android keyboard data flow analysis with an exper-
imentation procedure for determine which points can be used by the malware
developer for implement a keylogger without the necessity of implement a third-
party keyboard.

This article is organized as follow: Sect. 2 describes the research work related
to the study of a keylogger on Android. Section 3 describes the problem state-
ment. Section 4 describes the analysis done and the results obtained. And finally
the Sect. 5 are conclusions and future work.

2 Related Works

As we mention in one paragraph above, much remains to be studied to the Key-
loggers in the field of mobile operating systems. In [1–3] carry out a study of
keyboards available in the Play Store to determine the number of possible key-
loggers, the amount of requested permissions and permission types are taken
into account, so these analysis are performed on the Android architecture appli-
cation layer. About 80% requests Internet permission and writing memory per-
mission. In [2] perform certain questions to mobile application developers. Why
ask Internet permission to develop a third-party keyboard, was one of them and
the answer was that may be necessary updates, so not because a third-party key-
board asks Internet permission means to be a keylogger, although with a possible
potential to be. In [1] a study is done with the Wireshark traffic tool in the net-
work to determine which keyboards requesting Internet permission are actually
extracting information, the result was that 7.9% of the applications analyzed
(11 of 139) caused network traffic when an email and password were written,
although it is mentioned that the other applications could be time bombs and
therefore at that time these did not show network traffic.

In [1,2,5] is demonstrated the ease of obtain information through installing
a malicious third-party keyboard malicious, storing and sending information to
an external server, building a keylogger, to study what types of permits require,
what methods at application level are needed to develop the keyboard and so
on. All of these researches are focused on the application layer of the android
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architecture, but can be a possibility that a keylogger is being implemented in
some of the others architecture layers.

In [6] make a record of all the mobile device touch logs with a software
for realice a characterization between the device and the user, they use the file
/dev/input/eventX as the way to get the logs.

In [7] studies the iOS data flow for a benign touchlogger and malign touchlog-
ger, making a private and public framework hooking related with the iOS key-
board. The benign part is for to know if the mobile device is been using by the
owner. However about the malign part is for get private information, with their
method they can get the event type and the touch coordinates, so when a specific
app is open the tool register the touches for relate them with the keys pressed
known the coordinates and the position of the mobile device.

3 Problem Statement

As any input device, the response to an interruption made from the hardware
has a flow, which passes through different stages to reach to the application that
corresponds the request, so at some stage might exist some vulnerability that
can be exploited if it exist, and use it in order to get private user information.

Therefore, a keylogger can be implemented not as a third-party keyboard,
that is not directly in the Android application layer, since it could obtain infor-
mation through some vulnerable point in the flow of data when any virtual key
is pressed.

We make an analysis of the processes and files related with the touch-
screen studying the touchscreen data flow when a user press the screen until
the information reaches the application performing an exploratory experimen-
tation methodology to extract information about the keys pressed in order to
determine which points can be used by the malware developer for implement a
keylogger without the necessity of implement a third-party keyboard, so as to
get private information. This information can be useful for characterization and
a detection mechanism.

4 Touch Screen’s Data Flow

In [8] mention a summary of the processes in the Android touchscreen, the Fig. 1
shows the data flow. First “EventHub” reads the raw events from the “evdev”
driver. After “InputReader” consumes raw events and updates internal processes
statements about the position and other characteristics of each tool. Also it
maintains the states of the buttons. If a physical or virtual key is pressed, “Inpu-
tReader” notifies to “InputDispatcher”, also “InputReader” determines whether
the touch was made within the limits of the screen and if necessary it notifies to
“InputDispatcher”. “InputDispatcher” uses to WindowsManagerPolicy, to deter-
mine whether the event should be attended. Then “InputDispatcher” releases
the event to the appropriate application which is in the application layer.
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Fig. 1. Data flow when the touch screen is pressed.

For search points where is possible get data about the touchscreen flow is
necessary explore the system. Considering the exploratory part is required have
full access to the system, and have a native system without unnecessary modi-
fications. For the above the device used is a LG - Nexus 5.

As the driver is the first point where the data of the touchscreen flow pass,
this is the start for the exploratory methodology, for analyze its source code and
experiment with it and determine if here a malware developer can get informa-
tion about the keys pressed. As the Android system can be in different brand
devices with different I/O devices the Android kernel have different drivers files
corresponding to different I/O devices, so is mandatory know the driver which
the system is using. Due the driver is loaded like a module to the kernel and
it register one function using request irq(), to be able to notify when the user
make an interact with the hardware and handle the originated interrupts and
the interruption, normally it carry the name of the module loaded in the kernel.

The /proc/interrupts file provides information about the interrupts functions
names of the system as well as the drivers interruptions functions. The Fig. 2
shows a part of how the file provides the information, highlighting the interrupts
names, is necessary determine which interruptions correspond to the touchscreen
as the names are not clear in a first view.

With the /system/build.prop file and the Google Git webpage [9] is possible
determine and find the system kernel and then the driver source code. So as to
determine the driver used by the system we compare the name of each driver in
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Fig. 2. Some system interrupts, marked in red their names. (Color figure online)

the specific kernel in the Google Git with the name of each interruption, but in
our case it is not possible perform a relation because neither interrupts names
match with the name of the drivers names in the Google Git. So it was not
possible decide which driver is used by our system and explore its source code in
order to find if a malware could be getting information about the keys pressed.
As the driver could not be determined, the decision taken is to explore the first
contacts in the user space with the touchscreen. The volatile memory is the first
contact that has the process of the keyboard and it is one of the elements in
the user space that interact with the touchscreen, so is made an exploration of
the volatile memory because possibly it store the keys pressed. Using the adb
tool information about the processes executed in the system is got. When the
keyboard is being executed, is showed which process ID (PID) correspond to
it and its package name, in our case is com.google.android.inputmethod.latin.
Knowing the PID we can search the directory and files and analyze them.

At the process directory there are several files related with the executed
process, maps file provides information about the memory section assigned to
the process, mem file provides information about memory held by this process,
status provides information about the memory and about the process, like the
name, PID and so on.
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Since the /proc/PID/maps file provides which memory sectores are assigned
to the process, can be made a dump data on this sectors of memory using the
mem file. Considering that in the file /proc/PID/status provides the name of the
keyboard process and the PID assigned to it, can be made a scanning of each proc
directory and read the status file in order to found which of them corresponds to
the keyboard and make a memory dump. A tool is developed in order to make
the memory dump to the keyboard process for search the keys pressed stored in
the memory, the flowchart 1 describe how the tool works. However the results
show that there are not a plain text in the memory about the keys we press
in the keyboard. Continuing in the user space and considering that also when
the driver is loaded into the kernel, it calls the function input register device()
because it needs to indicate the creation of the file /dev/input/eventX (where X
is only an integer) that corresponds to the physical device. Is determined which
eventX file corresponds to the touchscreen exploring the system, for analyze this
file and determine if it can have information about the keys pressed.

The file corresponding to the touchscreen is the event1, the /proc/bus/input/
devices file provides this information. Trying to read the event1 file we notice
that it always is empty and only when an event occurs it has information but
only for one instant. The Fig. 4 shows a hexadecimal representation of the data
when the touchscreen is pressed, that is when the event occurs.

When an interrupt occurs the kernel needs to process it and with dif-
ferent functions in the include/linux/input.h, for instance input event(...),
input report abs(...) and so on, the data is put in a standard format in the
/dev/input/eventX file in order to be accessed by the user space.

The include/linux/input.h provides information about the event standard
format, it is a struct and has the next variables: time stamp, type, code and
value [8], the Fig. 3 shows the code. Also include/linux/input.h file provides
information about the meaning of each types and code values.

Fig. 3. Standard event format.

The hexadecimal data in Fig. 4 needs to be read from right to left for each
hexadecimal value so as to understand them. The blue square are the values,
for instance, the first value is 0000008f, the green square are the codes, where
according to /include/linux/input.h the 0039 is the ABS MT TRACKING ID
which indicates the ID of the touch realized in that moment, the 0035 is the
ABS MT POSITION X which indicates the x coordinate of the touch, the 0036
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is the ABS MT POSITION Y which indicates the y coordinate of the touch,
the 003a is the ABS MT PRESSURE which indicates the pressure of the touch
and 0000 is the SYN REPORT which indicates the end of the report. The red
square are the events type, where according to /include/linux/input.h the 0003
means EV ABS which indicates a touchscreen absolute event, and 0000 means
EV SYN which indicates a synchronize event. And finally the orange square
indicates the timestamp.

Fig. 4. Reading the /dev/input/eventX file with the hexdump command. Timestamps
(orange square), events type (red square), codes (green square) and the values (blue
square). (Color figure online)

With the command getevent -l the above interpretation in accord with the
input.h documentation can be verify to be sure that the exploration was correct.
This can be check with the Figs. 4 and 5.

Fig. 5. Information showed with the getevent command. Events type (red square),
codes (green square) and the values (blue square). (Color figure online)

A tool is made to experiment with this file with the purpose of get the
information mentioned, because the file provides information about coordinates
of the touches and can be used to determine if a key was pressed. The tool open
the file /dev/input/event1, and knowing the struct format, a same buffer struct
needs to be indicate and the data can be acceded by specifying the elements in
the struct in order to get the same data on the /dev/input/event1 file. The Fig. 6
shows how the software is able to take the event, key and value parameters. Due
that in this file are given the coordinates, it could be used in order to make a
keylogger, handling the data so as to get keys pressed.

Determine which touchscreen driver correspond to the device could be dif-
ficult because depends of different factors like the device itself and the kernel
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Fig. 6. Extracting data from the /dev/input/eventX file.

version, so it is difficult to be able to get information about the keys pressed
as it difficult identify the current driver. Modify the kernel would allow to get
information from the touchscreen’s physical file and make it available to any
app, like adding instructions to create a copy file without restriction permis-
sions of the physical device file or even could be added a module in order to
get data from the physical device file and put it in another file available to the
apps, this options also depends in different factors like a device rooted, option
module add enabled and user interaction. Getting information from the volatile
memory also seems difficult for a malware, first because the malware needs get
administrator privileges and second the data here is dynamic and the memory
assigned to one process has a lot of data, make a software able to interpret this
data and match some of these data with some specific characteristics and then
get information will take a lot of resources and a malware doing this would make
it simple to detect. However looks like that is possible extract information in the
touchscreen’s physical file only getting administrator privileges path due this has
information about the touches coordinates.

Since there is a data flow to process the touches in the touchscreen is possible
extract data about that touches, until the moment from one point, to maybe
extract sensitive user information.

As we now have covered the kernel and a little the user space, the next is
analyze the functions with a relation with the touchscreen and the keys pressed
like EventHub, InputReader, InputDispatcher and so on.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

With the exploratory methodology is possible find points in the system where
information about the keys pressed could be extracted, and making some experi-
ments like examine and handling the data could be determined if the information
has a relation with the keys pressed. This work shows that is possible get some
information about the key pressed outside the Android application layer using
the touchscreen physical file, and still without covering the full touchscreen’s
data flow, thus is possible that a malware is able to obtain information about
the keys pressed without implement a third-part keyboard in Android.

For future work we are going to implement a tool that handle the data
obtained from the eventX file in order to determine if is possible get user private
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information, we are going to analyze if is possible make some kernel modifica-
tions to provoke a information leak. Also we are going to continue analyzing the
different functions related with the data flow and try to decide if there are points
of information leak.
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Abstract. Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) like UAVs are used for mission critical
tasks including military and civilian operations. Their potentiality of usage is
rapidly increasing in commercial space. The need for a secure channel to wire‐
lessly communicate and transfer message between CPS is very crucial. Key idea
behind this study is to propose a novel framework that is lightweight, robust and
at the same time do not compromise security and pragmatic in the jurisdictions
of energy-efficient atmospheres. This paper presents an idea for a practical and
efficient hierarchical architecture for UAV network using identity-based encryp‐
tion. Also, proposes selective encryption technique to reduce overheads and data
hiding mechanism to increase confidentiality of the message.

Keywords: Identity-based cryptography · Watermarking · Cyber security
Unmanned aerial vehicle

1 Introduction

The need for cyber security has grown with the growth and expansion of digital tools
and technology. The devices we use in our everyday life are now becoming smart and
connected to a global network of computers, software systems and communication links
called Internet of Things (IoT). Thus, ensuring security of digital data has become a
critical challenge. Traditional computer and network security approaches fails to
adequately address integrity, confidentiality and availability threats for cyber physical
system (CPS) and do not address a unified manner for survivability from malicious
intimidations and recoverability from attacks [1]. Recent years, research has explored
towards vulnerability of CPS, particularly for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle and ground
control systems, but little research has been done in secure trust creation, communication
and message transfer. In this paper, we surveyed the available literature and defined a
secure framework to enhance security to cyber physical system communication for UAV
network. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes background
information, and security threat to UAV, Sect. 3 reviews the existing literature, Sect. 4
proposes a solution for the problem, Sect. 5 briefly analyses the performance and security
for the proposed framework and finally Sect. 6 concludes and discusses future work.
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2 Background

Cyber physical systems (CPS) are autonomous systems which are the convergence of
communication, computing and control systems [2]. There are several uses of CPS,
which includes smart grid system, oil and gas distribution networks, advanced commu‐
nication systems, UAV and smart ground vehicles. UAVs are cyber physical systems
that can be controlled remotely from a ground control station or can fly autonomously
using on-board computers based on pre-programmed flight plans. They are also intelli‐
gent system, able to communicate with its controller and return payload data, capable
of automatically take corrective action or automatic decision making during an event [3].
The main elements of an UAV are control elements, wireless and satellite communica‐
tion link, sensors and actuators. UAVs are resource constraint device. They use batteries
for power, however Top Flight Technologies [4] has designed a hybrid gas-electric
aircraft that uses both batteries and gasoline, significantly improving its performance.

UAVs were mainly used in defense operational environment but nowadays, they are
ubiquitous and their uses are rapidly expanding in commercial, scientific, recreational
and other applications. They are used as a major tool [5] for law enforcement agencies,
shippers, aerial photographers, farmers, humanitarian agencies, and more. Giant compa‐
nies such as Amazon, Google are planning to use UAVs for goods and services delivery
[6]. The FAA forecast [7] estimates that by 2020 there will be 7 million of unmanned
aerial vehicle occupying United States airspace.

With the increase in UAV usage potential risks and security threats also starts to
arise. UAVs are potentially easier to hack as because they are designed to have a quick
and easy setup and often uses unencrypted communication and data transfer with many
ports are still open. Moreover, the unique configuration such as open state of the sensors,
wireless network, serially safety structure, etc. makes these devices highly exposed
technical systems. In recent years, research has explored cyber security threats to the
UAV that are used for defense industry, but little research has been done to explore what
additional cyber threats are for the use of commercially available UAVs. Also, much of
the security technology and processes are currently being developed without doing a
proper threat analysis. Because of utilizing unsecure devices [8] could result in unau‐
thorized disclosure of classified information.

2.1 Cyber Security Threats on UAV

Threats on CPS goes beyond attacking the individual system components. By using a
multi-vector attack a skilled attacker exploits the weaknesses of individual components
and the combined effect however, may be catastrophic. Security threats on UAV can be
on the onboard flight controller and ground control system, sensor, actuator, wireless
data link and routing infrastructure. Determining the nature of the vulnerability the
attacks can be categorized into three groups: hardware, wireless and sensor spoofing
attack [9]. Hardware attack is where attacker has access to the UAV autopilot compo‐
nents directly. In wireless attack the attacks are carried out through one of the wireless
communication channels and sensor spoofing attack, is carried out by injecting or
passing false data by the miscreant through the on-board GPS channels. In this paper
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our focus is on the wireless attack to secure wireless data communication channels. An
attacker can carry out such attacks from a far distance while the UAV is being operated.
The most significant threat of wireless attacks is the fact that an attacker can gain full
control of the UAV if the communication protocol is known, and can break the encryp‐
tion of the communication channel. Successful attack requires breach of at least one of
the information security objectives: confidentiality, integrity or availability [10].

Example, of an attack to UAV is deliberately jamming communication link while
filming of an Australian triathlon with an UAV. The operator lost complete control over
the vehicle, believes that an attacker using a “channel hop” attack intentionally interfered
with his operation, causing it to crash into one of the athletes [11]. Another most recent
and controversial incidents was that the Iranian forces claimed possession of an RQ 170
Sentinel. One of the theory described that Iranian forces jammed the satellite commu‐
nication of the UAV and GPS functionality which make it easy to attack the GPS system
by sensor spoofing attack [12].

3 Related Literature

Research in communication security is a continuous process. The complex nature in
UAV has driven to the domain of new security research. Much of the research has been
accomplished on capability, reliability and efficiency of the system in terms of time and
power [13].

A hierarchical architecture for wireless sensor network (WSN) based on the Boneh-
Franklin algorithm proposed in paper [14]. The author presents a hierarchical key
management scheme based on the basic Boneh-Franklin and Diffie-Hellman (DH) algo‐
rithms to solve large energy consumption in communication and computation. Identity
based hierarchical Key Management Scheme in Tactical Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
proposed in paper [15]. Authors offered a technique of key management in distributed
hierarchal network. The nodes of hierarchy can get their keys updated either from a
threshold sibling or from their parents. The technique of dynamic node selection formu‐
lated as a stochastic problem and the proposed scheme can select the best nodes to be
used considering their security conditions and energy states.

Cryptography and Steganography are used with enhanced security module in paper
[16]. Authors used symmetric encryption algorithm called Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) and image based steganography. A part of the encrypted message is
hidden into an image and the unhidden part of the encrypted message will be converted
into two secret keys. To decrypt the message one need keys for Cryptography and Steg‐
anography, two extra keys and the reverse process of the key generation. The limitations
of this paper are that the length of the input and output sequences for the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) and the proposed framework is a flat network where all users
has similar access to data. Paper [17], proposes an approach for securing transmitted
message over communication network. It uses symmetric encryption algorithm AES
and text based steganography to provide an extra layer of security. The AES provides
the initial confidentiality of the secret data and then the encrypted data are represented
in binary and then hidden is textual carrier. The AES encryption algorithm uses 256 bits’
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key for extra security against brute force attacks. This paper is also lack of providing
forward and backward security as it is designed for a flat network system.

The security approach described in paper [18, 19] presents a solution for an agent-
based model for cyber physical systems by using hierarchical access. Hierarchy is
implemented through a public key cryptosystem with divided private key and stega‐
nography. The steganalysis and cryptanalysis provides a higher level of security to the
original data. Although the proposed approach brings a new perspective for the security
of agent-based cyber-physical systems but it lacks implementing the approach to any
specific application domain. Different security threats for UAVs System are analyzed
and a cyber-security threat model has been proposed in Paper [10] The proposed model
help designers and users of the UAV systems to understand cyber-security threat profile
of the system and address various system vulnerabilities, identify high priority threats,
and select mitigation techniques for these threats. They have also tried to evaluate risk
generation by different vulnerabilities to the UAVs system. Although various security
threats to a UAV system is analyzed and a cyber-security threat model showing possible
attack paths has been proposed on this paper but it is not clear which threats might affect
the UAV systems most.

Traditional information security mechanism such as cryptography, intrusion detec‐
tion method or steganography alone is not sufficient to protect UAV system. More
specifically these techniques do not consider the compatibility of the sensor, actuator,
communication link measurements of the physical and control mechanisms of UAV,
which has a massive importance for the security of cyber physical systems like UAV.
Also, typical communication security mechanisms often increase communication
latency to unacceptable levels, specifically for real-time systems. UAVs are complex by
nature and need to have embedded security functionalities and the security solutions.
Because complex infrastructures have different objectives and assumptions concerning
what needs to be protected, and have specific applications that are not originally designed
for a general IT environment. Therefore, it is necessary to develop unique security solu‐
tions for different application and infrastructures to fill the gap.

4 Proposed Solution

Security research for CPS varies depending on the application domain of the system.
UAVs are typically resource constrained in terms of computation, communication,
energy and storage. So, the Security solutions for UAV data communication must be
robust, efficient, and satisfy the real-time requirements. At the same time, it must be
lightweight without affecting performance. In this paper, we are proposing a framework
to achieve a collective system lightweightness, that does not compromise security and
efficiency of the system. We are partly inspired by the concept presented in the research
work in paper [20] that proposed the lightweight security enforcement in Cyber-Physical
Systems. Our contributions to the knowledge are as follows:

• Distribution of Computing Overheads: Our proposed structure provides lightweight‐
ness and security by offloading computationally expensive workloads from resource
constrained devices to powerful equipment. Leveraging the architecture of the
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underlying system and constructing a multilevel structure we can achieve such a
framework.

• System Lightweightness: To achieve system lightweightness we are proposing to use
a lightweight cryptographic primitive and using selective data encryption technique
to attain better system performance and increase efficiency in message transfer
without hampering security.

• Obscuring transmitted data and digital data right management: Stenography or data
watermarking technique increase the confidentiality during data transfer and integrity
of the stored data.

The motivation of the proposed framework is to provide balance between UAVs
regarding resource consumption and security by creating a robust and new security
architecture.

4.1 Distribution of Computing Overheads

Flying Ad-Hoc Network (FANET), is a new form of network family that can perform
their task without human intervention which can complete their job without human
intervention [21]. In FANET, the UAVs become node. It consists of two parts, ad-hoc
network and one or more access point like a satellite or ground base station (BS). The
UAV-to-BS communication, the connection is created with an infrastructure like a
ground base or satellite to transfer the data. UAVs are comprised of sensors that use
wireless networks for data communication. Wireless sensor network (WSN) facilitate
the interaction between base station and the UAV These networks are exposed and
unguarded. So, potential interception or eavesdropping can cause security concerns and
it is possible for a potential adversary to snoop or fabricate the transmitted information.
Also, these sensors are restricted in terms of bandwidth, energy, computing power,
storage, and memory. These constrained resources nature make it impractical for WSNs
to deploy traditional security schemes to transmit data between UAVs. Moreover next-
generation UAVs will use more and more mortification sensors and actuators that will
be dynamic and long lasting. Therefore, we are proposing a multilevel hierarchical
system for data transfer that distributes computing overhead in FANET and at the same
time ensures the independence and security of the sub-networks. Figure 1, shows a
hierarchical architecture of UAV network for overhead distribution.

Hierarchical system is organized into a cluster or groups. Each cluster performs the
operations in specific areas, with a cluster head (CH) elected for every cluster routinely
and dynamically. The approach in hierarchical system is different than a classical flat
network system in which all cluster members have the same access rights. In hierarchical
network systems access to information brings a new level of security to the system.
Information can only be viewed by those who have access to it. The CH is superior to
ordinary sensor nodes. They have more computational ability, storage, memory, and
energy and battery power. Cluster heads performs tasks such as aggregating information
from the ordinary cluster members, processing data within the cluster, forwarding the
data to base station and leading the cluster to the destination [22].
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4.2 System Lightweightness

Embedded systems like UAV, suffer from limited resources in different areas including
hardware, energy consumption, and bandwidth usage. This leads to the design and
implementation of a framework that uses security primitives to reduce these overheads.
Lightweight cryptographic primitives are preferred security methods over generic
designs for constrained resources implementations. Cryptography algorithms scramble
the secret data in such a way that it is unreadable by a third party. They are generally
classified into asymmetric and symmetric key encryption algorithms. With Symmetric
key cryptography, only one key is used for both encryption and decryption, which makes
it suitable for securing stored data. On the other hand, asymmetric encryption, also
known as public-key encryption, a public-key is used to encrypt data. The receiver uses
a private key to decrypt the message. Public key cryptosystem (PKC) provides the most
effective mechanisms for establishing security services including authentication, non-
repudiation, integrity, confidentiality and digital signature. Asymmetric algorithms are
much slower than symmetric ones and it is common practice to use both primitives in
practical implementation. While symmetric primitives will process the heavy payloads,
asymmetric primitives can be used to distribute symmetric keys securely. As Crypto‐
graphic key management is fundamental part of network security, in this paper, we are
proposing Identity (ID)-based cryptography, using bilinear pairing over elliptic curve
cryptography (ECC). The motivation is to provide a balance between resource consump‐
tion and security strength in hierarchical ad-hoc network.

4.3 Identity-Based Encryption (IBE)

Shamir [23] proposed the idea of the IBE scheme which uses unique ID of the device
as its public key. In FANET, base stations act like a private key generator (PKG) and
ID of a node can be assigned at the pre-deployment phase from base station to ensure
uniqueness. The three obvious advantages [24] of IBE over conventional PKC are,
firstly, IBE removes the need for certificates. Hence, we do not need certificate distri‐
bution and verification which save communication and computation overheads for the

Fig. 1. Hierarchical UAV network architecture for overhead distribution
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resource constrained UAVs. Secondly, IBE enables noninteractive key agreement
between UAV nodes and finally, any type of string can be a public key in IBE which
does not exist with conventional PKC. Bilinear pairing is the integral part of Identity
based key management scheme, which allows non-interactive key distribution between
a pair of cluster nodes. Bilinear pairing operations are based on elliptic curves with given
parameter. Elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem is more difficult to break than the
factorization and discrete logarithm problem. Hence, the security strength of ECC is
much stronger and complex than other public key cryptosystems. Also, its encrypted
message size is very small as well, which implies lower bandwidth, power, and compu‐
tational requirements [25]. We will not provide the details implementation of IBE in
this paper but mathematical background and encryption and decryption process will be
used form paper [14, 24, 26].

4.4 Selective Data Encryption

The fundamental of selective encryption algorithms is to encrypt some certain portions
of the messages with less overheads. It is a very useful method for the different data
formats such as text, image, audio and video. It can reduce the overhead on data encryp‐
tion/decryption process, and improve the efficiency of the network without negotiating
the security of the system. In our framework, we are proposing using a probabilistic
selective encryption approach where a sender node includes proper uncertainty in the
process of message encryption, so only the delegated recipient can decrypt the ciphertext
and other unauthorized nodes have no knowledge of the transmitted messages. The
concept and implementation of selective encryption will be used from paper [27, 28].
Authors of both papers proposed a selective encryption algorithm which is probabilistic
in nature and is faster compare to toss a coin method where each alternate word has
encrypted.

4.5 Obscuring Transmitted Data and Digital Data Right Management

Data hiding is the mechanism of securely embedding information to some cover medium
and in the best case nobody can see that both parties are communicating in secret. A
secret message can be plaintext, an image, audio, video, ciphertext, or anything which
can be represented in the form of a bit string. Different applications have their unique
security requirements for example, some applications may require a larger secret
message to be hidden inside data, while others require absolute invisibility of the secret
message. Steganography algorithms traditionally hide secret message by using an overt
communications channel to carry the secret data and digital watermarking applies data
hiding for digital rights management and data authentication. A digital watermark is a
digital signal or pattern inserted into a message that provide data confidentiality. For our
work, we refer steganography as being the general data hiding technique and digital
watermarking as a specific instance of steganography.

Encryption ensures confidentiality but it does not provide data integrity. An attacker
still can record packets without knowing what is inside the packets, and replay them. If
the impostor record the whole data stream and re-transmits all split packets, then the
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recipient would recognize a valid data stream and act accordingly. Again, even if the
attacker views the cover file where the information is hidden within, there shall be no
clue that there is any hidden data under the cover. In this way, the individual won’t
endeavor to decipher the data. In this paper, we proposed to use text based watermarking
[17, 29] using Word Shift Coding Protocol (WSCP), that hides the secret data in the
spaces between the words of the carrier text. Watermarking is also suitable for some
tasks which encryption cannot such as copyright marking. Embedding encrypted copy‐
right information within the contents of the file itself can prevent it being easily identified
and removed.

5 Performance and Security Analysis

Proposed security framework improves the performance of resource constraint CPS in
the following dimensions [30]:

• Flexibility: Addition and removal of new nodes are very flexible by allowing only
new nodes, BS and CH to be involved in node addition and BS for node revocation,
keeping other nodes free from overheads.

• Storage: It decreases storage requirements, saving memory to store keys and
increases scalability of the system.

• Communication: Less communication in key distribution, therefore decreasing
energy consumption. Because of reduced network traffic communication overhead
decreases and increases systems lifespan.

• Efficiency: Uses less computing power to generate keys using fast and efficient
encryption mechanism. Simple, short, and effective private key used to extract the
secret message.

The framework also provides a secure communication mechanism in terms of:
Data embedding: The objective of data embedding is to safeguard the message

against the adversary so the opponent cannot perceive the existence of message inside
the cover object. Protection vanishes after decryption. Therefore, after encryption,
watermarking technique embeds hidden copyright protection information to digital
information being transmitted. These two techniques are complementary rather than
overlapping.

Forward and backward secrecy: New nodes cannot detect previous messages because
of periodic cluster head alteration of secret keys related to each cluster. Key reinforce‐
ment assures that keys related to the lower level nodes of hierarchy are also updated.
Hence, the enemy can only get information in a certain region for a limited time span
although the private keys are exposed.

Resilience against node capture attack: Compromised nodes are nodes that are
manipulated by the adversary. Communication links between non-captured nodes are
protected by using discrete logarithmic problem imposed by bilinear pairing. The key
reinforcement mechanism assures that security limitations of key pre-distribution tech‐
nique are kept limited within the cluster.
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6 Conclusion

Security must be built into the applications themselves for an embedded system like
UAV. In this paper, we proposed a system that ensures data security and confidentiality
by tailoring traditional information security solutions. We have proposed a hierarchical
structure for key distribution and information sharing to ensure confidentiality and
increase the overall security of the system. The main benefit of our framework is that it
provides network flexibility by allowing nodes to serve as cluster heads periodically and
dynamically. Then the ordinary cluster nodes use IBE to create trust and negotiate keys
with CH. Because of resource constrained nature of UAV, instead of using IBE, nodes
use selective encryption techniques for message transfer. One part of the message will
be send using selective encryption and other part will be sent using steganography.
Future work will involve developing applicable techniques for UAV domain and
conducting extensive security testing. The framework will be validated under controlled
and reproducible environment. We will simulate the security framework in a testbed
environment using OMNeT++, an object oriented modular discrete event-based
network simulation framework mainly focused on the modeling of dynamic nature of
ad-hoc communication networks.
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Abstract. Preservation of privacy and security of healthcare data is very
important in the electronic healthcare domain. Unauthorized access or attacks by
hackers can breach or damage sensitive data of patients’ health records that may
lead to disclosure of patient’s privacy or may slowdown the system. Hence, it is
very crucial to provide and enforce privacy and security of clinical data using a
secure authentication system. Biometric-based access control over healthcare
data can provide the necessary security and privacy. In recent years, biometric
technologies have gained traction in health care applications. This paper pro-
poses a biometric authentication scheme to preserve privacy and security in
healthcare systems. In this work, we have employed biometric fingerprint as a
trait for user authentication and monitoring access to the healthcare systems.

Keywords: Privacy preservation � Security � Clinical data � EHR

1 Introduction

With the advancement of sophisticated information and communication technology
(ICT), both patients and healthcare professionals can access, store and share clinical
information electronically in an efficient and easier manner [1]. The emergence of ICT
enabled electronic healthcare systems are very compelling for the health industry due to
the many advantages. Electronic healthcare systems such as eHealth or tele-health
improves the quality of healthcare by making Patients Health Information (PHI) easily
accessible, improving efficiency, and reducing the cost of health service delivery.
Patients rarely get to spend much time with their physicians face-to-face. Recent
advances in Electronic Health Record (EHR) technology have significantly increased
the amount of clinical data consisting of medical documents and patient health records,
that are electronically available and accessible [2].
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Despite many benefits, electronic healthcare systems still face a number of privacy
and security challenges [3]. Due to the sensitive nature of medical information and
healthcare records, issues of integrity, security, privacy, and confidentiality are signif-
icant concerns in this domain. Since medical information is usually associated to
individuals, privacy and security must be effectively addressed and ensured to protect
patient’s health data. This is explicitly stated by the privacy regulations [4–6] to protect
the electronic health data that the healthcare institutions maintain about their patients.
HIPAA [4] standards for electronic health care information in the USA, address the
physical security and confidentiality of patient identifiable electronic health care records.
Security and privacy risks involved with archiving and retrieving patient records in the
healthcare systems has increased the need for a reliable user authentication scheme to
the protection and privacy of medical records in the healthcare domain.

Over the recent years, biometric technologies, such as fingerprint, iris recognition
and hand geometry, have gained traction in electronic healthcare applications. Bio-
metrics technology is capable to mitigate the security problems in the electronic
healthcare systems by providing reliable and secure user authentication compared to
the traditional approaches. Traditional authentication approaches based on user sig-
natures, password, PINs, tokens and access cards are not appropriate in the electronic
healthcare systems due to the possibility of being lost, stolen, forgotten, manipulated or
misplaced. In general, traditional authentication methods are not based on inherent
individual attributes [7]. On the other hand, biometrics is a security mechanism that
assigns a unique identity to an individual according to some physiological (fingerprint
or face) or behavioral characteristics (voice or gait) [8]. Therefore, biometrics based
approaches are more reliable and capable than traditional authentication methods of
distinguishing between an authorized person and an imposter. Biometric traits cannot
be lost or forgotten; they are difficult to duplicate, share, or distribute. Moreover, it
requires the presence of the person being authenticated; it is difficult to forge and
unlikely for a user to repudiate [9]. Biometrics offers a sense of security and conve-
nience both to patients and physicians alike. In order to stay ahead of the emerging
security threats posed by electronic healthcare systems, healthcare organizations are
moving from traditional approaches to the utilization of biometrics technology.

In this paper, we present a biometrics framework based onfingerprint with the potential
to extend current data privacy protection and identity verification systems in the context of
electronic healthcare systems. In addition, this paper highlights the applications of bio-
metrics in addressing some of the security and privacy challenges in electronic healthcare
systems. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an over-
view of biometrics technology and its applications currently available for healthcare
security. In Sect. 3, a description of the proposed approach is provided. We outline the
main results and discussions in Sect. 4. Finally, conclusions are documented in Sect. 5.

2 Biometrics Technology in Electronic Healthcare

Biometrics technology serves to identify and authenticate individuals in many security
applications based on the physiological, chemical, or behavioral attributes of the indi-
vidual [10] replacing current password, PIN or token based systems. Like many other
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application domain, its relevance is increasing in healthcare systems. Using biometrics,
the patient, and only the patient, is able to control access to their electronic medical data.
With biometric-driven patient control, medical records are no longer held exclusively by
providers, but instead shared with authorised providers on an as-needed basis, under the
direction of the patient. The privacy and security of medical data is assured via
biometric-based verification of authorised individuals, and care is improved through the
real-time sharing of centralised medical data that facilitates medical decisions by doc-
tors. Biometrics technology in the healthcare domain can be capable to:

• combat fraud and abuse in health care entitlements programmes;
• protect and help in the management of confidential medical records;
• identify patients; and
• secure medical facilities and equipment.

Biometrics technology can protect the privacy and confidentiality of medical
records by means of authentication of both patients and healthcare providers. It can
emulate the current well accepted system whereby a patient authenticates herself when
seeking treatment or visiting a doctor’s office for consultation. A typical scenario
consists of a patient telling his or her name to a receptionist and then signing a release
form. In order to meet the guidelines of the HIPAA regulations, both health profes-
sionals and patients must be given access to medical records. Taking into account the
requirements of both patients and health professionals, biometric authentication is able
to meet the privacy requirements.

Biometric-based applications are chiefly intended to solve two main categories of
problems: solutions that secure against nefarious individuals via intelligence back-
ground checks or law enforcement database checks (1:N searches); and solutions that
protect a transaction and its associated data by verifying the identity of the individual
performing the transaction (1:1 verifications). Healthcare biometric solutions fit in the
second category, a type of commercial transaction that requires a 1:1 verification. In the
healthcare domain, biometric verification can be used at the following principal access
control points of a patient-centric solution:

• Patient verification on login
• Patient verification upon appointment arrival
• Provider verification on login.

Several organizations have employed biometrics for securing their electronic
medical records (EMRs) that use modalities such as the fingerprint and iris [11–13].
Researchers have recently studied to employ new types of biometric traits for identi-
fication such as, heart rate variability (HRV) [14], interpulse interval (IPI) [15], features
of electrocardiogram (ECG) [16] and photoplethysmogram (PPG) [17]. They have
proposed approaches using HRV or IPIs as biometric characteristics to generate
identity for authentication and encryption [13, 14, 18, 19]. Several data encryption
schemes have been proposed based on ECG [16, 20, 21], PPG [17] and multiple
physiological signals [22]. Clancy et al. [23] suggested that fingerprint can be used to
generate keys for cryptosystems in electronic healthcare platform.

In Europe, the use of biometrics in the health area is still scarce. Presently most
applications are restricted to access control and limited to fingerprints and iris scans,
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but several pilot projects have been initiated to widen the scope. Danish Biometrics, for
example, is developing a biometric recognition solution for secure log-on procedures
for doctors and nurses at the Copenhagen Hospital. In Germany, where a nationwide
eHealth infrastructure is being introduced, doctors will be able to digitally sign pre-
scriptions using fingerprints. In an Italian health care location, a biometric system
controls the access to the surgical rooms [24]. In Texas, USA, a biometric and smart
card-based program to address recipient and provider fraud in the Medicaid system has
been in operation since 2004. The Medicaid Integrity Pilot, or MIP, was initially
designed to evaluate the performance and acceptance of fingerprint and smart card
technologies for recipient authentication at the point of service [25].

The Australian Methadone program uses iris recognition technology in support of
the treatment of citizens addicted to heroin. The Methadone program registers patients
in an iris recognition system to detect duplicate enrolees and to enable authentication
for clients unable coherently or consistently to claim an identity. Personal information
including biometric data, name, permitted dosage, last dosage, and next scheduled
dosage are included in the database. A similar pilot program for the controlled dis-
tribution of methadone has been deployed in the Netherlands using fingerprint tech-
nology and smart cards. One can envision similar uses of biometrics to automate and
control distribution of vaccines during epidemics [26].

South African government launched a pilot fingerprint identification program for
government employees in response to growing health care concerns due mainly to the
HIV/AIDS epidemic. In the past, individuals tended to steal identification cards to
receive health care benefits, and many enrolled under multiple identities to receive
additional, or replicate, services. The system was designed to detect multiple users at
enrolment and to verify a user’s identity when they seek services. The system allows
patients and medical providers to interact with various settings of care, including
hospitals and pharmacies, to prevent fraud and to manage the administration of health
care benefits. This system can also track health histories to monitor the overall costs
associated with disease treatment [25].

3 Proposed Biometric Authentication System

This section demonstrates the architecture of the proposed biometric authentication
system to control access to an electronic healthcare system. A fingerprint biometric
scheme can either verify or identify of an individual based on his or her fingerprint as
trait. In verification approach, it verifies the authenticity of one person by his finger-
print. In identification approach, it establishes the person’s identity among those
enrolled in a database. Without knowledge of the person’s identity, the fingerprint
identification system tries to match his fingerprint(s) with those in the whole fingerprint
database. Among all other biometric traits, fingerprint biometrics occupies an important
and a very special place in the field of health security due to its uniqueness and
availability. The diagram of a proposed biometric system is shown in Fig. 1.
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3.1 Fingerprint Acquisition

The first stage of the fingerprint authentication process is to capture a digital image of
the fingerprint pattern using a sensor. The captured image is called a live scan. This live
scan is digitally processed to create a biometric template (a collection of extracted
features) which is stored and used for matching. Many technologies have been used
including optical, capacitive, RF, thermal, piezo resistive, ultrasonic, piezoelectric [27].

3.2 Pre-processing

Pre-processing is required to enhance the quality of an image by filtering and removing
unnecessary noises because the captured images may be of poor quality. This process
removes the noises in the images and enhance them for better features extraction. For
image filtering we employ a fuzzy filtering technique [28] (Fig. 2).

3.3 Features Extraction

Based on the features used, fingerprint verification methods can be classified into two
categories: minutiae based or texture based. The minutiae based fingerprint verification
systems have shown high accuracy [29]. The texture based methods use the entire
fingerprint image or local texture around minutiae points [30]. In this paper, we employ
the minutie features for fingerprint identification.

Minutiae are some specific points in a fingerprint, these are the small details in a
fingerprint that are most important for fingerprint recognition. There are three major
types of minutiae features: the ridge ending, the bifurcation, and the dot (also called
short ridge) (Fig. 3). The ridge ending is the spot where a ridge ends. A bifurcation is
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed biometric authentication scheme for electronic healthcare.
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the spot where a ridge splits into two ridges. Spots are those fingerprint ridges that are
significantly shorter than other ridges [31]. Minutia keypoints are searched over a
enhanced, binarized and thinned version of the input fingerprint image. The local
orientation for each minutia keypoint is obtained from the estimated orientation field.
To extract the minutiae set, the open FVS library is used [32].

3.4 Matching

A fingerprint matching module computes a match score between two fingerprints,
which should be high for fingerprints from the same finger and low for those from
different fingers. Most fingerprint-matching algorithms adopt one of four approaches:
image correlation, phase matching, skeleton matching, and minutiae matching.
Minutiae-based representation is commonly used, primarily because minutiae-based
fingerprint matching is more reliable and acceptable by the forensic experts and other
security professional and its representation is storage efficient.

In this paper, we employ the Matching Score Matrix (MSM) algorithm [33] to
compare the minutiae features extracted from the test fingerprints with features of
database fingerprints to verify a person. The Matching Score Matrix algorithm is able

(a) Original image (b) Filtered image (c) Binarized image (d) Thinned image

Fig. 2. Pre-processing steps in fingerprint identification.

(a) A fingerprint                        (b) Minutia 

Fig. 3. A fingerprint image and its minutia.
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to reduce the number of matching comparisons in linear search. The main idea of the
algorithm is that the similarity (called the matching score) between any pair of the
finger templates is calculated in advance, and then the order of the comparison with the
input image is decided according to the matching scores.

4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed approach and compare
with other similar techniques reported in this work. To demonstrate the effectiveness of
our algorithm, we perform experiment using several standard fingerprint datasets.
Experiments are carried out on a computer with 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 processor. The
algorithm has been implemented using Visual C++.

4.1 Datasets

The performance of the proposed fingerprint biometric verification scheme has been
evaluated on FVC2002 fingerprint databases [33]. FVC2002 project has four different
databases: DB1, DB2, DB3 and DB4. Each database has 110 fingers with 8 impres-
sions per finger (110 � 8 = 880 fingerprints in all); The fingers are split into set A (100
fingers − evaluation set) and set B (10 fingers − training set). During a session, fingers
were alternatively dried and moistened. Some characteristics of these two databases are
summarized in Table 1.

4.2 Results

To justify the performance of the proposed scheme, we evaluate three statistical
measures: False Match Rate (FMR), False Non-Match Rate (FNMR) and Equal Error
Rate (EER). The FMR is the rate at which the system incorrectly matches or accepts
imposter fingerprint inputs (also known as False Acceptance Rate or FAR). FNMR is
the rate at which inputs of genuine fingerprint are incorrectly rejected by the system
(also referred as False Rejection Rate or FRR). EER is the rate at which both FMR and
FNMR are equal. EER determines the threshold values for FMR and FNMR of the

Table 1. Description of FVC 2002 databases.

Database Sensor type Image size Set A (Testing)
(fingers � images)

Set B
(fingers � images)

Resolution

DB1 Optical
sensor

388 � 374 100 � 8 10 � 8 500 dpi

DB2 Optical
sensor

296 � 560 100 � 8 10 � 8 569 dpi

DB3 Capacitive
sensor

300 � 300 100 � 8 10 � 8 500 dpi

DB4 Synthetic 288 � 384 100 � 8 10 � 8 About 500
dpi
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biometric system. When the rates are equal (FMR = FNMR), the common value is
referred to as the equal error rate. The value indicates that the proportion of false
acceptances is equal to the proportion of false rejections. The lower the EER value, the
higher the accuracy of the biometric system. The results for EER using different
fingerprint databases are reported in Table 2. We compare the accuracy of our method
with another standard method [35]. Our evaluation results confirm that the number of
matching processes is reduced and the error rate for identification is reduced by the
proposed method. From the experimental results, we can see that the proposed method
is superior to the conventional minutiae-based one for all the databases. Even though
the performances for FVC 2002 DB3 and DB4 are lower than those for FVC 2002 DB1
and DB2.

5 Conclusion

Biometrics can be incorporated in a wide-range of health care applications. Driven by
the desires of healthcare authorities to offer better healthcare services at a low cost,
electronic healthcare has revolutionized the healthcare industry. However, while
electronic healthcare system comes with numerous advantages that improve health
services, it still suffers from security and privacy issues in handling health information.
eHealth security issues are mainly centered around user authentication, data integrity,
data confidentiality, and patient privacy protection. Biometrics technology addresses
the above security problems by providing reliable and secure user authentication
compared to the traditional approaches. This research offers a comprehensive bio-
metrics authentication scheme in order to protect unauthorised access to the healthcare
system and preserve its privacy and security.
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Abstract. Biometric authentication using human ear is a recent trend in security
applications including access control, user recognition, surveillance, forensic,
and border security systems. This paper aims to propose a fast and robust
authentication scheme using ear biometric. In this work, a fast technique based on
the AdaBoost algorithm is used to detect the ear of the user from profile images.
An efficient stereo matching algorithm is used to match the user’s ear data (probe)
to the previously enrolled (stored) ear data in a gallery database for verification
and recognition. Correspondences are established between extracted features of
the probe and gallery image sequences. The performance of the recognition
approach is evaluated on different standard ear datasets and compared with other
techniques. Experimental results suggest the superiority of the proposed
approach over other popular techniques reported in this work.

Keywords: Biometric authentication � Access control � Ear recognition

1 Introduction

Biometric identification and authentication has been gaining popularity for providing
safety and security in many applications such as, access control, surveillance system,
visa processing, national IDs, border checking, law enforcement applications and so on.
Biometric system is a technique that relies on the unique biometric characteristics of
individuals to verify or recognize the user for secure access to a system [1]. A biometric
system may operate in one or both two modes: authentication and identification. In
authentication mode, one-to-one matching is performed to compare a user’s biometric
data to a specific pattern of the claimed identity enrolled in the system earlier. In
identification or recognition process, one-to-many matching is done to identify a user’s
biometric by comparing it against every identity patterns stored in a large database. The
traditional methods for user authentication or identification have deficiencies that restrict
their applicability in security systems. The properties used in the traditional authenti-
cation methods can be forgotten, disclosed, lost or stolen. Biometric characteristics on
the other hand, are unique and not duplicable or transferable. Therefore, biometric trait
based security systems have been proven superior to traditional ID based systems [2].
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Most of the biometric systems use traits such as, fingerprint, face, facial components,
palm print, hand geometry, iris, retina, gait and voice [3]. In recent years, the use of
human ear as a biometric trait is a promising trend in the research community. The ear is
quite attractive biometric candidate because, the shape of the ear is unique to individuals
and generally unaffected by changing facial expressions, anxiety, use of cosmetics or
eye glasses and aging [4]. Moreover, several ear features such as smaller in size,
co-location with face, and relatively less change in shape due to aging has made it very
popular among biometric communities. An ear also has reduced spatial resolution and
uniform distribution of colour. However, due to its complex geometrical shape and often
being obscured by hair, ear-ring, head-cover and the similar, developing fast, accurate
and robust ear based biometric systems is still very challenging [5, 6].

A typical automatic ear-based biometric system consists of the following steps:
detection (or segmentation) of the ear, normalization and enhancement, feature
extraction and matching (recognition or verification). Ear detection refers to the
localization of the ear shape in a facial profile image. After detection or segmentation,
the ear region can be normalized (in orientation or in size) and enhanced to make it
simple for further operations such as feature extraction and matching processes. Since
the other processing steps like feature extraction, recognition or verification depend on
accurate detection of the ear, this stage is crucial in biometric system.

This paper proposes a robust and efficient ear based biometric system using Ada-
Boost based ear detection, local features extraction and stereo matching based recog-
nition algorithms. Correspondence matching is crucial for meaningful comparisons of
two images. The importance of good correspondences is even greater in the case of ear
recognition. Standard systems often align the ears or a few other features, using
translation, or similarity transformations. However, these can still result in significant
misalignments in the ear region. To handle this situation, we use stereo matching. This
allows for arbitrary, one-to-one continuous transformations between images, along with
possible occlusions, while maintaining an epipolar constraint. In matching corre-
spondences between scan lines in two images, a stereo matching cost is optimized,
which reflects how well the two images match. Consequently, we can use the stereo
matching cost as a measure of similarity between two ear images (probe and gallery
image). Although, stereo matching algorithms have been used in face recognition
earlier [20, 21], we are the first to use stereo matching approach for ear recognition.
The proposed system does not require training or extraction of the ear contour and
hence reduces the computational cost compared to other existing methods. Hence, the
low computation time renders its suitability to employ it in real time applications. The
obtained ear recognition results can be combined with other biometric modalities such
as facial features to develop a more robust and accurate recognition system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we have discussed the
related works on ear based biometric recognition. The proposed scheme is presented in
Sect. 3. Experimental results are reported and discussed in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5
concludes the paper.
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2 Related Works

Ear based biometric authentication system is considered as one of the most promising
solutions for secure systems. Due to many practical applications, there is currently an
increasing demand of biometric technology in the industry. According to the surveys
[2–4], most of the proposed ear based recognition approaches use either PCA (Principal
Component Analysis) or the ICP algorithm for matching [6–9].

Yaqubi et al. propose a system employing edge features taken over multiple
positions and orientations [10]. The extracted features are classified using an SVN and
a kNN with recognition accuracy of 96.5%.

Islam et al. [11] find local surface patches (LSP) to select features for their system.
PCA is then used to find the most descriptive features in the LSP. The feature extractor
repeats selecting LSP until the desired number of features is found. The algorithm is
evaluated using UND ear database. They obtain a recognition rate of 93.5%. However,
the approach has not been tested with pose variation and different scaling.

Wang et al. [12] employ different feature vectors in their method using seven
moment invariants. The feature vectors are used as the input for a back propagation
neural network which is trained to classify the moment invariant feature sets.

Gutierrez et al. [13] divide the detected ear regions into three equally sized seg-
ments. The upper segment shows the helix, the middle one shows the concha and the
lower part shows the lobule. Each of these sub images is decomposed by wavelet
transform and then fed into a modular neural network (MNN).

Alaraj et al. [14] use PCA in their work for feature representation. The approach use
a multilayer feed forward neural network for classification of the PCA based feature
components. They have reported a rank-1 performance of 96%.

3 Proposed Approach

The proposed biometric authentication scheme based on human ear is consisted of the
following stages: (i) Acquisition of profile face images, (ii) Ear data extraction and
normalization, (iii) Refinement, (iv) Features extraction, (v) Feature matching, and
(vi) Recognition/Authentication. The architecture of the proposed ear biometric system
is depicted in Fig. 1.

3.1 Ear Detection and Normalization

Ear detection consists of extracting the position of the ear in a facial profile image.
Different automatic ear detection methods have been published in recent years. In this
work, the ear region is detected on profile face images using the AdaBoost based
detector [18]. The motivation behind the selection of this detector is that it possesses
high accuracy and speed. After detecting the ear region, the corresponding ear data is
then extracted. To ensure the whole ear is extracted, we expand the detected ear regions
by an additional 20 pixels around each direction. The extracted ear data varies in
dimensions. Therefore, we normalize the extracted ear shape with uniform dimension
of 160 by 140.
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3.2 Pre-processing of Ear Data

Once the human ear is detected, we employ a fuzzy filter [19] to remove all the spikes
and holes from the extracted ear region. We choose this filter because it has the
advantage of both median and average filtering and possesses high accuracy and speed.
This filter employs fuzzy rules for deciding the gray level of the pixels within a window
in the image.

3.3 Features Extraction

One of the crucial tasks in biometric ear recognition is the features extraction. Different
types of features commonly used in ear recognition include: intensity and shape fea-
tures, Fourier descriptors, wavelet-based (i.e. Gabor) features or SIFT points [25]. The
extracted ear features are used for matching with the one stored in the gallery database.
In this work, we use local edge features since they are invariant to pose variation,
occlusion and illumination changes.

Edge or gradient histogram corresponds to the spatial distribution of the edge
features in the image. The gradient of an image f(x, y) can be expressed by,

rf ¼
@f
@x

@f
@y

2
4

3
5 ¼ Gx

Gy

� �
ð1Þ

where, Gx ¼ @f
@x is the gradient in x direction, and

Gy ¼ @f
@y is the gradient in y direction.

The gradient direction can be calculated by the formula:

h ¼ tan�1 Gy

Gx

� �
ð2Þ

We use Canny edge detector to extract the edge features from the ear data. The
gradient values are normalized to [0, 255].

Ear 
Detection 

DATABASE 

Refinement Feature 
Extraction 

Matching Profile 
Image

Recognition/ 
Authentication

Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed authentication system using ear biometric.
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3.4 Feature Matching and Recognition

The extracted ear features of a user (probe data) are matched with the specific ear data
(gallery data) stored in the gallery database built off-line. Matching can be performed
based on the error of registering between the two data sets, more specifically, two
clouds of points. In this work, we use a stereo algorithm [22] to compute the degree of
similarity, which is quite fast and efficient. The stereo algorithm compares two ear data
(probe and gallery) and computes the degree of similarity between the probe image and
the gallery image and identifies the user’s ear that produces the best matching score.
Prior to stereo matching, we need to estimate the epipolar geometry. The probe and
gallery images are rectified and the similarity score is computed by computing the
stereo matching cost of every row of the rectified images.

3.5 Epipolar Geometry and Rectification

The rectification allows the use of epipolar geometry environment where the epipolar
lines are horizontal i.e., parallel to the lines of the image sequences [23]. In epipolar
geometry, any point lying on an epipolar line in the reference image (i.e., probe image)
corresponds to a point lying on the same epipolar line in the target image (i.e., gallery
image). After rectification of the two ear images, the matched points have necessarily
the same coordinate in the both images. Therefore, in case of searching for corre-
sponding points in two ear images, it is only necessary to search in the same epipolar
line, reducing a 2D search space to 1D. In order to achieve rectification, we adopt the
algorithm proposed by Fusiello et al. [24].

3.6 Stereo Algorithm and Matching Costs

We employ a robust and fast stereo algorithm for matching correspondences between
the probe and gallery images based on fuzzy correlation measure. The aim of matching
correspondences is to compute the measure of similarity or matching cost for identi-
fication of the user’s ear. To determine the correspondences between two images, we
match the windows of pixels on the same epipolar lines in the reference (probe) and
target (gallery) image. In our method, we assume that the pixels surrounded by a
window possess approximately equal disparity. Thus, the matching cost C for a pixel
(x, y) in the probe image is estimated by taking a window of pixels centered at (x, y) in
the probe image, and placing a similar window of pixels centered at (x + d, y) in the
gallery image and computing the difference between these two windows using a fuzzy
correlation measure given by the following Eq. (3). Here, d is a searching range over
the same epipolar line in the gallery image.

Cðx; y; dÞ ¼

P
x;y2W

Fðx; yÞ IPðx; yÞ � IGðxþ d; yÞj j
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
x;y2W

Fðx; yÞI2Pðx; yÞ �
P

x;y2W
Fðx; yÞI2Gðxþ d; yÞ

r ð3Þ
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where IPðx; yÞ and IGðx; yÞ are the intensities of the pixels at position (x, y) in the probe
and gallery images, respectively; and W is a square window. F(x, y) is the fuzzy
measure corresponding to the pixel at position (x, y), has Gaussian distribution which is
proportional to fuzzy membership function:

Fðx; yÞ ¼ expð� IPðx; yÞ � IGðxþ d; yÞj2��
2r2

Þ ð4Þ

where, r is the standard deviation of all pixels within the window.
The matching cost C(x, y) for every pixel (x, y) can be computed by the winner-take

all strategy such that,

Cðx; yÞ ¼ argmaxCðx; y; dÞ ð5Þ

3.7 Final Matching Cost and Recognition

In order to authenticate a user, the matching is performed between the probe ear image
and the enrolled gallery pattern. For recognition process, a number of iteration is
accomplished for matching the probe image with the stored gallery images. When we
match a probe image to a gallery image using our proposed stereo algorithm, we obtain
different window costs. We pick the best matching scores and estimate a normalized
(average) matching cost for every pair of the probe and the gallery images, by using the
following equation:

CðIP; IGÞ ¼
Pn
i¼1

CðIP;i; IG;iÞ
Pn
i¼1

IP;i
�� ��þ IG;i

�� �� ð6Þ

where C is the normalized matching cost for the image pair: the probe and a gallery ear
image. Thus, we compute normalized costs for all pair of images by comparing the
probe with all gallery images. We then identify the gallery ear image that provides best
similarity measure given by,

Similarity; S ¼ max Cn IP; IGð Þf g ð7Þ

where, Cn refers to the normalized cost of nth image pair (the probe and the gallery
image), n = 1 … N; and N denotes the total number of images considered in the
gallery. The best match is considered for identification when, S > T. Here, T is a
predetermined threshold and is set to 0.65 by empirical evaluation.
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4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm and compare
with other similar techniques reported in this work. To demonstrate the effectiveness of
our algorithm, we perform experiment using several real images and standard ear
datasets as well. Experiments are carried out on a computer with 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7
processor. The algorithm has been implemented using Visual C++.

4.1 Datasets

In this experiment, we use three different standard datasets of ear images, prepared by
the University of Notre Dame (UND) [15], the University of Science and technology in
Beijing (USTB) [16], and the Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi (IITD) [17].
The UND dataset includes 942 images of 302 human subjects, the USTB database
contains 308 images of 77 subjects, and the IIITD database includes 421 images of 121
subjects. The detailed features of the ear databases are summarized in Table 1. Figure 2
shows some sample images of these ear databases.

4.2 Results

The authentication process has been successfully evaluated with 100% accuracy using
the real image sequences. To evaluate the recognition performance, the algorithm is
tested with three standard ear datasets: UND, USTB and IITD. In this work, we use one
image for every subject from each dataset as a probe image while the remaining one
image is used as the gallery image. Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate ear detection and local
feature extraction process, respectively. The performance of our proposed recognition
scheme is evaluated using the stereo matching algorithm which is fast and efficient for
user identification. The recognition performance of our proposed method is compared
with other existing similar methods such as, support vector machine (SVM) [10],
AdaBoost [11], neural network (NN) [12], modular neural network (MNN) [13], and
NN with principal component analysis (NN + PCA) [14]. The comparisons for dif-
ferent methods are reported in the Fig. 5, which clearly indicates the superiority of our

Table 1. Features of the ear datasets.

Dataset Total
images

Individuals Additional features

UND-F 942 302 3D and corresponding 2D profile images from 302
human subjects including some partially occluded
images, captured in 2003 and 2004

USTB 308 77 Images were captured from 77 human subjects in 4
different sessions between November 2003 and January
2004

IITD 421 121 3 images were taken per subject in an indoor
environment, collected between October 2006 and June
2007
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proposed method. We also test our algorithm using different datasets and experimental
evaluation indicates that our approach provides better performance for the UND
database with a recognition rate of 98.96%, as shown in Fig. 6. The proposed algorithm
achieves a very low false positive rate (FPR) which is 0.25%. Figure 7 presents a
comparison of FPRs for different methods.

We compare the computation time of our recognition algorithm with other meth-
ods. A Visual C++ implementation of our algorithm requires around 0.39 s to extract
the local edge features from a probe ear image, and the average time to match a
probe-gallery pair in the recognition process is 0.18 s on the UND dataset. Table 2
summarizes the comparison for matching time of the recognition approach of this paper
with others on the UND database. Matching times are computed on different machines

Fig. 2. Example of profile images with ear of different shapes: left ears (top), and right ears
(bottom).

Fig. 3. Detection process: detected ear shape (top) and extracted ear (bottom).
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in different approaches. Results show that our proposed matching algorithm can
achieve superior performance with significant reduction of computation time compared
to other methods. Empirically we find that a window of size 3 � 3 pixels and a range
value of +5 (d) for searching correspondence pixels are good choices for better results.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Features extraction: (a) initial ear shape, (b) refined ear data, and (c) extracted edge
features.

Fig. 5. Comparison for recognition accuracy with different methods.
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Fig. 6. Recognition accuracy on different datasets.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of false positive rates for different methods.
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5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a robust and efficient human identification based on ear biometric
trait employing a hybrid neural network. Our system could be capable to cope with
pose variations, occlusion and illumination changes. The effectiveness of the proposed
algorithms has been tested with different standard datasets. Experimental evaluation
confirms that our proposed method achieves superior performance comparable to other
existing similar methods. Our next target is to extend the algorithm by combining it
with other biometric modalities such as facial features to develop a more robust, secure
and accurate human recognition system. We believe that this proposed method will be
useful for many real-time applications where very fast processing time is important.
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Abstract. Anomalies in network are complicated and fast-changing,
which pose serious threats to network security. In an intrusion detection
system (IDS), achieving high detection rate and low false alarm rate is
an essential requirement. Furthermore, faced with the explosive growth
of network data, rapid recognition counts for as much as accuracy. In
this paper, we propose a two-stage cascading model, named WebAD2,
for detecting web attacks. WebAD2 applies machine learning techniques
to detect anomalous behaviors. However, unlike traditional approaches,
WebAD2 divided machine learning process into two stages. In the first
stage, partial but key features are selected for training and detecting to
accelerate the detection speed. The intermediate results are passed to the
second stage and all features are applied to refine the detection results,
therefore improve the accuracy of the model. We conduct comprehensive
experiments to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of WebAD2. The
results show that WebAD2 could significantly improve the model effi-
ciency without sacrificing the detection accuracy. The processing speed
is reduced up to more than 70% on average, with an accuracy decrease
less than 1%. What’s more, the performance results on NSL-KDD also
verify that WebAD2 could be universal to detect network flow traffics.

Keywords: Web attack · Anomaly detection · Machine learning
Cascading model · URI analysis

1 Introduction

With the prevalence of web applications, web attacks increase with a tremendous
speed and has become the top threat of Internet [1,2]. To counteract web attacks,
Intrusion Detection Systems equipped with web analyzing functions emerge and
play a more and more significant role in network security [3–6]. Intrusion detec-
tion systems search for malicious activities or policy violations by monitoring
network traffic or host activities. In general, intrusion detection techniques could
be divided into two types: misuse detection and anomaly detection. Misuse detec-
tion requires keeping the dictionary of attacks up to date, and are totally blind
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2018
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to zero day attacks. Anomaly detection could identify unknown attacks, how-
ever suffer from higher false positives rate compared with misuse detection tech-
niques [7,8]. Recently, with the development and maturity of machine learning
approaches, anomaly detection attracts great attention from academy and gains
more and more application in industry.

With the explosion of network data, nowadays intrusion detection systems
are facing with huger challenge than five years ago. An effective IDS should be
capable of detecting anomaly with high accuracy and keep up with the contin-
uously changing of network traffic. Real-time monitoring is of essential impor-
tance for IDS [9]. Simple anomaly might snowball into substantial harm because
of the complex structure of network. Most available researches in anomaly detec-
tion are based on previous offline benchmark datasets which are old and out of
date. Many approaches put great emphasis on algorithm optimization to achieve
higher accuracy regardless of the expenses of space and time complexities. The
reality is that these approaches could not be directly put into use because of bad
performance especially when dealing with massive network traffic. One should
keep in mind that detecting malicious behaviors efficiently and precisely is an
essential function for Intrusion Detection Systems.

Another problem for anomaly detection is the lack of a representative acces-
sible network traffic dataset due to the variety of networks, traffic profiles and
attack types. Many researches still use the darpa’98 and kdd’99 cup as the bench-
mark datasets, which suffer from the problems discussed by McHugh [10]. And
they may not be a perfect representative of existing real networks.

To address the above issues, we propose a two-stage cascading model,
WebAD2, to detect anomalies in web logs. WebAD2 relies on machine-learning
based classifiers to differentiate anomaly web traffics from normal traffics.
Through our previous work on URI analysis [11] we found that it is possible
to identify the majority of anomaly behaviors just using several high-quality
features. Inspired by this observation, we design a cascading model to balance
the efficiency and accuracy in the detection phase. We used two benchmarking
datasets to evaluate WebAD2. One is 440 GB Web Log data from CNCERT,
which contains more than 11 attack types and 2,000,000 samples. Another is
NSL-KDD, a dataset suggested to solve some of the inherent problems of kdd’99.
Our main contributions are summarized as follow.

1. A two-stage cascading model is designed to balance the detection accuracy
and efficiency especially when facing with massive network traffic. Partial fea-
tures are selected in the first stage to reduce detection time. The intermediate
results are passed to the second stage and all features are used to refine the
detection results and improve the accuracy of our model. We choose the con-
fidence score as a indicator to determine whether the web traffic data handled
in the first stage should be passed to the second stage for further inspection
or not.

2. These features using in first stage should be self-tuned to the actual conditions
of different dataset. We also present a formula to compute the balance score
between time and accuracy and select the best combination.
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3. Experiments are conducted to evaluate how detection accuracy and time con-
sumption changes with the varying of feature counts. The results convince
that it is reasonable to detect most anomaly traffics with several features in a
short time. These high cost-efficient features are selected as the seed features
in the first stage of our model.

4. We evaluate WebAD2 through comprehensive experiments on two real-life
datasets: CNCERT web logs and NSL-KDD. By comparing the results of
several classifiers, we found that our two-stage model can improve the mod-
eling efficiency without sacrificing the accuracy.

The remainder paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related
work in the domain of anomaly detection and URL analysis. In Sect. 3, we explain
the features processing approaches and algorithms. Section 4 describes the details
of detection model and the approach to select high cost-efficient features. Then
the experiment results of model in CNCERT web logs and NSL-KDD are illus-
trated in Sect. 5, and contrasted with the results of basic model. Section 6 con-
cludes this paper and outlines future work.

2 Related Work

A Internet security report in Q1 2017 from [12] Akamai Technologies1 reveals
that SQLI, LFI (Local File Include), and XSS accounted for 93% of observed
web application attacks. And Web application attacks increased nearly 35%
compared with Q1 2016. That indicates the malicious attackers will not budge,
and the number of Web attack will continue to grow.

Misuse detection and anomaly detection are two widely-used techniques
in nowadays intrusion detection systems [3,4]. The core technique in misuse
detection is pattern matching, which identifies “bad guys” by matching current
records with known attack patterns. However, misuse detection suffers from the
invisibility of unknown attacks such as 0 day vulnerabilities. Anomaly detection
approaches is intrinsically different from misuse detection. A normal behavior
model is established by learning upon benign network traffic. In the detection
phase, the normal model is used as a baseline to identify outliers. With the renais-
sance of artificial intelligence and machine learning, anomaly detection became
one of the hottest research area in network security. Generally speaking, anomaly
detection could be classified into three categories: statistics-based methods, data
mining-based methods and machine learning-based methods [13,14].

Statistics-based methods aim at discovering distribution information through
statistical techniques. Some research works focus on the statistical analysis in
URI, G.V. [15,16]. Gaussian distribution and Markov model are applied to ana-
lyze attribute length, attribute character distribution, structural inference, token
finder, attribute presence or absence and attribute order. However, the compu-
tation only depending on the weight will lead to low detection rate. Study in

1 An American content delivery network (CDN) and cloud services provider.
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[4] is based on the analysis of URL entropy. Split URL strings into tokens with
delimiters and calculate its entropy. Entropy can be viewed as a summary of
a string. The key is that normal URL is much simpler than abnormal, which
can find some complicated anomalies but also may neglect some anomaly whose
entropy is small.

Data mining-based methods have various kinds. Research [17] achieves high
detection rate relying on a combination of association rule and fuzzy set theory.
[18] recognizes traffics using anomalous entropy to reduce false alarm rate with
random forest; [19] applies KNN, Bayes Network and Random Forest to clas-
sify traffic, and clustering was employed to recognize the unknown applications.
Methods in [20,21] aggregate the traffic flow by density-based clustering and
sub-space clustering, and detect anomaly by ranking.

Machine learning-based methods mainly consist of SVM, Markov model,
PCA, etc. Study in [22] relies on SVM and random forest to improve classification
accuracy and reduce the runtime. [23] achieves low false alarm rate with the
kernel function of Gaussian Radial Basis Function. Fan [24] proposes an ensemble
approach which can effectively identify web-based attacks using hidden Markov
models with different parameters. [25] applies PCA for traffic anomaly detection
to improve precision, which is sensitive to noise though.

Feature selection technique is also the important research field of anomaly
detection. Iglesias and Zseby [26] propose a multi-stage feature selection method
using filters and stepwise for network traffic based anomaly detection. [27] has
focused on many existing feature selection techniques to remove irrelevant fea-
tures from NSL-KDD dataset to develop a robust classifier that will be compu-
tationally efficient and effective. Feature selection aims to increase the efficiency
of machine learning. WebAD2 could further improves the efficiency after feature
selection.

Most existing anomaly detection algorithms focus on improving prediction
ability. Nevertheless, in the face of the challenge of a large amount of data to
predict, computing time and space consumption are important factor to be opti-
mized. Consequently, in this paper, we apply a cascading model to improve the
modeling efficiency without sacrificing the accuracy. Many previous algorithms
are employed and get a great promotion in our model. And this model could
be employed to improve the performance of existing system such as distributed
system or parallel system. They have the same goal to accelerate processing
without any conflict.

3 Features and Preprocessing

3.1 Data Model

Feature extraction and feature selection can eliminate strong correlated, redun-
dant and irrelevant features to reduce data redundancy and storage consump-
tion. It also provides a superb way for better and easier understanding of dataset.
Many investigators have explored on feature selection. For better performance,
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we take advantage of previous studies to select the feature of our dataset of web
log. Many analyses about web logs regard URL or URI as an important property.
Owning to its universality and intelligibility in log records, the most of features
we used are based on the URL or URI. A method of token is employed to deal
with URI without any query in this paper. We classify all features into 4 cat-
egories: Number-related Features, Length-related Features, Character -related
Features, Structure-based Features, as Table 1 shown. The main features will be
introduced later.

Table 1. All features

ID Name Type Introduction

Number-related features

1 Num digit Integer Number of digit in URI string

2 Num letter Integer Number of letter in URI string

3 Num punctuation Integer number of punctuation in URI string

4 Num token Integer Number of token in URI string

5 Num parameter Integer Number of parameter in URI string

Length-related features

6 Length URI Integer Length of URL

7 Length max token Integer The max length of token

8 Length min token Integer The min length of token

9 Length min parameter Integer The min length of parameter

10 Length max parameter Integer The max length of parameter

11 Length cookie Integer Length of cookie

12 Length post Integer Length of post

13 Length referer Integer Length of referer

Character-related features

14 Character cookie Integer Anomaly probability in cookie character

15 Character parameter Integer Anomaly probability in parameter character

16 Character URI Integer Anomaly probability in URI character

17 Character post Integer Anomaly probability in post character

Structure-based Features

18 Relative entropy Float Relative entropy of URI string

19 Depth Integer The URI path depth

20 Token Integer Anomaly probability of token

Each record in the Web Log are processed and converted into a associated
vector V = [v1,v2, ...;vk], where vi represents the value of ith feature, and k
is the total number of features we used. The classifiers of machine learning are
applied to categorize traffic. Records are sperated into two categories: normal
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data are labeled as 0, while abnormal data are labeled as 1. Relative values of
several features are depicted in Fig. 1. For simplicity of exposition, all values are
standardized between 0−1. It’s clear to see that, the Depth, Digit, Letter, Token
of attack are higher than access, while Relative Entropy is contrary. The details
of processing for some important feature are described as follow.

Fig. 1. Rader map of relative value of
features

Fig. 2. The frequency of letter, digit,
punctuation in URI

3.2 URI Token

URI is regarded as an important feature in many previous studies on HTTP
web logs, and they usually use the parameters of URI query. However, there
are some URIs without query in our dataset. We benefit from the method that
Naive Bayes handles the problem of spam emails and it considers each word in
path is equal. In this paper, every URI path is divided into some tokens. Naive
Bayes are employed to calculate the abnormal probability of a URI path. Finally
simplify the probability value to 0 or 1. During the actual operation, the URI
path sring is segmented by delimiters. For example, URI “www.example/show
shiji/id/46485.php” is convert to token set [‘www’, ‘example’, ‘show’, ‘shiji’, ‘id’,
‘php’]. For easier analysis, pure digital and single letter are ignored.

Statistical analysis of tokens frequency contributes to anomaly detection. For
the frequency of these tokens appears differently in normal activities and abnor-
mal. We can observe in Fig. 1, the anomaly value of Token is higher than normal.
For example, in SQL injection, the “select” and “from” is easy to observe. We
can simply regard an URI string as a Token set. In many existing researches, fea-
tures in language are expressed by N-gram, usually “1-Gramm” and “2-Gramm”,
using Markov model to describe the structure information with higher predic-
tion ability. However, the structure information displayed in the URI is not really
obvious. We use Naive Bayes method to determine the abnormal or normal prob-
ability of a URI string, which is faster than Markov model in computation, and
shows better prediction performance also.

Every token is regarded as independent in Naive Bayes. The particular arith-
metics are described as follow.

www.example/show_shiji/id/46485.php
www.example/show_shiji/id/46485.php
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1. Split URI string to get the Token list by recognizing delimiter, such as
[]=?@|${}.

2. Filter out the pure individual letters and numbers of token. We can get
Num token in this step also.

3. Union these token lists to a token set.
4. According to the labeled data, calculate the prior probability P (Y ) and

the conditional probability P (Xi|Y ) of every token in normal and abnormal
respectively.

5. Calculate the normal and abnormal posteriori probability of every URI path
string as:

P (Y |X) =
P (Y )

∏d
i=1 P (Xi|Y )
P (X)

. (1)

6. Simplify the normal and abnormal probability of every path string as the
values of feature Token. Ft = 1 means that the URI is more possibly abnormal
than normal:

Ft =
{

0, if P (Y = 0|X) > P (Y = 1|X)
1, if P (Y = 0|X) ≤ P (Y = 1|X) . (2)

3.3 Relative Entropy

Entropy is quoted in statistics and information theory discipline to represent
the uncertainty of an event. Threepak and Watcharapupong [4] inspect web
attacking scripts usually have more sophisticated request patterns than legiti-
mate ones. Web Log file is one of the important sources to obtain evidence of the
attack. And in URI, web attack requests may contain more repeated contents
than normal requests.

We imitate the same splitting method as URI token for simplification, and
calculate the entropy of URI path string referring to existing studies [4,18]:

Et =
1
λ

N∑

i=1

pi [log (λ) − log (pi)] (3)

Emax =
1
λ

λ∑

i=1

1× [log (λ) − log (1)] = log (λ) (4)

Erel =
Et

Emax
. (5)

where an URI, contains λ tokens with n distinct ones (n < λ), pi (i = 1 to n)
denotes the frequency that the ith word appears. The relative entropy (Erel) is
formulated for simplification and normalization in formula (5). The maximum
entropy (Emax), is the entropy of URL with all tokens occur only once, formu-
lated in formula (4).

In general, abnormal attacks are more sophisticated than the normal requests.
The farther to 1 the relative entropy value is, the more sophisticated the URL
request is. This method eliminates some complicated unusual URL, but it does
not work on these anomalies with high entropy.
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3.4 Character

According to the observation, the character distribution varies in different web-
sites. Nevertheless, characters appear in normal activities are generally steady,
mostly human-readable and only printable. A normal character set could be
built by statistics of characters in normal URI strings. There are also some
attack character groups like ‘..’, ‘.fg./’ only in abnormal URI request instead of
normal. The value of Character URI is to present the probability of anomaly
with character. The Character of normal URI request is 0 and abnormal is 1
respectively.

If there are characters of an URI path outside the normal character set,
the value is 1, otherwise is 0. The method can also be applied to detect the
anomaly of other string as well as URI request. Details of method are described
as followed.

1. Learning phase: we aim to get the normal character set C in this stage. C
represents initialized an empty set. For every URI string in normal URI,
C = C ∪ Si, where Si denotes all characters of ith URI string, i = 1 to M
and M denotes the number of normal activities;

2. Predicting phase: for every URI string, ∀c ∈ Si, if c ∈ C the probability value
of URI character is 1; else, is 0. If there are characters like ‘ ./ ’, ‘ /. ’, ‘ .. ’, ‘
** ’, ‘ */ ’, ‘ select% ’, ‘<script>’, the value of URI character is 1;

It is interesting to notice that the approach for character also can be
adopted to detect the anomaly of other string, such as Character cookie, Char-
acter parameter, Character post in Table 3, not only URI path string.

3.5 Digit, Letter and Punctuation

There are some rules and syntaxes in natural language. The frequency of the
characters is different in English such as “E” is the most common. So we have
a hypothesis that this phenomenon is also possible in the distribution of URI
string. We analyze the statistical result of the normal and abnormal character
frequency and find that the attack and normal access frequency distribution are
different in characters. For clear understanding and easy computation, all char-
acters are classified into three categories: digit, letter and punctuation. As Fig. 1
showing, the relative frequencies of digit, letter and punctuation are distinct in
normal and abnormal. Because of the complexity of anomaly, some attack con-
tents could be contained in the URI quest. What’s more, there may be more
specific punctuations in abnormal attack. Such as one attack URI quest:

/article/youbianjc/you?seq=../../../../../../../../etc/passw

The frequencies of punctuation ‘/’ and ‘.’ are higher than normal quest. As
Fig. 2 illustrates, there are more punctuations and digits in anomaly than normal
access, so we add Num digit, Num letter, Num punctuation to the feature set,
whose contributions are verified positive in the experiments.
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3.6 Depth

The URI path depth of a normal site is usually 3 or so commonly. Because the
deeper link is, the more difficult it is for user to obtain the needed informa-
tion quickly, and for search engine to crawl the web. We simply identify ‘/’ to
determine the depth, and analyze its distribution. The depth of normal access
are concentrated in smaller value than anomaly, which is painted in Fig. 1. For
example, there are many of ‘/’ in an anomaly URI request:

/fgs/index.php?s=/article/show/id/{${@phpinfo()}}

4 Cascading Model Based on Machine Learning

This paper aims to maintain high accuracy as well as efficiency. The key is to
build a two-stage model, which could complete anomaly detection work in two
phases efficiently and effectively.

4.1 Motivation

Under the great pressure of massive data, it makes no sense to pursue only
on high accuracy and ignore the time consumption, especially in the circum-
stance of real-time detection. Hence to minimize the time in a acceptable range
of accuracy is one of the important studies in anomaly detection. While now
many researches focus on the improvement in accuracy of algorithm, ignoring the
time consumption. We conduct the optimization in the detection model instead
algorithm.

Different features have different contributions to the classifier. Feature selec-
tion and feature Extraction can reduce the number of features, which are an
important for machine learning to improve efficiency and avoid curse of dimen-
sionality. Removing irrelevant or redundant features or components brings obvi-
ous benefits in terms of computational resources, such as reducing resource con-
sumption for processing, storing and transmitting data, improving the prediction
performance of the classifiers, and providing a better understanding of data.
After Feature selection, for the same objective, we further assume that using
several features with high contribution could detect most of the anomalies in
a shorter time than using all of features. And for feature Extraction, such like
PCA, WebAD2 can also used to speed up the performance. The ranking of eigen-
values is of significance to select the best components for quick recognition in
the first step, which could enhance the time performance of PCA. A statistics
experiment is conducted on our dataset of web log. Figure 3 reveals the variation
of accuracy and time on average in our web log dataset. It is observed that with
the increase of feature counts, the growth of accuracy levels off gradually, but
the increase of time is still clearly. When feature numbers go over 4, the accuracy
starts to be in slow growth.
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Fig. 3. Variation of accuracy and time with feature number increasing

4.2 Cascadinng Model

We draw on cascading model to hierarchically settle the conflict of efficiency
and accuracy. The first stage of WebAD2 is designed to reduce the cost of time
and space. Several high cost-efficient features are picked out according to the
practical situation. The second stage aims at increasing the accuracy, trained
with all features to ensure the performance of detection. Figure 4 illustrates the
structure of two-stage model. As can be seen from the left half, during the process
of training, all labeled samples in learning set are preprocessed into the feature
vectors. The first model adopts the feature vectors with several cost-efficient
features, while the second employs all features to refine the result. The right half
displays predicting process. Samples in the testing set are preprocessed into an
associated vector only involving partial cost-efficient features. Then classifiers
in the first model determine the category in the light of the confidence score.
These samples exceeding the threshold θ of confidence score are identified by the
first stage. The others whose confidence score are dissatisfactory stream down
to second stage, and determined the category with all features. Normal data are
labeled as 0, while abnormal data are labeled as 1.

The first level model constructs with the several high cost-efficient features,
which is ideal for fast data collection in both machine learning and predicting
stages. In weblog dataset, we select four most cost-efficient features. The features
in first stage are self-tuned according to the actual requirement, and also can be
captured with the method in Sect. 4.3. In predicting set, unlabeled samples are
preprocessed into feature vectors, only consisting of these cost-efficient features.
Then classifiers in the first model calculate the confidence scores, which present
the anomaly and normal probability of these vectors, and every classifier can
be assigned with different threshold. This threshold value is to determine the
destination of one sample. There are two outputs of every classifier: (1) If its
confidence score is below the threshold θ, this sample must stream to the second
stage. (2) If its probability exceeds θ, the classification process will suspend,
and this sample is identified as the corresponding label. As for the value of θ,
in practice, first we can set a small threshold, and increase it gradually until
reaching the acceptable accuracy.
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Fig. 4. The structure of two-stage model WebAD2

Any classifier can be employed to learn and predict samples, such as Deci-
sion Trees, Random Forest, Logistic Regression, Adaboost, and Support Vector
Machines. Every classifier can be assigned different threshold. The confidence
score is a indicator to determine whether the sample should be passed to the
second stage for further inspection or not. Sample is labeled as the anomaly if
confidence score exceeds the threshold. The threshold makes a noticeable dif-
ference on the performance of second stage by impacting the number streaming
down from the first stage. The higher threshold is, the more samples the second
stage will process. More samples will increase the time and storage consump-
tion, resulting in a lower efficiency. Nevertheless, a lower threshold may retain
more samples in the first stage, which make the classification result suspect.
When very large volumes of data need to be processed, the setting of threshold
is crucial to balance the accuracy and efficiency.

The second level model collects more information from all the features of
these samples difficult identified in first stage. Any classifier can be employed
to learn and predict samples, the same as the first stage. When training, for
better understanding of dataset, all training samples are exploited. The second
stage only predicts these data streaming down from the first stage, whose vectors
are added with the residual features for higher accuracy and recognition rate.
Although the residual features may be generally time-consuming to calculate
and possibly make less contribution than the highest cost-efficient features.

For most samples are retained in the first stage, the reduction in the number
of samples results in the decrease of prediction time. What’s more, the threshold
set in the first stage makes a crucial difference on the samples number in second
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stage, which then impacts the time of second step. We set a small value of θ,
and increase it to satisfy an acceptable accuracy. Especially, suppose that the
threshold θ is set as 1.0, which means all the sample will stream down to the
second stage. Whereas, it is futile, even counterproductive, as it has cost plenty
of time in the first stage.

4.3 Combination Selection of Features

This paper addresses a method to select partial features for the first stage model,
which is self-adaptive to select the highest cost-efficient features for distinct
datasets involving totally different features.

We understand that several features in the first stage make a great difference
in the promotion of performance. Another problem to be solve is how to pick out
the highest cost-efficient features. It is an apparent fact that different combina-
tions of features lead to different performance results. We create a situation to
study how they behave in the same environment, where 2 million of identical web
log data with different combinations of features need to be detected by Decision
Tree. It takes 4.71 s for one combination consisting of Num digit, Num letter,
Num punctuation and Depth to get the accuracy of 91.17% in the second stage.
Another combination is composed of Depth, Token and Relative Entropy, whose
accuracy reaches up to 94.24% but in 21.55 s. This distinction is reasonable that
higher accuracy are probably at the cost of longer time.

So we should as far as possible reduce time consumption at a prerequisite of
satisfying accuracy. There are a lot of research on feature selection for anomaly
detection, ranking the traffic features according to their contribution. Research
[26] proposes a multi-stage feature selection method using filters and stepwise
regression wrappers. There are two ways to select features for the first stage. If
your original data have employed the feature selection or feature extraction, the
features combination in first stage can be selected on the basis of the ranking
information. Another method, as formula (6), (7), is to calculate the combination
score (CS) to balance accuracy and time consumption. These formulas is derived
from F-Measure, as formula (8).

T ′ = 1 − T

Tmax
(6)

CS =
1

1
λF + 1

(1−λ)T ′
=

λ(1 − λ)FT ′

λF + (1 − λ)T ′ (7)

F =
2

1
P + 1

R

=
2PR

P + R
(8)

Where F denotes the F-score, T denotes the time of detection. Tmax is the
maximum time and T ′ is the normalization of T . λ (0 < λ < 1) is adopted to
adjust the weights of F and T, often set as 0.5. The F-score is a measurement
to evaluate accuracy in statistical analysis of binary classification. We also take
advantage of F-score as the evaluation standard of the performance of our model
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in experiments. Combination selection method will rank the balance scores of
different combination of features and select the highest value after the setting
of features number in the first stage. This method does not take the internal
information of dataset into consider like correlation and redundancy of features.
It only believes the results as important, which is straightforward but effective
and more universal in different IDSs.

5 Experiments and Analysis

In this section, validation experiments are performed to verify the effectiveness
of classification in WebAD2 compared with a basic model. Basic model refers
to one-stage model proceeding all features in one time. We apply the metrics of
precision, recall, FPR and F-score to evaluate the performance of models. All
experiments are run in a machine with Intel Core i5-4570, 2 GB memory and
3.20 GHz CPU under Windows 10.

5.1 Dataset

Due to the variety of networks, traffic profiles and attack types, the repre-
sentativeness of any dataset for intrusion detection is circumscribed. The net-
work research community still lacks of a representative accessible network traffic
dataset. Many of the published researches in anomaly detection still apply the
darpa’98 and kdd’99 cup. However, because of the lack of public datasets for
network-based IDSs, KDD dataset still suffers from some of the problems dis-
cussed by McHugh [10] and may not be a perfect representative of existing real
networks.

In light of this, we verify the performance of WebAD2 on two datasets.
First, we use a dataset of web log data from The National Computer Network

Table 2. Attack type in web log dataset

Type Introduction

SQLI SQL injection attack

XSS Cross-site scripting

CODE Arbitrary code execution vulnerability

COLLECTOR A malicious content acquisition

SCANNER Malicious scanning

FILEI Access to sensitive directory/file

RLFI Remote/local file contains

OS COMMAND Arbitrary command execution

WEBSHELL Webshell access, contains PHP DDOS

SPECIAL Particularity of the attack

OTHERS Others
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Emergency Response Technical Team/Coordination Center of China (known as
CNCERT or CNCERT/CC). The data information is actual and reliable from
large-scale web sites. As shown in the Table 2, this dataset contains more than
11 attack types such like SQLI, XSS, DDos. And there are more anomalous sam-
ples in the web log dataset compared with KDD CUP99, that half are anomalous
samples. This 440 GB dataset consists of 2,000,000 records selected randomly.
Both normal and abnormal records are 1,000,000. What’s more important, the
data are labeled, making great contribution to the learning of classification. Nor-
mal records are labeled as 0, while abnormal records are 1.

5.2 Experiment on Web Log Dataset

First in CNCERT web log dataset, we conduct experiments about the perfor-
mance of two-stage WebAD2 and one-stage basic model to compare the accu-
racy and time consumption. The threshold θ of confidence score is set as 0.8. In
Fig. 5, we depict the distinction of two different models using the same dataset
and setting. The time consumption including preprocessing and detecting sig-
nificantly decrease in WebAD2. For example, in the classification Decision Tree,
when 400,000 data to be predicted, WebAD2 spends 16.18 s while basic model
needs 68.12 s, reducing more than 76%. The total accuracy of two stage reaches
to 0.9627 and basic model is 0.9717, basically maintaining a high accuracy in
a short period of time. So when facing challenge of the large data processing
and real-time prediction, WebAD2 has such an enormous advantage for rapid
identifying. Random Forest (RF) and PCA Random Forest (PCARF) are based
on decision tree, so they almost achieve the same performance. Random Forest
constitutes of many decision tree, which could improve accuracy and reduce false
alarm rate without over fitting. PCA Random Forest using the top components
form principal component analysis (PCA) in the first stage. The one with best
effectiveness is AdaBoost classification, but it has a lower efficiency, because of
almost half samples stream down to second stage with the limit of confidence
score. Logistic Regression (LR) also can improve the performance. Both classi-
fications in two-level cascading model have remarkable advantage in recognition
speed, meanwhile keep a good accuracy.

We take five-fold cross-validation for classification evaluation. In each val-
idation experiment, the number of training dataset and test dataset are in a
proportion of 4:1. Cross-validation process is repeated 5 times in total, and the
average of all results from the folds is consider as a single estimation. Train all
classifiers using train set and employ them to detect the anomalies in the test
set. In the first stage, we only select Num digit, Num letter, Num punctuation
and Depth for classifier learning. Results are shown in Table 3.

We specify the procedure now. First of all, the combination selection of fea-
tures in the first stage proceeds to select the highest cost-efficient in dataset. The
combination of Num digit, Num letter, Num punctuation and Depth reaches the
best balance of accuracy and time consumption ultimately. We employ multi-
ple classifier in the experiments to obtain the most suitable one. Each classifier
can set different threshold. The threshold plays a noticeable role on the samples
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Fig. 5. Performance in dataset of web log

number of second stage to impact the time and accuracy. Figure 6 illustrates the
accuracy and time cost with the change of threshold. The higher threshold is,
the more samples the second stage will process. Especially, when the threshold
is set as 1.0, all the sample will stream down to the second stage. You can set a
lower threshold, and constantly augment the threshold, until the correct rate in
an acceptable range.

The second part of table shows the effectiveness of second stage in WebAD2.
More informations remain to be gathered for refined detection. The values in sec-
ond stage are computed only in the samples streaming down from the first stage.
Multiple classifiers are evaluated with five-fold cross-validation and AdaBoost
also perform best. It is apparent and reasonable that the samples in second
stage are hard to recognized. But the results remain higher accuracy, precision
and recall, because all the features are employed in this stage. And the last part
of Table 3 sums up the performance of two stage.
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Fig. 6. Performance in dataset of web log

Table 3. The classifier result in web log dataset

Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall FPR F-score Number

First stage Decision Tree 0.96269 0.97934 0.94609 0.02036 0.96243 337104

Random
Forest

0.96890 0.98180 0.95584 0.01790 0.96864 332136

PCA Random
Forest

0.97039 0.98020 0.96021 0.01942 0.97010 322831

AdaBoost 0.97877 0.98627 0.98419 0.03513 0.98523 160782

Logistic
Regression

0.88511 0.96603 0.88529 0.11555 0.92390 144767

Second stage Decision Tree 0.94977 0.94835 0.94533 0.04623 0.94684 62896

Random
Forest

0.94454 0.94288 0.94334 0.05432 0.94311 67864

PCA Random
Forest

0.94775 0.94680 0.94857 0.05306 0.94768 77169

AdaBoost 0.97514 0.96919 0.96002 0.01662 0.96458 239218

Logistic
Regression

0.94877 0.88428 0.97553 0.06482 0.92767 255233

WebAD2 Decision Tree 0.96066 0.97447 0.94597 0.02443 0.96001 400000

Random
Forest

0.96477 0.97520 0.95372 0.02408 0.96434 400000

PCA Random
Forest

0.96602 0.97375 0.95796 0.02591 0.96579 400000

AdaBoost 0.97660 0.97605 0.96973 0.02406 0.97288 400000

Logistic
Regression

0.92573 0.91387 0.94287 0.08318 0.92814 400000

From the Fig. 5 we can see that, all classifiers improve the modeling effi-
ciency without sacrificing the accuracy. AdaBoost has the best effectiveness per-
formance but costs more time than others. Because the majority of samples
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stream down to the second stage, which increases the time consumption, as the
last column in Table 3 shown. Synthetically, Decision Tree, Random Forest and
PCA Random Forest are the best choice for high accuracy and less time.

5.3 Experiments on NSL-KDD

Another set of experiments is requisite to indicate the universality of two-stage
cascading model in different dataset. NSL-KDD is employed as an effective
benchmark dataset to evaluate the intrusion detection methods. First, for there
are some features in character form and classifiers only can predict the sample
in numeric form, we preprocess the data turning them into numeric values. The
number of the values of this features are constant. For example, one feature pro-
tocol type contains 4 different value: (1) ICMP; (2) TCP; (3) UDP; (4) others,
so that can be marked as the sequence number correspondingly.

Table 4. The classifier result in NSL-KDD

Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall FPR F-score Number

First stage Decision Tree 0.99006 0.98915 0.99080 0.01066 0.98997 29357

Random
Forest

0.99462 0.99521 0.99395 0.00472 0.99458 28878

PCA Random
Forest

0.99387 0.99388 0.99382 0.00608 0.99385 28473

AdaBoost 0.99126 0.98898 0.99225 0.00960 0.99061 26018

Logistic
Regression

0.88173 1.00000 0.00063 0.00000 0.00127 11591

Second stage Decision Tree 0.87719 0.89000 0.86829 0.86829 0.87901 346

Random
Forest

0.91158 0.91607 0.88631 0.06743 0.90094 825

PCA Random
Forest

0.94001 0.93069 0.92916 0.05185 0.92993 1230

AdaBoost 0.98724 0.99299 0.98903 0.01716 0.99101 3685

Logistic
Regression

0.80385 0.85784 0.87950 0.40779 0.40779 18112

WebAD2 Decision Tree 0.98875 0.98799 0.98937 0.02066 0.98868 29703

Random
Forest

0.98932 0.99301 0.99096 0.00646 0.99198 29703

PCA Random
Forest

0.99164 0.99126 0.99114 0.00797 0.99120 29703

AdaBoost 0.99076 0.98948 0.99185 0.01054 0.99066 29703

Logistic
Regression

0.83424 0.91332 0.53654 0.24866 0.67597 29703
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The results of experiments are showed in Table 4. In the classifier PCA Ran-
dom Forest, the accuracy of in WebAD2 is up to 0.99164, and the basic model is
0.99526. The performance in NSL-KDD is more obvious than web log dataset.
WebAD2 spends 0.25494 s to classify almost all anomalies and normal accesses,
only 27.9% of 0.9144 s the basic model costs. These trials robustly demonstrate
that two-level cascading model can greatly improves the modeling efficiency
without sacrificing the accuracy as the Fig. 7 depicts. The accuracy of all the
classifiers are close to 1, with time falling by about one third. The performance
in NSL-KDD is even better than in the web log dataset, which indicates the
universality of two-level cascading model.

Fig. 7. Performance in dataset of NSL-KDD

To summarize the above experiments, we can get that:

1. The first stage can identify most of anomalies in a short time. It manages
the balance of time and accuracy, and ensures reliability through the setting
of suited threshold. The first stage makes a significant contribution to the
reduction of time in cascading model;
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2. The second stage can reach a higher accuracy exploiting all features but need
more time. But due to it only dispose a small quantity of samples streaming
from the first stage, its total time is less than the basic model. The excellent
contribution of second stage is to improve the accuracy;

3. The second stage adopts more features than first stage, so that shows better
power to accurately distinguish normal traffics and abnormal traffics. But
note that this model relays on the first stage model to classify most of the
samples no matter what classifier is used.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a two-stage anomaly detection model, named WebAD2,
to identify web attacks and anomalies. Our studies reveal that about 85% attacks
or anomalies could be identified by exploiting only a small set of features. There-
fore, in the first stage, we select partial but key features to differentiate anoma-
lies from normal web logs and gain significant performance boost. In the second
stage, all features are exploited to finer-tune the detection results and achieve
a satisfactory detection accuracy. WebAD2 also could be employed to improve
the performance of existing system such as distributed system or parallel sys-
tem to further accelerate the processing. This paper also puts forward a feature
selection method to choose cost-efficient features in the first stage, which ensures
that an appropriate balance between accuracy and detection efficiency could be
maintained.

The experimental results show that WebAD2 can greatly reduce the time
consumption without sacrificing anomaly detection accuracy. Besides, WebAD2

could deal with massive web logs, and still meets the demand of real-time detec-
tion. In future work, we will apply clustering algorithms to further classify the
anomalies and obtain fine-grained detection results.
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Abstract. This paper will describe three case studies on the human factors, in
personal and public safety and cyber security from the Asia Pacific region
(APAC). A deeper consideration of human factors, the impact of “Internet of
Things” and cyber security education about the behaviour and actions that can be
taken by individuals is at the foundation of public safety and cyber security. The
growth of disruption by cyber criminals - especially when using small devices
and applications to interact with large social networks is a cause for concern. This
is part of the evolving development of a cyber-physical world. The paper presents
three case studies and proposes a Self-awareness and Intervention Model for
public safety and security by increasing and maintaining the awareness, under‐
standing and preparedness of cyber security measures by the individual when
using mobile device applications to participate in large social systems and
concludes by highlighting the importance of including the human factors and
message framing alongside the cyber security measures in place.

Keywords: Android Application Security · Context-based behavior
Human factors · Internet of Things · Intervention · Message framing strategies
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Vulnerability monitoring · Wireless access surveys

1 Introduction

There are several cyber security perspectives operating on ICT security projects and
issues around APAC. On June 21, 2013, the Australian Government announced that
cyber security will be one of the top priorities as part of 15 new Strategic Research
Priorities for Australia with a focus on safeguarding personal security using partnerships
and with responsibilities within the Asia Pacific region and the wider global context.

Guiding cyber security research activity and underpinning the role that Cyber
Security research will play as part of those strategic research priorities, is Australia’s
Cyber Security Strategy [1].
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1.1 Improving Cyber Security in the Asia Pacific Region

Research projects involving cyber security are influenced by the transformations and
growth of economies in APAC and should seek to identify ways to improve cyber
security for individuals, organizations, businesses and scale up to include government,
national infrastructure and even bilateral agreements with Asian countries.

Turban et al. [2] stated that CISCO expects that the average global network speeds
will double by 2018 with the 5G networks at the top end of data transfer speeds, being
offset by the amount of traffic due to mobile devices and social media interactions. This
in turn requires new procedures to lower risks and increase security on mobile devices,
cloud services and in social media sites.

Prieto [3] found that regional IP traffic for APAC will grow three-fold at 67.8
exabytes/month by 2020 and that 71% of total IP traffic will originate with non-PC
devices including tablets, smartphones, and televisions, compared to 47% in 2015. At
the same time by 2020, smartphones will generate 30% of total IP traffic, with PC’s total
IP traffic contribution to fall to 29%. With global networks supporting 16.3 billion
devices in 2015 then going up to 26.3 billion devices by 2020, the growth due to the
Internet of Things (IoT) that will create changes and more traffic increases. This will be
partly due to the growth in video surveillance, smart meters, health monitoring and
wearable applications.

According to Wilkinson [4], most cybercrime legal structures and cyber maturity
[28] throughout the APAC region are not adequate to combat issues such as data and
identity theft, child exploitation and ransom-based attack and that this is compounded
with limited international support between the countries that face the burden of rampant
digital criminal activity.

Online deception in social media, as one example, has more to do with human
behaviours and education rather than use of intrusion detection and prevention technol‐
ogies. According to Tsikerdekis and Zeadally [5], online deception in social media
involves the cyber threat actor being:

“Unknown and invisible, ready to exploit the unwary and uninformed and seeking financial gain
or reputation damage”

There is a research interest in safeguarding the personal security and identity manage‐
ment of people using smartphones with particular concern for senior citizens and those
with disabilities and in regional Australia, using social media and mobile applications.
By building and safeguarding the cyber security awareness and behaviour for all citizens,
the resulting improvement would trickle up to improve the other Cyber Security issues
in the Asia Pacific region.

There is much concern about cyber security for seniors and people with special needs
as the global trend shows that more seniors than ever before will be accessing tech‐
nology: at home, on the move with smartphones and small devices or in aged care
facilities, according to Harvie, Eustace and Burmeister [6–8]. This trend is likely to be
encouraged as service providers use electronic interaction in order to save costs and
more seniors and people with special needs expect online access to services.
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2 Case Studies

The human factors associated with public safety and security are complex so we use
three case studies to describe issues surrounding vulnerable people, application security
and the ease and use of urban wireless access points.

The Vulnerable People case is about safeguarding the personal security and identity
management of vulnerable people with using social media and mobile applications. The
case study examines what strategies and behaviours can be taken to safeguard the inde‐
pendence, privacy, security and identity of people with disabilities, seniors or those in
aged care.

The Android Application Security case changes the perspective and examines the
security issues surrounding the popularity and growth of Android applications on smart‐
phones and deals more specifically with application security on Android devices.

The final case is about Wireless Access Points and features the 2015 Wi-Fi Air, Sea
and Land Survey in Hong Kong. The focus of this study is on the value of taking action
on monitoring, understanding and educating about the adjacent wireless environment
and its risks and vulnerabilities.

2.1 The Vulnerable People Case Study

The support and training in social media and mobile applications given to seniors and
people with disabilities must include awareness and understanding of cyber threat actors
and other cyber security issues. Phahlamohlaka’s [9] interest on information warfare
also included aspects of other research work on human factors and the socio-economic
challenges for rural development as regional communities change with the increased
use and wireless technology, connectivity and information [19]. What was happening
in regional and rural South Africa may have similar effect regional and rural Australia
as broadband and wireless cell phone networks expand by 2020 as part of a National
Broadband Network (NBN). Those seniors and people with disabilities living in regional
and rural areas face double jeopardy and may be part of the Cyber Security Awareness
Divide as suggested by Connolly et al. [10].

Once we have in place the cybersecurity awareness and behaviours for seniors and
people with disabilities then follows a program of wider education and strategies for
building awareness and training needs of personal ICT security for all by using the
phases for a cyberattack as a template or model for behavioural response and action in
each phase. Developing a Self-awareness and intervention Model and maintaining the
awareness, understanding and preparedness of cyber security measures by the individual
begin with prevention measures. Then the Detection phase in cyber security can act as
the guardian for the individual.

By adapting a simplified cyber-security model, after Stallings and Brown [11] based
upon the common cyber security phases of Prevention + Detection + Response +
 Recovery, then each individual can follow a sequence of context-based behaviors to safe‐
guard their data and identity during the four main phases and develop a Personal Cyber
Security Awareness and Intervention Model (PDR2) that is based on a set of context-based
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strategies and behaviours to strengthen each link in the cyber security chain as shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. PDR2 is a Personal Cyber Security Model of Self-awareness and Intervention that
represents a ‘white box’ full of cyber security strategies and behaviours.

While so many businesses and organizations concentrate on the Prevention aspect
by setting up firewall and protection zones around a wired and wireless network or a
password protection schema based on regular password changes every 30 or 60 days
and use of advice on password ‘strength (weak, medium, strong). In a recent discussion
with colleagues in Hong Kong the benefits of the ‘Great Firewall of China’ was on the
agenda.

At the same time, ethics and security go hand in hand to protect the privacy of the
individual and assist with identity management, particularly with using social media
technology. Indeed, identity management is also a concern for groups of people and the
organization as whole. Additional safeguards also exist such as the different privilege
levels that are given to people who can access the network.

However, a lot of ongoing protection can tend to be passive after a while as there is
a tendency to just setup and leave the protection controls in place, even though all the
protection measures are warranted, one is left to question how much of the individual,
group or organization focus in on the more continuously active Detection phase of the
model?

In business, government and large organizations like a university, the cyber-security
effort is on a much larger scale than the home or office network and is targeted towards
the protection of intellectual property (IP) and corporate data stores. In the latter case,
so much of the new or cutting edge IP development is done by postgraduates enrolled
in a course at the Doctorate or Research Masters levels.

Similarly, if we examine the Response phase of the model, then a lot of global support
is available via the efforts done by CERT. The Computer Emergency Response Team
(CERT) offers to members a coordinated, active, up to date response to vulnerabilities
on the network by releasing regular ‘alerts’ to problems as they emerge. Such quick
alerts to vulnerabilities due to new malware or security holes in operating system and
application software updates are quite effective in maintaining alertness in the behaviour
of individuals. Getting the right balance is vital and shaped by the amount of time,
resources and budget that an individual can apply or endure, while also affected by the
overuse of protection and detection that will see the user experience and benefits reduced
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as security levels are increased. The result by going too far may a fortress attitude so
there is a need to balance the detection measures so that they act as the effective guardian
or the sentinel on the watch acting in the best interests of the individual, the group or
the organization.

The use of good detection methods will provide the data to support the decisions
made by the individual, the group or the organization and act as a feedback loop to the
protection and response phases of the model. The perception with business and organ‐
izations may be that the stakeholders only take notice when an incident occurs, acting
as bystanders at an accident or fire scene.

Such behaviours may be compared to the behaviour of individual, groups or organ‐
izations involved during fire or bomb scare drills. The behaviours will differ from the
drill when the threat is real. Such training is a drill and the practiced behaviours may
not resemble what happens in the real situation. It is proposed that the detection phase
as the ‘guardian’ will provide the data, information and experiences needed for the other
prevention and response phases in the personal cyber security model.

De Bruijn and Janssen [12] suggest that our daily dependence on ICT has created
the cyberphysical society, and that the need and demand is now greater to understand
the complex and varied aspects of cyber security. They also propose the use of an
evidence-based message framing strategy is needed to frame cyber security, similar to
the use of the three case studies in this paper. Six communication strategies were iden‐
tified by De Bruijn & Janssen as providing a way to frame or explain cybersecurity (See
Table 1).

Table 1. The communication strategies that can be used to explain cybersecurity to the
community.

Six communication strategies by De Bruijn and Janssen [12]
1 Do not exacerbate or worsen cybersecurity
2 Make it clear who the villains are
3 Give cybersecurity a face by putting heroes in the sunlight
4 Connect cybersecurity to values other than security alone
5 Personalise the message for easy recognition
6 Connect to other tangible and clear issues

However, communication strategies 2 and 3 presents some risk. In making it clear
who the villains are, we risk promotion and copying by others, while in putting heroes
in the sunlight, we risk making them targets for attack. By educating and communicating
the benefits of learning and using a simple personal cyber security model to each indi‐
vidual in a community, each person including seniors and those with disabilities, can
exercise the personal cyber security to maintain or change to a set of behaviours in their
own personal cyber-security model.

The issues around privacy and identity management exist in the use of social media
technology (mobile apps), so all of us need to be aware and to learn how to apply our
own personal version or instance of the simple personal cyber security model. Without
implementing a personal cyber security model or bothering to learn what behaviours are
appropriate then the growth of cyber-security vulnerabilities can continue and Recovery
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times and the risks increase. This is where cyber security experts get involved in educa‐
tion and policy making through use of ideas like De Bruijn & Janssen’s ideas [12] about
the use of better communication by education and message framing strategies that help
understanding by removing ambiguities.

Such a model should also be context-based and be developed as a user-centred model
where each individual takes ownership of his or her own personal cyber security model.
If the user-centred approach together with good message framing techniques can be
made to work in tandem for those disadvantaged people in the community then it should
be horizontally and vertically scalable to other people, groups, organizations using social
media in our cyber physical society.

Some disadvantaged people and those in aged care have wearable devices for
medical, rehabilitation or fitness purposes. This calls into question the security and
privacy risks wireless protocols for medical devices (pacemaker, defibrillator) even
though safeguarded by legislation and manufacturer third party protocols. The growth
of wearable bands for fitness designed to use social media and cloud storage of personal
fitness data so the user can download and view, also includes GPS data for tracking. The
risks in information sending by the user coupled with storage and retrieval may mean
the data can be read without anyone knowing. Just who owns the personal health data?

The use of trusted parties and privacy policy needs to be included with all wearable
devices before the advent of whole body networks (WBN) using linked wearable devices
such has a fitness band, a pacemaker and device a retinal implant. If all the individual
personal cyber security models were in place and connected then each node in a WBN
may re-enforce the next by working as a cyber-security mesh in practice.

2.2 The Android Application Security Case Study

Turban et al. [2] described how a botnet of Android phones was used to send large
volumes of spam via Yahoo e-mail servers - using SMS as the “command and control
channel”. The era of the Smartphone has arrived and these devices permeate into every
aspect of our daily lives, the importance of establishing effective security measures
becomes increasingly important. In this literature, we analyse the current security
systems in place, their evident shortcomings and the proven potential malicious or
unsolicited behaviour. The streamlined nature of the application marketplace and rigid
security implementation combined with a general lack of awareness and comprehension
of security implications amongst end users is a legitimate cause for concern. There is a
critical need for a revised security strategy surrounding the Android application frame‐
work and a number of proposed solutions are examined.

Stammberger [13] summed up the ubiquitous trend of smart devices in one simple
statement:

“PCs are no longer the dominant form of computing”

Preito [20] supports the rise of the smart devices with the CISCO data that showed that
by 2020 then smartphones IP traffic will exceed that of PCs. As far back as 2008, mobile
broadband connections had increased and exceeded that of fixed broadband subscribers
and by the end of 2009 there were an estimated total of 4.6 billion cellular subscriptions
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worldwide according to the U.S. Department of Homeland Security [14]. Since then the
popularity of smart phones has risen exponentially along with the popularity of mobile
phone applications.

On Android-based devices, applications are predominantly downloaded and
installed via the Android Market although other markets do exist such as Amazon’s
Appstore. On July 14 2011, it was reported by Nickinson [15] that the Android Market
had surpassed 250,000 applications and over 6 billion downloads. Enck et al. [16]
suggested that the:

“low barriers [for developers] to bring applications to market, and even lower barriers for users
to obtain and use them”

has undoubtedly promoted this uptake. Indeed, for a small fee, developers are able to
freely produce and distribute applications in what is widely regarded as the “unmoder‐
ated Android market” according to Vidas et al. [17].

Dissimilar to desktop Operating Systems, applications on Android are treated as
“mutually untrusting, potentially malicious principals” – as described by Felt et al. [18]
requiring specific permission to be granted once only during install-time. End users are
shown a page just before installation listing the applications requested permissions at
which time they may accept all permissions and proceed or decline cancel the installation
completely. Permissions are displayed in three layers; categories, specific permissions
and a hidden details dialog. A survey conducted by Felt et al. [19] concluded that the
categories were so broad that they caused users to over-estimate the implications
resulting in “a negative impact on the amount of attention that users pay to [specific]
permissions”.

More worrying perhaps was the fact that 42% of the lab study respondents were
completely oblivious to the existence of such permissions with one user saying “I don’t
ever pay attention. I just accept and download it” Felt et al. [19]. This trend is possibly
facilitated by the “streamlined” nature of the current market. However, end user compla‐
cencies are not the only area lacking. Even for a technically minded individual the vague
permission descriptions fail to provide sufficient information for effective decision
making. One such respondent with a small amount of experience as an Android devel‐
oper commented (Felt et al. [19]):

“I’ve done some programming but I don’t know all the permissions. … I just don’t know if the
permissions are so fine grained that they make texting a special permission that you have to add”

Overall, the current mechanisms in place are severely inadequate and simply too
rigid. Essentially, when installing an application of undetermined integrity, a user must
decide, or more fittingly take a somewhat educated guess, whether or not the permissions
being requested are appropriate based on a single page of largely misunderstood permis‐
sion descriptions and implications. In some cases, user reviews can assist users in making
a decision but that requires actions and knowledge on behalf of other users and is by no
means a satisfactory solution.

The potential for, and evidence of, unscrupulous application behaviour is all too real
and unfortunately, largely underestimated. Stammberger [13] warns of a “Dangerfield
Paradox” where the continuing abundance of PC-based attacks diverts attention away
from devices “despite the inevitability, importance, and difficulty of solving” this arising
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issue. In fact, the issue has largely arrived already, with the same survey revealing that
of the 269 respondents:

“65% report that attacks against their smart devices already require the regular attention of
their IT staff, or will start requiring it this year. In fact, 23% of organizations surveyed already
repel device attacks at least once monthly, while 10% must do so on a daily basis” (Stammberger
[13])

It also reveals the growing uncertainty amongst users with 77% expressing some
level of concern about current mobile phone security. This concern is well-founded and
justified by several other research articles which investigate the various exploitable
aspects of the Android application framework as it currently stands. Areas of primary
focus are the misuse and collection of sensitive and personal information, application
permission re-delegation which undermines user-granted permissions themselves and
the penetration of advertising and analytic libraries.

Enck et al. [16] developed a decompiler to extract 21 million lines of code from the
top 50 applications across each of the 22 application categories for analysis (as of
September 1, 2010). This comprehensive examination “uncovered pervasive use/misuse
of personal/phone identifiers, and deep penetration of advertising and analytics
networks”. Such networks were found to be integrated into over half of the applications
studied. An alternate taint tracking method, TaintDroid, was used to report similar
findings. TaintDroid,

“automatically labels (taints) data from privacy-sensitive sources and transitively applies
labels as sensitive data propagates through program variables, files, and inter-process
messages” Enck et al. [20]

and records this data as it attempts to leave the system. Although a significantly smaller
sample size of just 30 popular applications, “68 instances of potential misuse of users’
private information across 20 applications” [20] were detected. The penetration of
advertising networks was also apparent with half the applications attempting to report
the user’s location to remote advertising servers, occasionally with additional private
data such as IMEI or phone numbers.

Both studies reported “an overwhelming concern for misuse of privacy sensitive
information such as phone identifiers and location information” (Enck et al. [16]). They
revealed that phone identifiers are being transmitted and used for a whole range of
purposes from “cookie-esque” tracking to account numbers and were frequently leaked
in plain text and “finger-printed” on remote servers (Enck et al. [16]). It was also reported
that IMEI numbers are often tied to personally-identifiable information discrediting “the
common belief that the IMEI to phone owner mapping is not visible outside the cellular
network” (Enck et al. [16]).

The probing of permissions was also a suspicious and widespread occurrence. This
activity was found to be instigated from not only advertising and analytical libraries, but
also from some developer toolkits which can lead to dangerous functionalities appearing
in “well-known” branded applications. For example, the “CBS Sports Pro Football”
application was found to exhibit permission probing behaviour whilst “USA TODAY”
and “FOX News” programs were found to access IMEI data due to the developer toolkits
used (Enck et al. [16]).
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From all this we can derive one common theme that, as pointed out by Enck et al. [20],

“resolving the tension between the fun and utility of running third-party mobile applications and
the privacy risks they pose is a critical challenge for smartphone platforms”.

Enck et al. [20], goes on to list the major challenges of protecting sensitive data on a
Smartphone. Firstly, smartphones have limited resources restricting the “use of heavy‐
weight information tracking systems” (Enck et al. [20]). The interactivity between appli‐
cations on a device also present difficulties for monitoring systems to be able “distinguish
multiple information types, which requires additional computation and storage” (Enck
et al. [20]). Also, the dynamic nature of context-based information can be hard to iden‐
tify. Enck et al. [20] points out that “for example, geographic locations are pairs of
floating point numbers that frequently change and are hard to predict”.

Enck et al. [20] claims TaintDroid to “provide a novel, efficient, system-wide,
multiple-marking, taint tracking design by combining multiple granularities of infor‐
mation tracking” but is quick to point out

“like similar information-flow tracking systems, a fundamental limitation of TaintDroid is that
it can be circumvented through leaks via implicit flows”. Enck et al. [20]

This of course being a sign of malicious behaviour itself and potentially detected via
other means such as static analysis. An observed, major obstacle, especially for a real-
time monitoring system such as TaintDroid is keeping performance overhead to a
minimal and acceptable level. TaintDroid claims”only 14% performance overhead on
a CPU-bound micro-benchmark” (Enck et al. [20]) and although this is painted in a
positive light, would still appear to be quite a footprint when considering that this would
be consistently monitoring in the background.

Other possibilities were briefly but critically analysed by Felt et al. [18]. Mandatory
Access Control (MAC) systems propose a hierarchy of integrity and confidentiality
levels where the flow of data between different levels is restricted (Felt et al. [18]).
Although, sound in theory, the Android framework is too complex and applications
would transcend various levels simultaneously thus resulting in a confusion of the poli‐
cies and a possible deadlock between the requester and deputy.

Stack Inspection has the advantage of being able monitor “confused-deputy” attacks
during run-time but also comes with several limitations. These are specified by Felt et al.
[18] as the Stack Inspection being “dependent on the runtime for correctness” and having
to “be re-implemented repeatedly for a system with multiple types of runtimes”. History-
Based Access Control is similar in operation, relying on runtime mechanisms, and
“reduces the permissions of trusted code after any interaction with untrusted code” (Felt
et al. [18]).

It is obvious that Android and its associated marketplace and applications have
reached a level of ubiquitous that has attracted, and will continue to attract, unscrupulous
individuals and activities. The explosion and uptake of this technology has left security
behind and appropriate measures and standards need to be put in place to prevent the
inevitable scamming and malicious attacks. This issue needs to be addressed sooner
rather than later. Due to the complex and mutually untrusting relationship between the
Android OS and its third-party applications, this solution will need a multi-faceted
approach and poses some challenging obstacles. The end result will likely need to be a
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collation of a number of proposed solutions, possibly the combination run-time moni‐
toring, static analysis and application certification.

2.3 The Wireless Access Points Case Study

This final case study describes the Wi-Fi Air, Sea and land Survey of Hong Kong SAR.
It presents the rationale and the main findings of a quantitative study of a longitudinal
Wi-Fi security survey in Hong Kong, China (Fig. 2). The authors have been conducting
one of the world’s most comprehensive longitudinal Wi-Fi surveys in HK since 2002
(Tsang et al. [21]; Tsang and Eustace [22]). This survey has looked at the different ways
that one can visualise Wi-Fi Access Point data, to see how it is distributed within a city
or an area and to draw conclusions about its use by means of mapping. Air and Sea data
was collected by helicopter using Laptops and a Raspberry Pi. This was complemented
by land survey data collected by foot (Android smartphone) and by car (war driving).

Fig. 2. 2015 Wi-Fi Helicopter Survey Meeting Place: Clipper Room, Peninsula Hotel, Kowloon
1:45 pm 12 April 2015. The helicopter and team of researchers and students involved in the 2015
Wi-Fi Survey in Hong Kong.

The findings will be of interest to security experts and ICT educators in general. In
2015, we are already seeing the move from IEEE 802.11n on both the 2.4 GHz and the
optional 5 GHz bands to the enhanced IEEE 802.11ac (5G Wi-Fi), making the 2015 Wi-Fi
Air, Sea and Land survey valuable as a baseline study for the growth in use of 5G Wi-Fi.
The industry partners in this project included HK Technology Exchange Limited, HK
Technology Association, Web Consortium Education Foundation & Heliservices Limited
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and the objectives of the 2015 Wi-Fi Air, Sea and Land Survey of Hong Kong are shown
in Table 2.

Table 2. Wi-Fi air, sea and land survey of Hong Kong objectives

Wi-Fi air, sea and land survey of Hong Kong objectives
1 Setting a new world record for a Wi-Fi survey
2 Surveying the latest trend in usage and security awareness in Wi-Fi and wireless

communications deployment
3 Connecting with business sponsors on the use of secure Wi-Fi access points
4 Provide hands-on authentic work experience conducting a Wi-Fi Survey
5 Formulating practical educational values from a Wi-Fi experiment
6 Providing leadership in wireless LAN survey methodology

A variety of network technologies such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, WiMAX, ZigBee, NFC
and RFID technologies exist in Hong Kong, providing some unique cyber security risks
and issues concerning the communications medium. Data transfer occurs via radio
waves and so the wireless environment has several points of attack including the wireless
device, the access point (AP) and the transmission medium for the radio waves.

Fong and Wong [23] conducted a questionnaire survey of 207 participants on Hong
Kong Wi-Fi Adoption and Security in 2014 and suggested that while Wi-Fi is easy and
convenient for, knowledge gaps exist in using and setting up a Wi-Fi service. Vulnerabil‐
ities will exist if the network is not secured. With the on-going development of the
“Internet of Things”, Wi-Fi cyber security measures and education programs should be
expanded along with the more secure use of location-based NFC mobile payment services.

Raspberry Pi and Android Phone performance was better on the land survey than
the use of two configurations of laptops with high gain antenna in the air and sea survey
by helicopter. Table 3 the results that display some concern for the human factors about
security and privacy issues. Such vulnerability monitoring surveys must be held on a
regular basis.

Table 3. The main results from the 2015 Wi-Fi air, sea and land data collection environment in
Hong Kong

Air and sea survey Land survey
3 data sets (air) and 4 data sets (sea) of SSIDs
were combined with duplicated MAC
addresses filtered out
7133 Access Points (AP) detected
90% of APs used 802.11n
70% of APs used WPA/WPA2 security and 30%
were open (a privacy concern in restaurants
and hotels without guest authentication)
3G/4G APs from mobile devices (Wi-Fi modem
or mobile phone hotspots were discovered
(MACs and SSIDs)

Data sets were combined from Raspberry P1 2
and Android smart phone with WiGLE to
collect the SSIDs
31 350 APs collected
97% used 802.11;n
75% of APs used WPA/WPA2 security and
25% were open and several open SSIDs were
from wireless printers (another privacy
concern)
2% of SSIDs came from mobile phone Wi-Fi
hotspots. Xiaomi, Samsung and Apple were
most common brands
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If we use 2014 as a reference year prior to the Wi-Fi survey, Symantec [24] observed
that that the cyber security threats in 2014 of concern included that 17% of all Android
apps (nearly one million total) in 2014 were actually malware in disguise and that 70%
of social media scams were manually shared. The number of data breaches increased
23% in 2014 E-crime and malware via ransom-ware attacks grew 113% in 2014.
Table 4 below shows the relative black market value of stolen access or information in
2014 as trading continues on the dark Web and elsewhere.

Table 4. Value of information sold on black market (Symantec [24])

Item 2014 value $US
1,000 Stolen Email Addresses
Credit Card Details
Scans of Real Passports
Stolen Gaming Accounts
Custom Malware
1,000 Social Network Followers
Stolen Cloud Accounts)
1 Million Verified Email Spam Mail-outs
Registered and Activated Russian Mobile SIM
Card

$0.50 to $10
$0.50 to $20
$1 to $2
$10 to $15
$12 to $3500
$2 to $12
$7 to $8
$70 to $150
$100

Knowing how cybercriminals are threatening security is the first step to securing
information. From social media vulnerabilities to acts of digital extortion, it can be
suggested there are threats that now extend the existing wireless network threats. Up to
five types of attackers have been identified in network security:

1. the script kiddy (an unskilled individual who uses scripts developed by others),
2. the knowledgeable enthusiast,
3. the criminal hacker,
4. the idealist with a cause,
5. black-budget funded sovereign-state employee.

The latter attacked is the most dangerous and is usually drawn from the ranks of the
previous four types. This attacker has the best motivation, the time, and the funds to
breach any system via the internet and others systems with brief physical access using
USB ports or other ports such as thunderbolt with purpose-built devices. Any system
that attaches to the internet or is taken outside is vulnerable. Even charging a laptop at
an airport charging station gives an access point for an attack.

3 Conclusion and Discussion

The human factors associated with public safety and security were explored using three
case studies from the Asia Pacific region to describe issues surrounding vulnerable
people, application security and the ease and use of urban wireless access points.

The Vulnerable People, Android Application Security and Wireless Access Points
case studies bring forth the human factors at work and some essential cyber security
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strategies and behaviours as well as a need to know and understand the adjacent wireless
environment by all Internet users and organisations. The development of a Personal
Cyber Security Model of Self-awareness and Intervention that represents a ‘white box’
full of cyber security strategies and behaviours, requires localised community education
and training programs that will build trust and respect for others, especially in using
wearable devices, health monitors and in all social media and online gaming commun‐
ities. Such heightened and maintained awareness will help users to have discretion when
sharing data and stop data leakage from poor user behaviour.

However these essential human efforts must also couple tightly with the evolving
cyber security strategies and policies. The Android application security wireless access
points studies showed the need for sandboxing, run-time monitoring, static analysis and
application certification and at the same time a needed to know and secure local Wi-Fi
access points. The use of encryption and firewalls, password and query statement
strength as well as biometrics and other procedures for verification and authentication
is only the start. The volume and change of threat tactics as network traffic increase via
the Internet of Things, will also lead to an increased diversity of devices and applications,
sensors and devices using the ZigBee protocol networks, requiring security measures
beyond the Wi-Fi protocol networks as well as malware, denial of service attacks,
phishing awareness and detection.

Cybercriminals are targeting social networks, smart devices and mobile applications
via wireless networks. Smartphones, tablets and even television sets - all need stronger
defences or authentication processes for the control of remote access and connections
to cloud services. Turban et al. [2] suggested that some minimum security defences for
mobile devices already exist (Table 5).

Table 5. Cyber security minimum defences for mobile phones and devices.

Minimum Defences
Authentication Voice and fingerprint biometric integrated with the operating system/device interface.
Malware Detection. Constant rogue App monitoring at the main App stores to detect and destroy malicious apps.
Loss or theft of Device. Mobile kill switch or remote erase capability option is available from smartphone platform

The way that social network sites grow into large social systems has increased, so
too has the need for more personal action in regard to personal cyber security. Starting
with improved and context-based individual and group behaviours, the personal cyber
security model is one way that the individuals may safeguard and standardise their own
cyber security safety and goes beyond being a strategy model to scaffolding user behav‐
iour. As information warfare and e-crime around the world is increasing along with large
scale surveillance measures to stop the leakage of intellectual property and classified
information, each individual must also install, upgrade of refine their own cyber security
at the personal level.

The authors propose that the role of Detection in cyber security can act as the
guardian for the individual, by adapting a simplified cyber-security personal cyber
security model [11] then each individual can follow a sequence of context-based behav‐
iours to safeguard their data and identity. Safety in numbers is a true idiom when an
individual connects online then each node in the social network is also affected and the
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security levels ‘cascade’ as the community grows and helps to lower the paranoia and
concern of also being part of a larger social system. Fellows et al. [25] discussed how
ICT security techniques and human factors can work together to lower any concern that
the individual may have in being an active member of a large social system. They
suggested that the personal cyber security model will work best if the importance of
human factors is considered alongside with the technical ICT security strategies.

The use of encryption of data and SSID passwords are among the technical measures,
that must be accompanied by the use of discretion by the individual when sharing infor‐
mation and stopping any leakage, as other members of the social network may share
with other networks who would not be part of the original intention to share. Recent
problems that famous people have had with photos being circulated on Facebook and
Twitter are examples of this kind of low level leakage, while Snowden’s leakage of
leaking classified documents about U.S. surveillance programs (Shoichet [26]) has
shown the consequences when the lack of trust, respect and affection as human factors,
is scaled upwards and spread rapidly out of control over social networks.

In conclusion, they suggested that the human factors surrounding the core issues of
the leakage problem go beyond all cyber security strategies in place and just boil down
to how well each individual is treated by others, by both ‘near’ and ‘far’ neighbours in
their multiple social systems. Tsikerdekis and Zeadally [5] suggested that deception
prevention begin with harder and standardized user registration and credential verifica‐
tion. Such steps are needed when using social media and safeguarding personal data
with wearable devices in a whole-body networking future. By including the human
factors and user behaviour in developing cyber security policy and practices with the
latest technology for authentication such mobile biometrics, remote erase capability and
encryption, can we hope to prevent compromise and deception.

Just as weak security on smart devices are a serious threat, either from intentional
or unintentional attacks, so too are people without a high level of self-awareness and
intervention control over the security of their near and far network connections. Under‐
standing the human factors and development of human capital play an important role
here, requiring mandatory measures for all. Warren [27] stated that human capital is
related to situational awareness and incident reaction (personal cyber security model)
but also requires development of culture over time as well as the retention and recruit‐
ment process of human resources.

In addition, a set of core security technology skills are required. According to Warren
[27], the Australian Signals Directorate (ASD) stated that 85% of all targeted attacks
could be prevented by four simple mitigation strategies:

1. Application Whitelisting (selected applications, DLLs only)
2. Patching Application updates
3. Patching Operating System updates
4. Restricting Admin privileges based on user duties.

As the network of nodes (device and social networks) for each individual grows into a
complex system, giant components will form as the hub or router with access to attributes
or properties of other connected nodes (edges). Each node then contributes to develop
their own cyber maturity from the bottom up all the way to build and measure the national
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cyber maturity, as described by Feakin et al. [28] for cyber security policy the Asia-
Pacific Region.

Each device node or human actor must have its security attributes at the top level.
So then network security of such a complex system may be simplified as a whole and
have better external protection if each of its nodes and actors have high levels of internal
security, self-awareness and intervention mechanisms - whether a smart sensor or a
human. We need to focus on personal cyber security/identity awareness and behaviours
for each citizen. These personal cyber security/identity awareness and behaviours then
operate at the individual level each time that a smart citizen interacts via more access
points to a myriad of IoT small devices such as Raspberry Pi and Arduino sensor projects
come online.

A Personal Cyber Security Model of Self-awareness and Intervention can improve
defences from the constant security threats by building a mesh of individual secure nodes
(human actors), each armed with improved security behaviours and strategies that cluster
and build secure networks (defensive nodes) against all cybercrime. Such actionable
wisdom is a creative process, providing an operational frame of reference to the cyber
security agenda.

Cyber security researchers everywhere also need a special ‘dark ethics’ policy to
defend against making an error of logic, in giving any rights that are forfeited by the
behaviour of the cracker or cybercriminal.
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Abstract. Fast flux and domain flux are widely used as evading tech-
niques to conceal botnet C&C server. But nowadays, more and more
machine learning schemes are introduced to recognize and detect fluxing
botnet automatically and effectively. In this paper, we propose a novel
fluxing scheme to hide C&C server in plain email sight. Email flux tries
to blend in with normal email communication. With the excellent repu-
tation of email servers, the malicious activity is more likely to get lost in
the normal email crowd. Therefore, DNS-based botnet detection schemes
are difficult to detect the email flux botnet. Comparing to the cost of reg-
istering a public IP address or a domain, the cost of registering an email
account is much less, and email account reveals less geolocation informa-
tion. And we introduce asymmetric encryption strategy to fortify DGA,
preventing adversaries from taking down the botnet by registering email
account before bot master. We also discuss possible countermeasures in
the future to mitigate email flux.

Keywords: Fast flux · Domain flux · Botnet
Command and control channel · Evasion technique

1 Introduction

Botnet is a network of compromised computers, known as bots or zombies, that
could be remotely controlled by an attacker in the Internet, so-called botmaster.
Currently, botnets are the main platform for attackers to carry out large scale
cyber crimes, such as sending spams, phishing, launching distributed denial of
service (DDoS) attacks. According to Symantec report, in 2016 there are 98.6
million hosts controlled in botnets, which is an increase of 6.7 million over last
year [1]. There were at least 255,065 unique phishing attacks worldwide, which
represents an increase of over 10% from the 230,280 attacks identified in 2015
[2]. The number of DDoS attacks per day ranged from 131 to 904 in the second
quarter in 2017 [3]. Hence, botnet is one of the most significant threats to the
Internet.

To build a complete botnet, a stealthy command and control (C&C) channel
must be built between the botmaster and bots, through which the botmaster
can send commands to all bots. Due to host-based detection such as reverse
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engineering is hard, most defenders focus on detecting the C&C channel, trying
to cut off the communication and shut down the botnet. Therefore, the botmas-
ter will make every effort to conceal the C&C channel to decrease the risk of
detection. For example, [4,5] exploit social network to construct botnet, [6] uses
email protocol as C&C channel and [7] hides the commands in SMS message.

To make the C&C channels more stealthy, there are many evading techniques
such as fast flux and domain flux. With fast flux, the bots would query a certain
domain that is mapped onto a set of IP addresses that change frequently [8].
However, fast flux uses only one single domain name, which will lead to a single
point of failure. In domain flux, the botmaster associates one or more IP with
several domains to avoid being easily blocked by blacklisting.

Although the fast flux and domain flux techniques can hide botnet C&C
server behind a set of IP addresses or randomly generated domain names, the
defenders can also identify the botnets through DNS traffic analysis. The fast flux
and domain flux rely on DNS service, and there are some significant difference
between fluxing botnet DNS traffic and normal DNS traffic, such as the number
of different IP addresses resolved from the same domain, the length of each packet
and so on. Many machine learning models are trained to recognize suspicious
fluxing DNS communication automatically. Email is not a kind of IP-based C&C
delivery, thus the email sent by bot will have similar features in DNS traffic with
normal users. We propose an email flux method that can bypass the existing
machine learning detection techniques against fast flux and domain flux.

We summarize the contributions of this paper as follows:

– We present the email flux, which is a different from fast flux and domain flux.
It applies randomly generated email addresses to establish the fluxing C&C
channel so that email flux could evade traditional machine learning methods
using DNS traffic analysis.

– We enhance the traditional domain generation algorithm(DGA) used in
domain flux, preventing adversaries from controlling the automatically gen-
erated email accounts in advance.

– We analyze the traffic, cost and reputation of email flux and prove its avail-
ability and concealment.

– We discuss the possible countermeasures in the future for mitigating email
flux and other possible new fluxing channels.

2 Related Works

Botnet is a network of compromised computers, known as bots or zombies, that
could be instructed by a controller in the Internet, so-called botmaster. Botnets
can be used to perform DDoS attack, steal data and send spam. In the face of
potential attacks, the Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is an important defensive
mechanism to defend against these possible attacks.

The common types of IDS techniques include: signature based detection,
anomaly detection, artificial neural network (ANN) based IDS and fuzzy logic
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based IDS [9]. The signature based detection can detect the malicious traffic by
using a set of rules and known signature attack stored in a knowledge database
[10]. However, the disadvantage is that it could not detect unknown new attacks.
The anomaly detection could detect abnormal system behavior and malicious
traffic, which needs to be specified a baseline by the security researcher. The
ANN based IDS detection utilizes ANN as a pattern recognition technique. The
fuzzy logic based on rule can detect the intrusion behavior of the traffic [9].

The core of the botnet is its C&C, many attackers use fast flux and domain
flux methods to hide their C&C channels [11,12]. By exploiting fast flux tech-
nique, the botmaster hides the real IP addresses that belong to his C&C servers.
Each bot can use the same domain name to connect with C&C servers, while
the IP addresses resolved are constantly changing.

There are many approaches to detect fast flux such as active or passive DNS
traffic monitoring. [13] uses a combination of passive DNS monitoring and active
DNS probing to detect botnets, which based on a cluster analysis of the features
obtained from the payload of DNS-messages and uses active probing analysis. [14]
is based on large-scale passive analysis of DNS traffic generated by hundreds of
local recursive DNS (RDNS) servers located in different networks and scattered
across several different geographical locations, to detect and track malicious flux
networks. They clarify four characteristics of flux domain names: (1) short TTL;
(2) high frequency of change of the set of resolved IPs returned at each query;
(3) large overall set of resolved IPs acquired by querying the same domain; (4)
the resolved IPs are scattered across many different networks. Then they utilize
these features to filter flux domains. Even though the fast flux seems to be
a fine evading technique, it has a single-point-of-failure problem. If a security
researcher discovers a botnet’s domain name, he will blacklist this domain name
and block the communication of botnet.

To avoid this issue, attackers utilize domain flux method to hide C&C servers
of botnet such as Tropig [8] and Conficker [15]. By using domain flux technique,
the botmasters can frequently change domain names mapped to a single IP
address. Each bot generate a list of domain names by running the same DGA and
then tries to connect to the domain names in the list until the success of finding
C&C servers. Generally, the inputs (or seeds) of the DGA are the current date
information and some numeric parameters. Unlike fast flux, domain flux is more
resilient to avoiding take-down attempts. More specifically, even if the current
domain is blocked, the botmaster only need to register the next domain to control
his botnet again.

Because the domain names change frequently, blacklisting domain name is
not effective. In order to detect domain flux, many approaches have been pro-
posed. [16] uses DNS query data and analyzes the network and zone features of
domains to build a dynamic reputation system. [17] monitors DNS traffic and
presents 15 behavioral features used in the identification of malicious domains.
[18] detects malware-related domains based on DNS resolution patterns by mon-
itoring DNS traffic from the upper DNS hierarchy. [19] preserves the privacy of
the users of the network and only uses the DNS replies to detect domain flux.
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[20] proposes a combination of clustering and classification algorithm that relies
on the similarity in characteristic distribution of domain names to remove noise
and group similar domains. However, it can only detect centralized botnet, not
P2P botnet.

The biggest difference between email flux and traditional flux is that email
flux uses email as C&C channel. In order to make the botnet hard to be shut
down, the fast flux and domain flux botnets sacrifice their concealment for
robustness. Whether it is fast flux or domain flux will generates anomaly DNS
traffic, and the existing detection methods for fast flux and domain flux can be
simply summarized by monitoring DNS traffic. In contrast, email flux do not
rely on IP-based C&C delivery. Although the emails sent by bot have a few dif-
ferences to normal email communication, it is almost the same from the point of
DNS monitoring. Thus the existing DNS-based detection method cannot catch
the email flux.

There are literatures that select other channels for C&C communication. [21]
utilizes the URL shortening service. The botmaster hides the IP address of C&C
server into URLs, and change URL into automatically generated alias. However,
it is still an IP-based C&C delivery. Visiting websites that do not exist will result
in Name Error DNS responses, which is suspicious and has been the target for
many detection methods like [22]. Besides, the algorithm that generates alias is
similar to DGA, so that the whole botnet may be taken over by the defenders
through pre-calculating and registering the alias [8]. We imporved the DGA and
use push mechanism to send commands directly to each bot in case of being
controlled by the defenders.

[7] selects SMS as C&C channel. Due to SMS message has to be sent by one
phone number which is in use by the owner of the compromised phone, it is easy
to be aware of. Email account does not combined with the compromised host, and
the botmaster can register and allocate one email account to each bot. [6] firstly
presents the feasibility of email-based botnet, we have made some development
on its basis. [6] does not present a complete botnet, it just proves the feasibility
that one bot can execute the command embed in email. It demonstrates the
difficulty for the defenders to crack the encoded commands from the point of
view of cryptography, however, the defenders can block the suspicious email
account without knowing the content. We propose a more specific and practical
email-based botnet, and introduce flux method to improve the robustness and
resilience of botnet.

3 Designing of Email Flux

We propose an email flux method to hide C&C channels. Our design derives from
traditional domain flux, but there are numerous differences between email flux
and traditional flux method. First of all, the C&C channel is different. Domain
flux is IP-based, thus a bot will generate anomaly DNS traffic, while email flux
is similar to normal email communication. Second, in traditional domain flux,
bots request commands from the generated domains, which is called pull mode.
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In our work, the commands are sent directly from botmaster to bot email
account, which is called push mode. Third, the email that embedded with com-
mands is stored in email server. Standing in the DNS perspective, the com-
munication is set between the compromised host and an email server, whose
reputation is much higher than the domain used in domain flux.

The process of a C&C communication is simple but efficient. The botmas-
ter embeds commands in emails with the asymmetric encryption algorithm and
sends the private key to bots directly. A bot extracts the command by its decryp-
tion key and responds to it. The response will be sent to email accounts which
are automatically generated and physically controlled by botmaster. Due to the
bots just send their response to those email accounts rather than get commands
from here, the botnet is impossible to be controlled by the defenders.

The email flux botnet uses a email addresses generation algorithm that gen-
erates a set of random email addresses composed of alphabet letters and digits.
The inputs of the algorithm will be the current date information and a cus-
tomized string. That is to say, there are 2 parameters which can determine the
output email address. The date will be automatically changed while the string
is determined by botmaster. The botmaster can change the generated email
address list at any time through sending a new customized string to bots. For
each round, such as a day, week, or the month, the email flux botnet generates
k (e.g., 1000) different email addresses through the algorithm.

The botmaster and each bot have to share an email addresses generation
algorithm, therefore, the botmaster and each bot will independently generate
the same lists of email addresses periodically. The botmaster can also ask bots
to change the customized string in order to get a new list of addresses. The
botmaster periodically registers certain email addresses in the list in advance.
Then, the bot contacts email addresses in the list in order until one succeeds–the
botmaster will reply the response to show its validation.

Email flux can be simply classified into two stages: registering the email
addresses to email providers and connecting to these email addresses via email.
Essentially, email flux refers to periodically changing and registering the email
addresses to bypass detection and blacklisting. There are many high reputation
email providers we can choose, such as gmail, outlook, yahoo, and so on. Hence,
in order to improve the resilience of email flux against take-down attempts, we
can frequently change the email service provider.

3.1 Registration Stage

The botmaster has to register the email accounts at first and then check the
response sent by bots. The botmaster needs to execute an email addresses gen-
eration algorithm to obtain k email addresses. The input of the algorithm will
be the current date and a customized string. After acquiring a list of email
addresses, the botmaster will select several addresses on the top of the list
and register them. In general, at the beginning of each day’s communication,
the botmaster can only receive message in the first email account on the list.
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However, as Fig. 1 shows, this address may be blocked by defenders because of
a large number of suspicious email communication.

Here, we take registering outlook mailbox as an example to explain the reg-
istration process in detail. Step one, log in to www.outlook.com. Step two, fill
in contact information and user information. Step three, enter an email address
generated by the algorithm. If this email address has been registered, the system
will prompt you to re-enter a new one. Step four, input validation information,
to confirm that the account created is a real person. Other mailboxes may need
to be verified by SMS.

Finally, the botmaster will receive a notification from the mail service
provider if the registration is successful. Then, newly registered email address is
available for email flux.

Botmaster Email Server

1. Execute an addresses 
generation algorithm

2. Register selected 
email addresses

3. Notify results

Fig. 1. Email flux registration

3.2 Connection Stage

Each bot will periodically try to connect with email addresses to send message,
as shown in Fig. 2. First, each bot independently executes an email addresses
generation algorithm to get k email addresses. The input to the algorithm is
also the current date a customized string. That is to say, the inputs of bot and
botmaster are exactly the same, to make sure the lists of email addresses are the
same as what botmaster generates.

Next, the bot attempts to send message to the email addresses in the list
in order until one succeeds. These email accounts play the role of C&C servers
because each bot will contact them. After sending its response, the bot will
receive two kinds of response: a confirmed message and undelivered message.
When the bot receives a confirmed message, it indicates that bot has successfully
connected to the C&C server. Due to the botmaster physically controls the C&C
servers, he can send email to bots to indicate he has received its response. The
confirmed messages are also be encrypted.

When the bot receive a undelivered message, it means the bot attempted to
contact an email address that had not yet been registered by the botmaster or
had been blocked by the email provider. In this case, the bot needs to connect
to the next email address in the list. If these email addresses all failed, bot will
contact the email addresses hard-coded in its configuration file.

www.outlook.com
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Address1

Address2
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Addressk

Address4

.

.

.
Email Server

Bots1. Execute an addresses 
generation algorithm

2.Send messages

3. Response
a)confirmed message
b)undelivered message

Fig. 2. Email flux connection

3.3 Improvement of Algorithm

There is a weakness in traditional domain flux that use DGA to generate domain
names. Once the defenders know the DGA algorithm through reverse engineer-
ing, they can forecast and pre-register the next round of domain lists. [8] shows
how the defenders take control of a botnet through forecast and pre-register the
automatically generated domains. In order to make sure the communication can
be carried out successfully, in our work, the botmaster should register a number
of email accounts in advance and then pass the customized string he uses to
bots. Since the customized string is one of the parameters that determine the
generated email addresses, in this case, even though the defenders caputre the
bot and know the email address generation algorithm, they still cannot preempt
the email address on the top of the list. Those email accounts pre-registered by
botmaster should belong to different email operators so that it is impossible to
block them all in a short time. That gives the botmaster enough time to judge
whether the defenders know the email address list and deal with it.

4 Analysis

In this section, we use quantified data to analyze the feature, or advantage,
of email flux in detail. We set each list generated by bot with k=1000 email
addresses. The botmaster registers top 5 email addresses in the list. The email
service providers in the experiment we select are Gmail, Outlook, Sina, Foxmail
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and 163 email. First, we describe the traffic of email flux, and then we discuss
the reputation of email. Finally, we evaluate the costs of botmaster managing a
email flux botnet.

4.1 Traffic

In order to combat spam, email providers limit the amount of mails that each
user can send. These limits restrict the number of messages sent per day and
the number of recipients per message. After a user reaching the limits, he can’t
send new messages for up to 24 hours. However, they can still receive incoming
email. As shown in Table 1, there are some major limitations set by popular
email providers.

Table 1. Daily sending limit

Email provider Message sent per day

Gmail 500

Outlook 100

163 50

Foxmail 50

Sina 30

From the Table 1, we draw a conclusion that the number of messages sent by
each bot per day should not exceed the minimum 30. Thus, we set the number
of messages to n=20 in our experiment. We assume the botnet consists of 5,000
bots, thus the total volume of emails per day is T= 100,000.

As shown in Fig. 3, we get the total number of global emails in June 2017 from
https://talosintelligence.com. There are totally 59,209 available email server in
the world. Thus, each email server will receive an average of more than 6 million
emails every day. Supposing that all the bots use the same email server, the
percentage of malicious email is only about 1.6%. If the defender use traditional
detection method to locate bot members, they can only find the email server as
the C&C server of the botnet because each bot member sends message to the
mail server. If the defender blocks the detected email server, 98.4% innocent user
will be implicated. However, the bot will use different email service providers and
servers for communication. The effect of shutting down the email server will be
even worse. Thus, email flux is feasible, and traditional detection and blocking
method is useless for our email flux botnet.

4.2 Reputation

Reputation is an important factor in botnet detection. There are certain detec-
tion methods based on the reputation of domain [16,23,24]. Each domain has a

https://talosintelligence.com
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Fig. 3. Total number of global emails (billions)

reputation score upon registration. We select email as C&C channel, the email
account itself does not have reputation based on the traditional reputation com-
puting algorithm. However, the email provider does. Table 2 is the global rank
of major email providers we get from Alexa. It shows that the reputation of the
email providers that we use in the email flux botnet is extremely high. Thus
they are not easy to cause suspicion, which indicates the superiority of email
flux compared with other domain flux.

Table 2. Alexa rank of email providers

Site Global rank Rank in country (CN)

163.com 375 64

Sina.com 4,568 375

Outlook.com 5,014 9,088

Gmail.com 11,564 15,985

Foxmail.com 32,936 3,089

4.3 Costs

To compare with the costs of domain flux, we collect the price of registering a
domain as follows:

As shown in Table 3, the money spend on registering domains are very high.
Besides, the process of registering a new domain is cumbersome. The registrant
has to fill in their personal information such as real name, phone number and

https://www.163.com/
https://www.sina.com/
https://www.outlook.com/
https://www.gmail.com/
https://www.foxmail.com/
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identify card number. After submission, the relevant department will take a
phone call for verification. Thus, domain registration not only cost a lot but also
hard to fake. Traditional domain flux needs numerous of new domains every day,
which may bring a heavy burden for botmaster.

On the contrary, the email registration is far more convenient. First of all,
there is no fee for email registration. Then, the email account does not bind
with personal information except for phone number, and there is no verification
from email providers. Due to it is easy to register an email address, the price of
buying a email account is low. Thus, the botmaster can acquire email accounts
by manual registration on his own, automatically registration through certain
program or buying online.

5 Potential Countermeasures

In this paper, we classify detection of email flux botnets into three types: hosts,
DNS traffic and email providers. At hosts, security researchers attempt to detect
and analyze malware by monitoring system statues. However, malware can use
complex and advanced technology to conceal itself and increase the difficulties of
analysis. Network monitors usually monitor DNS traffic to detect botnet. Since
email services are very popular and have heavy usage volume, it is unlikely to
be noticed. Besides, all email flux traffic is encrypted by email service providers
automatically, and we also enhance the encryption to make it difficult for defend-
ers to investigate it.

5.1 Detection in Hosts

If security researchers can detect malware for botnets on hosts, then they will
know email addresses generation algorithms or addresses lists through a series of
analyzing. The security researchers may distribute these email addresses to email
provider for blacklisting. However, as email addresses are just a fraction of large
set of email accounts used for actual communicating, blacklisting techniques is

Table 3. The cost of registering domains.

Types Captions First year (CNY) Renewal (CNY)

.com Global registration volume first 60 78

.net The most popular domain name 65 78

.cn The most popular for Chinese people 35 68

.top To show one’s personality 9 34

.cc Competitive domain name 38 60

.org Trusted domain name 70 78

.shop For e-commerce 49 188

.me For personal use 28 160
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ineffective in countering such email fluxing. Reverse engineering of bot executa-
bles is a time-consuming process, and during this time the botmaster may send
commands to the bot to change the algorithm. Also, there are many evasion
techniques make reverse engineering difficult to be implemented. For example,
malware authors can utilize emulation technology to obfuscate malware [25].
They also can use code protection tools to protect malicious code.

5.2 Detection in DNS Traffic

Analyzing IP Addresses. Fast flux detection schemes typically analyze the
IP address diversity via monitoring DNS traffic. [26] analyzes traffic charac-
teristics and introduces dynamic whitelisting to differentiate between FFSN and
CDN. [27] develops a automated identification of fast flux domains by IP address
diversity and flux-agent. Email flux is different from fast flux and do not need
to frequently change IP addresses. Therefore, email flux can not be detected by
analyzing IP address diversity.

Analyzing Group Activities. There are some methods that focus on group
activities for DNS requests. [28,29] based on features extracted from groups of
domains, which has to consider a problem of how to group these domains. The
authors chose random groups of domains to overcome this problem. But there
is no rigorous way to test and verify the validity of these hypotheses. [30] also
considered the history of suspicious domain group activities, at the same time,
they still analyzed suspicious failures in DNS traffic. In email flux, the bot do
not generate a large of domains. Therefore, the above detection methods based
on DNS group activities are invalid for our botnet.

Analyzing Failures Resolutions. Many domains generated by DGA need to
be resolved via DNS, but the botmaster usually pre-registers only a small part of
domains. Thus it will result in failure resolutions traffic by queries of bots. [22]
presented a technique to efficiently analyze streams of unsuccessful domain name
resolutions to automatically identify DGA-based botnet by using a combination
of clustering and classification algorithms. Such failures domain resolutions also
called Non-Existent Domain (NXDomains). [31] utilized the failures around suc-
cessful DNS queries and the entropy of the domains belonging to such queries,
for detecting the botnet. [32] also proposed a light-weight anomaly detection
approach based on failed DNS queries, with a novel tool DNS failure graphs.
The graphs captures the interactions between hosts and failed domain names.
One of methods in [33] is identifying randomly name failed DNS requests. These
detection approaches mainly analyze failures resolutions, which is not applicable
in our case. Since email flux generates the email addresses instead of domain
names, they can not detect it.
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Analyzing Individual Domains. [34] presented a DGA classifier to classify
individual domains. They used two basic linguistic features named meaning-
ful characters ratio and n-gram normality score to tell DGA and non-DGA-
generated domains. [35] also focus on detecting domains on a per-domain basis.
They leveraged a random forest classifier to classify single domains. Similarly,
because email flux do not generate domain names, such methods also can not
detect it.

5.3 Detection in Email Providers

Limiting Registrations. In email service, there must be two email accounts
in one communication process. The IP addresses of each host used to access
domain is automatically assigned when connecting to the Internet. However,
the botmaster have to register an email account first and then use it. Although
we have improved the traditional DGA algorithm that do not need numerous
new email accounts every day, the botnet still needs a large number of email
accounts according to its size. Such a large scale is almost impossible for manual
registration, thus the defenders only need to prevent automatic registration.

Nowadays, registering an email account only need to identify a common
letter-based CAPTCHA. Obviously, they are insufficient because there have been
many ways to crack it [36–38]. There are many improved forms of CAPTCHA
and the email providers can update it.

Besides, if an email address is comprise of a series of random letters and is
not ’human-pronounceable’, it is probably automatically registered for malicious
intent. The email provider can set more limitation for them. For example, require
them to fill out their detailed personal information.

Restricting Newly Registered Accounts. The email flux botnet requires
the botmaster to register several newly generated email addresses and put them
into use every day. Generally speaking, the newly registered email account do
not receive a lot of emails because few people know its address. Thus, the email
providers can increase the security level of newly registered accounts, for exam-
ple, filter out all the emails whose contents or addresses are comprise of a series
of random letters and are not ’human-pronounceable’.

Some email providers, such as QQ, prohibit the newly registered email
accounts from using third-party clients to send and receive emails. It is a good
idea because the ability of dealing with the communication in a large-scale bot-
net is beyond the scope of human being, and a small-scale botnet can only result
in limited impact.

Broadening the Detection Focus. As email service providers are mostly pri-
vate enterprises, they need to pay special attention to the privacy of their cus-
tomers. Thus, the cooperation between the defenders and email service providers
are limited and only the email service providers can come into contact with the
email content. As shown in Table 4, it is true that the spam is the biggest threat
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in email field. But in fact, the email service providers only focus on checking
if an email is a spam with machine learning algorithms. That is to say, if the
botmaster can make the emails embedded with commands different from spam,
e.g. the frequency of sending, the format and length, it is highly possible to run
the botnet well.

Therefore, the email service provider should broaden their detection on spam
detection. For instance, if one email account often sends or receives emails with
the same content, it is probably controlled by a member of a botnet. Besides, the
cooperation with defenders should be strengthened within the range of privacy
protection.

Table 4. The percentage of legitimate emails and spams

Email type Average volume (billions) Percentage

Legitimate 63.79 14.45%

Spam 65 85.55%

6 Conclusion

As far as we known, we first proposed the email flux botnet. The bot can auto-
matically generate a list of random email addresses for covert email-based C&C
communication. The email flux botnet can obviously bypass traditional DNS-
based detection methods against fast flux and domain flux, because email flux
exploits the communication with good reputation email servers to build stealthy
botnet C&C channel without suspicious DNS traffic. And we enhance the tradi-
tional DGA algorithm used in domain flux, preventing adversaries from taking
down or taking over botnet by registering C&C email account in advance. We
discuss the potential countermeasures in the future to mitigate the threat of
email flux botnet.
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Abstract. In making important cyber security course of action (COA)
decisions, experts mostly use their knowledge and experience to col-
late and synthesise information from multiple and sometimes conflict-
ing sources such as the continually evolving cyber security tools. Such a
decision making process is resource intensive and could result in incon-
sistencies from experts’ subjective interpretations of how to address the
network’s security risks. The push towards automated computer net-
work defence (CND) systems requires autonomous decision making and
recommendation approaches for network security remediation. In this
work, we present such a novel approach through a TOPSIS-based multi-
attribute decision making COA selection technique. Our model uses a
survey of experts to show that human experts’ decisions are indeed
inconsistent, even when they are provided with the same information.
We then present our decision making approach that is based on consid-
ering multiple COA selection factors in an operational environment and
implementing a multi-objective selection method that provides network
defenders with the best actionable COAs for an automated CND system.
Our results show consistency that is unmatched by human experts.

Keywords: Course of action · Vulnerability · Patching
Attack graph · Remediation · Decision-making

1 Introduction

Computer networks supporting modern business processes or missions are
becoming increasingly complex. Unfortunately, that complexity means more
effort is required to determine and address its vulnerabilities to maintain net-
work security. As a result, defenders have increasingly relied on automation and
recommendation tools to assist them in providing the information necessary to
implement effective network defence [1,2]. As explained in Sect. 2, some of the
automation tools such as MulVAL simplify the network defence task by present-
ing to the defender all the possible ways that attackers could use to reach certain
goals on the defended network [3]. The defender must use this information to
determine the set of defensive activities to prevent or make it difficult for the
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attacker to reach those goals. These defensive activities, such as patching vul-
nerable software or reconfigurations through firewall rule changes are the cyber
COAs that are the subject of this study [4,5]. From the options presented to
them, defenders must select the COAs that maximally improve the security of
the network given finite resources, plausibility of remediation methods and the
need to maintain business continuity.

Although making expedient COA selections is a hard problem, it is required.
Network security tools and the defenders’ expertise provide a holistic under-
standing of the security posture of the defended network. But, explicit infor-
mation about the best COAs that maximally improve the network’s security
and maintain business continuity is not readily available to defenders. Consid-
ering the multiple factors that need to be taken into account to select such
COAs, the reliance on human expertise can be resource-intensive and can lead
to inconsistent results due to the difficulty in making multi-factor decisions inher-
ent in human operators [6,7]. Automation and stand-alone selection tools have
been touted as obvious solutions for such limitations [2]. But the context-aware
methodologies they need to support consistent and repeatable COA selections
are unavailable. In this work, we provide such a methodology. Our approach
selects the best actionable network security COAs for implementation given
finite remediation resources while minimising disruptions to business processes.
We also show the inconsistency of human operators even when they are presented
with the same information.

As explained in Sect. 2, existing tools such as Altiris [8] or Redseal [9] cur-
rently support COA selection. But, they are not designed to incorporate opera-
tional data in their decision making process. Human operators must apply their
operational knowledge and experience to information from such tools, as well
as other contextual data, to complete the remediation picture and make the
necessary COA selection decisions. Multiple experts often make such security
decisions, which they have been shown to be mostly incapable of delivering with
the consistency expected in CND [6,7]. Thus, we argue that operators need a
consistent autonomous methodology such as ours to select the best actionable
COAs in an operational environment.

In our approach, which we present in Sect. 3, we first determine factors
(attributes) that affect COA selection in the operational environment [10]. Then
we formulate the COA selection problem as a multi-attribute decision-making
(MADM) problem (a problem that depends on multiple attributes) based on
these factors. To solve it, we chose the Technique for Order of Preference by Sim-
ilarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) [2,11]. Among many other possible MADM
techniques, TOPSIS is well suited for our problem definition since it has been
widely and successfully used in solving MADM problems similar to ours [1,2,11].

We applied our model to COA data that we generated using an arbitrarily
simulated operational environment on an in-house tool, the inteGrated ENd to
End deciSIon Support (GENESIS) [12]. Separately, we used a survey of experts
to analyse the effectiveness of using human network security operators in COA
selections. Our experts, drawn from knowledgeable colleagues with a minimum
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of ten years cyber security mitigations experience each, were elicited for their
COA selection recommendations in the same simulated environment. We then
compared the experts’ selections with those from our methodology.

As described in Sect. 4, the survey results validated the difficulty of getting
consistent selections among the different experts given the multiple factors they
need to consider. This is a known human limitation that was also reported by
Miller et al. [7] and Kim et al. [2]. Although we did not have a way to validate
the selections of our model, which we leave for possible future work, it produced
self-consistent results that agree with the original multiple objectives of our
approach. We present our conclusions in Sect. 5.

2 Courses of Action

Computer network security COAs are the remediation activities required to
improve the security of a network. In typical networks, which are usually made
up of many interconnected assets, these COAs can be numerous and difficult
to determine. Fortunately, attack graph-based algorithms, such as MulVAL [3],
simplify that task by determining all the possible paths that an attacker can
take to achieve certain goals on a vulnerable network.

An attack graph shows how an attacker could link together network configu-
ration and vulnerability information to achieve their goals [3]. A typical attack
graph, showing how an attacker could reach their goal, is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Goal

A1 A3

S1 S2
O1

O2

A2
A5

S3 S4

O3 S5S8 S6 S9

A4

S7 SA

Fig. 1. An example of an attack graph. The dashed line illustrates one of the two
possible paths from SA to the goal node (adapted from [10]).

The attack graph in Fig. 1 is made up of three types of nodes. The rectangular
SINKs, oval ANDs and diamond ORs represent facts, logical conjunctions and
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logical disjunctions respectively. For example, A2 is only true if A4, S5 and S8

are all true. As illustrated by the dashed line, an attacker located at SA could
reach the Goal node through the following logical path: SA → A4 → O3 →
A2 → O2 → A1 → Goal. However, that path is not possible if, for example,
SINK node S5 is removed from the attack graph.

Such a removal of a SINK node defines a COA set that we will consider in
this work. We represent it as C1 [S5] for the first COA set in a set of other
COA sets. Other possible COA sets for the dashed path are C2 [S1], C3 [S3, S5],
C4 [S4, S5] and C5 [S3, S4, S5]. The five COA sets collectively constitute one
possible set of COA sets. Our work focuses on determining which one of these
five is the best actionable COA set to implement in an operational environment.
Further reading on attack graphs can be found in the literature [3–5].

2.1 Characterising COAs

In each COA set, there can be SINK nodes of different types, each type represent-
ing a weakness on the network that can be exploited by an attacker. Examples
of these types are the existence of software vulnerabilities (vulExists), the exis-
tence of logical connectivity between two network entities (hacl) or the existence
of some network service such as email (networkServiceInfo). Although there are
many possible SINK types (ARMOUR [13], an automated CND architecture,
for example, defines nine types), we simplify our work by focusing on the above
three. These three are the most common types in COA sets [4,10,12]. This sim-
plification does not affect the generalisation of the problem at hand, and we
therefore defer the inclusion of other SINK types to possible future work.

2.2 COA Selection Factors

In an operational environment, network defenders are presented with many
COAs to consider. To select a COA, they must consider the different technical
and operational factors that characterise its remediation activities. Examples of
such factors are the SINK type (e.g. patching an existing software vulnerabil-
ity) or the availability of technical resources. Our work focuses on preferentially
selecting COAs based on these factors. A summary list of the COA factors
(attributes) is shown in Table 1. The factors, which were introduced in [10], are
listed with their associated ranges of possible numerical scores as used later in
our analysis.

From the table, the first three factors represent the SINK type. For example,
the factor Service change represents the presence of a network service, such as
web service, whose mere existence could be exploited by an attacker. The next
factor represents the impact on missions or business processes if the COA set
is implemented. However, it may be practically infeasible to remove some SINK
nodes. We represent this impediment by the fifth factor. Remediation is usually
facilitated by using tools such as patching software or scripts. The availability
of such tools is represented by the sixth factor.
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Table 1. COA selection factors and numerical scores.

Factor i Description

1. Vulnerability to patch [0, 20] Corresponds to the vulExists(· · · ) node in an
attack graph, and represents the number of
vulnerabilities in a COA set

2. Firewall change [0, 10] Corresponds to the hacl(· · · ) node from an attack
graph. Often configured in the firewall, it
represents a change in the communication rules
between two hosts

3. Service change [0, 10] Corresponding to an attack graph’s
networkServiceInfo(· · · ) SINK node. It represents
changes to the network services

4. Impact to missions [0, 10] This attribute represents the impact on missions
if the COA set is implemented

5. Patch impossible [0, 1] This attribute represents the feasibility of
implementing a patch, even if patch exists

6. No remediation tool [0, 1] This attribute represents the existence of a
remediation tool

7. Resource limitation [0, 1] This attribute represents the shortage of resources
to implement the COA set

8. COA cost [0, 50] This is a predetermined COA remediation cost.
This attribute represents the cost assigned to the
COA set [4,5]

9. Security benefit [0, 1] This attribute represents the percentage of the
attack graph that is eliminated by the
implementation of the COA set

The next factor represents the shortage of resources to implement the COAs.
The COA cost attribute assigns a relative numerical measure representing the
total remediation costs. In addition, the effort required in removing some SINK
nodes may be higher than others and the network defenders might not have
enough resources to ensure the complete removal of all COA set nodes. The final
factor represents the security benefit obtained if the COA is implemented. For
our security benefit, we use a rank measure developed by Sawilla and Ou [4,14]. It
represents the importance of a graph vertex to an attacker. The security benefit
comes from the fraction of these vertices that is removed (through remediation)
to prevent an attacker from reaching their goal. An ideal rank elimination is 1
as opposed to an undesirable value of 0.

Based on our research, we found the nine factors presented in Table 1 to be
vital for COA selection in an operational environment. However, it is possible
that there are other factors that we may have missed. Our approach can be
extended to include an extended set of factors if necessary.
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2.3 COA Selection Challenges

Most network defenders have the knowledge and experience to make remediation
decisions based on considering known remediation factors and selecting the best
actionable COAs. For each factor, the selection objective is either to maximise or
minimise it. For example, from the factors in Table 1, the remediation objective
is to minimise mission impacts (Factor 4) and maximise the security benefits
(Factor 9).

Humans can effectively handle one objective at a time. But, when multiple
objectives are to be simultaneously considered, research has shown that the
consistency and reliability of such selection decisions become questionable [6,7].
This limitation has raised the need for selection automation and recommendation
methodologies to assist the human operator, a capability gap that our approach
aims to fill.

2.4 Related Work on COA Selection

There are some commercial COA selection tools such as patch management
systems (e.g. Altiris [8,15]) or reconfiguration management systems (e.g. Red-
seal [9]). However, they are not designed to incorporate operational context infor-
mation that is important for selecting the best COAs while maintaining business
continuity. The limited information they provide leads to inconsistent subjective
decisions by human operators [2,7], a limitation that we aim to address in our
work.

COA selection approaches by researchers such as Sawilla et al. use the attack
graph context [4,5,14]. Their approaches include assumed cost measures repre-
senting the limitation of resources as well as a measure of the security benefit
obtained by making a particular selection. However, their approaches do not
explicitly include operational context or mission-related factors. Their selections
do not address cases where missions or business continuity could be impacted by
the implementation of the COAs on operational networks. In addition to util-
ising the attack graph and resource limitation concepts used by Sawilla et al.,
our work includes other operational factors in deciding the COAs to select for
implementation.

Other researchers have focused their selection methodologies on COA reme-
diation costs [16] or network risk [17]. The former uses lowest cost COAs to
recommend graph cuts. The latter selects COAs based on the risks and costs
determined from the vulnerability and host importance in the attack paths. How-
ever, both approaches do not address operational impacts which are important
in defence operational networks. But, we find the use of host importance mea-
sures by Hong et al. [17] relevant in providing operational context to defended
networks. So, we borrowed that concept and applied it to mission impacts in our
work.

The work by Kim et al. [2] focuses on security event prioritisation, the reme-
diation of which is the same as the COAs we are focusing on in this work. What is
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important about their work is a prioritisation approach that includes host impor-
tance measures as one of their deciding factors. They also take into consideration
the asset criticality based on the mission that the asset is part of. We consider
these factors to be important in COA selection and include them in our work.
Another important aspect of their approach is the use of a modified TOPSIS
technique to determine their final prioritisation. The modified approach allowed
them to avoid changes in prioritisation based on different input scores. It also
allowed them to compare results across different calculation runs. In addition to
TOPSIS’s wide acceptance and success in solving MADM problems [1,18–21],
its application by Kim et al. shows that it is well suited to solve our selection
problem. We therefore adopt that approach and similarly incorporate missions
and impact data.

3 Our TOPSIS Approach

3.1 TOPSIS

TOPSIS, which was proposed by Hwang and Yoon, is a MADM methodology
that selects the best alternative in a multi-attribute problem [11]. The idea is cen-
tered on the premise that the best alternative should have the shortest geometric
distance from a hypothetical positive ideal solution (the zenith) and longest geo-
metric distance from a hypothetical negative ideal solution (the nadir).

Consider a problem to make prioritised selections from m alternatives
Ci : i = 1, · · · ,m. Each alternative Ci is characterised by n factors such that
the score for the ith factor of the jth alternative is xij . These alternative scores
are represented by the decision making matrix shown in Table 2. The weights wi

represent the overriding preferences of one factor over others.

Table 2. The decision matrix.

Factor 1 Factor 2 · · · Factor n

C1 x11 x12 · · · x1n

C2 x21 x22 · · · x2n

...
...

...
...

...

Cm xm1 xm2 · · · xmn

Weights w1 w2 · · · wn

To determine the relative closeness of the alternatives from the zenith, TOP-
SIS’s first step is to normalise the decision matrix shown in Table 2 as follows:

zij =
xij√∑m
j=1 x

2
ij

(1)
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The normalised decision matrix is then multiplied by the weights for each factor
to give the weighted normalised decision matrix such that vij = wizij ∀i, j : i =
1, · · · ,m, j = 1, · · · , n.

The zenith A+ ={v+1 , · · · , v+m} is made up of the best values for each criterion
and the nadir A− ={v−1 , · · · , v−m} is made up of the worst values of each criterion.
For example, v+1 is the highest value for a maximisation objective on Factor 1,
and v−1 is the lowest value. Similarly v+2 is the lowest value for a minimisation
objective on Factor 2, and v−2 is the highest value.

Zenith A+

d+j =
√∑

i

vij − v+i
)2

vj

Nadir A−

d−j =
√∑

i

vij − v−i
)2

Fig. 2. A simplified illustration of the TOPSIS approach.

These concepts are illustrated in Fig. 2. Given the Euclidean distances shown
in the figure, the relative closeness score t+ for each alternative to the zenith is
calculated from

t+j =

[∑
i

(
vij − v−i

)2] 1
2

[∑
i

(
vij − v+i

)2] 1
2

+
[∑

i

(
vij − v−i

)2] 1
2

(2)

This means that selection alternative a is better than b if and only if t+a > t+b ,
and indistinguishable if t+a = t+b .

3.2 Our Approach

Our model uses TOPSIS to analyse the multiple factors and their corresponding
objectives so as to select the best actionable COAs for the given factors. We first
populate the decision matrix shown in Table 2 with scores from the COA sets
that we need to choose from by assigning values to each factor for all the COA
alternatives Ci under consideration.

The first three factors are simple counts of the number of SINKs of each
type in the COA set. For example, if there are 2 vulnerabilities in the COA
set, then the score for the first factor would be 2. Since a network can only be
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as secure as its least secure assets, the missions impact values are determined
by the highest mission impact score of the asset, or set of assets, whose SINK
nodes are associated with a COA set [7]. That means, the mission impact for
Ci would be the highest mission impact on hosts identified by the vulnerable
nodes identified in the COA set. For example, if the COA set points to SINKs
on hypothetical nodes 7, 8, and 9 (see Fig. 1), then the mission score for that
COA set is the maximum score for the missions supported by those three nodes.
Although the mission impact score ranges in [0, 10], we used discrete values
of 0, 1, 5, 8 and 10 representing None (N), Low (L), Medium (M), High (H)
and Very High (VH) respectively. Such assignments correspond to those used in
operational networks [2,10].

Operators assign scores for the next three factors from known remediation
impediments. The cost and rank scores are assigned by GENESIS based on
Sawilla’s algorithms [4,14]. To simplify our problem, we assumed that all the
scores would be automatically assigned by an autonomous remediation module
that aggregates network security data. For military networks, we further assumed
that missions data would be readily associated with each asset on the network.
In keeping with organisational policy or prevailing security risks, operators can
assign relative weights to the factors so that selection preference can be given
to some factors over others. For our work, we assume that all factors have equal
weights although our model can handle varying them to represent operational
preferences.

Before applying TOPSIS, we slightly modified it by changing the zenith and
nadir vectors. In their work, Kim et al. [2] noted that new input values can change
the zenith and/or nadir. Such changes require the recalculation of t+, which
could result in changes to the selection alternatives. They avoided this problem
by fixing the values of the zenith and nadir to the maximum (for maximisation)
or minimum (for minimisation) possible scores for the zenith and the opposite for
the nadir. We use this technique in our work to allow for selection comparisons
across multiple sets of COA sets.

We then apply TOPSIS to our decision matrix. Our model, which simultane-
ously combines all selection objectives, calculates the values of t+ for each COA
set alternative. We then rank the COA sets based on the their relative scores t+.
The COA set with the highest score becomes the first choice for implementation.
We tested our model on a simulated experimental network.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Test Data

For test data, we used COA sets that we generated using an existing virtualised
lab network prototype, GENESIS, shown in Fig. 3. The network consists of fully
configured virtual hosts running real operating systems and servers with real
vulnerabilities. To emulate an operational network, it is made up of three zones,
the demilitarised zone (DMZ), the security and corporate zones. Despite its
small size, the COAs generated from it are the same as those generated in a
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large enterprise network, except that the latter would have a significantly larger
number of COAs.

Fig. 3. The test network in a virtual environment (adapted from [4]).

We simulate an attacker, located on the Internet, targeting any of the assets
on the network. We also assumed that an attacker could target any asset on
the network from any other network host, a reasonable assumption given that
attackers can launch multi-step attacks from any other node. This setup allowed
us to generate more data for our testing than we could have achieved otherwise.
We then arbitrarily assigned attackers and targets on the network and used
MulVAL to generate attack graphs for each attacker-goal combination [3–5]. For
each combination, we generated COA sets by repeatedly relaxing the remediation
budget limits using Sawilla’s algorithm [4]. This approach enabled us to generate
120 unique sets of COA sets for our experiments.

Table 3. A set of COA sets generated using MulVAL.

COA set Nodes in COA set

C1 [99]

C2 [99,114]

C3 [99,114,163]

C4 [99,114,21,163]

C5 [99,114,21,29,163]

C6 [99,114,121]

A typical set of COA sets generated this way is shown in Table 3. The table
shows 6 COA sets Ci for i = 1, · · · , 6. When MulVAL [3] generates the attack
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graph, it assigns identification numbers to each SINK node in the COA set (see
Sect. 2). These node numbers are represented in square brackets in Table 3. For
example, the COA set C1 requires the removal of SINK node 99, which may be
patching a software vulnerability. We will use the above set of COA sets in the
examples of our results later on.

4.2 Survey of Experts

In order to analyse the selections of human experts under given scenarios rep-
resented by our selection attributes, we carried out a survey of cyber security
experts drawn from experienced colleagues. We presented them with the net-
work shown in Fig. 3, whose assets had been arbitrarily assigned to missions.
We assumed that this network is able to support different missions that could
be impacted differently by remediation, a reasonable assumption for a typical
operational network.

To limit the time spent on the survey, we arbitrarily selected 50 sets of
COA sets for the survey. Through a custom survey application, we tasked the
experts with completing the survey three independent times. During the survey,
they were repeatedly presented with a set of COA sets similar to the one in
Table 3 together with selection rationales as represented by the values of selection
attributes. The experts were then expected to use their knowledge and experience
on those rationales to select the best and second best COA sets to implement to
improve network security. For example, from Table 3, an expert could select C5

and C2 as the best and second best COA sets. We recorded the survey results
for further analysis.

4.3 Decision Making with TOPSIS

TOPSIS Consistency
We used attribute scores to populate the TOPSIS decision matrix (see Table 2).
Then we determined the relative closeness score t+ for each COA set, and selected
the set with the highest value of t+ as the best alternative. We also ranked the
rest of the alternatives based on the COA sets’ scores. For example, in one
scenario, the rankings of the set of COA sets in Table 3 were, from best to worst,
C3, C4, C2, C6, C5 and C1. However, before we discuss the selections in detail,
we analyse the validity and consistency of our TOPSIS approach for the given
attributes.

To analyse TOPSIS’s consistency and repeatability, we determined how well
its solutions satisfied the multiple objectives reflected in the decision matrix. For
each objective, we determined how changes to other attributes affect the overall
TOPSIS score, and therefore the resulting selections. If TOPSIS is consistent,
we would expect the variation in scores to show a monotonic increasing curve
for maximisation and decreasing for minimisation objectives. We demonstrated
these variations using three arbitrarily selected, but representative, scenarios.
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Scenario 1
Using the set of COA sets shown in Table 3, we first consider the variations
of TOPSIS scores on COA set C6. We varied the missions impact scores on
C6 (equivalent to mission impacts on an asset on node 121 for example) while
keeping all the other attribute scores constant. The variation of the TOPSIS
scores on COA set C6 are shown as blue diamond shapes in Fig. 4. The C6 graph
(blue diamonds) shows that as the impact level of the COA set C6 was increased
from N to VH, the TOPSIS score showed a monotonic decreasing trend. This is
an expected result, since an increase in the impact should translate into a less
favourable alternative, and therefore a lower TOPSIS score.

N L M H VH

0.8

0.85

0.9

Impact level

T
O
P
SI
S
sc
or
e

C6 (Node 121)
C4 (Nodes 29,121)
C5 (Nodes 21,121)

Fig. 4. TOPSIS scores for variations in impact levels for COA sets C5 and C6 due to
changes in impact levels on nodes 21, 29 and 121.

Scenario 2
In this experiment, we also performed similar analysis on COA sets C4 and
C5. We simultaneously varied the mission impact scores for C4, C5 and C6

(equivalent to simultaneous mission impacts on assets at nodes 21, 29 and 121).
The variations in TOPSIS scores for COAs C4 and C5 are respectively shown
on red squares and brown circles graphs in Fig. 4.

Similar to the C6 (blue diamond) graph, these two graphs are monotonically
decreasing with worsening impact scores as would be expected. The curves also
show that as the impact scores for COA sets C4 and C5 were changed simultane-
ously by the same value, the resulting TOPSIS scores maintained the superiority
of C5’s score over C4’s. Due to the nonlinear nature of t+, the gap between the
curves’ scores is not always maintained, although the relative ranking is.
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Scenario 3
In the third and final scenario, we analysed the TOPSIS scores on COA set C6

with variations in impact and rank scores on that COA set. The variations are
shown in Fig. 5. For each graph, the monotonically decreasing shapes are the
same as in Fig. 4–a trend that is expected for the same reasons. For each impact
level on C6, the TOPSIS scores are also monotonically increasing with increasing
rank values. These results are also what we expected since the objective on this
attribute is to maximise the security benefit score.
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Rank = 1.0
Rank = 0.6
Rank = 0.2

Fig. 5. Variations in TOPSIS scores for set C6 with variations on impact and security
benefit scores for the same COA set.

The rest of the attributes showed trends pursuant with their decision matrix
objectives. This led us to conclude that although we do not have a way to validate
these comparisons at this time, they are repeatable and self consistent and, most
importantly, meet the objectives for which they were intended.

TOPSIS Selection Examples
Having determined the consistency of TOPSIS, we performed a number of exper-
iments to show how well it can handle COA selections in an operational environ-
ment. We aimed to demonstrate this by showing the different selection options
as the values for the COA attributes were changed. The summary of a typical
selection ranking using our algorithm is shown in Table 4.

The table is divided into three parts represented by circled letters. Each part
demonstrates an important aspect of our TOPSIS approach. The first part (a) of
the table shows ranking variations as the impact values for node C6 are changed.
The second part (b) shows similar ranking variations for simultaneous impact
changes for nodes C5 and C6, representing similar impacts on nodes 29 and 121.
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Table 4. TOPSIS selections for COAs on nodes with varying impacts. Column VH∗

also simulates an unavailable patch.

The third part (c) shows the same ranking selections as in the VH impact of the
second part of the table, but with no patch for a vulnerability in COA set C3.

Impacts on C6 Nodes
The first part of Table 4 shows that when there was no (N) impact to missions,
COA set C6 was the best choice. The same selection was taken at low (L) impact,
although C3 was selected for higher impacts. These selection variations were a
result of the changes in TOPSIS scores. The different selections confirm score
changes with variations to mission impacts as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. In this
case the higher mission impact levels for C6 gave it a lower TOPSIS score, making
it a less favourable alternative and C3 the best choice. The unchanging selections
for some impact levels (e.g. from M to VH for C3) were due to insufficient relative
score variations resulting from changes in impact levels in COA set C6.

Impacts for C5 and C6 Nodes
We obtained similar results when we simultaneously changed the impact scores
for C5 and C6 (equivalent to changing impact scores on node 121). The ranking
trend was the same for the lowest impacts (N and L), and mostly the same
for high impacts, but significantly different for medium impact (note that the
ranking for no impact is the same as in the previous case). This difference was
due to insufficient TOPSIS score changes, resulting from changes in mission
impacts from low (L) to medium (M), to allow C3 (second choice) to be selected
instead.

No Patch for C3

Finally, using the same scores for the VH impact scores in the previous part, we
simulated an unavailable patch for C3. The COA set C3 was eliminated from
the ranking and COA set C4 became the best option.

These selection experiments show the capability of our algorithm to select the
best actionable COAs satisfying its multiple objectives. This is the consistency
and repeatability we expected. The invariancy of the selections observed in some
cases are a result of small changes in the TOPSIS score that were not high enough
to trigger selection changes. To further study our algorithm’s performance, we
analyse surveyed experts’ selections and compare them with those from our
approach.
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4.4 Experts’ Selections

As discussed earlier, we asked three experts, A, B, and C, to make preferential
selections from 50 sets of COA sets. We asked each expert to complete the survey
three times. Each instance of the experts’ survey attempt is represented by the
number of that attempt. For example, the first, second and third survey attempts
by expert A are represented as A1, A2, and A3 respectively. Our objective was
to analyse the degree to which our experts’ selections agreed with each other
and with our TOPSIS approach.

To analyse the degree of agreement, we define an agreement factor s as the
ratio of selection agreements m to the total number of sets of COA sets n under
consideration [10]. Thus

s =
m

n
(3)

Similar to correlation measures, we consider agreement factors close to the per-
fect agreement s = 1 as very strong and those close to no agreement (s = 0) as
very weak.

Table 5. Comparisons of experts’ selection agreements.

Expert selections

A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3

Experts’ selections A1 − 74% 72% 46% 52% 46% 68% 66% 68%

A2 − 84% 54% 58% 52% 68% 66% 66%

A3 − 54% 58% 52% 70% 72% 72%

B1 − 72% 72% 56% 58% 56%

B2 − 78% 58% 56% 58%

B3 − 62% 60% 62%

C1 − 88% 88%

C2 − 92%

C3 −
TOPSIS 64% 68% 74% 60% 54% 58% 84% 94% 84%

All 44%

TOPSIS 32%

The results from the comparisons of the three experts’ selections are sum-
marised in Table 5. In the table, each expert’s three selections are compared
against the other experts’. For example, expert A’s first survey selections A1,
were compared against their second A2 and third A3 selections, as well as those
performed by B and C. The third row from the bottom shows the agreements of
each expert with our TOPSIS approach. The next row shows the simultaneous
agreement levels of all the experts. The simultaneous agreements of all experts
and our TOPSIS approach is shown in the last row.
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The self-consistency of over 70% among the experts is strong for human
experts in a multi-attribute problem. The experts showed their highest self-
consistency between the second and third selections. This is an expected result
since the experts would have been more familiar with the alternatives during the
final two survey attempts than during the first.

The agreements among different experts is not as strong as the experts’ self-
consistency. The highest agreement was between A’s and C’s selections, at about
70%. In total, all experts’ selections are in simultaneous agreement in 44% of the
cases, which is low. Such results underscore the need for a consistent approach to
prioritise the COAs in an environment that could be manned by many experts
or for an application to autonomous defence modules in automated CND.

With all the inconsistencies in the experts’ selections, it is difficult, if not
impossible, to determine if the selections are correct. So, we further analysed the
selections against the systematic TOPSIS rankings that we have just determined
to be consistent in its selections (although we have no way to validate its accuracy
at this time). As shown in Table 5, expert C has the highest agreement with the
TOPSIS ranking. However, all experts’ selections are in simultaneous agreement
with the consistent TOPSIS selections in only 32% of the cases, implying a
collective expert consistency of 32%. This is not a surprising result since the
experts could choose COAs that are off the maximal selection (provided by
TOPSIS) by varying levels of magnitude.

An example of these selection inconsistencies are shown in Table 6. In the
table, we show the first two selections by each expert and compare them to
the TOPSIS selection (T). We also show the TOPSIS rankings for selection
comparisons. In this example, the experts’ selections at low impact levels were
all consistent. However, at a high impact level, the inconsistency is apparent.
While A and C were self-consistent, C’s selection did not match the TOPSIS
selection as A did. B’s selections did not match each other nor TOPSIS’s, again
reinforcing the need for a methodology, such as demonstrated by our approach,
that could either be used in automated CND or provide consistent remediation
support to network security operators.

Table 6. Analyst and TOPSIS selections for COAs on nodes with varying impacts.

Selections

COA Low impact High impact

set A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2 T A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2 T

C1 6 5

C2 4 3

C3 2 � � �
C4 3 � 2

C5 5 � � 6

C6 � � � � � � � � 5
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4.5 Discussion and Possible Future Work

Our work showed the inconsistency in the selections by human experts even
when they are presented with the same information. In practice, this is not
unexpected as it reflects each expert’s security preferences, which are based on
their knowledge and experience. Unfortunately, such inconsistencies may result
in errors when the network can least afford them. In addition, the inconsistencies
make it hard to model and incorporate COA selections into automated CND
systems such as ARMOUR. This reinforces the need for consistent systematic
approaches such as ours, which can be integrated with automated CND systems.

In the absence of a ground truth, it is not possible to validate the solu-
tions from our approach. But, the approach is self-consistent and its selections
and rankings are based on systematic measures that represent a combination
of multiple objectives that reflect the security requirements in an operational
environment. We therefore argue that, given TOPSIS’s high success rates in
solving MADM problems [1,2], its solution is a close representation of the mul-
tiple objectives we originally identified in our decision matrix. Compared to the
inconsistent manual process by human operators, our approach is a good can-
didate for applications in autonomous network security modules in automated
CND.

There are two main possible applications of our work. The first application
is for autonomous COA selection decision making in automated CND systems.
The approach would get security context data from the defended network envi-
ronment and aggregate it with operational data to determine selection measures
that would help the system to select the best actionable COA under the given
conditions. The second possible application is to train cyber security experts
in making consistent selection decisions. The system could be used to compare
its selections against experts’ and the results used to train operators or identify
areas needing improvement. It could also be used to identify and correct opera-
tors’ subjective selection biases in both the selection factors and the operators.

One deficiency from our approach is that it is difficult to quantify a selection
miss to determine how far it is from the correct result. The multi-factor score
difference could be so minor to be insignificant or so big that it could be a show
stopper. All our approach does is to determine a measure of closeness to an
ideal solution that meets our objective. We recommend future work to look into
variance measures that reflect how far a selection is from a perceived ideal one.

Although our study is based on a limited number of factors that we deter-
mined using our network security expertise, it has produced promising results
showing the relative ranking of COAs. While our approach is supposed to work
with a broader set of factors than the ones we used in our work, we did not
test it as it was not part of our study and we do not know how scalable that
expansion would be. We therefore recommend future work to study possible
additional factors that could influence COA selection decisions. The study could
use consensus-based rating techniques, such as the Delphi method [22], with
security experts to determine and prioritise those factors. Factor prioritisation
weights can then be assigned accordingly (see Sect. 3).
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To improve the accuracy and comparison of our algorithm, we could investi-
gate the aggregation of experts’ decisions instead of analysing them as individual
decisions. That way, we can compare our algorithm against the consensus deci-
sions of our experts. Methodologies such as the Delphi method [22] could also be
used to determine experts’ consensus selections. We recommend further studies
on whether such consensus selections could be considered as the ground truth
against which to compare our algorithm.

Our work selected to use the TOPSIS approach based on its reputation in
solving MADM problems similar to ours. However, other techniques such as
simple additive weighting (SAW), and analytical hierarchy process (AHP), for
example, could be considered as possible solution candidates as well. In addition
to consistency and repeatability, the techniques can then be evaluated based
on other measures such as simplicity of use, time, and understandability for
example. We leave such investigations to possible future work.

Our work was carried out on a simulated lab network with real vulnerabilities.
Practical networks are more complicated than the GENESIS network that we
used. We did not have data to test our approach with such complex networks, so
it is unclear how our approach would perform under such conditions. We expect
the number of COA sets to be significantly large, requiring multiple sizeable
runs of our algorithm. This could take more time than in the small network used
in our study. Such additional time could impact decision making in automated
systems where consistent results are needed promptly. We therefore recommend
future research to investigate the impact of applying our algorithm on large
operational networks.

5 Conclusions

In this work we have shown how inconsistent human operators can be when asked
to make course of action (COA) selections even if they are provided with the
same information. This is undesirable for automated computer network defence
(CND), which requires consistent and repeatable COA selections based on iden-
tified contextual and security information. To correct this inherent weakness in
human decision making, we have developed a multi-attribute decision-making
(MADM) algorithm to select actionable COAs for the effective security of a
defended network. For its decisions, our algorithm uses network security, opera-
tional and contextual factors that we believe to be the most important for COA
selection and prioritisation.

We have shown our approach produces repeatable and consistent selections
based on quantifiable security measures from the network and the operational
environment. Our solution is based on the Technique for Order of Preference
by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) technique that has found significant
successes in solving MADM problems resembling ours. Therefore, in the absence
of a ground truth to validate our approach, we argue that TOPSIS’s repeatable
and consistent solution of our MADM COA selection problem as characterised
by the multiple selection objectives, will effectively provide network security
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that meets those goals. Our results’ repeatability and self consistency have been
shown to outperform human experts’, making our model a good candidate for
automated CND applications that require consistent and reliable solutions based
on the security environment.

Our approach could also contribute to the efficient utilisation of resources in
an operational environment. The low levels of simultaneous agreements among
experts show that sole reliance on human expertise could contribute to resource
wasting as experts would need to expend more time to resolve their selection
disagreements before implementing remediation measures. Such time could be
best utilised in performing other security tasks if the technique we report in this
work is exploited into an operational tool.
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Abstract. Security is a key challenge in the deployment and broader accep-
tance of cloud computing services, and existing research efforts include evalu-
ating the effectiveness of various security solutions such as security policy
implementations and technological solutions. Attacks on cloud environment
may be considered from the criminological perspective, and crime theories be
used to protect the cloud. This paper introduces a conceptual cloud security
model utilizing the concept of situational crime prevention (SCP). Using SCP
techniques, it may be possible to design process and technology-based steps to
modifying the cloud computing environment to make it less attractive to crime.
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1 Introduction

The use of cloud computing has become ubiquitous in recent years. Cloud computing
comes in many forms such as easily configurable servers (e.g. those from Amazon Web
Services and other cloud service providers) and online file storage services (e.g.
Dropbox). Consumers with access to these technological resources then have the ability
to use the resources in the way they need, such as building virtual servers for appli-
cation development or web serving or online internet based backups. Most of these
uses are generally non malicious, but with the use of technology does comes with it an
inherent risk as overall security remains a prime concern certainly for cloud service
providers (CSPs) and those who use cloud services.

Security is a major impediment to the overall uptake of cloud computing and there
have been a number of security incidents that involved the use of cloud services in high
profile criminal activities, which in turn highlights the need for enhanced security, pri-
vacy and forensic capabilities (Hiller and Russell 2013; Quick et al. 2013). Such incidents
may also be considered cybercrime if they are in violation of existing legislation at the
jurisdiction the incidents occurred or where the victim is located. Cloud computing
infrastructure can then be protected using a combination of specific technology-based
solutions (Vidal and Choo 2015; Osanaiye et al. 2016; Poh et al. 2017).
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A large number of strategies to manage and enhance security within cloud com-
puting environments have also been proposed in the literature (Ab Rahman and Choo
2015; Iqbal et al. 2016). However, we approach this from a different perspective.
Specifically, we posit that a more effective approach is to combine existing mitigation
strategies using the lens of a crime prevention theory, i.e. situational crime prevention
(SCP) in this paper. In the next section, we present background information.

2 Cloud Security

Cloud computing has arguably come of age. It has progressed from a collection of
web-based services to a clearly defined computing strategy, one that is used by both
commercial consumers and large enterprize customers alike. The National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), for example, describes cloud computing as a model
for enabling network access to configurable computing resources quickly with minimal
interaction from own service providers (Mell and Grance 2011).

NIST also ascribes five characteristics of a cloud service model, namely: on-demand
self-service, seamless network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured
services. The service models include Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service
(PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). In recent times, other service models have
also been suggested in the literature such as Security as a Service (Varadharajan and
Tupakula 2014), Collaboration-as-a-Service and Network-as-a-Service (Gu et al. 2013).

NIST further defines how these service models are deployed, namely: a private
cloud, a community cloud, a public cloud or a hybrid cloud.

The technology for cloud computing has matured and have become widely
accepted (Khan et al. 2012). However, despite these improvements, there are diffi-
culties that have been recognized as barriers to wider acceptance. One particular aspect
of cloud computing that has become more problematic is ensuring adequate security is
implemented both for its potential users and by CSPs (Lokhande and Shelke 2013).

Despite its maturity, cloud computing is still vulnerable to security issues including
cyber attacks and misuse and abuse of the cloud computing infrastructure. Some of
these attacks are more difficult to carry out in nature such as extracting private infor-
mation from different virtual machines (VMs) that share the same cloud computing
resources. Other attacks are more traditional such as Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) on known public clouds (Dawoud et al. 2010). Cloud computing is also
vulnerable to misuse and abuse from its own users such as using cloud resources to
host malware or contraband or illegal material (Choo 2010; Julidotter and Choo 2015;
Rogers 2012).

Because of the potential for misuse by the criminal element, the onus not only is on
the cloud users to protect and educate themselves on cloud usage but also on CSPs to
establish protection mechanisms (Antonopoulos and Gillam 2010).

For CSPs, a number of strategies can be employed to ensure that adequate pro-
tection of the cloud service. As an on organization, CSPs can apply Information
Security standards to their services (AS/NZS 2006; Ab Rahman and Choo 2015).
These standards will allow the CSPs to identify the threats and risks associated with the
delivery of the cloud service and formulate specific controls to mitigate these risks.
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Identifying cloud computing risks have been an easier job for CSPs because of the
availability of industry-based groups and their work in showing the top threats to cloud
computing. The Cloud Security Alliance, for example, over the past few years have
shown where CSPs should concentrate on to mitigate the threats to their cloud services
(Cloud Security Alliance 2016).

3 Cybercrime in the Cloud

Since the advent of computers and their availability for most everyone, cybercrime has
been steadily on the rise. There have been several attempts to describe cybercrime and
there appears to be some difficulty in providing a universally accepted definition
(Hunton 2011). In recent years, cybercrime has been used to described technology
related criminal acts perpetrated through the Internet but at the same time, there are
instances when cybercrime covers more than just criminal acts but also includes
undesirable or offensive behavior.

With the many definitions in use today, it is important to focus on an agreed to
framework to describe cybercrime and cyber-criminals. Australia’s National Cyber-
crime Working Group working under Australia’s Attorney-General Department (2013)
produced a definition to cybercrime which describes cybercrime in two aspects:

• Crimes directed at computers or other information communications technologies
(ICTs) (such as hacking and denial of service attacks), and

• Crimes where computers or ICTs are an integral part of an offence (such as online
fraud, identity theft and the distribution of child exploitation material).

The first point describes crime that is targeted directly at networked and computer
environments which cloud computing infrastructure is inherently based on. The second
one describes the commission of traditional physical crimes utilizing the available
technology today which indicates illegal usage of cloud computing resources can very
well be classified as cybercrime.

These types of activities over the past few years have escalated and we can show
how business has suffered. In 2013, for example, the InfoSec Institute (Paganini 2013)
gathered existing research on the costs of cybercrime and showed that this was rising.
In the United States alone, each cybercrime incident costs on average $12 million
which was up over 78% from 4 years ago.

Verizon (2015) published a report on data breaches from cybercrime episodes and
the underlying cause and overall cost of such data breaches. They came up with a cost
per record model, which indicated how much a set of records stolen from organizations
could be used and monetized for fraud. The cost goes up from as low as $392,000 to
$200 million with an expected average of $8.8 million per 100 million records lost
through data breaches.

For small business, the impact of cybercrime can also be felt. Industry security
organizations like TrendLabs (2015) reported that even the smallest of business can fall
prey to cybercriminals simply because these businesses also store information that
these criminals need and want. Personal identification information such as addresses,
social security numbers and banking account numbers and security PINs and credit
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card numbers are still stored by these small business and are an attractive target for
determined attackers. With a larger percentage of small business moving to the cloud,
cybercriminals are sure to follow suit.

A survey performed by the consulting firm PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) in
cooperation with the United States Computer Emergency Response Team (US-CERT)
and the US Secret Service in 2014 on US business reported that 34% of respondents
showed an increase in cyber security incidents year on year (PWC 2014). Self reported
losses were approximately $415,000 on average and these were caused by cybercrime
activities such as malware, phishing, network interruption, spyware, and denial of
service attacks. In many cases, businesses point the blame at attackers from outside the
organization. However, there was still a large percentage that pointed to malicious
insiders as the cause of a number of security incidents.

In Australia, the problem of cyber security is not just confined to large business but
small businesses are especially vulnerable. This is not surprising, as small businesses
may find the use of cloud computing particularly cost effective and allow them to
compete with larger enterprises on a level playing field. The use of cloud computing
too has become the focus of a determined criminal element. While there have been
fewer attacks against CSPs, there are still risks associated with the use of cloud
computing, such as the following:

• Authentication Issues that could be exploited to allow access to data by unautho-
rized personnel (Abdollahifar 2013).

• Denial of Service (DoS) or Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks that will
cause clients to lose access to required services (Archer and Boehm 2009).

• The coopting of cloud services for criminal activities such as utilizing cloud
resources to run malware and botnet networks (Osanaiye et al. 2016; Ouedraogo
and Mouratidis 2013).

• CSPs complicit in criminal activity such as allowing the storage of copyrighted
material (Duncan et al. 2012).

• Physical attacks on data centers containing cloud computing infrastructure and other
insider activities can cause data breaches are lead to illegal remote access to data
(Greenberg et al. 2008).

• Data stored in the cloud could also be vulnerable through vulnerabilities, say in
software components (e.g. flawed implementation of encryption), or external attacks
via phishing and man in the middle attacks (Hooper et al. 2013).

• Other attacks also involve skipping attacks on the cloud infrastructure itself and
targets the client devices used to access the network resource such as compromising
the client access via key loggers or web session hijacking (Ghorbani et al. 2010), or
seeking to circumvent security solutions (e.g. SSL/TLS validations) on client
devices (D’Orazio and Choo 2017; D’Orazio et al. 2017).
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4 Cybercrime and Situational Crime Prevention

More and more business are looking to use cloud computing to gain competitive
advantages and to cut costs in delivering their own services. Consumers are also in the
same path to using cloud computing resources for different reasons, such as ease of use
and the availability of computing resources for a fraction of the cost of buying it
themselves. Because of this, cyber criminals are attempting to exploit cloud computing
weaknesses to reach their targets, which can be for financial gains, to gain competitive
advantages, for national security related matters (e.g. by state-sponsored actors), or
illegal content (Paganini 2013).

Examples of attacks on cloud based services include:

1. DDoS based attacks against cloud services such as the Xbox and Playstation net-
works (Sawers 2015).

2. DNS based attacks that caused access problems to IaaS provider Rackspace
(O’Connor 2014).

3. Hijacking of existing IaaS servers provided by Amazon for BitCoin mining pro-
cesses (Litke and Stewart 2014).

Reports suggest that the number of incidences of cybercrime, especially against
cloud services is poised to rise (PWC 2014). More recently in 2017, Microsoft (2017)
reported that:

the frequency and sophistication of attacks on cloud-based accounts are accelerating. The
Identity Security and Protection team has seen a 300 percent increase in user accounts attacked
over the past year. A large majority of these compromises are the result of weak, guessable
passwords and poor password management, followed by targeted phishing attacks and brea-
ches of third-party services (Microsoft 2017, p. 3)

As such, it would be beneficial to understand how these crimes can occur. One way
to begin understanding the roots of these types of crimes is to use crime science. Crime
science seeks to explain how crime transpires (Hartel et al. 2010). This is somewhat
different from criminology that seeks to frame the crime in terms of the criminal’s
behaviors and motivations. Crime science utilizes conceptual frameworks to explain
the actual incidents of crime, the “how” if you will, and not the actual criminal; or the
“who” and “why”. In this manner, crime science is a problem solving approach to
crime that is outcome specific.

One such approach in use in crime science is the crime opportunity theory which, at
its core, suggests that opportunity “plays a role in all crime” (Felson and Clarke 1998).
Felson and Clarke’s (1998) research was the basis of formulating this approach, which
was a departure from the prevailing theories of crime at the time which focused on the
reducing criminal propensities instead of reducing opportunities for crime.

There are three main aspects to the crime opportunity theory. The first is called the
Routine Activity Theory (RAT), which tries to frame that crime is more likely to occur
when there is the occurrence of three aspects which are a possible criminal or offender,
a likely or highly valued target and the absence of a capable guardian against the crime
to act.
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The second is the Crime Pattern Theory (CPT), which makes the case for how
criminals and targets are located at any given time. Using three main concepts, namely:
nodes, paths and edges, this theory attempts to describe crime in a way that suggests
movements.

• Nodes designate where people or targets come and go.
• Paths between nodes indicate how and where people travel.
• Edges refer to areas where people congregated to live, work or enjoy recreation.

CPT uses these concepts to map out likely incidences of crime within these areas.
The third is the Rational Choice Theory and it introduces the concept that criminals

make very specific and, to their own mind, rational and logical choices when enacting a
crime. This theory tries to frame how a criminal offender makes choices when enacting
short-term criminal goals and in so doing, tries to understand how the criminal choice
occurs within a particular motive and specific opportunities.

Taken together, these aspects frame crime as occurring in many levels. From the
larger level of society; which the Routine Activity describes, to the local area which
CPT maps out; to the individual criminal, whose actions are governed by rational
choice. Ensuring that opportunities for crime are reduced at all these levels changes the
instances of crime.

These theories then are used to structure a preventative approach to crime – situ-
ational crime prevention (Clarke 1997) as well as a refinement to this initial approach
(Cornish and Clarke 2003). This approach to crime prevention introduces specific
changes in the management and environment where a crime occurs. Clarke (1997)
describes situational prevention to include three aspects to reduce the opportunities for
crime. That it is directed at highly specific forms of crime, involve the management of
the environment of the crime and making the commission of the crime itself less
rewarding and more risky and difficult as well as less excusable for offenders.

Clarke then showed SCP procedures and case studies in which such procedures
were utilized and explained that “[s]ituational crime prevention then involves the
development of techniques to prevent, constrain or disrupt criminal activity” (Clarke
1997).

In another approach to crime prevention, Cornish (1994) used concepts from the
Rational Choice Theory to propose an approach to preventing crime through disrupting
an offenders approach to crime, their “crime script” and ensuring that this natural flow
of the crime is interrupted at various points. He posited that crime follows a series of
steps or that criminals follow a “script” of some kind such that crimes occur according
to this script. If this crime script is disrupted at any point, then there is to be the
expected change in the behavior and the prevention of the crime itself. This was
demonstrated in research performed by Smith (2014) that showed how disrupting the
natural flow of a recruitment process for criminal organizations aids in the mini-
mization of criminal behavior.

Using concepts of RAT, it is also suggested that modifying any of the three aspects
(motivated offender, suitable target, and capable guardianship) can prevent crime.
Hollis-Peel and Welsh (2014) tested this theory to show how guardianship can be
measured and used to prevent crime in maintaining home security.
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Utilizing the crime opportunity theories and SCP, various research has been made
to adapt these theories to cybercrime in general and specific cybercrime in particular.

Although created and developed primarily for physical crimes, the crime oppor-
tunity theories and their associated aspects have been adapted to understand the inci-
dence of cybercrime.

When it comes to cyber security and the mitigation of threats against computing
infrastructure, so called cyber threats, solutions have either come from a technological
or a process or policy specific area. These security solutions concentrate on identifying
and mitigating these cyber threats through employing security controls such as
employing new processes (Goodman et al. 2008), or using technology to mitigate
identified weaknesses in infrastructure (Christie 2011). A holistic way to prevent
cybercrime specifically or crime in general is to employ SCP models.

SCP is a technique that has emerged from the crime opportunity theories
co-developed by Clarke (1983). Clarke says that in order to reduce crime, there must be
changes to the environment of a crime to reduce the opportunities for a crime to occur
and that “the pivotal point of situational crime prevention theory is that the criminal’s
pseudo-rational decision is a function of the perceived net benefits. If crime prevention
measures do not adequately increase perceived costs and decreased perceived benefits,
rational choice theory argues that the crime will not occur” (Clarke 1997).

Some research suggests that cybercrime is a different category of crime and that
these crimes cannot be easily explained by the prevailing crime theories (Yar 2005).
However, other research, such as from Beebe and Rao (2005), have taken the SCP
theories and extend them to apply to the growing problem of information system
security. In their research, they used SCP techniques and suggested a theoretical model
that can be applied to an online environment (Beebe and Rao 2005). They suggested
that in the model to look at the reduction of anticipated benefits for cybercriminals in
engaging in cybercrime although they did not offer any concrete steps or activities to
reducing these benefits.

Other aspects of crime opportunity theory have also been used to map into specific
cases of cybercrime. Pratt et al. (2010) showed how RAT can be used to model the
incidence of internet fraud. He showed that the change in consumers’ behavior, espe-
cially in the use of online shopping, exposes them to motivated offenders attempting to
perpetrate consumer fraud. As such, SCP plays a role in understanding that will be more
likely to be targeted in cases of Internet fraud and what they can do to protect them-
selves. Pratt’s research showed that RAT could be used as a general framework in so
much as preventing a very specific case for cybercriminal victimization.

Leukfeldt (2014) did a similar study on phishing attempts which came up with
some differing results. Using RAT as a basis, the study attempted to find out if phishing
victimization rates were higher in any particular demographic (target) but showed that
increasing capable guardianship via target hardening may help. Overall the study
showed little effect of changing the circumstances for RAT based approach to crime
prevention and suggested that other aspects of SCP should be used.

Although research has been done on the effects of cybercrime on individuals, RAT
has also been used to show how highly connected countries have a higher incidence of
cybercrime, specifically the incidence of spam and phishing attempts (Kigerl 2012).
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This goes to show that more the opportunities for crime are higher in more connected
countries.

Navarro (2013) used RAT to map out another aspect of cybercrime, that of cyber
bullying or harassment. It showed how RAT fits into explaining the incidences of cyber
bullying victimization when a lack of capable guardianship, one of the three conditions
for crime to occur, according to the RAT, is present in the online activities of teenagers.
Their results at applying the crime opportunity framework were mixed at best because
of the way their research was structured around gender lines.

Hinduja and Kooi (2013) utilized general aspects of SCP to address a framework
for reducing information security vulnerabilities. They posited that technological
solutions are not enough to address vulnerabilities in information systems and that SCP
can be used to combat the more opportunistic elements of cybercrime. In their paper,
they only considered using Clarke’s original 16 opportunity reducing techniques
instead of the latter 25 primarily because they determine some of the newer techniques
not to be relevant to information security, such as the reduction of provocations due to
drugs and alcohol (Hinduja and Kooi 2013).

Similarly, Willison and Backhouse (2006) extended the concepts of SCP to
increasing IS security, utilizing the same methods and additional crime theory
frameworks. The authors combined the crime script theory with classic SCP techniques
and mapped it into potential IS security policies or activities, and specifically on the
common cyber security concept of insider threats and how SCP in coordination with IS
security policies can be used to mitigate these threats. Willison (2000) also put forward
his conceptual Crime Specific Opportunity Structure as a means to understand the
circumstances behind information systems risk and to help elaborate the relationships
that offenders have with the environment of the crime.

After reviewing the available research on crime opportunity theory and its subse-
quent SCP applications, it is clear that SCP can be applied to the protection of many
aspects of information systems. Although there are SCP techniques for specific threats
such as fraud (Samonas 2013) and malicious insiders (Stockman 2014), there does not
appear to be an overarching framework that can be applied to protecting cloud com-
puting infrastructure and services. This is a challenge because SCP, according to Clarke
(1997), applies to very specific forms of crime and actions against cloud computing can
be varied and wide ranging. This suggests different techniques for every threat against
cloud computing.

Existing information security frameworks have tended to work on two levels (i.e.
technological and process) to mitigate threats. Examples of technological framework
solutions include those of Takabi et al. (2010) and Brock and Goscinski (2010), where
they break down the cloud infrastructure architecture components and introduce con-
ceptual modules that contain technological solutions to protect each component. In one
example, interfaces between cloud users and CSPs can be protected via an access
control module that can conceptually contain Role-Based Access (RBAC) control
models, such as those proposed by Alam et al. (2017).

The Australian Signals Directorate (2017) has also published specific strategies to
combat cybercrime that can be implemented by cloud consumers and CSPs. Strategies
such as regular software patching and restricting administrator privileges are practical
activities that can be implemented to protect against cyber intrusions. These technology
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strategies can be made to apply generically across computing infrastructure including
cloud computing platforms.

Cyber security can also be driven from a policy perspective as well. NIST has
published standards that seek to increase the overall security of information systems
through policy controls that map out key information security factors such as security
governance, systems development lifecycle, systems acquisitions, systems intercon-
nections, ongoing performance metrics, planning and security incident responses
among others (Bowen et al. 2006; NIST 2017; Stoneburner et al. 2001). The Inter-
national Standards Organization (ISO) has also published information security stan-
dards, which is a series of security controls that organizations can implement to
increase security. Foremost of these controls is the establishment of security policy.
The security policy is meant to contain the organization’s security goals and what roles
and responsibilities each member of the organization is meant to have. Having an
established security policy is the first step to ensuring that information assets are
protected, risks are minimized and that organizations are compliant to regulations
(AS/NZS 2006).

Given the relationship of cloud computing platforms and the digital information
contained therein, the application of information security policies onto cloud com-
puting implementations can be of great benefit and some research has already been
undertaken to look at increasing security through this method. For example, Carrol
et al. (2011) took the approach of applying specific security policies to a cloud com-
puting scenario where certain elements of the NIST and ISO standards have been used
to mitigate risks the authors have identified as applicable to cloud computing services.

After the technological and policy driven solutions for cloud security, we can
introduce the third concept of SCP. There has been research that shows SCP to be
potentially useful in protecting against specific cybercrime instances. However, there is
a possibility that the application for SCP techniques can be used for protection of cloud
computing systems.

Choo (2014) has put forward a conceptual framework to mitigate cyber security
threats with the use of different crime theories and crime prevention strategies can be
“plug and played” into so that a wider ranging plan can be enacted. The framework
proposed is to be applicable to a generalized information security model and utilizes
various disciplines in order to consolidate the relationships between different objects or
actors in an information security context. This means that because there are various
objects in play in a cyber security activity (e.g. people, process, and technology), and a
recognition that there are different schools of thought as to how and why these inci-
dents occur. It is of use to have a framework where various theories can be used to
understand the existing environment and therefore mitigate the ensuing cyber security
risks. The author then uses as an example using SCP techniques to understand the
cyber security environment and to look at modifying the environment to combat crime.

So far, there has been a number of technological and policy driven approaches to
increasing information security. There has also been support for SCP approaches for
very specific cybercrime instances. Thus, we posit that using SCP techniques that apply
and involve increasing perceived effort and risks of committing the crime, reducing
rewards and provocations and removing excuses for the criminals could lead to a
reduction in criminal actions against cloud computing services. Specifically, we present
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a conceptual framework of mitigation of cloud security threats utilizing a combination
of these approaches.

The next section will describe this conceptual framework and how this can be
applied to cloud computing services.

5 A Conceptual SCP Model for Cloud Security

There are a variety of solutions intended to tackle the problem of cybercrime and cyber
security. Because several policy-based solutions are available from different standards
bodies, it is important to choose one set of solutions to enact. Controls from the
AS/NZS ISO/IEC Standard 27002:2006 (Security Techniques) as the basis for the
initial policy solutions, as this provides us with a comprehensive security solution that
can be applied to a wide number of information systems including cloud computing
platforms.

There are a number of controls available within the ISO Standard; therefore, it is
necessary to create designations for each control that could be applied to a cloud
computing solution (see Table 1).

Table 1. Policy controls solutions

Security control Designation

Establishment of a security policy P1
Organization of information security P2
Asset management P3
Human resources security management P4
Physical and environmental security P5
Communications and operations management P6
Establish operational procedures and responsibilities P7
Third-party service delivery management P9
Malicious/mobile code P10
Backup P11
Network security management P12
Media handling P13
Information exchange P14
Electronic commerce service P15
Monitoring P16
Access control P17
Information systems acquisition, development and maintenance P18
Information security incident management P19
Business continuity management P20
Compliance management P21
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These policy and technology based solutions can be applied to specific cloud
threats in the proposed conceptual model. If the conceptual model is implemented by a
CSP, then it may be possible to measure the effectiveness of the changes in mitigating
these threats to the environment.

According to Clarke (1997), SCP consists of three different measures:

1. Measures directed at highly specific forms of crime.
2. Involves changes to the environment where crime occurs.
3. Strives to make crime less rewarding, more risky and less excusable for offenders.

Because of these measures, it is important for the conceptual model to take into
account the risks associated with a cloud computing infrastructure and to modify this
particular environment so that criminal activity is discouraged. This model then starts
with industry identified threats and vulnerabilities against cloud computing as a source
of crime that can be countered or mitigated.

SCP techniques are then applied to each of these threats in order to lower the risk
and incidence of these vulnerabilities being exploited, to alter the environment in a
way.

With each set of techniques, both technology based and policy based solutions are
then invoked to enable the changes in the cloud computing environment. These
changes, as directed by SCP, will then be expected to discourage the commission of
these crimes. The expected result in turn could lead to increased security for the entire
cloud computing environment.

To identify the cloud computing threats that this framework can be applied this
paper turns to the major risks identified by the industry via the Cloud Security Alliance,
which published their top nine threats to cloud computing (Cloud Security Alliance
2016). Utilizing the top threats in this conceptual model of cloud security and to target
each as a specific form of crime, solutions can then be applied so as to change the cloud
computing environment and decrease the overall opportunities for crime. Technology
and process solutions from standards organizations and governmental authorities such
as the ISO 27002 standard and the Australian Signals Directorate (2017) – see also
Table 2 – can then be used to change the environment for each threat as a means of
mitigation.

Each solution is expected to enact changes in the environment to increase effort,
increase risk, decrease reward, remove provocations and remove excuses within the
environment. This relates back to the SCP strategies for reducing crime.

The solutions that may be applied could be very specific to the cloud computing
components, such as the virtualization infrastructure, or it could be generalized as well,
such as to the entire cloud computing organization depending on the set of remediation
strategies to use. In Table 3, we can see potential solutions being assigned to cloud
threats. The targeted outcomes should still be the same: a change of the environment to
lower crime opportunities.

Utilizing this model, we can then start to build the framework by combining various
mitigation solutions across the different threats and understanding their effect on
modifying the cloud computing environment.
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Table 2. ASD mitigation strategies

Mitigation strategy Designation

Application whitelisting of permitted/trusted programs A1
Patch applications e.g. Java, PDF viewer, Flash, web browsers and Microsoft Office A2

Patch operating system vulnerabilities A3
Restrict administrative privileges to operating systems and applications based on user duties A4
User application configuration hardening and disabling of vulnerable plugins A5

Automated dynamic analysis of email and web content run in a sandbox to detect suspicious
behavior

A6

Operating system generic exploit mitigation e.g. Data Execution Prevention (DEP), Address
Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) and Enhanced Mitigation Experience Toolkit (EMET)

A7

Host-based intrusion detection/prevention system to identify anomalous behavior during
program execution

A8

Disable local administrator accounts A9

Network segmentation and segregation into security zones A10
Multi-factor authentication especially implemented for remote access, privileged actions or
sensitive information access

A11

Software-based application firewall, blocking incoming network traffic A12

Software-based application firewall, blocking outgoing network traffic A13
Non-persistent virtualized sandboxed trusted operating environment A14
Centralized and time-synchronized logging of computer events A15

Centralized and time-synchronized logging of allowed and blocked network activity A16
Email content filtering, allowing only whitelisted business related attachment types A17
Web content filtering of incoming and outgoing traffic A18

Web domain whitelisting for all domains A19
Block spoofed emails using Sender ID or Sender Policy Framework (SPF) A20

Workstation and server configuration management based on a hardened standard operating
environment

A21

Antivirus software using heuristics and automated Internet-based reputation ratings A22
Deny direct Internet access from workstations by using an IPv6-capable firewall to force
traffic through a split DNS server, an email server, or web proxy server

A23

Server application configuration hardening A24

Enforce a strong passphrase policy A25
Removable and portable media control as part of a data loss prevention strategy A26

Restrict access to Server Message Block (SMB) and NetBIOS services A27
User education A28
Workstation inspection of Microsoft Office files for malicious abnormalities A29

Signature-based antivirus software that primarily relies on up to date signatures to identify
malware

A30

TLS encryption between email servers and perform content scanning after email traffic is
decrypted

A31

Block attempts to access websites by their IP address instead of by their domain A32
Network-based intrusion detection/prevention system using signatures and heuristics A33

Gateway blacklisting to block access to known malicious domains and IP addresses A34
Capture network traffic to/from internal critical asset workstations and servers A35
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There is potential future work and research to develop this framework further by
applying it to an existing CSP and observing the changes that this framework brings to
the environment in terms of lowering crime opportunities.
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Abstract. Web-Based Social Networks (WBSNs) are used by millions of
people worldwide. While WBSNs provide many benefits, privacy preser-
vation is a concern. The management of access control can help to assure
data is accessed by authorized users. However, it is critical to provide
sufficient flexibility so that a rich set of conditions may be imposed by
users. In this paper we coin the term user provenance to refer to trac-
ing users actions to supplement the authorisation decision when users
request access. For example restricting access to a particular photo-
graph to those which have “liked” the owners profile. However, such
a tracing of actions has the potential to impact the privacy of users
requesting access. To mitigate this potential privacy loss the concept of
translucency is applied. This paper extends SoNeUCONABC model and
presents SoNeUCONABCPro, an access control model which includes
translucent user provenance. Entities and access control policies along
with their enforcement procedure are formally defined. The evaluation
demonstrates that the system satisfies the imposed goals and supports
the feasibility of this model in different scenarios.

Keywords: Social networks · Access control · User provenance
Translucency

1 Introduction

The continuing proliferation of Web-Based Social Networks (WBSNs) encour-
ages their study and research. This escalation raises questions about security and
privacy due to the amount of managed personal data being shared. For instance,
each minute around 2.5 million items are shared on Facebook and 200,000 pho-
tos are uploaded to Instagram1. Facebook has increased the amount of privacy
1 http://aci.info/2014/07/12/the-data-explosion-in-2014-minute-by-minute-

infographic/.
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controls, enabling users to restrict the content that is viewable by others. Thus,
when a user writes a message or adds a friend, privacy controls associated with
that content will dictate what is viewable by his friends2.

Access control has been a challenging matter [5,7]. It is considered such an
important thing that [27] considers that the management of who accesses data
should be a requirement whatever the cost. An important aspect is to provide
an access control mechanism that is both flexible and fine-grained. There has
been previous work on data provenance, defined as the process of tracing and
recording the origin of data and any subsequent change [3,24]. Based on this
concept, we coin the term user provenance to refer to the process of tracing
users’ actions, and using that information as a basis for decisions related to
granting access. User provenance would make it possible to include additional
constrains on users requesting access based on, for instance, where the user comes
from or the actions that the user has previously performed.

There are several different user actions in WBSNs, i.e. the addition of com-
ments, the uploading of photos, etc. User provenance could offer interesting
access control management alternatives in this respect. The following set of
paradigmatic scenarios motivates the development of an access control model
that addresses user provenance.

– Customer acquisition. Parker’s, a well-known restaurant, wants to imple-
ment an aggressive marketing campaign to steal clients of competitors. Thus,
access to a special promotion is granted only to customers that have visited
the Facebook profile of competing restaurants at least once in the last week.

– Loyalty program. Christian loves keeping up with the latest fashions as well
as receiving feedback about his new clothes. He usually uploads photos of his
new clothes to Facebook and users who make comments on them are allowed
to access additional fashion photos he has posted. In this way, Christian limits
the number of photos non-interested users can access while allowing interested
ones to view a more extensive range of images.

– Focused access. Julia went to a Bon Jovi’s concert and uploaded photos
of the event to Facebook. To prevent Bon Jovi’s detractors to post negative
comments or create mocking memes based on these photos, she decided to
grant access only to actual fans – users who have liked Bon Jovi’s contents
at least five times in the month.

According to these scenarios, the potential for privacy loss cannot be dis-
regarded in the context of user provenance. Tracing user actions means that
they are potentially transparent to the other users as these actions become part
of the access control process. While tailored access control is desirable, trans-
parency can directly affect privacy. An analogy can be drawn concerning glass-
walled houses in which the clear glass walls makes it easy for anybody to look
inside them. A potential method of limiting this affect is applying the concept
of translucency, introduced by Mike Leiter [19], which can be used to balance
transparency and privacy [29]. Using a smoked glass-walled home will still allow

2 http://www.jonloomer.com/2012/05/06/history-of-facebook-changes/.
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an onlooker to look inside but reducing the amount of details that can be ascer-
tained. Analogously, integrating a translucency mechanism as part of the user
provenance access control management is desirable. In this way, users control
actions applied in the access control process and actions that should remain
private.

To the best of our knowledge, no single access control model for WBSNs
has been proposed enabling the expressiveness permitted by user provenance.
SoNeUCONABC [15] already considers the needs of flexibility, fine-granularity,
attribute management and usage control, which are desirable access control prop-
erties. In this paper, an extension called SoNeUCONABCPro is proposed to
address translucent user provenance. The behaviour of users is considered in
the access control enforcement process through the management of performed
actions but also considering the users right to keep some actions hidden.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces
SoNeUCONABC . The proposed model is presented in Sect. 3. The definition
and enforcement of access control policies are described in Sect. 4, with Sect. 5
providing an evaluation. An overview of other related work is described in Sect. 6.
Finally, in Sect. 7 conclusions and future work are outlined.

2 Background

In this Section SoNeUCONABC access control model [15] is introduced.
SoNeUCONABC is an expressive usage control model that manages six WBSN
features, namely, common-contacts, clique, distance, multi-path, direction and
flexible attributes [4,5,8,13].

SoNeUCONABC is composed of seven elements: Subjects (S) together with
Subject attributes (ATT (S)) refer to WBSN users and their attributes; Objects
(O) together with Object attributes (ATT (O)) correspond to WBSN data and
their attribute; and Relationships (RT ) together with Relationship attributes
(ATT (RT )) refer to the set of relations and attributes that exist between a pair
of users, with direct relationships denoted as E and ATT (E) their attached
attributes; Rights (R) correspond to actions that can be performed over objects
O; Authorizations (A) are rules to be satisfied to grant a subject a right on an
object; Obligations (B) correspond to requirements to be met before or during
the usage process; and Conditions (C) are requirements needed regarding the
context features, eg. network availability.

In SoNeUCONABC , access control policies (ρ) consist of subjects, objects,
relationships predicates (ρs, ρo and ρrt respectively), a right (r) is also provided
as well as any obligations (∂b) and conditions (∂c) to be satisfied. An access
control policy ρ is expressed as ρ(ρs; ρo; ρrt; r; ∂b; ∂c).

An example of an access control policy is presented: Access is granted to
photos entitled “Party” to friends of a friend if they are under 30 years old or
if they are under 25 years and have studied computer science.

ρ = (((age < 30) ∨ ((age < 25) ∧ (studies = c.science))); (title =
party); ((((role = friend); (role = friend))), ∅, ∅); read; ∅; ∅)
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Note that symbol ∅ is applied for policy elements which do not need to
be involved in the access control management process. The first ∅ means that
multiple paths are not managed, the second one that cliques between users are
not considered and the final pair of ∅ means that conditions and obligations
respectively are not included in this policy. See [15] for details.

3 SoNeUCONABCPro Proposal

This section outlines the main features of SoNeUCONABCPro. For the ease of
reading Table 1 presents main used notation.

Table 1. Notation table

ρ Access control policy

ρt Translucency policy

si A subject i

oi An object i

rti A relationship i

r Right to be granted

∂c Conditions

χ Obligations

ξ User provenance pred.

∂o Obligation different from ξ

Pacui
Path, actions carried out by user ui

ui User i

acj−ui:ok Action j performed by ui over ok

ei Edge/relationship i

3.1 Goals

SoNeUCONABCPro should include the management of user provenance,
facilitating access control management that is based on the actions performed
by WBSN users (called requesters) over other users’ data. The system must
allow the definition of access control policies that consider previous actions of
requesters. The system must also enable translucency, allowing requesters to
hide some, or all of their, actions when an access control policy is evaluated.

3.2 Supporting Example

This example presents actions carried out by Daniel when he interacts in a
WBSN with Alice, Bob and Charly. According to what is described here,
access control has to be managed considering interactions performed by Daniel.
Moreover, all restrictions, either performed by Daniel or by other user, as it is
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the case of Bob, have to be excluded in the access control process to respect
users’ privacy.

In a WBSN Daniel interacts with his direct friends Alice, Bob and Charly.
Figure 1 depicts the interactions that Daniel made between the 1st and 5th of
June. On the 1st June Daniel added a like to photo1, photo2 and to the profile of
Charly. In addition Daniel posted a comment on Alice’s wall. Over the four days
of activity covered by Fig. 1, Daniel performed a total of 11 actions on various
elements of the profiles of his contacts. Moreover, Daniel wants to hide that he
has clicked “like” in any of his friends’ profiles, Alice’s and Charly’s profiles in
this scenario.

Additionally, Bob specifies that access to photos entitled “SummerWithAlice”
would be only granted to WBSN users who like Alice’s profile.

Fig. 1. Actions of Daniel over his contacts’ data

3.3 Model Definition

Expressing user provenance in terms of SoNeUCONABC could be modelled as
some Rights ri that are given after fulfilling some Obligations bi. Let us consider
the supporting example, the Right of accessing photos entitled “SummerWith-
Alice” is given to users that have liked Alice’s profile (Obligation). However,
Obligations in SoNeUCONABC cannot be related to specific objects or subjects.
The proposed case needs to express that the obligation is to access the profile
(object) of Alice (subject). This lack of expressiveness motivates the extension
presented herein.

User provenance management requires including performed actions within
the access control process. WBSN actions, defined as Actions AC, are mod-
elled as a particular type of Obligation bi. Thus, SoNeUCONABCPro extends
SoNeUCONABC including entity Actions AC within Obligations B together
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Fig. 2. SoNeUCONABCPro

with attached links (Fig. 2). AC are performed by subjects S over objects O and
then, AC is related to S and O. Consequently, including AC in B comprises new
links whose management needs to be specified.

3.4 Translucent User Provenance

Actions management involves the creation of a path per user ui (Pacui
) where

nodes are WBSN actions (acj−ui:ok) performed over objects ok that include the
date and time when they are performed; and edges are time relationships (eti)
among nodes. The construction of Pacui

comprises two steps:

1. Identification of all users U ′ that have resources over which the requester, a
user ui, has performed an action.

2. Ordering of actions based on date and time. Note that sequential actions
over the same object are represented as different nodes connected in temporal
order.

Concerning the supporting example a path is constructed based on the date
and time of actions performed by Daniel. Figure 3 depicts the formal repre-
sentation (Pacu4

), being Daniel u4 and Alice, Bob and Charly u1, u2 and u3

respectively. When Daniel, u4, requests a permission over an object of other
user, access control involves verifying some actions of the created path to grant
or deny the requested permission accordingly. If Daniel would not mind to dis-
close any action and if he requests access to “SummerWithAlice” photos, the
created path is evaluated and the access granted because he clicked “like” on
Alice’s, u1, profile on June 3rd (ac6−u1:o6).

SoNeUCONABCPro also manages translucency. Given the inclusion of AC
within B, translucency is based on managing which aci performed by the
requester ui over an oi of a user uj should remain accessible. In other words,
access to chosen nodes acj−ui:ok is denied such that acj−ui:ok and attached eti
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Fig. 3. Pacu4
formal representation of supporting example (Fig. 1)

are deleted from Pacui
in the access control enforcement process. Recalling the

supporting example, as Daniel, u4, does not want to disclose that he has liked
Alice’s, u1, and Charly’s, u3, profiles, actions ac4−u3:o4 and ac6−u1:o6 (highlighted
in Fig. 3) are not involved in the process. Then, “SummerWithAlice” pictures
are denied to Daniel, u4. More specifically, ac3−u3:o3 would be linked to ac5−u1:o5

through et3 and ac5−u1:o5 would be linked to ac7−u2:o7 through et5.

4 Access Control Policies

This Section includes the description and enforcement of access control policies.

4.1 Description

Access control policies are enhanced to address user provenance and translu-
cency. While the former requires the update of SoNeUCONABC policies,
translucency management requires the inclusion of a new set of policies called
translucency policies (ρt).

Concerning user provenance, the same operators and attributes as those
applied in SoNeUCONABC [15] are considered. Nonetheless, access control poli-
cies are defined in terms of ATT (S), ATT (O), ATT (RT ), R, C, B and AC. In
particular, an access control policy is formally defined as ρ(ρs; ρo; ρrt; r;χ; ∂c).

Recalling Sect. 2, the only difference is that χ replaces ∂b. In fact, χ is a
superset containing SoNeUCONABC obligations as well as the user provenance
actions (ξ) introduced in SoNeUCONABCPro. χ is described as follows using
BNF notation [28]:

• χ ::= (∅|ξ∗|∂b) ::= (∅|(acti; dt; ρ′
w)∗|∂b) ::= (∅|(acti; dt; ρ′

s; ρ
′
o; ρ

′
rt)

∗|∂b)
– ξ comprises predicates applied for user provenance management.
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– ∂b refers to any type of obligation different from those related to user
provenance, e.g. the need to have 10 contacts at least. This type of obli-
gation is analogous to the ones presented in SoNeUCONABC .

– acti refers to all possible actions that can be applied in the WBSN context.
For instance, Liked, Visited, Commented, etc. Note that xAPI can be used
to represent user actions [1].

– dt refers to the date (d) in the form YYYY/MM/DD and the time (t)
in the form HH:MM:SS when acti is performed. Data and time follow
ISO 8601 [30]. Any element, e.g. DD, can take symbol ∗ meaning that no
restrictions are established. dt can take symbol ∅ meaning that no element
has restrictions.

– ρ′
w refer to subjects, objects and relationship predicates, where w can

take three possible values – s, o or e –, to indicate its relation to subjects,
objects or relationships. Specifically, ρ′

s refers to subjects with a relation-
ship type ρ′

rt with the owner of the requested object who perform ri over
objects linked to ρ′

o.

Example. Recalling the supporting example, the following user provenance pol-
icy expresses that access to “SummerWithAlice” photos is only granted to users
who like Alice’s, u1, profile, χ (Liked; ∗/∗/∗−∗ : ∗ : ∗; (name = Alice); (title =
profile); ((((∅))), ∅, ∅)).

On the other hand, ρt are proposed to limit which actions are applied in
the access control process and which ones remain hidden. All WBSN actions
are accessible to all users by default – the whole pacui

is applied in managing
access control. However, if ρt exist, they are firstly evaluated against Pacui

.
Actions acj−ui:ok which satisfy established ρt are removed from the graph. ρt
are formally described as follows again applying BNF notation [28].

• ρt ::= (acti; dt; ρ′′
w) ::= (acti; dt; ρ′′

s ; ρ′′
o ; ρ′′

rt)
– acti refers to WBSN actions performed over objects linked to ρ′′

o .
– dt refers to the date and time when acti is performed. Its structure is

analogous to the one presented in χ.
– ρ′′

w again involves subject, object and relationship predicates (ρ′′
s , ρ′′

o and
ρ′′
rt respectively) but meaning that removed nodes are those where objects

are linked to ρ′′
o whose owner satisfies ρ′′

s and has a relationship ρ′′
rt with

the data requester.

Example. Considering Fig. 3 and the supporting example, Daniel, u4, does not
want to disclose that he has liked his direct friends’ profiles. Thus, he establishes
ρt1(Like; ∅; (title = profile); ((((role = friend))), ∅, 1)), such that the result-
ing Pacu4

would be the one depicted in Fig. 3 removing nodes within rectangles.
In this way, Daniel, u4 limits which actions are accessible becoming translucent.

4.2 Policy Enforcement

Pacui
is defined as an ordered list (lpathui

) where each position is an
action acj−ui:ok together with attached object ok. lpathui

is formally rep-
resented as lpathui

{ot, ack−ui:ot ; ot+1, ac(k+1)−ui:ok+1 ; . . .}. For instance, based
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on Fig. 3, lpathu4 {o1, ac1−u3:o1 ; o2, ac2−u1:o2 ; o3, ac3−u3:o3 ; o4, ac4−u3:o4 ; . . . ; o11,
ac11−u2:o11}.

After the construction of Pacui
per access request (s, o, r) (where s is the

requester, o the requested object and r the requested right over o), all access
control policies ρ and translucency policies ρt are evaluated. ρt are firstly evalu-
ated against lpath. Function evaluateTransPolicies is executed with the inputs
of ρt, lpath and req, where req is a reference to data pertaining to the requester,
such as his objects and relationships. If the result of the evaluation is ‘true’ the
appropriate elements of lpath are removed and thus, newlpath is created and
applied in the evaluation of ρ. Pseudo-code of evaluateTransPolicies is depicted
in Algorithm 1 where functions Match, MatchRT, GetSubAtt, GetObjAtt, Cre-
ateRT and GetAdmin are developed in SoNeUCONABC (see [15] for details).
These functions are used to verify that objects O, subjects S and relationships
RT predicates ρ′′

w involved in ρt match O, S and RT involved in lpaths. Note
that symbol “.” is used to access the content of an element and the expression
list[pos] refers to accessing the element of list located at position pos.

Algorithm 1. evaluateTransPolicies
1: procedure evaluateTransPolicies(ρt, lpath, req )
2: for lpathui ← (i = 1) to sizeOf(lpath) do
3: if ρt.acti = lpathui [j] then
4: if verifyDateT ime(ρt.dt, lpathui [j]) then
5: adminLpath = GetAdmin(lpathui [j].o)
6: attSubj = GetSubAtt(adminLpath, lpathui [j].ρs)
7: end if
8: if Match(attSubj, ρt.ρ

′′
s ) then

9: attObj = GetObjAtt(lpathui [j].o, lpathui [j].ρo)
10: end if
11: if Match(attObj, ρt.ρ

′′
o ) then

12: rt = CreateRT (adminLpath, req, 1)
13: end if
14: if MatchRT (ρt.ρ

′′
r t, rt, ui, 1) then

15: return lpathui node marked as not usable. newlpath
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for
19: end procedure

Subsequently, access control policies ρ are evaluated. The evaluation of pred-
icates ρo, ρs and ρrt, conditions ∂c and the subset of obligations ∂b are analogous
to the corresponding elements of SoNeUCONABC [15]. Then, the evaluation of
χ is what needs to be described herein (Function evaluateχ, Algorithm 2). It is
similar to evaluateTransPolicies, the only difference is when all ξ ∈ χ are eval-
uated over newlpath. If the result is ‘true’ for all ξ, the requested ri over oi is
granted whether results of evaluating the remaining elements in ρ are also ‘true’.
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Algorithm 2. evaluateχ
1: procedure evaluateχ(ρr, newlpath, req )
2: for χ.ξ[h] ← (h = 1) to sizeOf(χ) do
3: for newlpathui ← (i = 1) to sizeOf(newlpath) do
4: if χ.ξ[h].acti = newlpathui [j] then
5: if verifyDateT ime(χ.ξ[h].dt, newlpathui [j]) then
6: adminLpath = GetAdmin(newlpathui [j].o)
7: AttSubj = GetSubAtt(adminLpath, newlpathui [j].ρs)
8: end if
9: if Match(attSubj, χ.ξ[h].ρ′′

s ) then
10: AttObj = GetObjAtt(newlpathui [j].o, newlpathui [j].ρo)
11: end if
12: if Match(AttObj, χ.ξ[h].ρ′′

o ) then
13: rt = CreateRT (adminLpath, req, 1)
14: end if
15: if MatchRT (χ.ξ[h].ρ′′

r t, rt, ui, 1)) then
16: return χ verified. Result true
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: end for
21: end procedure

5 Evaluation

The evaluation of SoNeUCONABCPro comprises a goals analysis and a tem-
poral workload assessment.

5.1 Goals Analysis

SoNeUCONABCPro addresses user provenance together with translucency. The
former feature is achieved by the inclusion of actions within obligations together
with management issues, namely the update of access control policies and the
enforcement procedure. Translucency is achieved by creating and managing poli-
cies by which users only disclose chosen actions.

Note that to apply SoNeUCONABCPro in a real WBSN the following three
guidelines should be considered: (1) WBSNs should allow the establishment of
ρ and ρt; (2) attributes within ρ such as age, role, etc. which are already used
and stored by WBSNs, should be involved in the access control process; and (3)
user actions have to be recorded by WBSNs and those actions included in ρt
removed from the access control enforcement process.

5.2 Temporal Workload Assessment

In SoNeUCONABCPro access control management is based on the evaluation
of policies ρ and translucency policies ρt per user request. A critical aspect is
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to keep the temporal workload under usability limits. In this regard, ρt will be
managed off-line whereas ρ are managed on-line. Each part will be analyzed
separately.

Experimental Settings. SoNeUCONABCPro is devoted to the very same
goal as its ancestor, SoNeUCONABC – access control. Therefore, experiments
are focused on measuring how much time it takes to assess the policies at stake in
different social network scenarios. The settings mainly relate to three aspects –
the social networks, the policies and the computational resources. Regarding the
first aspect, the same four WBSNs created in the evaluation of SoNeUCONABC

have been considered herein. For illustration purposes, Table 2 depicts the num-
ber of nodes (#vi), relationships (#ei) and relationships per node (ei/vi) of
proposed WBSNs.

Table 2. WBSNs structure

WBSNs id #ei #vi ei/vi

1 2,980,388 50,000 60

2 5,965,777 50,000 120

3 8,949,375 50,000 185

4 10,929,713 50,000 219

As SoNeUCONABC policies did not consider user provenance or translu-
cency, they could not be directly applied to assess SoNeUCONABCPro. In
this case we consider that common actions that users perform in a WBSN
such as Facebook are Liked, Photos uploaded, Sent messages, Shared items
and Comments, where the percentage of actions usage is the one presented
in Table 3. However, apart from actions, the elements involved in policies
of SoNeUCONABC are similar to those involved in user provenance and
translucency – they affect subjects, objects and relationships. Thus, we assume
that these policies have similar computational requirements than user prove-
nance or translucency ones. For simplicity we keep the same policies than
SoNeUCONABC (see [15]).

Table 3. Percentage of actions usage in Facebooka,b

Likes Photos uploaded Sent messages Shared items Comments

43.75 0.30 9.72 46.18 0.00071
ahttp://blog.wishpond.com/post/115675435109/40-up-to-date-
facebook-facts-and-stats, last access June 2017.

bhttps://zephoria.com/top-15-valuable-facebook-statistics, last access
June 2017.

http://blog.wishpond.com/post/115675435109/40-up-to-date-facebook-facts-and-stats
http://blog.wishpond.com/post/115675435109/40-up-to-date-facebook-facts-and-stats
https://zephoria.com/top-15-valuable-facebook-statistics
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The experiments were carried out on a Intel Core Due E8400 3.2 GHz pro-
cessor with 4 GB of RAM and Ubuntu 12.04. This experiment is designed to act
as a crude proof of principle as it is running on a modest system.

Off-line Part: Translucency. The evaluation of ρt consists of creating Pacui

per user ui and enforcing the verification of ρt over such path. Most WBSNs store
a timeline of our activities3. Then, Pacui

can be created at runtime avoiding
the cost of its creation when policy enforcement is carried out. Likewise, the
separation of actions could benefit performance to a great extent, for instance,
creating a path Pacj,ui

for each type of action j. In the same way, the evaluation of
ρt over each Pacj,ui

can be carried out off-line also benefiting performance, that is
after the execution of a set of actions instead of per user’s request. This simplifies
the implementation of translucent user provenance in a real environment.

This workload is measured as follows. For each action in Pacui
, it is necessary

to evaluate if conditions are met (thus hiding the action from access control eval-
uation) or not. As aforementioned, this evaluation involves the same elements as
those existing in SoNeUCONABC policies and then, in this previous model the
evaluation of proposed policies takes 13 ms at minimum and 184.5 ms on average
(see Appendix for details). Therefore, we take these values as the expected time
to assess each action.

Regarding the amount of actions (i.e. the length of Pacj,ui
), we propose dif-

ferent scenarios based on the amount of contacts and the number of actions over
each contact’s data. Particularly, we consider 25, 50, 100, 300 contacts and 10,
25, 50, 75, 300, 450, 750, 1000, 10000 actions per contact. Thus, Pacj,ui

ranges
from 250 to 3000000 actions, though for performance reasons different paths per
type of action could be distinguished. Note that the amount of contacts is in line
with current figures, as 338 users is the average amount of Facebook friends4.

Considering established parameters, temporal workload of evaluating translu-
cency policies ρt is presented in Table 4. Depending on the type of action within
ρt, the temporal workload is highly affected because the higher the usage of
actions (recall Table 3), the higher the nodes in Pacui

to evaluate. Though results
are better when actions Photos uploaded or Comments are involved in ρt, as this
process is performed off-line, the impact of temporal workload is not a big issue.
For instance, when the action type is Comments, the evaluation takes 3 ms for
10 actions and around 0.39 ms for 1000 actions and 300 contacts in the average
case. However, when other actions are at stake, i.e. Shared items, the evaluation
takes 1.4 min for 10 actions and 42 min for 300 actions and 100 contacts in the
average case.

On-line Part: Access Control with User Provenance. The evalua-
tion of ρ that include user provenance is carried out on-line. As opposed to
3 https://es-la.facebook.com/notes/radio-949/timeline/309814275719798/, last

access June 2017.
4 http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2014/02/03/6-new-facts-about-facebook/,

last access June 2017.

https://es-la.facebook.com/notes/radio-949/timeline/309814275719798/
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2014/02/03/6-new-facts-about-facebook/
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Table 4. Off-line part: translucency assessment. Temporal workload (sc)

# of actions per user’s data
10 25 50 75 300 450 750 1000 100000

Like
Best time

# contacts per user

25 1.42 4.98 12.09 14.93 42.66 63.99 106.66 142.21 14220.92
50 2.84 9.95 24.17 29.86 85.32 127.98 213.31 284.41 28440.94

100 5.69 19.91 48.35 59.72 170.64 255.96 426.61 568.81 56881.08
300 17.06 59.72 145.04 179.17 511.92 767.89 1279.81 1706.41 170641.24

Average time

# contacts per user

25 20.13 60.38 140.88 181.14 603.79 905.69 1509.48 2012.64 201263.71
50 40.25 120.76 281.77 362.27 1207.58 1811.37 3018.95 4025.27 402526.75

100 80.51 241.52 563.54 724.55 2415.16 3622.74 6037.90 8050.53 805052.83
300 241.55 724.55 1690.61 2173.64 7246.47 10869.71 18116.18 24154.90 2415490.00

Photos uploaded
Best time

# contacts per user

25 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.12 0.33 0.50 0.83 1.11 110.61
50 0.02 0.08 0.19 0.23 0.66 1.00 1.66 2.21 221.21

100 0.04 0.15 0.38 0.46 1.33 1.99 3.32 4.42 442.41
300 0.13 0.46 1.13 1.39 3.98 5.97 9.95 13.27 1327.21

Average time

# contacts per user

25 0.16 0.47 1.10 1.41 4.70 7.04 11.74 15.65 1565.38
50 0.31 0.94 2.19 2.82 9.39 14.09 23.48 31.31 3130.76

100 0.63 1.88 4.38 5.64 18.78 28.18 46.96 62.62 6261.51
300 1.88 5.64 13.15 16.91 56.36 84.54 140.90 187.87 18787.10

Sent messages
Best time

# contacts per user

25 0.32 1.11 2.69 3.32 9.48 14.22 23.70 31.60 3160.20
50 0.63 2.21 5.37 6.64 18.96 28.44 47.40 63.20 6320.21

100 1.26 4.42 10.74 13.27 37.92 56.88 94.80 126.40 12640.24
300 3.79 13.27 32.23 39.82 113.76 170.64 284.40 379.20 37920.27

Average time

# contacts per user

25 4.47 13.42 31.31 40.25 134.18 201.26 335.44 447.25 44725.27
50 8.95 26.84 62.62 80.51 268.35 402.53 670.88 894.50 89450.39

100 17.89 53.67 125.23 161.01 536.70 805.05 1341.75 1789.01 178900.63
300 53.68 161.01 375.69 483.03 1610.33 2415.49 4025.82 5367.76 536775.56

Shared items
Best time

# contacts per user

25 1.50 5.25 12.76 15.76 45.03 67.55 112.58 150.11 15010.97
50 3.00 10.51 25.52 31.52 90.06 135.09 225.16 300.21 30020.99

100 6.00 21.01 51.03 63.04 180.12 270.19 450.31 600.41 60041.14
300 18.01 63.04 153.10 189.12 540.36 810.55 1350.91 1801.21 180121.31

Average time

# contacts per user

25 21.24 63.73 148.71 191.20 637.34 956.00 1593.34 2124.45 212445.03
50 42.49 127.47 297.42 382.40 1274.67 1912.00 3186.67 4248.89 424889.35

100 84.98 254.93 594.84 764.80 2549.33 3824.00 6373.33 8497.78 849777.98
300 254.97 764.80 1784.53 2294.40 7649.05 11473.58 19122.63 25496.84 2549683.89

Comments
Best time

# contacts per user

25 2·10−5 8·10−5 2·10−4 2·10−4 7·10−4 1·10−3 1·10−3 2·10−3 0.23
50 5·10−5 1·10−4 3·10−4 4·10−4 1·10−3 2·10−3 3·10−3 4·10−3 0.46

100 9·10−5 3·10−4 7·10−4 9·10−4 2·10−3 4·10−3 6·10−3 9·10−3 9.29
300 2·10−4 9·10−4 2·10−3 2·10−3 8·10−3 0.01 0.02 0.02 2.78

Average time

# contacts per user

25 3·10−4 9·10−4 2·10−3 2·10−3 9·10−4 0.01 0.02 0.03 3.28
50 6·10−4 1·10−3 4·10−3 5·10−3 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.06 6.56

100 1·10−3 3·10−3 9·10−3 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.09 0.13 13.13
300 3·10−3 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.11 0.17 0.29 0.39 39.42

SoNeUCONABC assessment, in this proposal obligations B are critical – recall
that user provenance can be seen as obligations involving actions, ξ ∈ χ.

Policy ρ enforcement can be divided into two main parts. First, the evaluation
of predicates regarding the object (ρo), the subject (ρs) and its relationships
(ρrt). For this part the temporal workload is exactly the time of SoNeUCONABC

policies. Second, the evaluation of the obligations B that the requester needs to
fulfill. In this second part, we consider policies with a single user provenance
obligation ξ. Given that this obligation involves the same elements that the first
part (i.e. subjects, objects and relationships), we assume that it takes the same
time – 13 ms (best case) and 184.5 ms (on average) – per element in the path.
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Table 5. On-line part: user provenance assessment. Temporal workload (sc)

# of actions per user’s data
10 25 50 75 300 450 750 1000 100000

Like
Best time

# contacts per user

25 1.43 4.98 12.09 14.95 42.83 64.25 107.08 142.78 14277.80
50 2.85 9.96 24.18 29.88 85.49 128.24 213.73 284.98 28497.82

100 5.69 19.91 48.35 59.74 170.81 256.22 427.03 569.38 56937.96
300 17.07 59.73 145.05 179.18 512.09 768.14 1280.24 1706.98 170698.12

Average time

# contacts per user

25 20.21 60.46 140.96 181.38 606.21 909.32 1515.53 2020.71 202070.95
50 40.33 120.84 281.85 362.52 1210.00 1815.00 3025.00 4033.34 403333.99

100 80.59 241.60 563.62 724.79 2417.58 3626.37 6043.95 8058.60 805860.06
300 241.63 724.63 1690.69 2173.88 7248.89 10873.34 18122.23 24162.97 2416297.23

Photos uploaded
Best time

# contacts per user

25 0.01 0.04 0.09 0.12 0.33 0.50 0.83 1.11 111.05
50 0.02 0.08 0.19 0.23 0.66 1.00 1.66 2.22 221.65

100 0.04 0.15 0.38 0.46 1.33 1.99 3.32 4.43 442.85
300 0.13 0.46 1.13 1.39 3.98 5.97 9.96 13.28 1327.65

Average time

# contacts per user

25 0.16 0.47 1.10 1.41 4.71 7.07 11.79 15.72 1571.66
50 0.31 0.94 2.19 2.82 9.41 14.12 23.53 31.37 3137.03

100 0.63 1.88 4.38 5.64 18.80 28.21 47.01 62.68 6267.79
300 1.88 5.64 13.15 16.91 56.38 84.57 140.95 187.93 18793.38

Sent messages
Best time

# contacts per user

25 0.32 1.11 2.69 3.32 9.52 14.28 23.80 31.73 3172.84
50 0.63 2.21 5.37 6.64 19.00 28.50 47.50 63.33 6332.85

100 1.27 4.43 10.75 13.28 37.96 56.94 94.90 126.53 12652.88
300 3.79 13.27 32.23 39.82 113.80 170.70 284.50 379.33 37932.91

Average time

# contacts per user

25 4.49 13.44 31.33 40.31 134.71 202.07 336.78 449.05 44904.66
50 8.96 26.85 62.63 80.56 268.89 403.33 672.22 896.30 89629.77

100 17.91 53.69 125.25 161.06 537.24 805.86 1343.10 1790.80 179080.01
300 53.70 161.03 375.71 483.08 1610.86 2416.30 4027.16 5369.55 536954.94

Shared items
Best time

# contacts per user

25 1.51 5.26 12.76 15.78 45.21 67.82 113.03 150.71 15071.01
50 3.01 10.51 25.52 31.54 90.24 135.36 225.61 300.81 30081.03

100 6.01 21.02 51.04 63.06 180.30 270.46 450.76 601.01 60101.18
300 18.02 63.05 153.10 189.14 540.54 810.82 1351.36 1801.81 180181.34

Average time

# contacts per user

25 21.33 63.82 148.80 191.46 639.89 959.84 1599.73 2132.97 213297.11
50 42.57 127.55 297.51 382.66 1277.22 1915.84 3193.06 4257.41 425741.43

100 85.06 255.02 594.93 765.05 2551.89 3827.84 6379.73 8506.30 850630.07
300 255.05 764.88 1784.61 2294.65 7651.61 11477.41 19129.02 25505.36 2550535.97

Comments
Best time

# contacts per user

25 2·10−5 8·10−5 2·10−4 2·10−4 7·10−4 1·10−3 1·10−3 2·10−3 0.23
50 5·10−5 1·10−4 3·10−4 4·10−4 1·10−3 2·10−3 3·10−3 4·10−3 0.46

100 9·10−5 3·10−4 7·10−4 9·10−4 2·10−3 4·10−3 6·10−3 9·10−3 9.29
300 2·10−4 9·10−4 2·10−3 2·10−3 8·10−3 0.01 0.02 0.02 2.78

Average time

# contacts per user

25 3·10−4 9·10−4 2·10−3 2·10−3 9·10−4 0.01 0.02 0.03 3.29
50 6·10−4 1·10−3 4·10−3 5·10−3 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.06 6.58

100 1·10−3 3·10−3 9·10−3 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.09 0.13 13.15
300 3·10−3 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.11 0.17 0.29 0.39 39.43

Table 5 shows the time taken for the evaluation of ρ. The time needed is
practically the same as the one required for translucency. The rationale behind
this is that in user provenance we need to add the time for assessing the related
predicates ρo, ρs and ρrt which turns out to be small as compared to the time
to evaluate obligations ξ.

Despite of the similarity, the acceptance criterion for these times involves
usability aspects because this is an on-line evaluation. Results are suitable if
they do not negatively affect to the user experience. Establishing 15 sc as the
maximum threshold for keeping users attention5 [22], values in bold on Table 5

5 Although 2 sc would be a desirable threshold [22], we believe that the proposed limit
is illustrative enough as it is the maximum acceptable upper limit.
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are suitable. Only when types of actions Photos uploaded and Comments are
involved within B the temporal workload remains within the established limit,
as well as a significant amount of actions can be considered, i.e. 10000 actions for
Comments in the average case. Nevertheless, for the remaining types of actions
these results are subject to improvement, as discussed below.

Discussion. Results achieved in the experiments lead to different considera-
tions:

– Regarding translucency, it can be performed off-line (thus not affecting usabil-
ity) and with immensely greater computational resources.

– The proposed study presents the worst-case analysis. The evaluation of
predicates ρ′

o, ρ′
s and ρ′

rt within each obligation ξ are evaluated for every
acj−ui:ok ∈ Pacj,ui

. Conversely, in a real scenario not all policies ρ include
subjects, objects and relationships predicates, thus reducing the measured
temporal workload. Additionally, the algorithm applied in the evaluation can
be enhanced, e.g. a divide and conquer algorithm to search in ordered lists
may be used.

– Computational resources currently applied by WBSNs are much more pow-
erful than those applied herein, e.g. parallelism could alleviate the problem.

In sum, this worst-case analysis has shown that even with constrained com-
putational resources and with heavyweight policies, the proposed approach is
feasible.

6 Related Work

Lots of WBSN models have been developed. Many of them are based on assorted
features, i.e. roles [18], trust [5], relationships [13], attributes [21] and ontology
[20]. Besides, dealing with attributes management but looking for expressiveness
SoNeUCONABC was proposed [15].

Other proposals manage data provenance in WBSNs. The origin and traces
of data is involved in the access control management process. A data provenance
based access control model is proposed by Park et al. [23,24]. It provides dynamic
separation of duties, origin-based control and objects versioning in environments
like WBSNs. Pei and Ye [25] define a framework to capture data provenance
and create access control policies from collected data being possible its applica-
tion in WBSNs. Cheng et al. [9] look for the administrative management of a
relationship-based access control model including provenance management.

A step forward can be taken by managing user provenance access control.
Considering this feature as a trustworthiness analysis focused on tracing WBSN
users’ actions, some works can be pointed out. A monitoring system to cap-
ture and analyse WBSN users behaviour is proposed in [17]. Sybildefender [32],
SybilInfer [11] and Sybilguard [33] focus on identifying sybil WBSN nodes. In
addition, [26] works with policies that involve users’ actions but they are applied
for dynamic access control instead of provenance management.
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The negative side of provenance management is the privacy problems it
involves [12] as the identification of data or user traces may reveal private data.
Multiple proposals work on the establishment of anonymous interactions [31,35].
Others focus on protecting users’ data [2,10,16] or users’ relationships [6,34] by
applying cryptography. Several works in the context of social translucency have
been proposed [14]. The idea is the management of which relationships are estab-
lished and to whom by being aware of the situation and accountable at the same
time.

Despite existing WBSN access control models, user provenance has not
already been addressed by any of them. In the same way, those which have
worked with user provenance in the form of capturing users’ behaviours, do not
consider privacy at all, in contrast to the concept of translucency proposed in
this model.

7 Conclusion

The massive expansion of WBSNs together with the amount of security issues
they involve, foster their research and innovation. The origin and trace of actions
performed by a WBSN user, called user provenance, together with translucency
to avoid privacy problems are requirements to include within WBSN access con-
trol models. SoNeUCONABCPro extends a previous version, SoNeUCONABC

an expressive access control model for WBSNs, including the management of
user provenance together with translucency. From the authors knowledge this is
the first time both concepts are applied for access control management purposes.
Its implementation has been empirically studied and it is feasible in different sce-
narios. While translucency management could be performed without restrictions,
some settings are acceptable for user provenance management.

Future work will focus on facilitating selective translucency. Users have to be
able to choose to whom translucency policies are applied instead of hiding per-
formed actions for everyone. Also the improvement of performance is an issue to
consider, as well as usability issues regarding the specification and management
of policies by WBSN users.
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Appendix: Temporal Workload Enforcement in
SoNeUCONABC

Coloured in gray in Table 6, the evaluation of proposed policies in
SoNeUCONABC takes 13 ms at minimum and 184.5 ms on average.
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Table 6. Policy enforcement temporal workload in SoNeUCONABC

WBSN id = 1

rt id P1-TW
(ms)

P2-TW
(ms)

P3-TW
(ms)

P4-TW
(ms)

P5-TW
(ms)

P6-TW
(ms)

1 4143 4144 4143 4143 4142 4142

2 435 435 435 435 435 435

3 28 28 28 28 28 28

4 54 55 54 54 54 54

5 38 38 38 38 38 38

6 51 51 51 51 51 51

7 13 13 13 13 13 13

WBSN id = 2

9 21291 21304 21291 2289 21289 21287

9 712 712 712 713 712 712

10 58 57 57 57 58 57

11 88 88 89 89 88 88

12 61 60 60 60 61 60

13 62 62 63 62 62 62

14 31 30 30 30 30 30

WBSN id = 3

15 56825 56816 56815 56813 56820 56811

16 274 273 274 273 273 273

17 80 80 80 81 80 80

18 110 111 110 110 110 110

19 89 88 89 88 88 88

20 86 86 86 86 87 86

21 36 37 36 37 36 36

WBSN id = 4

22 105549 105545 105554 105558 105496 105563

23 1721 1722 1721 1721 1721 1722

24 44 45 44 44 44 45

25 135 134 134 134 134 135

26 96 97 96 96 96 97

27 83 83 83 83 83 84

28 46 46 46 46 46 47

Average 184.6 184.5 184.5 184.5 184.5 184.6

Total average 184.5
∗Results of evaluating proposed policies (see [15]) in created WBSNs over
28 pairs of random users are presented in this Table. Considering 2000ms a
usability limit for being approximately the tolerable waiting time of WBSN
users for information retrieval [22], removing cases that exceed this threshold
(details in [15]).
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Abstract. Mobile devices have become a popular target for attackers,
whose aims are to harm the devices, illegally obtain personal information
and ultimately to reap financial benefit. In order to detect such malicious
attempts, security solutions based on static analysis are mainly preferred
due to resource-constraints of these devices. However, in general, static
analysis-based solutions are not very effective against new mobile mal-
wares and new variants of existing mobile malwares appear on a daily
basis. In this study, new features for static analysis are investigated in
order to detect mobile malwares. While studies found in the literature
mostly employ API calls and permissions, this current study explores
some novel structural features. Results show the relative effectiveness of
these features on malware detection. Furthermore, it is shown that these
features detect new malwares better than solely applying API-based
features.

Keywords: Android security · Malware detection · Static analysis
Structural features · Machine learning

1 Introduction

Android malware is one of the biggest threats today. With mobile devices hav-
ing become an integral part of modern lifes, attackers focus more and more on
harming mobile devices and stealing private information from them. New mobile
malwares are emerging every day. Kaspersky [1] reported that 884,774 new mali-
cious applications appeared in 2015 alone, three times more than the number of
new mobile malwares seen in 2014. According to the recent McAfee Labs Threats
Report [2], the number of mobile malwares is still on the rise.

There are two main approaches to the detection of mobile malwares: static
analysis and dynamic analysis. Static analysis is generally preferred over dynamic
analysis due to its lower overhead on mobile devices. Therefore, a signifi-
cant amount of work has been proposed on static-based malware detection for
Android devices over the last five years, and different features have been inves-
tigated in different approaches.
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2018
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In the literature, permissions and API calls are among the most used features
for static analysis [3]. However, the structural features of an application have
not been explored as part of the proposed approaches, hence it forms the main
aim of this current study. It can be seen from the literature that the structural
information of portable executables has a positive impact on malware detection
[4]. Therefore, this current study investigates the use of structural features of
applications on mobile malware detection. To the best of our knowledge, some
of these proposed features are novel and have not been the subject of previous
studies. The proposed system is also applied to new malwares in order to see its
capability of detecting new malwares and new variants of malwares. In recent
years, there has been a significant increase in Android malware variants, much
more than new malware families [5]. Therefore, detecting variants of existing
malwares is an important characteristic of an anti-malware system.

To summarize, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

– SAFEDroid, an Android malware detection system based on static analysis,
is introduced.

– Rigorous analysis of the original features of SAFEDroid is conducted in order
to increase the accuracy of the system.

– SAFEDroid is evaluated on new variants of existing malwares as well as new
malwares in order to demonstrate the impact of the original features employed
by the proposed system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the
related works in the literature, and outlines existing malware detection systems
based on static analysis together with the features they employ. Section 3 intro-
duces the features and classification algorithms employed in this study. Section 4
evaluates the results and also discusses the limitations of the proposed approach.
Finally, the study is concluded in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

Static analysis is the most employed technique on mobile devices due to its
efficiency. One of the early studies relying on static analysis is by Kirin [6]
which detects certain types of malware by evaluating the configuration of an
application against a collection of security rules. These rules are defined by using
permissions and action strings in Intent filters extracted from the manifest file.
Even though it is not a complete solution for the problem, it was shown that
it could mitigate certain types of malware. Stowaway [7] detects overprivileged
apps by analyzing API Calls. ComDroid [8] detects application’ vulnerabilities
by analyzing inter-application communications; with their analysis showing that
Android applications are vulnerable to attack by other applications.

RiskRanker [9] proposed a two-level analysis. High-risk and medium-risk
applications are determined in the first-order analysis, and applications employ-
ing obfuscating, encryption or dynamic class loading techniques are extracted
among these risky applications in the second-order analysis. Only static analysis
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is employed to identify applications employing suspicious behaviors. DroidAna-
lyzer [10] employs static analysis in order to detect the presence of root exploits,
and identifies the potential risks of related apps. Droid Analytics [11] generate
signatures at the app/class/method level, hence it can detect 0-day repackaged
malwares.

In another approach for malware detection, Drebin [12] uses hardware and
app components, permissions, API calls and network address as features in
order to apply machine learning techniques. Drebin not only classifies the
applications, but also produces explanations for the detection model. Similarly,
DroidAPIMiner [13] achieves a high detection rate and low false positive rate
by using kNN classifier on API calls. They firstly remove API calls invoked by
third-party packages, and then consider only top APIs with the highest difference
between malware and benign apps in training. Therefore, it is not susceptible to
evasive attacks that add more benign APIs to the code in order to evade detec-
tion. SafeDroid [14] is also based on the top distinguished API calls extracted
from dex files. Although our study has used the same acronym as SafeDroid
[14], it is an independent work which evaluates not only the effect of API calls
but also the effect of structural features on malware detection. This replication
occurred purely coincidentally without realization on the part of the authors.
Another ML-based approach firstly groups applications with similar functional-
ities in clusters, then employs kNN classifier in order to detect mobile malwares
[15]. The performance of the approach is shown to be better than AndroGuard
[16]; however, it does not perform well on the detecting of updated attacks such
as BaseBridge and DroidKungFu.

The usage of ML-based techniques for mobile malware detection is increasing.
One of the recent studies employs Bayesian classifiers to distinguish malicious
from benign applications [17]. They extract features based on API calls, system
and Android commands, permissions in the manifest file, and other information
such as the usage of encryption, and the presence of a second .apk file. Mutual
Information calculation is employed to rank features, and as a result the top 25
features are outlined and used in training. They also show that as the training
sample set increases, the performance of the classifier on the same feature set
also increases. A recent study employed different machine learning techniques,
including deep learning to the problem [18]. Another recent work evaluates ML-
based mobile malware detectors [19].

One of the studies in the literature shows similarity to this current study,
employing data mining algorithms on static features obtained from apk, dex, and
XML files of an application [20]. However, due to the unavailability in 2010 of
malware datasets, the proposed model was not applied for malware classification.
Its evaluation is carried out to differentiate between game and tool applications.
Moreover, only one feature from [20] is used common to this current study.

To summarize, the studies found in the literature mainly use permissions
and API calls for static analysis-based malware detection. Application metadata
has also been proposed as complementary to static and dynamic analysis [25].
Recently, studies that use metadata for malware detection [22,23] have been
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Table 1. Existing Android static analysis tools

Static tools Purpose Features

Kirin [6] Mitigating certain types of malwares Permissions
Action strings

Stowaway [7] Determining overprivilege API calls
Action strings

ComDroid [8] Detecting apps communication
vulnerabilities

Permissions
Intents
Components

RiskRanker [9] Risk analysis for detecting 0-day
malwares

Data flow analysis
Control flow analysis
Suspicious activities

DroidMat [15] Detecting malwares Permissions
Intents
Components
API calls

Droid analytics [11] Generating signatures
Detecting 0-day repackaged malwares

API calls

DroidAPIMiner [13] Detecting malwares API calls

Bayesian [17] Detecting malwares Permissions
API calls
Commands

Drebin [12] Detecting malwares
Producing explanations for the model

Permissions
Intents
Components
API calls
Network addresses

DroidAnalyzer [10] Detecting the presence of root exploits API calls
Keywords

Anastasia [18] Detecting malwares Permissions
Intents
API calls
System commands
Malicious activities

ML-based detectors [19] Detecting malwares
Evaluating ml-based detectors

Basic blocks from CFG

Resource usage-based [21] Detecting malwares Resource usage

Metadata-based [22] Detecting malwares Permissions
API calls
Metadata

ADRoit [23] Detecting malwares Permissions
Metadata

AndroDialysis [24] Detecting malwares Permissions
Intents

introduced. A brief survey in [3] provides further information on the features
used for mobile malware detection. The static analysis tools employed in the
literature are outlined and sorted according to their publication date in Table 1.
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3 Methodology

In this study, a static analysis tool is developed that is based on API calls and
the structural features of applications. Figure 1 illustrates a simplified system
architecture of SAFEDroid.

• code-based 
• manifest-based 
• file-related 
• dis nct API calls

extrac ng  features

j48

classifica on

Fig. 1. Simplified schema of the proposed approach

First of all, a dataset consisting of malicious and benign malwares is con-
structed. Then, a rigorous study is conducted on the dataset in order to select
the right features to increase the detection module’s accuracy. The choice of
which characteristics of an application can be used for machine learning is very
important, and must contain sufficient information to allow the fundamentals
to be developed. However, irrelevant or an excessive number of features could
degrade the performance of the learning algorithms. Based on feature analysis,
the feature subset, which is believed to discriminate malicious applications from
goodwares, is selected and extracted. Machine learning techniques are applied
for the classification of applications by using this feature subset. Finally, the
model produced is evaluated by using a new dataset obtained from Drebin [12].
The results support the researchers’ hypotheses that the structural features of an
application are indicative of malicious behavior, and could detect new malware
variants. Each step of the proposed approach and the experimental results are
presented in the subsequent sections.

3.1 Feature Selection

In the literature, API calls and permissions of applications are features that
are extensively employed for static analysis in mobile malware detection [3]. It
is shown that the systems relying on API calls-based features achieve better
detection performance than systems using a permission-based feature set [13].
Moreover, the usage of API and permission-based features together does not
engender improvements over the usage of only API-based features [26]. There-
fore, this study has not included permission features; the top distinguished API
calls have been added to the features used. In addition to API calls, the proposed
system in this study also extracts some structural features of an application based
on analysis of malwares and goodwares. The features employed in this study are
classified into three groups: code-based, manifest-based, and file-related features.
All of these features are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Category of features

Category Features Descriptions Previous
works

Code-based DexClassLoader DexClassLoader API usage Yes

Crypto API Cryptographic API usage Yes

Goto Number of goto statements No

Annotation Number of annotations No

Methods Number of methods No

Classes Number of classes No

Used
permissions

Number of used permissions No

Used dangerous
permissions

Number of used dangerous
permissions

No

API calls API calls usage Yes

Manifest-based Permissions Number of requested permissions Yes [34]

Dangerous
permissions

Number of requested dangerous
permissions

No

Lines Number of lines of the manifest file No

File-related File size Size of the application (bytes) Yes [20]

Files Number of files No

Directories Number of directories No

Resource files Number of files stored in resource
directory

No

Code-Based Features. The features in this group are extracted from the
application code. The following three features in this group have previously been
used for the detection of malwares in other studies: DexClassLoader, Crypto API
usage and, API calls. As far as the researchers of this study are aware, the other
features are being employed for the first time in this study.

– DexClassLoader. Android gives developers an opportunity to load and use
classes in runtime. These files can be dynamically loaded from a remote
server or from any path of the device. Surprisingly, according to analysis,
the percentage usage of dynamic code loading in the malware dataset is
much less than its usage in the benign dataset. It was noted that almost
half of the benign applications use dynamic code loading. This result is also
consistent with the analysis of one million apps submitted to Andrubis [27].
There is a substantial increase in the number of applications using the updat-
ing techniques, especially dynamic class loading [28]. It could be concluded
that dynamic code loading alone may no longer be an indicator for malicious
behavior due to its rising popularity among goodwares as well.

– Crypto API. Attackers mainly use cryptography in order to evade static
analysis. On the other hand, its usage statically among goodwares has also
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increased over the last few years [27]. Analysis conducted in this study also
supports the increasing usage of crypto API in benign applications.

– Goto. The goto statement could be inserted into code in order to evade
signature-based detection tools. By using goto statements, attackers can
change the order of the code, but preserve the code execution sequence at
runtime.

– Annotation. Annotations are types of metadata that can be added to the
code, but have no effect on the runtime. Our analysis shows that benign
applications tend to use many more annotations than malicious applications.

– Methods. This feature represents the number of methods in an application
package. Benign applications appear to use many more methods than mal-
wares.

– Classes. This feature represents the number of classes in an application pack-
age. The number of classes seems to be much higher in benign applications
than malwares.

– Used Permissions. The application authors generally request more per-
missions than they use. Since used permissions give more information about
an application, the number of used permissions are also taken into account
in this study. PScout’s API-permission list [29] are used in order to extract
the real permission list of applications. Recently, a few studies in the liter-
ature analyze and employ the combination of used permissions for malware
detection [30–32]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the number of used
permissions employed in this current study is a first.

– Used Dangerous Permissions. This feature represents the used dangerous
permissions by an application and to the best of knowledge of the researchers
of this study it is also a first to be employed.

– API Call. The top distinguished API calls, whose usage in the malware
dataset is higher than the benign dataset, as in DroidAPIMiner [13], are
extracted.

Manifest-Based Features. Every Android application must have a manifest
file (AndroidManifest.xml) that contains essential information about the appli-
cation such as information about the package and application components such
as activities, services, broadcast receivers, and content providers. In this study,
only the number of permissions listed in the file, and the size of the manifest file
is used.

– Permissions. This feature represents the number of permissions requested
in the manifest file. According to analysis in this study, benign applications
use 8 permissions on average, whereas malwares use 14 permissions. Attackers
generally use more permissions in order to obtain the control of the device.
They can also obtain permissions in advance for use in the dynamically loaded
code at runtime [33]. Permissions are the most used features in static analysis
[3]. While studies mainly extract the permissions listed in the manifest file
[18,20], to the best of knowledge of the researchers the number of permissions
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is not explicitly used as a feature. Only in [34] the count of xml elements in
the manifest file besides permissions is also considered.

– Dangerous Permissions. This feature represents the number of dangerous
permissions requested in the manifest file. It is shown that malwares generally
request more dangerous permissions than benign apps [35].

– Lines. Another important feature about the manifest file is the size of the
file which is evaluated by the number of lines here. The researchers observed
that benign applications mostly generate well-written manifest files with more
information. Research experimentation for this study revealed that the aver-
age line count of the manifest files of goodwares is 81, whereas it is 49 for
malwares.

File-Related Features. Android application is similar to jar file and it con-
tains class files and hierarchical directories. Besides, resource files used by appli-
cations are stored in the resource directory. These features might have a positive
effect in order to classify samples. To the best of our knowledge, the file-related
features have not been included in previous studies.

– File Size. This feature represents the file size of an application measured in
bytes. The researchers found that benign applications generally have larger
file sizes than malicious applications. In the literature, this feature has been
used to differentiate game applications from tools and, has been suggested
for use in malware detection [36].

– Files. This feature represents the number of files in an application package.
Benign applications appear to have many more files than malwares.

– Directories. This feature represents the number of directories in an applica-
tion package. It is observed that benign applications have many more direc-
tories in their packages.

– Resource Files. This feature indicates the number of resource files used by
an application. The resources in Android could be used for various reasons
such as language support and, providing images for UI. Applications in the
benign dataset are observed to use more resources than those in the malware
dataset.

When the correlation between the features and the class labels (i.e. benign
or malicious) is analyzed, all non-zeros values are observed. The smallest abso-
lute correlation value (0.14) belongs to Lines feature. However when principle
component analysis (PCA) is carried out, it is seen that even this feature has con-
siderable weight for the eigen vector corresponding to the 5th highest eigen value.
When the correlation among the features are analyzed, it is observed that some
features are highly correlated as expected, such as Methods and Classes. How-
ever in general, the cross-correlation matrix shows that the feature set exhibits
low inter-dependency, even with feature couples having zero correlation, such as
DexClassLoader and Dangerous Permissions.
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3.2 Classification

All applications are firstly disassembled into .smali files using Apktool [37] and
then features are extracted. In this stage well-known machine learning algorithms
are applied in order to classify applications as either benign or malicious based
on these features. A decision tree algorithm is used that is named J48 [38],
which is an implementation of the C4.5 algorithm. Weka tool [39] is used in
the application of the C4.5 algorithm for this study. Other well-known machine
learning algorithms such as kNN and SVM are also evaluated in this study.
However since J48 produces the highest level of accuracy, it was elected to be
employed across all other relevant experiments of this study. J48 is one of the top
ten data mining algorithms [40], which also allows us for interpretation of the
tree in order to see the features that are best separating malicious and benign
applications.

In training, MalGenome dataset is used for representing malicious applica-
tions. This dataset contains 1260 malwares from 49 malware families. A benign
dataset consisting of 1260 applications downloaded from Google Play was also
created. A tool based on Android Market API [41] was utilized in obtaining
the benign samples from Google Play. Particular attention was paid to select
applications downloaded more than 5 million times to ensure that they were
not malicious. Furthermore, they were checked with VirusTotal [42] in order to
ensure these samples are not malware. Applications are only included in the
dataset if they are not detected by any of the antivirus solutions. Hence the
benign dataset is reduced to 978 applications. However the benign dataset is
aimed to be extended in the future. In order to see whether or not a generated
model could detect new attacks, an evaluation of the models using the Drebin
dataset [12] was also conducted. This public dataset contains 5,560 applications
from 179 different malware families. Hence, it introduces new malware fami-
lies that do not exist in MalGenome; however it also contains some samples
from MalGenome too. In the experiments conducted for this study, the malware
samples also common to MalGenome were extracted to specifically evaluate the
detection performance of the generated models on unknown malwares.

4 Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of each model, the following metrics were
employed: true positive ratio; false positive ratio; and accuracy. True positive
ratio shows the ratio of correctly classified malicious applications (TP: true pos-
itives) to all malicious applications in the dataset. False positive ratio represents
the misclassified applications as malicious (FP: false positives) to all benign
applications in the dataset. TN represents true negatives, FN represents false
negatives in the equations below.

True Positive Ratio =
(TP )

(TP + FN)
(1)
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False Positive Ratio =
(FP )

(TN + FP )
(2)

Accuracy =
(TP + TN)

(TP + TN + FP + FN)
(3)

Firstly the classifiers were trained by using only API calls which are shown
to be very effective against detecting mobile malwares [13]. The effect of the
number of API calls can be seen in Fig. 2. The result seen is consistent with
DroidAPIMiner’s outcome in that 169 API calls produce the highest accu-
racy. Therefore, 169 API calls were employed for the remainder of the exper-
iments. The top 20 API calls having the highest difference between malware
and benign datasets are also given in Fig. 3. The top 20 APIs shows similarity
with DroidAPIMiner’s results [13], for which analysis was performed on a larger
dataset.
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Table 3. Performance of classifiers

Feature sets DR FPR

F14: Code-based and API calls 98.4% 1.8%

FAll: All 98.3% 2.0%

Classifiers were also trained using different combinations of features and
the results compared. F1 represents the code-based features except for API
calls, F2 represents manifest-based features, F3 is used for file-related features,
and F4 indicates the most distinguishable API calls. Based on the outcome of
DroidAPIMiner [13], 169 API calls were employed. Two training schemes are
employed: cross-validation and 66% split.

Figure 4 shows the percentage of correctly classified applications. As can be
seen, manifest-based and file-related features do not perform as well as code-
based features in distinguishing malicious from benign applications. The combi-
nation of code-based features and API calls produces the lowest error rate. The
performance of this combination is quite close to the combination of all features.
Hence, both combinations are evaluated on the new malwares. The detection
and false positive ratios of both combinations are exhibited in Table 3.

Finally, in order to see the performance of this approach against new vari-
ants of existing malwares and new malwares, evaluation was also conducted
against the Drebin dataset [12], which is a larger dataset than MalGenome [43].
It should be noted that, all applications that exist in MalGenome were removed
from the test dataset before the evaluation took place. The results are presented
in Table 4. In particular, the malware families considered in training are shown.
The results show that the proposed approach effectively detects new variants
of existing malwares. While API-based approach could not detect some families
at all, the new features introduced here make them distinguishable from benign
applications. On the other hand, the proposed approach is ineffective against
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Table 4. Detection ratio on new malwares

Family Family size API Code-based and API All

Adrd 24 91.67% 91.67% 91.67%

BaseBridge 22 63.64% 63.64% 72.73%

Bgserv 1 0.00% 0.00% 100.00%

DroidDream 34 79.41% 94.12% 94.12%

DroidKungFu 193 90.76% 94.81% 95.34%

FakePlayer 11 0.00% 90.91% 90.91%

Geinimi 25 80.00% 91.30% 91.30%

GGTrack 2 0.00% 100.00% 100.00%

GinMaster 338 91.41% 96.15% 96.15%

GPSpy 2 0.00% 100.00% 100.00%

JiFake 28 0.00% 89.29% 89.29%

KMin 96 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Nickspy 9 77.78% 88.89% 88.89%

Plankton 614 29.48% 2.12% 14.50%

Spitmo 10 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

TapSnake 2 50.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Yzhc 15 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Zitmo 13 69.23% 76.92% 76.92%

Zsone 2 50% 100% 100%

DREBIN 4432 42.95% 70.21% 61.86%

Plankton family, which is a type of update attack. This family could not be
detected effectively by applying API-based features as well. Other than Plank-
ton family, we could say that the proposed approach considerably increases the
accuracy against new variants of existing malwares and new malware families.

4.1 Limitations

An attacker who knows that the device is protected with SAFEDroid could
change its code while preserving its malicious behavior in order to evade the
system. For example, it could increase the size of the manifest file and the file
size in order to look less suspicious. Actually, it is the common vulnerability for
any detection system based on static analysis. Attackers always employ evasive
techniques to be successfully installed and run on the device. It is the nature of
an arms race mechanism between virus and antivirus systems. It should how-
ever be emphasized that the attacker has to change critical features employed in
this study in order to evade SAFEDroid, which could cause both a decrease in
the impact and an increase in the cost of the attack. For example, an attacker
could change the number of permissions requested in the manifest file, and seem
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non-overprivileged, but then the attacker might not be able to run dynamically
loaded code at runtime. An attacker could also uses less goto statements by not
using evasion techniques such as code reordering, but then might need to use
other evasion techniques in order to hide its malicious code. Furthermore, an
attacker could not evade API-based features by increasing the size of benign fea-
tures, since API calls considered here are the most distinguishable API calls from
benign applications in malware applications [13]. To summarize, an attacker, who
pursues to achieve his goals no matter what happens, could avoid detection by
SAFEDroid by changing the features, but that would come with a cost for the
attacker.

5 Conclusions

There have been many studies proposed for malware detection on mobile devices.
Many of these approaches are based on static analysis due to resource constraints
of these devices. Those approaches mainly employe API calls and permissions
as features. In this current study, structural features such as the number of
methods/classes, the size of the application, and the number of goto statements
are explored for the purpose of malware detection. In particular, three groups of
features are analyzed: code-based, manifest-based, and file-related. The analysis
shows that code-based features together with API calls achieve a high detection
rate with a low false positive ratio. Furthermore, these novel features are shown
to be effective against new malwares and new variants of malwares. The results
obtained were an improvement on solely applying API-based features.
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Abstract. The U.S. Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) is
designed to increase the capacity, safety and efficiency of the air traffic control
via the integration of past experiences and advances in technology. However, the
system is expected to greatly increase the amount and types of data generated as
well as the knowledge to be managed. Additionally, as with all new technology,
U.S. NextGen opens the specter of the potential impacts created by cyberattacks.
Given this, it appears logical to view the U.S. NextGen system from the lens of
Big Data. This study evaluates the U.S. NextGen system using the five differen‐
tiated qualitative characteristics of big data: Volume, Velocity, Variety, Veracity
and Value. The results indicate that U.S. NextGen system has several big data
challenges that must be addressed in order to obtain its maximal potential.

Keywords: NextGen · ADS-B · IoT · Big data · Cybersecurity

1 Introduction

The impact of the aviation industry in today’s globally integrated societies is evident
from both economic and governmental perspectives. A 2016 report by the U.S. FAA
indicates U.S. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) will increase from $16.3 trillion U.S.
dollars in 2015 to $26.2 trillion in 2036 [1]. Furthermore, the world GDP is forecasted
to increase from 74.4 trillion U.S. dollars in 2015 to $136.3 trillion in 2036.

While the issue of funding security is always challenging particularly in a tight fiscal
climate [2], the escalation of cyber-security concerns in the aviation environment, from
the government perspective, is very visible through legislative activities like the Senate
subcommittee approving a bill to investigate aviation security and cybersecurity [3]. An
article on the World Economic Forum highlights the fact that the proliferation and
equalization of technology accessibility increases the potential number of attackers [4].
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It also goes on to note that the integration of cyber and physical environments not only
create new vulnerabilities but, potentially, has extensive impacts in the aviation industry.
The importance of cybersecurity is reinforced in incidents such as those involving Brus‐
sels’ airport [5], MH17 in the Ukraine [6] and the missing Malaysia Flight ML370 [7].

In an attempt to mitigate security concerns, the U.S. Government Accountability
Office [8] states that the aviation industry is in the process of rolling out the U.S. Next
Generation (NextGen) Air Traffic System. While all of the U.S. NextGen component
programs are at various stages of development, they are targeted to be operational no
later than the 2020 [8]. U.S. Government Accountability Office (US GAO) indicates
that the U.S. NextGen system is, currently, comprised of six parts, namely: Automatic
Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B), Collaborative Air Traffic Management
Technologies (CATMT), Data Communication, National Airspace System Voice
System, U.S. NextGen Air Transportation System Weather, and System Wide Infor‐
mation Management. According to the US GAO, a major element of this system is the
ADS-B capability, which is directed to be the future of air traffic control through
advancements in aircraft tracking and flow management. They also state that the U.S.
NextGen ADS-B messages are sent continually every five seconds. Furthermore, there
are three different ADS-B message types, namely: position messages, velocity messages,
and identification messages. CATMT is the program that is responsible for enhancing
the existing traffic flow management system and subsequently will have to handle the
volume of data the ADS-B will be producing [8]. Complicating matters, there are docu‐
mented exploitations of ADS-B system [9–11]. Hence, spoofing aircraft with fake ADS-
B messages is a viable concern. Fingerprinting aircraft transponders transmitting ADS-
B and cross referencing with aircraft equipment transponders allows for the inference
of airline communications. This environment prompted the idea that the ADS-B message
system should be examined from the perspective of the five differentiated qualitative
characteristics of big data, namely: Volume, Variety, Velocity, Variability, and Value
[12]. In this environment, each aircraft can be thought of as a very complex device or
node that communicates with other aircraft and Air Traffic Control Facilities (ATCF).
The goals are two-fold. First, identify the big data issues within the U.S. NextGen Air
Transportation System architecture. Second, understand which of the five differentiated
qualitative characteristics apply to the unique U.S. NextGen Air Transportation System
to categorize big data issues.

The next section summarizes the relevant works within a big data and the U.S.
NextGen Air Transportation System context. In Sect. 3, we discuss the hypothesis: Does
the U.S. NextGen Air Transport System have unaddressed big data issues? Section 4
examines each of the five-differentiated qualitative big data characteristics within the
context of the U.S. NextGen architecture. Finally, the last section presents conclusions
and identifies future U.S. NextGen system research from a big data perspective.

2 Relevant Literature

The increasing amalgamation of technology into the aviation industry is stimulating
research interest into the possible risk associated with the U.S. NextGen Air Traffic
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System. Interest in this area is being encouraged through the continued escalation of
residual data in legal environments [13, 14] along with an absence of clarity on
conducting aircraft forensics investigations [15]. Coupling this with the increasing
capabilities of technology that allow a single entity/node to generate vast volumes of
data quickly, U.S. NextGen Air Traffic System starts to resemble a big data problem,
especially when multiple entities/nodes are considered from a real-world perspective.
This is supported further when one considers the variety of research interests pertaining
to NextGen, which range from communication data flow [16] and encryption [17], to
cyber-physical systems, to the Internet of Things (IoT) [18], to big data applications [19],
to defense-in-depth [20], and so on.

From a communication perspective, many researchers agree that the ADS-B system
is the most important program out of the ten programs that make up the configuration
of the U.S. NextGen Air Transport System [17, 21–23]. Aircraft will be required to be
equipped with ADS-B systems to transmit messages to other aircraft and Air Traffic
Control Centers. The unencrypted structure of the ADS-B system means the National
Airspace System is susceptible to breath of cyber-physical attacks. As He, et al. [17]
noted, an important objective of the ADS-B system is the security of the National
Airspace System by 2020. To address both authentication and integrity issues they
proposed a “three-level hierarchical identity-based signature” solutions. However, a key
limitation in the scheme of He et al. [17] is the sending of identities in plaintext, which
could be exploited by attackers.

The unencrypted structure of the ADS-B system means the national airspace system
is susceptible to variety of cyber-physical attacks [11]. OpenSky is a sensor network in
Central Europe, which can capture 30% of the European air traffic communications on
ADS-B. The ADS-B system can augment traditional means of surveillance: radar and
transponders. Radars can indicate there is something in the sky the same size as an
aircraft, while a transponder will broadcast or squawk the identity of the aircraft when
activated. An ADS-B message field can contain information on traffic, weather, and
flight information. ADS-B vulnerabilities transgress confidentiality, integrity, and avail‐
ability. First, anyone with an ADS-B radio can transmit and receive messages showing
no signs of confidentiality. Data integrity is affected by attacks such as Ghost Aircraft
Injection, Aircraft Disappearance, Virtual Trajectory Modification, and Aircraft
Spoofing. Ghost Aircraft Injection occurs when an ADS-B radio transmits a fake
message and other aircraft now believe there is an aircraft that does not really exist.
Aircraft Disappearance happens when skillfully timed malformed ADS-B messages are
sent with a real aircraft’s identification, resulting in ADS-B messages with the particular
aircraft to be disregarded. In other words, the remaining aircrafts do not believe this
particular aircraft exists. Virtual Trajectory Modification is the act of jamming an aircraft
or ground station to create false alarms. Aircraft Spoofing is simply using another
aircraft’s identification to send ADB-S message with false information. Finally, avail‐
ability is loss associated with Ground Station and Ghost Aircraft Flooding. Ground
Station Flooding occurs when ground-based radios are jammed. Ghost Aircraft Flooding
happens when a large number of fake ADB-S messages are sent that there are too many
real and fake aircrafts that nothing is distinguishable. No solutions were presented on
how to address the unencrypted structure of the ADS-B system.
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From an IoT perspective, Varga et al. [18] presented a solution for a real-time air
traffic monitoring and tracking system that is based upon the ADS-B system. The solu‐
tion is implemented via a software defined radio, integrating hardware and software into
a high-performance wireless communication system. The software defined radio solu‐
tion, however, does not allow for the use of multiple radios or the correlation of data
between systems.

From a big data perspective, researchers are beginning to investigate architectural
solutions for analyzing ADS-B records. Boci and Thistlethwaite [19] developed a
Hadoop-based solution that can be used to analyze billions of ADS-B radio messages
in approximately 35 min. The results of their research are visualized using density maps.
However, the maps produced are very busy. It would be beneficial, from a security (or
forensic) perspective, to be able to filter the messages on key words or phrases to reduce
noise [24]. As the authors noted, a reduction in computational times would assist with
enormous data asset as well as assisting with real time processing aspirations [19, 24].

Other researchers are beginning to look at U.S. NextGen Air Transportation systems
from the perspective of defense-in-depth [20]. The research recommends the Flight
Information Exchange Model based on experience with the Mini Global II for the
advancement of the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration NextGen Air Transportation
System Wide Information Management. The research is to extend the Flight Information
Exchange Model beyond the 3.0 version for the benefit of the public and private organ‐
izations. The Mini Global II is part of the Federal Aviation Administration and inter‐
national aviation community to unite sharing of flight, weather, and aeronautical data.
The research demonstrates how the International Civil Aviation Organization Flight and
Flow Information for a Collaborative environment could be leveraged to share infor‐
mation on a global scale to the Air Navigation Service Providers and Air Transportation
Operators. The research version of the Mini Global II (e.g. Flight Information Exchange
Model) includes the Weather Exchange Information Model and Aeronautical Informa‐
tion Exchange Model. The expanded Global Enterprise Messaging Services Support Air
Navigation Service Providers’ Flight Operations Centers. The simulated global envi‐
ronment allows for the testing of the Flight Information Exchange Model for data
collection and exchange. The results indict development needs to use of the exchange
model for flight objects.

While existing literature on U.S. NextGen security focuses to a large degree on
communications, cyber-physical vulnerabilities, and IoT perspectives, there is
minimal research investigating U.S. NextGen air transportation systems from a big
data perspective.

3 Methodology

In order to investigate the U.S. NextGen system from a big data perspective, we use a
case study research strategy. Specifically, this involves a documentation data generation
method along with quantitative data analysis, as defined by Oates [25]. Key concepts in
big data defined by Katal et al. [12] are the five characteristics, also known as the 5 v’s
of big data, namely: volume, variety, velocity, veracity, and value.
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• Data volume measures the scale of the data within the system;
• Data variety refers to the different structures and sources of data;
• Data velocity is the analyzation of the data as the data is generated;
• Data veracity illustrates the uncertainty of the data; and
• Data value is the evaluation of the impact the data has on research.

We posit that the U.S. Next Generation Air Transport System has unaddressed big
data issues; thus, we seek to obtain a better understanding of the following research
challenges.

Q1: Can the combined ADS-B messages within the U.S. National Airspace system
be stored with current storage technologies?

Q2: Can the combined ADS-B messages within the U.S. National Airspace system
be processed with current processing technologies?

Q3: Are there too many ADS-B message formats, which creates undue complexity
of the processing unit?

Q4: Are there cybersecurity issues with the ADS-B that create uncertainty about the
data being transmitted?

Q5: Is the U.S. NextGen system capable of providing timely analysis in order to
meet its maximum potential in enhancing public safety of air transportation?

4 Analysis and Results

The research results are described using the five considerations of big data, namely:
volume, velocity, variety, veracity, and value.

4.1 Volume

The volume is calculated for the ADS-B system using the size of the message, the rate
messages are sent, the amount of aviation flight hours, and a conversion factor from
hours to seconds. The ADS-B systems uses fixed length 112 Bytes messages [26], and
averages 6.2 messages every second from an individual aircraft. In 2015, U.S. recorded
18,103,000 general aviation flight hours [27]. Finally, there are 3,600 s in one hour. This
results in 41TiB per a one year time frame, as seen in the following calculation:

(112 Bytes/Message) ∗ (6.2 Messages/Second) ∗ (3, 600 Second/Hour)
∗ (18, 103, 000 Flight Hours/Year) = 41 TiB/Year (1)

The combined ADS-B messages within the U.S. National Airspace system can be
stored with current storage technologies. It should be noted, however, that another study
[19], processed CAT033 messages that were generated from ADB-S signals received
by 71 radio stations in March 2014. Compressed, this dataset size was approximately
4 TB. Given that the stations only cover a small part of the country, there does seem to
be a mismatch in data generated and data stored. This could be due to the adding of
additional meta-data, overlap of stations and so forth. While still in bounds with conven‐
tional storage, it does point to potential issues of assuming that the source transmittions
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are indicative of archival size. It should also be noted that the data collection, to our
knowledge, assumes that the data is trustworthy and accurate.

Additionally, it should be noted that simply storing data does not facilitate data
analysis. Hence, while the storage of the raw information can be achieved with current
technologies, it is important to ensure the data is stored in a means to facilitate analysis
(the rationale behind Big Data). Marsh and Ogaard [28] noted much of the information
stored in the ADS-B data they received was not relevant to their analysis. Moreover, the
data they received were organized in files based upon the receiving stations; hence, to
track a flight, it would be often necessary to search through multiple files. To extract the
relevant data, and preprocess it to be amendable to analysis, took approximately three
hours; the raw data was approximately 22 gigabytes in size. Thus, in order to facilitate
timely access and retrieval of the ADS-DB data for analysis, the data will need to be
stored in databases, with various fields (and combination of fields) being indexed to
support anticipated types of analysis. Other precomputed operations may include the
ability to search and retrieve based upon aggregation of certain data elements. This, of
course, adds to the storage and other costs.

4.2 Velocity

The velocity is calculated for the ABS-D system by using the size of the message, the
rate message is sent, the average amount of flights in the National Air Space at any given
time. An average of 7,000 flights in the U.S. National Air Space at any given time [27]
results in 404,058,960,000 messages per year, as shown in the next two equations.

(6.2 Messages/Second) ∗ (60 Seconds/Minutes) ∗ (60 Minutes/Hour)
∗ (18,103,000 Flights Hours/Year) = (404,058,960,000 Messages/Year) (2)

(404,058,960,000 Messages/Year)/
(

(365 Days/Year) ∗ (24 Hours/Day)
∗ (60 Minutes/Hour) ∗ (60 Seconds/Minute)

)

= (∼13 Messages/Millisecond)
(3)

The combined ADS-B messages within the U.S. National Airspace system cannot
be processed efficiently in real-time with existing standard processing technologies. A
proposed ADS-B Data Lake Architecture used to process one month of messages
covering the en route air traffic for Boston, New York, and Washington DC [19] took
over 35 min. This dealt with approximately 17 million ADS-B messages sent at the 1090
channel; or approximately only 0.001% of the total expected volume of ADS-B
messages. Assuming there is any real-time need to collect, process, compare and
transmit results to other locations, this can become a true bottleneck in the process.

4.3 Variety

One means in which variety is shown within the U.S. NextGen Air Transportation is
through the multitude of message type [17, 18, 29]. The message types of U.S. NextGen
Air Transportation are Mode A, Mode C, Mode S, and ADS-B In and Out. Mode S, in
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turn, has three message types, which are (a) Data Block Surveillance Interrogation and
Reply Message Format, (b) Data Block Surveillance and Communication Interrogation
and Reply-Communication-A and Communication-B Message Format, and (c) Data
Block Surveillance Communication Interrogation and Reply-Extended Length Message
Format. The ADS-B system inherits its message types from Mode S; hence, ADS-B has
three different message types.

The Mode S Data Block Surveillance Interrogation and Reply Message Format
comprises of three parts, which is displayed in Table 1. The three parts are Format
Number, Surveillance and Communication Control, and Address and Parity; the format
is also displayed in Table 1. The Format Number is a 5-bit message representing the
sequence number of the message. The Surveillance and Communication Control is a 27-
bit message, which includes commands and flight information. The Address and Parity
is a 24-bit message intended to represent a unique aircraft identifier.

Table 1. Mode S data block surveillance interrogation and reply message format.

Format number Surveillance and communication control Address and parity
5-bits 27-bits 24-bits

The Mode S Data Block Surveillance and Communication Interrogation and Reply-
Communication-A and Communication-B Message Format comprises four parts, which
are shown in Table 2. The four parts of the Mode S Data Block Surveillance and
Communication Interrogation and Reply-Communication-A and Communication-B
Message Format are Format Number, Surveillance and Communication Control,
Message Field, and Address and Parity.

Table 2. Mode S data block surveillance and communication interrogation and reply –
communication–A and communication-B message format.

Format number Surveillance and communication control Message field Address and parity
5-bits 27-bits 56-bits 24-bits

The Format Number is a 5-bit message representing the sequence number of the
message. The Surveillance and Communication Control is a 27-bit message, which
includes commands and flight information. The Message Field is a 56-bit that contains
additional flight information. The Address and Parity is a 24-bit message intended to
represent a unique aircraft identifier.

The Mode S Data Block Surveillance Communication Interrogation and Reply-
Extended Length Message Format comprise four parts: Format Number, Communica‐
tion Control, Message Field, and Address and Parity (see Table 3). The Format Number
is a 2-bit message representing the sequence number of the message. The Communica‐
tion Control is a 6-bit message, which includes commands. The Message Field is an 80-
bit contains additional flight information. The Address and Parity is a 24-bit message
intended to represent a unique aircraft identifier.
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Table 3. Mode S data block surveillance communication interrogation and reply – extended
length message format.

Format number Communication on control Message field Address and parity
2-bits 6-bits 80-bits 24-bits

While the varying length message format is an asset where data transmission and
storage is concerned, the varying length message formats creates additional complexity
for processing, similar to that of the Complex Instruction Set Architecture (CISC). CISC
uses varying length instruction, while Reduced Instruction Set Architecture (RISC) uses
fixed length instructions. CISC saves on the storage of the instructions, but additional
complexity resides within the processor to decode the varying length instructions. The
fixed length instructions of the RISC processor suffer from internal fragmentation
because of the unused space within the instruction format. However, the processor only
processes a one size instruction, reducing the complexity on the processor. In this case,
the ADS-B protocol favored optimizing storage over reducing complexity.

Aside from the variability in the messages themselves, it has been noted that the
formats used to store ADS-B formats vary. As noted earlier, the study conducted by [19]
used CAT033 messages that contained ADS-B data. Marsh and Ogaard [28] received
ADS-B data from around the world. However, they noted the three storage formats
received were “Comma-Separated Value (CVS), Extensible Markup Language (XML)
and the binary format used by Garmin GDL 90 ADS-B transceiver”. Hence, the Auto‐
matic Dependent Surveillance system can be viewed as having multiple tiers of variety.

4.4 Veracity

The veracity is depicted by the known and peer-reviewed security vulnerabilities within
the ADS-B protocol. The vulnerabilities to the ADS-B system include ground station
flooding, ghost aircraft injection or flooding, aircraft disappearance, virtual trajectory
modification or false alarm attack, and aircraft spoofing [11, 30]. Ground station flooding
is the jamming of the 1090 MHz frequency. The exploitation of the ground station
flooding vulnerability has a low level of difficulty. The attacker is required to have a
signal power greater than the legitimate communications to the Area Control Center.
The exploitation would require the Area Control Center to use a legacy system incapable
of handling high density airspaces. Ghost aircraft injection or flooding is the insertion
of an ADS-B message spoofing an existing aircraft. The scaling of ghost aircraft injec‐
tion into many ghost aircraft injections is called ghost aircraft flooding. The injected
messages are indistinguishable from the legitimate communications. The ghost aircraft
flooding causes a denial of service. Aircraft disappearance is caused by the deletion of
all ADS-B messages sent from a legitimate aircraft. Virtual trajectory modification or
false alarm attack is achieved by combining an illegitimate message with illegitimate
modified trajectory date with the legitimate and valid 24-bit International Civil Aviation
Organization identifier. Aircraft spoofing is accomplished by combining the illegitimate
message with the valid 24-bit International Civil Aviation Organization identifier of the
legitimate aircraft being spoofed.
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Hence, it is safe to conclude that there are cybersecurity issues with the ADS-B
system such as the lack of integrity demonstrated by the vulnerabilities to the ADS-B.
This creates uncertainty about the data being transmitted, which in turn, indicates that
veracity is an issue. It should also be noted, in this case, that the volume of the data and
velocity of data, as well as the distributed nature of the collection and storage, exasperate
the problem of verifying the data veracity. Attempts to mitigate the veracity concerns
include two mitigation solutions: intrusion detection [9, 31] and cryptographic solution
implementation [32–34]. However, the problem is still not definitively solved.

4.5 Value

The value is shown through the lens of public safety. U.S. NextGen Air Transportation
aims to improve safety, increase efficiency and capacity. Aviation Safety Information
Analysis and Sharing creates an aggregate of data from industry and government. One
use of the aggregate data is to detect safety tendencies. Aviation Safety Information
Analysis and Sharing is used by incident responders to replay the events leading to an
incident. The data points are derived from surface monitoring systems. System Safety
Management and Transformation allows for visualization of safety trends and further
analysis is used for forecasting. The System Wide Information Management system
creates an interconnection between otherwise unshared information, which could
enhance public safety of air transportation.

A key issue in value is the timeliness of the analysis. Hence, for the air traffic
controller, determining that a contact is a matter of Ghost Aircraft Injection requires a
system that can analyze, within seconds, the array of historical and current, to determine
the likelihood of the contact actually being true. In the case of determining if a Ghost
Aircraft Injection occurred as a postmortem of a security alert, the value of the analysis
does not decrease if it take a few minutes. Thus, the question if the Next Generation Air
Transportation has a value problem, in terms of big data, becomes a rather complex
determination of what questions need to be answered, when they need to be answered
and by whom needs the data. Given this complexity, at present, the question is not
resolvable at this time.

Not all Big Data considerations were addressed by the U.S. NextGen Air Transpor‐
tation System, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Results from the characteristics of big data.

Characteristics of big data Results
Volume (41 TiB/Year)
Velocity (~13 Message/ms)
Variety Mode A, Mode C, and Mode S
Veracity No encryption
Value Public safety

While the 41 TiB per year volume is manageable, the results only address existing
ADS-B systems. One would expect more volume from a voice system, which will be
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provided by the U.S. NextGen Air Transportation System Data Communication. Unlike
Twitter, the Federal Aviation Agency would have to address and processes voice
communication. There is variety within variety for the U.S. NextGen Air Transportation
System.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we explained the unaddressed big data issues in the U.S. NextGen Air
Transport System. For example, We pointed out that the System Wide Information
Management does not address the veracity of the data received via the ADS-B protocol,
which is untrustworthy due to the lack of encryption for both confidentiality and integ‐
rity. Potential mitigation solutions include intrusion detection and Public Key Infra‐
structure implementation. The goal of the research, to identify Big Data issues with the
U.S. NextGen Air Transport System, was achieved by identifying issues with the
velocity, variety, and veracity of the U.S. NextGen Air Transport System.

Future work will investigate the creation of a U.S. NextGen Air Transportation
System command and control model to address the outlined big data issues, namely:
velocity, variety, and veracity. In order to add in command and control models, each of
the remaining five parts of the U.S. NextGen system, plus the overall system, will be
analyzed from the Big Data perspective. The research will need to identify combinations
that pose unique challenges and problems from the 5 V perspective. In addition, the
applicability of these newly created command and control models will need to be exam‐
ined for automobile and drone environments. As the U.S. Department of Transportation
progresses in its effort to automate automobiles, many of the lessons learned within the
U.S. NextGen Air Transportation System may be applicable to ground transportation
infrastructures. Future research will also examine the viability of adopting these
command and control models to Unmanned Arial Vehicles (UAV) environments.

Another potential research agenda is to integrate forensic requirements and techni‐
ques into the design of the U.S. NextGen Air Transportation System. Such an approach,
coined forensic-by-design [35], can facilitate the identification, collection and analysis
of data during forensic investigations on a cybersecurity incident [36, 37].
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Abstract. We present a Side-Channel Analysis Platform (SCAP)
Framework developed to acquire and study the traces derived from a
cryptographic device when cryptographic computations are done. The
main goal of this work is to develop a tool for performing side-channel
attacks against these cryptographic devices. The characteristics of the
SCAP Framework are described and a case study with a smartphone is
presented.
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1 Introduction

The uses of electronic devices with cryptographic features in order to perform
personal and business operations has largely increased worldwide in the last
years. In general, most of these uses (identification, payment with credit cards,
access to the cloud, browsing, etc.) are relevant enough to ensure important
security measures.

The cryptographic community considered that the security of a cryptosystem
lied in the strength of the mathematical problem in which it was based on.
For instance, the security of the RSA algorithm is based on the difficulty of
solving the integer factorization problem [1], or the strength of the elliptic curve
cryptography (ECC) is based on the intractability of the discrete logarithm
problem over elliptic curves defined on finite fields [2].

Nevertheless, this paradigm has been questioned since the publication in 1996
of a paper by Kocher [3]. Kocher demonstrated that it was possible to break the
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security of embedded cryptographic protocols by means of an attack which,
instead of trying to solve the underlying mathematical problem, made use of the
information obtained from the cryptographic device, i.e., from the fact that the
cryptosystem was physically implemented in such device. Kocher showed that
measuring the time required to perform private key operations could be useful
to find Diffie-Hellman exponents, to factor RSA keys, etc.

Nowadays, the continuous development of device-implemented cryptography
[4] is accompanied by an increasing number of physical attacks [5–7].

The information obtained from the implementation of a cryptographic algo-
rithm in a device is related to the execution of the code and can be obtained by
measuring the computation time that the algorithm takes to execute [3], the con-
sumption of electric power to execute the process that is running [8], the genera-
tion of electromagnetic fields during their computations [9,10], the temperature
reached by the chip [11], the noise produced while doing calculations [12], etc.
All channels which permit to obtain extra information about the cryptographic
processes are called side channels and the attacks derived from the information
obtained are denoted as side-channel attacks. Note that these attacks are passive
in the sense that they do not modify the device where computations are done;
hence, they are difficult to be detected.

Side-channel attacks consider that the mentioned measurable quantities
depend on the instructions, mathematical operations, and the data used by the
processor to perform its cryptographic computations. In this way, if the imple-
mentation is not sufficiently protected it is possible to obtain information related
to the keys through these side channels.

On the contrary, when the attacker provokes a fault or malfunctioning in
the device due to the alteration of its normal execution such as modifying the
temperatures accepted by the device, triggering a laser that alters the memory
contents or the execution flow of an algorithm, etc. [13], then we are considering
fault-injection attacks.

In this work we present SCAP (Side-Channel Analysis Platform) framework,
a framework to develop a tool for acquiring and studying the obtained traces
when a cryptographic device is carrying out cryptographic computations. To
illustrate the benefits of our framework we have applied it to the acquisition of
the power consumption traces of an implementation of the RSA cryptosystem
over a smartphone. We have selected the RSA cryptosystem because it is the
most extended system nowadays. Nevertheless, the framework also includes an
implementation of the ElGamal (EG) cryptosystem. In a general way, the frame-
work could be easily extendable to any other cryptosystem as ECC, for example.
Our framework has been developed in LabViewTM.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, a short review about
side-channel attacks is presented. Section 3 presents our Framework, including
a description of the smartphone interface and the used hardware and software.
In Sect. 4, the experimental results obtained with the mentioned hardware and
software are shown. Finally, Sect. 5 includes the conclusions of the work and
possible future work.
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2 Side-Channel Attacks

As we have mentioned, problems related to the security of implementations arise
due to the existence of side channels on the device from which it is possible to
obtain sensitive information, analyzing either the behavior of the software or the
hardware, and inducing faults in the behavior of the circuit to deduce information
about the keys.

These attacks on physical devices are more specific than the classic ones since
they are carried out depending on the algorithm implementation, the chip archi-
tecture, etc. They are classified as invasive, semi-invasive or non-invasive [14,15],
depending on whether the device is manipulated or only the available informa-
tion is used. Another classification of the attacks is: active or passive, depending
on whether they manipulate the device or only observe its behavior, respectively.

Finally, it is noteworthy that, as in traditional attacks, it is assumed that the
Kerckhoffs principle [16] is verified, i.e., the starting point is that the attacker
has access to the device, he knows the cryptographic algorithm implemented
in the chip, the characteristics of that implementation, and he can execute the
protocol with the parameters he estimates appropriate as many times as desired.

The main types of attacks against physical devices are summarized below.

2.1 Timing Analysis

The attacks for timing analysis try to obtain information about a cryptographic
protocol by measuring the time that the attacked physical device takes in per-
forming the operations of the algorithm being attacked [3].

For example, in the case of the RSA cryptosystem, the attacker wants to
obtain the private key while executing the operation of the modular exponentia-
tion. This computation is carried out by the squaring and multiplying algorithm.
The initial hypothesis is that the time required for a multiplication is constant,
but if a modular reduction must be performed due to the fact that the multipli-
cation is greater than the module, then this new operation implies an increase
in the execution time. This way, it is possible to obtain some information about
the sizes of the numbers considered in each step of the algorithm.

2.2 Power Analysis

In some cases, certain information can be extracted by measuring the power
consumption of the microprocessors. This consumption can be closely related,
for example, to the number of bits that change in memory or register. Thus,
an attacker can take advantage of this feature to try to guess a secret value
used in a cryptographic operation by observing the power consumption trace,
for example.

There are several attack methods related to this side channel. The most
simple methods are the Simple Power Analysis (SPA) attacks. These attacks
use the power consumption traces measured when the cryptographic device is
working. Traces are obtained by a digital oscilloscope that measures the voltage
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drop in a resistor that is connected to the power supply of the device. From the
measurements of a trace (or a few traces), the attacker will try to obtain some
information about the secret key used in the implemented cryptosystem.

When the obtained signal is weak or if the relationship between the secret key
and the consumed power is not clear, SPA attacks do not give enough information
to break the algorithm. In these cases, a new type of attack, which uses statistical
techniques, is considered: Differential Power Analysis (DPA). DPA uses a lot of
traces of power consumption and requires a synchronization and alignment of
the measured traces. Then, a statistical analysis can be made between the values
of the power consumed along the execution of the algorithm with the values of
the hypothetical model [17].

In the Correlation of the Power Attacks (CPA), the correlation between the
measurement of the instantaneous consumed power and the data processed is
analyzed [18]. As this correlation is, in general, very small, it is necessary to
obtain a large set of measurements in order to have a lot of traces which are
compared, by means of correlation coefficients, with the traces from the outputs
of a theoretical model of the device.

Finally, the High-Order Differential Power Analysis (HODPA) are a gener-
alization of the DPA attacks. In this case, several points of the power trace are
used [19].

2.3 Electromagnetic Analysis

Electromagnetic fields emitted by a circuit due to the displacement of charges
along the tracks of the metal layers of the circuit can be measured when the
transistors switch state [20], which gives rise to the ElectroMagnetic Attacks
(EMA).

Once these emanations are measured, they are analyzed in a similar way
as the power traces, so that they give rise to Simple ElectroMagnetic Analysis
(SEMA) or Differential ElectroMagnetic Analysis (DEMA).

Traditionally, EMAs have been used to attack smart cards, FGPAs and other
small devices; nevertheless, attacks against laptops have also been carried out.
In [10] a laptop has been attacked by using an antenna of 0.5 m which is con-
nected by a coaxial cable to a low-pass filter and two amplifiers.

2.4 Other Type of Attacks

The sound produced by a device can be used as a side channel as well. They are
called acoustic attacks. For example, in [12] two attacks are described. In the
first attack, the microphone of the smartphone Samsung NOTE II, located at
30 cm, points to the ventilator vents of the notebook and an attack against the
secret key used in computations of the notebook is performed. The second one
considers a parabolic microphone connected to a laptop in a padded case which
attacks to another laptop, located at a distance of 4 m from the first one.

Attacks denoted as non-invasive physical attack can be mounted by measur-
ing the fluctuations in the electrical potential of the chassis of a laptop by means
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of the grounding or with a conductor cable connected to an input/output port,
or even by touching the equipment by hand and measuring the potential of the
body [21].

In some situations, attacks can be mounted by using several methods among
those discussed above. In this way, it is possible to increase the power of the
attack being carried out. For example, by simultaneously combining power con-
sumption and electromagnetic emanations [22].

Next, we include other type of attacks. These attacks are specifically proposed
against different implementations of cryptographic primitives on smartphones.
In [23], authors have proposed a pre-processing composition to mount a Sim-
ple Side-Channel Analysis (SSCA) on RSA and ECC, i.e., an attack that uses
one single waveform to uncover a secret key. In particular, they explain how a
composition of time-frequency pre-processing manages to extract the relevant
information obtained from one signal of an asymmetric cryptographic operation
(RSA and ECC) running on an Android system.

On the other hand, electromagnetic emanations of smartphones have been
used in [24] to obtain secret keys of public key cryptosystems by means of
standard radio equipment in combination with far-field antennas. Moreover,
in [25,26], side-channel resistance of the implementation of the ECDSA sig-
nature scheme in Android’s standard cryptographic library is studied. Authors
show that, for elliptic curves over prime fields, it is possible to recover the secret
key very efficiently on smartphones using EMA side channel and lattice reduction
techniques.

In [27], it is shown that elliptic-curve cryptography implementations on
mobile devices are vulnerable to electromagnetic and power side-channel attacks.
Authors prove that full extraction of ECDSA secret signing keys from OpenSSL
and CoreBitcoin running on iOS devices, and partial key leakage from OpenSSL
running on Android and from iOS’s CommonCrypto are possible. The mounted
non-intrusive attacks use a magnetic probe placed in the proximity of the device,
or a power probe on the phone’s USB cable.

3 The SCAP Framework

We have designed a framework, called SCAP (Side-Channel Analysis Platform)
Framework, for capturing and studying the traces obtained when a cryptographic
device is carrying out cryptographic computations. In order to show the behav-
ior of this framework, we have considered the capture of traces derived from the
power consumption when the RSA cryptosystem is running under an Android
smartphone. In fact, we have implemented both the RSA and the EG cryptosys-
tems in the smartphone so they are accesible by means of an Android application
used as the interface to communicate with the smartphone. We will try to deter-
mine if it is possible to obtain side-channel information that allows breaking that
implementation when the smartphone is deciphering.

The RSA and EG implementations have been made by using two different
libraries: the Spongy Castle, SC, (https://rtyley.github.io/spongycastle/) and

https://rtyley.github.io/spongycastle/
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the BouncyCastle, BC, libraries (https://bouncycastle.org). The specific library
can be chosen by the user when he launches the application.

3.1 Overview of the Framework

Side-channel attacks against cryptographic devices or, in general, against a
Device Under Test (DUT), involve two types of activities: (1) The creation of a
database of traces obtained from the measurement of different types of parame-
ters when the device is computing (time, power consumption, emanations, etc.),
and (2) the processing of such data. This processing is done by taking into
account the knowledge of the algorithm, the protocol performed in the DUT,
and a mixture of observation and intuition together with techniques of signal
processing, statistics, etc.

The database is elaborated by collecting informative fragments from the rep-
etition of observations, with similar or different parameters. The files with the
obtained data are stored with some extra information about the involved param-
eters and variables, due to the number of files considered (sometimes more than
100 000 files). So, it is very convenient to automate, as much as possible, the
acquisition and storage of data.

Moreover, given the large amount of data considered in each file, it is nec-
essary to use an efficient data model in the sense that it is necessary to get a
balance between data volume and the ease of its processing, i.e., the amount
of data stored and its format must be adequate in order to avoid the slowing
down due to the use of limited memory resources, virtual memory, type of pro-
cessor, etc. Finally, it is important to consider that side-channel attacks involve
the interaction with a set of hardware devices like oscilloscopes, data acquisition
cards, etc., and software applications.

Indeed, in our SCAP Framework, we have considered the challenge of devel-
oping a database through a double strategy: on the one hand, the creation of a
big data pool, with sorted, nominated and indexed files; and on the other hand,
the management of these processed files, using database tools and data mining,
making use of the parameters and results stored in such files.

To do this, we name the files with prefixes and suffixes generated automati-
cally or manually, so that their names contain the test performed, the date and
time of creation, and an extension. The files are stored in a directory tree with
several levels. In the first level there are two branches: one branch stores the
files with source data, and the other one, with different directories depending on
the type of analysis, contains the files with the processed data. If the file size
is large and a high efficiency is essential, strictly binary files are used. However,
the “TDMS” (Technical Data Management Streaming) format is preferred as
it handles variables in a standardized way together with metadata with group
names, experiment parameters, etc., and moreover, it includes an implicit index-
ing system that facilitates subsequent data mining.

Data management is done using data mining tools (DIADEMTM, National
Instruments), proprietary applications developed by our group, and small pro-

https://bouncycastle.org
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grammed tools (SQLitle); all of them in order to extract the parameters of the
data files, create files summary, etc.

3.2 Components of SCAP Framework

SCAP framework is composed of hardware devices and a set of software appli-
cations (see Fig. 1). In the following elements of SCAP framework are described.

Fig. 1. General scheme of the SCAP Framework

– DUT (1): It is the entity to be observed, where possible leakages are pro-
duced. In general, DUT contains some type of application or software (Test
app), with known characteristics and algorithms for the observation.

– Test Object Control Box (14): It produces an excitation in the DUT,
adapted to the type of test. The excitation can be generated manually or
through some automatically generated vector.

– Data Acquisition System (9)–(10): The DUT produces some type of ema-
nations or leakages that are captured by probes. These probes, individually
or collectively (2)–(8), provide to the Data Acquisition System analog sig-
nals that correspond to emanations of different types: magnetic, electrical
or electromagnetic radiation, variations in power consumption, temperature,
etc.
These signals are introduced into Data Acquisition System, where an appli-
cation, developed in LabviewTM, is installed as a firmware (we will talk about
it later) on a hardware equipped with Analog Digital Converters.
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The received data sequence is controlled, preprocessed and filtered at low
level by a FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) with local memory. The
FPGA creates a specially selected data stream, which is transferred at high
speed, via PCiexpress (12), to the host PC. The PC host processes the data
through a host application designed for this purpose, and stores the processed
data in a database (11) for sharing and subsequent post-processing.
On the other hand, the FPGA (10) controls via the digital lines, supplied
by the Digital IO port (13), different communication protocols for the DUT
excitation (vectors or triggers) through the Test Object Control Box (14).

– Processing Set (15)–(17): Several applications access to the database to
process the attack; they are developed ad hoc in LabviewTM, C, and standard
packages off the shell (Matlab, Diadem, etc.). These applications can be used
cooperatively, from other workstations (desktop, laptop, etc.), for curve view,
data browsing, data minning, and manipulating the information of the files.

The described architecture is flexible, so we are going to explain in more
detail, for a particular implementation, some of the main parts.

3.3 Test Object Control Box

There are several ways to produce some kind of excitation to the DUT (in
our case a smartphone). In general, the DUT needs to receive, in some way, the
command to generate a set of events that produce the possible leakages. A simple
way to do this is to develop an app where one can induce this type of situations,
for example, by touching the smartphone screen or by an external mechanical
push button switch and fixing the smartphone, if many trials are needed.

Another way to execute the command is through the digital IO port interface
(see (13) in Fig. 1), which improves the determinism of the test. In our case we
execute the push button switch action with an off-the-shelf pulse generator: an
Agilent 33220A (see Fig. 2).

The connection of the pulse generator with the DUT can be made by using
cheap hardware (Arduino boards, for example) or, as in our case, with the ear-
phone connector and a small interface like the selfie stick to activate the camera
button.

To detect the trigger that marks the start of the operation to analyze, we
must add a suitable routine in the app running on the DUT, and an output line
that provides a trigger signal to be used by another hardware (Data acquisition
system, Oscilloscope, etc.) that helps to the synchronization of the traces.

3.4 Data Acquisition System

This device performs the acquisition of leakage signals. In general, this func-
tionality is well known and it is typically carried out by using data acquisitions
boards inside the PC, and especially by digital oscilloscopes. However, we prefer
the use of hardware with high-speed, high-resolution A/D converters, FPGA,
and PCIexpress link to PC.
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Fig. 2. Test Object Control Box

To study a DUT, fragments of information varying from several thousands
of a second to several tens of seconds have to be observed and recorded. How-
ever, useful leakage information is usually contained between tenths and tens
of milliseconds. In order to have sufficient temporal resolution and to be able
to discern the useful part, it is necessary to sample between 40 ms and 250 ms.
On the other hand, once the useful area has been determined, and after being
filtered, it is possible to repeat the sampling reaching values between 10 ms and
20 ms, i.e., the information can be summarized as 0.001% and 0.010% of the
total.

Another question to consider is that different side-channel attacking tech-
niques require generating tracks of data with respect to a well-known temporal
source, as accurate as possible, with little jitter with respect to the initial trigger.
This is an important problem because the synchronization of traces is necessary.
Thus, it is very important to make the collection data as accurately as possible
with reference to the same source of temporal coordinates, and to have a flexible,
combinable and masked trigger subsystem.

In the designed framework, our Data Acquisition System is constituted by a
NI PXIe-1073 Chassis and an NI PXIe-5170R module, manufactured by National
InstrumentsTM (see Fig. 3). The NI PXIe-1073 Chassis allows you to feed the
modules that are introduced, to synchronize them and to establish a communi-
cation link with a PC through an MX interface. Moreover, the NI PXIe-5170R
consists of a general purpose reconfigurable multichannel digital oscilloscope
whose internal controller consists of a reprogrammable FPGA. It consists of 4
channels of simultaneous acquisition of up to 250 ms/s, 14 bits of vertical res-
olution, amplifiers and anti-aliasing filters, with inputs programmable, digital
outputs, individually or with serial protocols: I2C, SPI, etc.

There are multiple possibilities for synchronizing and exchanging data with
other modules communicated with a PC using PXIexpress Gen2 x8 (up to
3.2 Gb/s), which are inserted in a NI PXIe-1073 (up to 200 Mb/s) chassis.
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Fig. 3. NI PXIe-5170R block diagram. (Courtesy of National InstrumentsTM)

Regarding the implementation of the Data Acquisition System, the main
goal is to obtain a functionality similar to that of a digital oscilloscope, with
extended and customized triggering capabilities (for masks and combined multi-
shot), a pre-processed (typically filtered and decimated) that, together with the
customized trigger, provides a specially selected data flow. This flow will be
transferred at high speed, via PCIexpress, to the computer, where it is processed
by an ad-hoc application. The flow is stored in a database that allows sharing
and post-processing by means of two types of applications: firmware in PXIe-
5170R FPGA Oscilloscope Emulation Module, and Host Application for Data
Transactions.

Next, we will describe with more detail both applications: firmware and
Host, which were made in LabviewTM environment using the XilinxTM ISE and
Vivando tools.

Firmware in PXIe-5170R FPGA Oscilloscope Emulation Module. The
implementation of the firmware (to be run in the FPGA) is performed to han-
dle all hardware acquisition such as A/D converters, analogue digital filters,
sequencers, DMA, etc.
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The strategy of mixing two types of libraries is used: a standard realization
with LabviewTM Instrument Device Libraries (IDL), and a specific customiza-
tion of it. This way the emulation of a multichannel oscilloscope with its most
characteristic primitives is performed: vertical and horizontal range change, trig-
ger mode (simple, continuous), data storage size, transparent mode of transport
of data to the computer memory, and FIFO communications.

The triggers customization allows the detection of events generated by var-
ious trigger forms from any channel, with storage, multi-trigger, multichannel
combinational logic conditions trigger (And, Or, If then, etc.) and arbitrary mask
trigger with pattern and (stored in a memory pattern) trigger tolerance.

These deeply coupled to acquisition process triggering methods allow the
detection of an event or anomaly in a particular pulse, with a certain value,
with a given waveform, without any need of storing previous data. This fact,
together with the possibility of “selective decimation”, constitutes a very impor-
tant basis for saving data transactions and storage space over long periods of
data observation.

Host Application for Data Transactions. This application, developed in
LabviewTM, allows sending or receiving commands and data to the acquisition
system, the transfer of files to the database and their processing.

The architecture is based on a typical multitasking cue loops producer-
consumer, with isolated tasking loops: to the human interface, graphics curves,
data acquisition transactions. The graphical interface has an aesthetic of folders
with tabs containing functions (see Fig. 4).

Some options available in the host app are: communication port, data acqui-
sition parameters, vertical-horizontal range, conversion rate, decimation, filter
(media, average, median, envelope extraction, etc.), data fetch visualization, pre-
and post- trigger (size and count), trigger mode (edge, level, channel, condition,
combination, mask), Hilbert transform, etc. Moreover, it is possible to change
of graphic mode view, colors, interpolation mode, channel in view, etc.

Moreover, graphs can be exported to elaborate reports or documents and
save data in different formats for data export purposes.

3.5 Smartphone Interface

In this section we briefly describe the environment where SCAP Framework has
been used.

The smartphone (DUT) used has the following characteristics: it is a Sam-
sung, model Galaxy S3 GT-i9300 16 GB. The operating system is an Android
4.4.4 CyanogenMod, version 11-20141115-SNAPSHOT-M12-i9300, the kernel
version is 3.0.64-CM-g4ca83ff, Build02@cyanogenmod #1, Fri Nov 14 21:44:13
PST 2014, and the CPU is ARMv7 Processor rev 0 (v7I).

When the user launches the developed app, he must select some possible
options (see Fig. 5). The first action is to select the cryptosystem, in this case,
RSA. Then, he chooses the library used for the implementation: SC or BC, and
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Fig. 4. Screenshot of the host app

next, the user must choose the bitlength of the RSA key, where three options
are available: 512, 1024, and 2048 bits.

Once the characteristics of the cryptosystem have been selected, the user
selects how long the light of the flash (Time light) will be activated (in ms), the
number of times (Loop time) that he wants to run the decryption process, that
is, the number of times that the ciphertext will be decrypted with the same key,
and the length of the plaintext to be used, which depends on the bitlength of the
key. The plaintext is formed by repeating the chain ‘0123456789’ the number of
times needed until texts of length 72, 200, 352, 472, or 792 bits, are obtained.

The app is launched by pressing the Start button, which can be activated
in two ways: by pressing it with a finger or by means of an external trigger
connected to the audio jack (like the system used to make a selfie).

The first time the application is launched, it generates the couple of keys
(public and private) and the plaintext with the selected length. Then, it encrypts
the plaintext obtaining the ciphertext and stores both the keys and the ciphertext
in the smartphone. When the application is launched again, it will verify if such
data is stored. If the data exists, it will use it; if not, it will repeat the previous
process to generate the keys and the ciphertext for the current options. After
these verifications, the decryption process is executed as many times as selected.
Note that the flash is turned on before and after this process is carried out. The
light of the flash is used as a signal or trigger.

The developed app turns on the flash of the camera in each encryption a unit
of time, two units of time in the decryption and finishing with four units of time
at the end of the cycle.
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Fig. 5. Smartphone interface with some options selected

4 Experimental Results

This section presents some experimental results using SCAP Framework in the
developed app.

For example, when a capture of 6 decryption iterations is released, the graph
shown in Fig. 6 is obtained. In this first capture the used trigger has been a
level detector (see Fig. 7). When the flash is triggered, an increase in the current
supplied by the battery occurs. If the deciphering is repeated several times it is
possible to see that the trace has repetitions.

In successive captures, we try to limit the moment in which the encryp-
tion/decryption process takes place, by modifying parameters of time of ignition
of the flash and the length of the key. For the options of RSA, SC, 512 bits,
Loop time 2, 25 ms flash time, with the same trigger, we have obtained several
similar graphs (see Figs. 8 and 9). Both figures are similar, but they are not the
same and it is not possible to appreciate the decryption start flashes, only the
cipher start flash is noticed.

Two traces for the parameters RSA, SC, 2048 bits, Loop time 2, 50 ms flash
time are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Initially, the encryption/decryption time
should be the same in each sample since the same text is always encrypted
and decrypted with the same key, but there are differences between successive
executions.
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Fig. 6. Trace with 6 iterations

Fig. 7. Example of trigger selected

Fig. 8. Example of a trace: RSA, SC, 512 bits, loop time 2, 25 ms flash time

Fig. 9. A different example of trace: RSA, SC, 512 bits, loop time 2, 25 ms flash time
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Fig. 10. Example of a trace: RSA, SC, 2048 bits, loop time 2, 50ms flash time

Fig. 11. A different example of trace: RSA, SC, 2048 bits, loop time 2, 50ms flash
time

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we have developed a framework to capture and study the traces
derived from a cryptographic device when cryptographic computations are per-
formed. The main goal is to develop a tool for performing side-channel attacks
against this type of device. The characteristics of the SCAP Framework have
been described and a case study with a smartphone has been presented.

Some of the conclusions obtained from performed experiments and some of
the future work to develop can be summarized as follows:

1. It is necessary to modify the software that interacts with the oscilloscope
for improving the capture conditions. To do this new trigger systems, filters,
etc. have to be implemented. The goal is to synchronize with much greater
precision the moment when the decryption begins.

2. We have detected that the greater consumption produced in the smartphone
is due to the ignition and refreshment of the screen, which masks the obtained
results. Therefore, it is necessary to attenuate the backlight of the screen to
obtain a less noisy trace.

3. In order to obtain a large number of traces and avoid causing vibrations in
the smartphone screen that alter the position of the current probe, causing
unnecessary electrical noise, it is important to automate the application with
an external trigger.
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4. The flash duration does not seem to be significant, so the smartphone software
should be modified in order to try to limit the periods in which the flash is
on. This could allow a better interpretation of the data.

5. Finally, it is necessary to modify the application of the smartphone so that
it does not execute unnecessary code every time the encryption/decryption
operation is launched. That is, the reading of the keys and the encryption of
the text, among other things, should be optimized. This way it will be more
feasible to determine the region where traces must be analyzed.
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Abstract. We explore the ecosystem of smartphone applications with
respect to their privacy practices towards sensitive user data. In par-
ticular, we examine 96 free mobile applications across 10 categories,
in both the Apple App Store and Google Play Store, to investigate
how securely they transmit and handle user data. For each application,
we perform wireless packet sniffing and a series of man-in-the-middle
(MITM) attacks to capture personal identifying information, such as
usernames, passwords, etc. During the wireless packet sniffing, we mon-
itor the traffic from the device when a specific application is in use to
examine if any sensitive data is transmitted unencrypted. At the same
time, we reveal and assess the list of ciphers that each application uses
to establish a secure connection. During the MITM attacks, we use a
variety of methods to try to decrypt the transmitted information.

The results show that although all tested applications establish a
secure TLS connection with the server, 85% of them support weak
ciphers. Additionally, 60% of iOS and 25% of Android applications trans-
mit unencrypted user data over the Wi-Fi network. By performing a
MITM attack we capture the username, password, and email in vari-
ous apps, e.g. Instagram, Blackboard, Ebay, and Spotify. We manage
to bypass certificate pinning in 75% of the iOS applications, including
Facebook. Finally, we observe that data is being forwarded to third party
domains (mostly to domains that belong to Google and Apple).

Keywords: Mobile security · Man-in-the-middle attacks
Wireless network security · Network sniffing · SSL/TLS

1 Introduction

In the last decade, the number of smartphone users has increased dramatically
[36]. Smartphones are Internet-enabled devices with an operating system (e.g.
iOS, Android, Windows), capable of executing a variety of applications. Most
of these devices are also equipped with voice control functionality, a camera,
a Wi-Fi antenna, Bluetooth, and GPS. Due to their capabilities, smartphone
owners not only use their devices to communicate but also to perform important
c© ICST Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunications Engineering 2018
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everyday life activities. Such activities include researching a health condition,
accessing education resources, navigating, and managing their money [34].

Most of the time users are required to share personal information with the
mobile applications they use. However, it is often not clear to them how exactly
these applications handle their personal data. A study by Boyels et al. [9] showed
that 54% of smartphone users decided not to install an application once they
discovered how much personal information they would need to share. Addition-
ally, 30% of the users uninstalled an application that was already on their mobile
phone when they learned it was collecting personal information they did not wish
to share. The same study also showed that users are particularly sensitive about
location data, with 19% of the users turning off the location tracking feature on
their phone due to concerns about who could possibly access this information.

The rapid growth of the number of smartphone users has led to the increase of
security threats related to smartphones. According to ENISA (European Union
Agency for Network and Information Security), the number one threat is the
leakage of data [13], which can happen in various ways: When a smartphone
gets lost or stolen, its memory or removable media are unprotected, allowing an
attacker to access the user’s data [13]. Moreover, most of the applications used
on a smartphone device will require the user to change their privacy settings in
order to allow the application to access sensitive information such as contacts,
photographs, etc. Many of these applications have been reported for sharing
users’ personal information with third parties without their consent. A recent
study by Zang et al. [20] showed that 73% of Android and 47% of iOS applications
shared personal information with third parties, including email addresses and
location data. Finally, there is data loss that can occur when a smartphone is
connected to Wi-Fi [22].

Although many smartphone users are aware that the mobile applications they
use may share their personal data with third parties, many do not realise how
often this happens [10]. Specifically, a recent survey [35], showed that many users
are completely unaware of the risks that come when they share their personal
data over a Wi-Fi connection, and particularly over public Wi-Fi networks. The
most severe threat is the unauthorized access to their device which can lead to
identity theft and compromised bank accounts [35].

This paper examines in depth the data leakage that occurs when users share
personal information with various mobile applications over a Wi-Fi connection.
Such information includes usernames, passwords, search terms, and location/geo-
coordinates data. Additionally, we examine how these applications handle a
user’s personal information by observing the type of data they might share with
third parties. Finally, we investigate methods to avoid data leakage. We perform
tests on both Android and iOS devices; as they have different operating systems,
we expect their behavior as to how they transmit and handle user data to differ.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents related work.
Section 3 describes the experimental set up. Sections 4, 5, and 6 describe the main
experiments and their results. Section 7 discusses the findings and evaluates the
research. Finally, Sect. 8 covers the conclusion and future work.
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2 Related Work

Previous studies have mainly focused on investigating the types of sensitive data
that various mobile applications share with third parties, using dynamic analysis
to capture mobile network traffic [6]. The major disadvantage of this approach is
that requires human intervention, which can limit the scaling of the experiment.
Various methodologies fall under this approach and have been used successfully
in the past.

For instance, Rao et al. [32] used a Virtual Private Network (VPN) to moni-
tor mobile traffic, involving tools such as Meddle. They showed that a significant
number of Apple iOS and Google Android applications shared sensitive infor-
mation such as emails, locations, names, and passwords as plaintext. A different
way to observe network traffic is directly on the device. The TaintDroid applica-
tion [4] for the Android platform allows users to track how private information is
obtained and released by mobile applications in real time. A study by Enck et al.
showed that 15 applications sent user location data to third parties and 30 sent
the unique phone identifier, phone number, and SIM card serial number. Zang
et al. [20] used a third method to monitor network traffic, during which they
performed a man-in-the-middle attack over the Wi-Fi network that the device
was connected. They showed that a very large percentage of mobile applications
shared personal data with third parties and connected to unknown domains.

Another study which used the same method as [20] was that of Thurm and
Kane [38]. This study revealed that a music iOS application shared personal
information with eight different domains. Furthermore, the Federal Trade Com-
mission [16] applied the same method to research the behavior of 15 fitness
applications. The results of this study showed that 12 of the applications trans-
mitted identifying information to 76 third party domains.

These studies focus on investigating the types of sensitive data that vari-
ous mobile applications share with third parties. However, how securely these
applications transmit this data over Wi-Fi networks has not yet been examined.

In this paper, we build on previous work by testing 96 free applications
that require personal information. We investigate how user sensitive data is
transmitted and handled, using wireless packet sniffing and dynamic analysis
with man-in-the-middle attacks over a Wi-Fi network.

3 Experimental Setup

3.1 Selecting Mobile Applications

The Google Play Store for Android and the Apple App Store for iOS are the
two largest distribution channels for mobile applications [41], which is why we
focus on these two platforms. From a total of 96 applications that we test, 51
are iOS and 45 are Android. These are the most popular applications as of
January/February 2016 that handle sensitive user data, across 10 different cat-
egories: Business, Finance, Food and Drink, Games, Health and Fitness, Music,
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Productivity, Shopping, Social Networking and Travel. We test the iOS appli-
cations on an iPhone 6/ iOS v9.0.1 and the Android applications on a Motorola
Moto e/ Kit Kat v4.1. Table 1 in the Supplemental Material1 contains all the
applications that we examine in this research.

3.2 Testing the Mobile Applications

In order to test each application we manually simulate a typical use for 10 to
15 min. The time spent on each application varies and exclusively depends on its
type. During the simulation we explore the basic functions of the application.
These include: create a user account, search using various keywords, perform
actions that require personal identifying data, and complete a level of a game.
We record specific keywords and personal user data that are used during each
simulation. We then search for these keywords and personal data in the captured
communications. To ensure the integrity of the captured data and to avoid possi-
ble interference from other applications, we take the following measures: during
testing only the tested application is open and no other. We achieve this by termi-
nating all other applications and by observing whether any data is transmitted,
while no applications are open. For each application, we allow all requested per-
missions, such as for sharing location data, except for push notifications. The
reason we disable push notifications is because they keep sending data in the
background even after the application is closed [15]. This would result in cap-
turing data not only from the application being tested at any single time, but
also from any previously tested applications that enabled push notifications.

4 Experiment 1: Examining Network Data Following SSL
Employment

To identify if any of the applications transmit unencrypted data over the Wi-
Fi network, we perform wireless packet sniffing using Wireshark [26]. During
this process we passively monitor the mobile traffic from the smartphone. After
configuring Wireshark to monitor mobile traffic from the smartphone, we start
using an application. For each application, we test all the captured packets for
user sensitive data using Wireshark ’s built-in filter functionality.

If the mobile applications do not employ the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)/
Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol [33], the data that gets transmitted is
not encrypted, hence it can simply be intercepted by performing passive network
sniffing on the operating channel. If the SSL/TLS is employed, the transmitted
data is encrypted and no third party is able to eavesdrop on or interfere with any
of the transmitted messages [29]. As a result, for any application that employs
SSL, we are unable to read or modify any of the transmitted messages. However,

1 The supplemental material has been placed in our institutional repository due to
space constraints. It can be accessed at this link: http://orca.cf.ac.uk/id/eprint/
101448.

http://orca.cf.ac.uk/id/eprint/101448
http://orca.cf.ac.uk/id/eprint/101448
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the SSL connection can be weakened in a number of ways and hence it is possible
to decrypt the transmitted data.

In order for an SSL connection to be established, the client and the server
make use of cipher suites. A cipher suite consists of a key exchange algorithm,
a signature algorithm, a block cipher algorithm, and a hashing algorithm which
computes the authentication key [29] (see Fig. 1). There is a variety of cipher
suites available that provide different levels of security. The choice of cipher suites
is crucial as they can compromise the security of the communication. Even if
one of the listed cipher suites is cryptographically insecure, it is enough to break
the secure connection between the client and the server and hence intercept the
communication. This is possible via the TLS Protocol Downgrade attack [25]
and it is one of the ways in which the SSL/TLS connection can be weakened.

Fig. 1. Format of a cipher suit

Via Wireshark we are able to view the list of the cipher suites that each
application supports to establish a secure connection with the server and as
a result we can assess how secure they are. To achieve this we use data from
the O-Saft [28] tool, which is used to inspect information about SSL/TLS cer-
tificates and tests the SSL/TLS connection, according to a given list of cipher
suites. The code within O-Saft contains an evaluation of the strength of different
cipher suites. To rate a cipher suite as weak or strong, the script examines the
level of security of the individual algorithms (including the length of the key
they use - if applicable) that compose the cipher suit. The script contains all
possible combinations of cipher suites followed by a description of the level of
their security, described as weak, medium, and high. Immediately afterwards, it
displays a break down of each cipher, which explains the algorithms they contain
and their key lengths in further detail.

Results: All the tested mobile applications for both iOS and Android platforms
employ the latest version of SSL to establish a secure channel for communication.
As a result, although we are able to capture the transmitted data, it is not
possible for us to read it because it is encrypted. The only case in which we
have the opportunity to capture transmitted data in plaintext is when we test
the mobile browsers, Safari on the iPhone and Google Chrome on the Motorola,
and perform requests that do not require a secure connection.

We examine and assess the cipher suites in 51 iOS applications, and we find
that 45 use the same set of 26 cipher suites. From these 26 suites, 4 are considered
to be weak and should not be used. Only 6 of the tested applications use less than
26 suites and do not support any weak suites (see Fig. 2). From the 45 Android
applications, 27 use the same set of 35 cipher suites, of which 4 are considered
insecure. Moreover, 11 of the applications use less than 35 cipher suites and from
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these only 6 do not support any insecure suites. Just 3 applications use more
than 35 suites and only 1 does not support weak cipher suites. Finally, it was not
possible to capture the ClientHello message for 4 applications and as a result
their cipher suites could not be assessed (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. Number of cipher suites that iOS applications support and how many of these
are considered to be weak.

Fig. 3. Number of cipher suites that Android applications support and how many of
these are considered to be weak.

Table 3 in the Supplemental Material shows in detail the number of cipher
suites each application uses and how many of these are considered to be weak.
For both systems we find that the applications support the same 4 insecure
cipher suites, which are:

1. TLS ECDHE ECDSA WITH RC4 128 SHA
2. TLS ECDHE RSA WITH RC4 128 SHA
3. TLS RSA WITH RC4 128 SHA
4. TLS RSA WITH RC4 128 MD5
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The order in which the suites appear in the ClientHello message denotes
the client’s preferred suites (with the client’s highest preference first). In the
ClientHello message, for all iOS applications, we observe that these 4 suites are
at the bottom of the list, as opposed to the Android applications where the suites
are found to be at the top of the list, which shows that these are the client’s
most preferred suites. Therefore, in the first case, the four weak cipher suites are
the least preferred suites by the client and are unlikely to be used to establish a
secure connection [1]. In the second case, the weak suites seem to be the client’s
most preferred suites. If the server accepts the client’s preferences (the server
is free to ignore the client’s order and can pick the cipher suite that thinks it
is best [1]) a connection will be established using one of these insecure suites,
making the application vulnerable to MITM attacks. Regardless of the order in
which these weak cipher suites appear in the application’s ClientHello messages,
they should not be used, as a TLS Downgrade Attack [25] could be used against
them.

5 Experiment 2: Examining Network Data After
Bypassing SSL

To examine how various applications transmit and handle user data other than
sniffing the packets on the wireless network, we also use dynamic analysis with
MITM attacks. The MITM attack is a technique used to intercept the commu-
nication between two systems, in this case between the client (application) and
the server [27].

There are many tools that can be used to perform such an attack. Specifically,
in this paper we use Burp Suite [37] and mitmproxy [8]. These also help us
identify only HTTP-based traffic. We note that a recent study by Raoa et al.
[32] showed that TCP flows (HTTP/HTTPS) are responsible for over 90% of the
total traffic volume. Finally, in order to perform the attacks described above, we
need to setup a Wi-Fi hot-spot on a computer that runs these tools and connect
the smartphone device to the Internet via this hot-spot (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Man-in-the-middle attack using Burp Suite and mitmproxy.
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5.1 Man-in-the-Middle Attack Using Burp Suite

To examine if an application is accepting self-signed certificates, it is necessary
to configure the smartphone to use a proxy. In this case we use Burp Suite, which
generates a self-signed certificate and presents it to the client. We then monitor
the behavior of the application in use and observe if it functions as expected.
Additionally, we check if we are able to capture any HTTPS traffic on the proxy
software. The steps of the procedure are described below [39]:

1. We ensure that the smartphone does not have any existing custom proxy
certificates in its trust store.

2. On the computer, we disable the firewall and start the Burp Suite proxy.
It is necessary to configure it to listen to all external network interfaces by
specifying the port and address.

3. Then we configure the smartphone device to use the proxy. (Settings, Wi-Fi,
we choose the desired Wi-Fi network, select HTTP Proxy Manual). The IP
address and port of the proxy are the same to the computer in use.

4. Finally, we launch the application we want to test and simulate a typical use,
while we monitor the proxy to detect if any HTTPS data is being intercepted.

If Burp Suite is able to intercept HTTPS traffic from the device without us
having to install the proxy’s certificate on the device’s trust store, we know that
the application does indeed accept self-signed certificates and is vulnerable to
eavesdropping and modification via MITM attacks [39].

Results: We find that none of the applications for both platforms accept the
unverified certificate that Burp Suite generates, and they prompt us with a mes-
sage as shown in Fig. 5. As a result, we are not able to capture any of the HTTPS
traffic that occurs during the simulation of a typical use for each application.

Fig. 5. Blackboard application rejecting Burp Suite’s self-signed certificate
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5.2 Man-in-the-Middle Attack Using mitmproxy

On applications that do not accept self-signed certificates, we are not able to
capture the encrypted traffic that occurs from the device using the previous
method. In order to overcome this, we perform a MITM attack using mitmproxy.

Once again, we configure the smartphone to use the proxy. However, this
time we install the proxy’s certificate in the device’s trust store. mitmproxy
contains a Certificate Authority (CA) implementation and is able to generate
digital certificates [24]. Furthermore, to make the client (device) trust certificates
issued by mitmproxy, we register it manually on the device as a trusted CA. It is
necessary to emphasize that this method will only work if the application does
not employ certificate pinning [12]. More details about this mechanism and how
to bypass it are in Sect. 6.

To intercept traffic with the mitmproxy we follow the steps below [23]:

1. We start mitmproxy and configure the device to use it by setting the correct
proxy details (port and IP address).

2. We then open the browser on the smartphone and visit www.mitm.it.
3. We select the relevant icon and follow the instructions, as to how to install

the proxy’s certificate in the device’s trust store. When the installation is
completed, we open an application and start observing the mitmproxy ’s screen
for HTTPS traffic.

In the mitmproxy ’s main screen, we are able to view the mobile traffic that
occurs when an application is in use. mitmproxy displays the full flow summary,
including the methods used and the full Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs)
of the HTTP/HTTPS requests. By selecting one of the requests, the software
allows us to inspect and manipulate the data it contains [24]. If the application
is not using any encryption on the transmitted data, we are able to view it as
plaintext. Therefore, this method helps us identify if the applications transmit
unencrypted information over the network and examine if they send any of it
to unknown third parties. To analyze further the captured communications, we
export all captured data to a text file and use a Python script to search in
it for any user sensitive data that might have been transmitted in plaintext.
Specifically, the data we look for includes: Personal Identifying Information (PII)
such as names and passwords, search terms, and geo-coordinate data, including
longitude and latitude values. In Table 1, we present all the types of user data
that the script looks for in the text files. The complete list of the keywords
that are used throughout the simulations and therefore we look to find in the
captured data, can be found in Table 2 in the Supplemental Material. Moreover,
in our Python script we identify all the URIs of the requests that the application
performed POST requests for. This way we are able to discover if any of the
applications transmit personal user data to unknown domains.

In order to ensure that our results are reliable, every time that the script
identifies an occurrence of a keyword within a text file, we manually inspect the
findings to confirm that they are correct and identify any further information.
For instance, if the script finds a match for the string “1990”, we manually
examine the result to ensure that the finding is indeed the user’s year of birth

www.mitm.it
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Table 1. Types of user data.

Categories of data Data types

Behavior Employment (job searches)

Medical

Private messaging (chats, texts, etc.)

Searching

Location Latitude

Longitude

PII Address

Age

Date of birth

Device information (e.g. Device ID)

Email address

Gender

Name

Password

Post code

Telephone number

Username

and not a part of some other information such as long integer [20]. This process
is also necessary in order to discover the destination domain, of the data that is
transmitted and identified as plaintext.

Results: In order to perform this MITM attack it is necessary to install the cer-
tificate that mitmproxy generated in the device’s trust store. After we complete
this procedure, we observe that the Android device displays a warning message
(see Fig. 6) to inform us that an unauthenticated certificate is currently being
used. In contrast, on the iOS device we do not get any warnings about the fake
certificate. Nevertheless, at this point we are able to capture HTTPS traffic from
both devices, hence we start testing the applications, the results of which are
presented in the following sections.

Fig. 6. Warning message on the Android device, regarding the mitmproxy ’s fake cer-
tificate.
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Fig. 7. The number of iOS applications that use encryption in the application layer,
employ certificate pinning, and transmit sensitive data to 3rd party domains.

Results for iOS Applications: From the 51 applications, we find that 30
transmitted the data unencrypted over the network, of which 20 forward it to
third party domains. Just 8 of the applications encrypt user data in the appli-
cation layer (i.e. before passing it to SSL), therefore although we can capture
the transmitted data, we are unable to read it. Finally, 12 applications employ
certificate pinning and do not function at all (see Fig. 7), claiming that there is
a problem with the network.

Table 5 in the Supplemental Material shows the sensitive data that we capture
for each application and the domains that each one forwards data to. In the same
table we mark applications that employ certificate pinning with an xmark and
use “n/a” for data that is not being forwarded to any third party domains.

The Burger King, Indeed Jobs, Lose it!, and Ebay applications transmit
the most unencrypted user data, which includes: usernames, passwords, emails,
location, gender, and search terms. Additionally, we manage to capture user-
names and passwords for Spotify, Blackboard, Instagram, and EasyJet. The
applications that forward the most data to third party domains are Indeed Jobs
and Burger King. Gaming applications mainly transmit and share information
about the device such as: phone model, screen size, etc. Moreover, the third
party domains that receive the most sensitive user data are googleanalytics.com,
googleservices.com, and apple.com. Figure 8 shows the types of data that the 20
iOS applications share with third parties.

Being able to capture the username, password, and email for Instagram, Easy-
Jet, Blackboard, Ebay, and Spotify is a vulnerability. If an unauthorised person
logs into these applications using these credentials, they could have access to
much more sensitive information such as PayPal, bank accounts, home address,
passport details, etc. Therefore, we decided to report our observations to each of
the application’s development teams as per the Responsible Disclosure2 proce-
dure. Facebook (for Instagram), Spotify, and Blackboard replied to us thanking
us for reporting this issue, confirming that it is indeed a security flaw.

2 This procedure involves privately notifying affected software vendors of vulnerabil-
ities. The vendors then typically address the vulnerability at some later date, and
the researcher reveals full details publicly at or after this time [18].

http://googleanalytics.com/
http://googleservices.com/
https://www.apple.com/
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Fig. 8. The number of iOS applications that use encryption in the application layer,
employ certificate pinning, and transmit sensitive data to 3rd party domains.

Results for Android Applications: From the 45 applications that we exam-
ine, 11 do not use any encryption in the application layer, hence the data
gets transmitted unencrypted over the Wi-Fi network. Only 9 applications use
encryption on the actual user data, so although we are able to capture the net-
work traffic we are not able to read it. Furthermore, 25 applications employ
certificate pinning and do not function during this process (see Fig. 9). Table 6
in the Supplemental Material shows the transmitted sensitive data that we cap-
ture for each Android application and also the third party domains to which it
is being sent.

Fig. 9. The number of Android applications that use encryption in the application
layer, employ certificate pinning, and transmit sensitive data to 3rd party domains.

Ebay, Gumtree, and Booking.com, are the only applications that trans-
mit unencrypted usernames and passwords. Domino’s Pizza, Gumtree, and
Booking.com share with third parties all the terms that were searched for in the

https://www.booking.com/
https://www.booking.com/
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Fig. 10. The number of Android applications that use encryption in the application
layer, employ certificate pinning, and transmit sensitive data to 3rd party domains.

application. Finally, location data is only shared by Just Eat and gaming appli-
cations mainly transmit and share device information. The third party domains
that receive the most user sensitive data are googleads.com and apple.com.
Figure 10, shows the types of data that the 11 Android applications share with
third parties.

6 Experiment 3: Bypassing Certificate Pinning

Certificate pinning is a technique used widely in mobile applications to pre-
vent the possibility of the device’s trust store being compromised, by manually
installing unverified certificates [12]. Specifically, this technique pins the certifi-
cate that the server uses in the application’s source code, forcing it to ignore
the device’s trust store. As a result, it will only establish a connection to hosts
signed with certificates that are pinned in the application’s source code. To appli-
cations that employ this mechanism, we use iOS SSL Kill Switch to attempt to
bypass it.

We perform this procedure only on iOS applications, and we are required
to Jailbreak/Rooting [11] the tested device. This allows us to remove all the
software restrictions of Apple’s operating system and grants us access to the
iOS file system and manager. As a result, we are able to download extra items
that are unavailable on the official Apple App Store [11].

After jailbreaking the iPhone 6 following the instructions on [30], we gain
access to Cydia, the unofficial iOS App Store. From there we can download and
install in the device iOS SSL Kill Switch [2]. This tool disables the certificate
validation process on the client side (the device), leaving it exposed to MITM
attacks. Having installed and enabled iOS SSL Kill Switch, we use mitmproxy
following the method described in the previous Sect. 5 to check if we can capture
any HTTPS traffic.

http://googleads.com/
https://www.apple.com/
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Results: We find that this tool is effective on 75% of the applications, allowing
us to capture the traffic that is transmitted while we are testing them. The
remaining 25% of the applications are able to detect that the device is Jailbroken
and do not operate (e.g. banking & social media applications).

7 Discussion

We perform wireless packet sniffing to investigate if any of the mobile applica-
tions transmit data unencrypted over the Wi-Fi network. Our results show that
all the applications for both iOS and Android platforms use SSL to establish a
secure channel for communication with the server. This protocol is fairly widely
employed by developers, as it provides protection against passive eavesdropping
[8]. Anyone performing wireless packet sniffing over the network will be able to
capture the traffic, but they won’t be able to read it as it is encrypted. SSL
may provide privacy and data integrity between a client and a server, however
it can be weakened and the cipher suites that applications use to establish this
connection have an important role in this. We examine all the cipher suites that
applications support in order to establish a secure connection and we find that
the majority of them in both platforms (90% of the iOS and 80% of the Android
applications) support four insecure cipher suites. These suites were the same for
both operating systems:

1. TLS ECDHE ECDSA WITH RC4 128 SHA
2. TLS ECDHE RSA WITH RC4 128 SHA
3. TLS RSA WITH RC4 128 SHA
4. TLS RSA WITH RC4 128 MD5

These cipher suites are considered to be weak mainly because they use the
RC4 stream cipher. Even though RC4 is widely supported and preferred by most
servers, it has been known to have a variety of cryptographic weaknesses, making
it unable to provide a sufficient level of security [3,19]. For this reason, according
to the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the RC4 algorithm is prohibited
and clients must not include RC4 ciphers in their ClientHello message. Addition-
ally, the MD5 hash algorithm is also known to have cryptographic weaknesses
and cipher suites that employ it should not be used [14,29]. A few of the reasons
that applications support these suites although they are considered to be inse-
cure and have been prohibited include: compatibility with most servers, simple
design, and speed due to the reduced number of operations they need to per-
form [31]. Nevertheless, 85% of all the tested iOS and Android applications that
support these suites, even though they use SSL, are considered to potentially be
vulnerable to MITM attacks.

We also test the applications in order to investigate if they accept self-signed
certificates. We find that none of the applications, for both iOS and Android,
accept the self-signed certificate that Burp Suite proxy generates. This is an
indication that accepting self-signed certificates is indeed a severe security issue
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that developers are aware of, making the certificate validation processes as robust
as possible [39].

Using mitmproxy we establish that approximately 60% of the iOS and 25%
of the Android applications transmit and forward sensitive unencrypted data
to third party domains. The most common data forwarded by applications to
third party domains is Personal Identifying Information (PII) and Behavioral
including: device information, email, name and search terms. For both platforms,
gaming applications mainly transmitted and forwarded information about the
device. A reason why PII and behavioural types of data are shared with third
parties could be that this information is used by these organisations to develop
targeted advertising [40]. The percentage of Android applications that share user
data with third party domains seems to be significantly less than the percentage
of the iOS applications. This is due to the fact that 20% of Android applications
encrypt the actual user data and 56% employ certificate pinning. On the other
hand, only 15% of the iOS applications encrypt the user data and only 23%
employ certificate pinning. Therefore, for the applications that encrypt the data
and use certificate pinning we are unable to investigate if they share sensitive
information with third parties.

Comparing our results with a recent study by Zang et al. [20], which also inves-
tigated data sharing by applications, we can observe some differences. In the pre-
vious study, more applications shared location and other sensitive user data and
very few employed certificate pinning. On the contrary, our results show that fewer
applications share location and other sensitive user data with third parties. Addi-
tionally, the number of applications that use certificate pinning, specifically when
it comes to Android applications, has increased dramatically. The overall increase
in applications employing certificate pinning may be because, without it, data can
be intercepted by installing fake certificates in the device’s trust store [12]. Addi-
tionally, penetration testing recently performed on various mobile applications
[20,21] could also explain why more of them started using certificate pinning. The
fact that significantly more Android applications employ certificate pinning com-
pared to iOS is because certificate pinning is one of the many security enhance-
ments introduced in the new firmware version, Android 4.2 [12].

The domains to which applications from both platforms send the most user
sensitive data are: googleanalytics.com, googleservices.com, googleads.com, and
apple.com. Previous studies [20,32] have also found these domains to be domi-
nant. This may be due to Google and Apple owning a variety of mobile adver-
tisement networks and services such as AdMob, Google Analytics, Double CLick
and iAds [5,17].

Finally, we use SSL Kill Switch on a Jailbroken iPhone, in order to attempt
to bypass certificate pinning on applications that employ it, and we successfully
manage to do so in 75% of the applications. Finance applications (Barclays,
PayPal, Pingit) detected that the device was jailbroken and did not operate. To
conclude, Jailbreaking or Rooting the smartphone introduces security issues and
unless the applications are designed to not operate in such a device, the user’s
data is in danger of being stolen.

http://googleanalytics.com/
http://googleservices.com/
http://googleads.com/
https://www.apple.com/
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Overall, the methods we choose to evaluate how securely mobile applications
transmitted and handled user data over a Wi-Fi network are effective but have
limitations. To begin with, all the methods we use require human intervention
which limits significantly the number of applications that we are able to test.
The MITM attacks we perform to both platforms, although they were able to
provide us with valuable information about the applications certificate validation
process and data sharing behaviour, require physical access to the device in order
to install fake certificates. Therefore, even though we are able to intercept any
transmitted sensitive data, these methods would be very difficult to apply in
real life. Additionally, the tools we use to perform these attacks focus only on
HTTP/HTTPS traffic, limiting the scope of the research. The SSL Kill Switch
allows us to successfully bypass the certificate pinning mechanism; however, we
need to jailbreak the iPhone. This is a very time consuming and insecure process.
To analyse the captured data, we write a Python script to search for sensitive
data in the captured communications text files. The script is very effective in
analysing our data, however if these files were larger in size, Python would run
very slowly and would not be the most appropriate language to use to implement
it.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

Our study aims to explore and analyse how user data is transmitted and han-
dled by various mobile applications. We select 51 iOS and 45 Android mobile
applications and carry out 4 different experiments, while we simulate a typical
use for each application. The results show that all applications use SSL protocol
to establish a secure channel for communication with the server, which protects
data from passive eavesdropping, specifically when transmitted over public net-
works. However, this does not mean that user data is secure, as our findings show
that only a very small percentage of these applications encrypt the actual user
data and approximately 85% of these applications support 4 weak cipher suites
which make them vulnerable to MITM attacks. Moreover, our results show that
60% of the iOS and 15% of Android applications forward sensitive user data,
mostly PII and Behavioral, to third party domains mainly owned by Google and
Apple.

Although our research methodology has its limitations, we still manage to
arrive at significant conclusions as to how securely user data gets transmitted and
handled by various applications, over a Wi-Fi network. Additionally, two of the
methods we use are designed to break or bypass the basic security mechanisms
that developers employ, such as SSL and certificate pinning. This is proof that
these security measures are not invulnerable. As a result, users need to become
fully aware that their personal information can never be 100% secure and the
only way to protect their privacy is to understand these security risks.

To expand on the results of this research, future study could focus on test-
ing more applications from each category, for both operating systems. Non-TCP
traffic could also be investigated for sensitive data leakage using tcpdump, which
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monitors traffic that is not on TCP. To the applications that support weak
cipher suites TLS Downgrade Attack could be performed, to explore if SSL can
indeed be compromised this way. In this paper, we manage to apply tools to
bypass certificate pinning only to iOS devices. Future studies could also root an
Android device and then use Android-SSL-TrustKiller [7] to try to bypass cer-
tificate pinning in this operating system as well. Furthermore, tools that track
the data-sharing behavior of applications directly from the smartphone device
such as TaintDroid could be used to monitor both the operating system and
the application. As a result, it would be possible to clearly distinguish any leak-
age that happens due to the application’s activity and the background system
processes [4,20].

Additionally, paid applications could also be tested for data leakage. The
results could then be compared to free applications in order to review any dif-
ference in the data sharing behavior. Finally, tools that limit data sharing, such
as Limit ad Tracking and Opt out of interest based ads, can be employed to
examine any differences in the activity of the applications.
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Abstract. Securing collaborative applications relies heavily on the
underlying group key management protocols. Designing these protocols
is challenging, especially in the context of the Internet of Things (IoT).
Indeed, the presence of heterogeneous and dynamic members within
the collaborative groups usually involves resource constrained entities,
which require energy-aware protocols to manage frequent arrivals and
departures of members. Moreover, both fault tolerance and scalabil-
ity are sought for sensitive and large collaborative groups. To address
these challenges, we propose to enhance our previously proposed proto-
col (i.e. DBGK) with polynomial computations. In fact, our contribution
in this paper, allows additional controllers to be included with no impact
on storage cost regarding constrained members. To assess our protocol
called DsBGK, we conducted extensive simulations. Results confirmed
that DsBGK achieves a better scalability and fault tolerance compared
to DBGK. In addition, energy consumption induced by group key rekey-
ing has been reduced.

Keywords: Collaborative applications · Internet of Things (IoT)
Security · Group key management · Polynomial computation · Contiki

1 Introduction

With the rise of the Internet of Things (IoT) and its integration in informa-
tion systems, collaborative applications have taken a new dimension. Perva-
sive devices and objects are able to perceive our direct environment and act
autonomously upon it to help users to reach their goals. Applications flourished
in healthcare, transportation and military environments [4] that combine input
from users and objects to reach goals in a collaborative way. In these domains,
stakeholders would only accept these systems in their environment if they have
strong guarantees on the security, privacy and integrity of the data they pro-
duce and share. The distributed nature of such systems and the requirement for
encryption of data shared among participants lead to one of the most impor-
tant challenges in such evolving environments: the management of cryptographic
group keys [2,6,32].
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Group key management is challenging in this context. In fact, collaborative
groups involve heterogeneous members with different requirements and resources
capabilities [17]. This gap can hinder end-to-end communications. Indeed, con-
strained members with limited processing power and storage space can not run
heavy cryptographic primitives [5]. Moreover, collaborative applications may
present a high rate of leaving and joining members within tight time lapses,
which makes the issue more difficult to handle. The scalability of these systems
needs to be addressed bearing in mind the increasing number of entities taking
part in the collaborative groups. Last, fault tolerance is at utmost importance
especially for critical and sensitive applications (e.g. health related and military
applications) [31].

We address this problematic of designing a secure and efficient protocol to
establish shared group credentials for Peer-to Peer collaborative groups. These
credentials will be used to ensure the required security properties such as data
confidentiality, data integrity, and data authentication. The proposed protocol
has to be energy aware allowing an implementation on constrained devices, which
take part in the collaborative process. In addition, the protocol must be scalable,
as well as tolerant to possible failures of the entity in charge of managing the
group key.

To achieve this goal, we rely on our previously proposed group key manage-
ment protocol called DBGK (Decentralized Batch-based Group Key) [3]. This
protocol considers a network topology composed of several sub groups. Each sub
group is managed by an area key management server, while the whole group
is managed by a general group key management server. The established group
key is composed of a long term key and short terms keys (called tickets), which
are different for each time interval. Constrained members in terms of resources
(e.g. connected objects) are only involved in the re-keying process if these latter
have recently been active. In addition, keying materials are distributed to joining
members based on their resources capabilities. Experiments showed that DBGK
[3] is energy efficient and outperforms similar existing protocols in the literature.

Although efficient and secure, DBGK relies on key management servers to
maintain the group key. Including additional servers to improve fault tolerance
would impose a high storage overhead on constrained members. This makes
DBGK inappropriate to be directly implemented in sensitive collaborative appli-
cations. In this paper, we propose a distributed extension for DBGK called
DsBGK (Distributed Batch-based Group Key). In this extension, we keep the
core functioning of DBGK, while significantly distributing the operations which
were based on a central entity. We achieve this by integrating a polynomial
based scheme inspired from [24,25]. In addition, we improve the efficiency of
the original scheme to suit the constrained IoT environment. We conducted
extensive experiments to assess the performances of DsBGK and compared
the results with DBGK performances. The results showed that DsBGK pro-
vides an enhanced scalability and fault tolerance, as additional key management
servers (controllers) can be included without impacting the storage overhead on
constrained members. Furthermore, energy cost due to rekeying operations is
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reduced compared to DBGK, which extends the life cycle of battery powered
entities.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present a use
case scenario to motivate our contribution. In Sect. 3, we discuss, in detail, exist-
ing solutions in the literature. For the sake of clarity, we summarize in Sect. 4,
the required background. In Sect. 5, we present our network model, along with
our assumptions and the used notations. In Sect. 6, we thoroughly present our
approach before introducing and analyzing the experimental results in Sect. 7.
Section 8 concludes the paper and sets our future direction.

2 Use Case Scenario: Personal Health Record (PHR)

A personal heath record [33] (Fig. 1) is a typical example of a document that
can be accessed and edited by multiple participants, including medical sensors
attached to patients. This is also an example of a document that contains highly
private and sensitive information. To edit a medical record, some participants
(e.g. medical staff) collaborate using unconstrained devices, such as Personal
Computers (PC) and smartphones. However, sensors planted in or around the
human body are considered as constrained since they have limited computing
power and may operate on battery. These sensors can either communicate their
sensed data to medical staff through the unconstrained entities (e.g. PC, smart-
phones) or directly edit patient’s medical record. Medical staff can also control
the sensors (trigger or stop the sensing of a particular physiological data), and
add more sensors to the collaboration. New members can join or leave the col-
laboration around the medical record as the situation of the patient evolves.
The different entities collaborate in a distributed way to maintain the medical

Fig. 1. Use case scenario
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record. This latter can be replicated among different entities and the modifica-
tions can be executed on the different replicas, which need to be synchronized.
This is important in order to avoid a single point of failure on the record man-
agement architecture. It is also important to control the entities that have access
and can modify the record over time. This clearly highlights the importance of
securing communications in such a hybrid and heterogeneous group of entities
by efficiently managing the security credentials used to provide data authenti-
cation and data confidentiality. Personal Health Record (PHR) is a typical case
of collaboration among health-care personal, insurers, caregivers, patients and
sensors to maintain a document that reflects the patient status, health history
and treatment. There is an obvious need to provide a decentralized, secure, safe,
privacy preserving and scalable solution to share these documents among people
and sensors (objects).

3 Related Work

In this section, we review the main categories under which group key man-
agement protocols are usually categorized [11,28], namely, the centralized, the
decentralized, and the distributed categories.

Centralized protocols are based on an unconstrained central entity (i.e. Key
Management Server (KMS)), which is responsible for generating, distributing,
and updating the group key for the whole group. Authors in [15] introduced
the Group Key Management Protocol (GKMP), which is based on a Group
Key Packet (GKP). This latter encompasses a Group Traffic Encryption Key
(GTEK) to secure data traffic, and a Group Key Encryption Key (GKEK) to
secure transmissions related to rekeying operations. Following a leave event, the
central entity broadcasts the new GKP to all remaining members creating a
complexity of O(n). This complexity makes GKMP not scalable with regards
to dynamic and large groups. To reduce the impact of leave events, authors in
[34] proposed an interval-based protocol, which generates the keying materials
corresponding to the predicted period of time during which the members are
expected to remain in the group. Doing so, following a leave event, no rekeying is
required. However, this solution is not suited to dynamic groups with unexpected
join and leave events, as predicting the leaving moment of members is neither
realistic nor practical. In addition, constrained members which are part of the
group for a long period of time might suffer from storage issues, as a large number
of keying materials needs to be stored.

To further improve efficiency, several hierarchical based protocols have been
proposed. Among them, the Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) protocol [37], later
improved by the One-way Function Tree protocol [7] are typical examples. The
basic idea of these protocols is that the KMS shares pre-established credentials
with subsets of the group. Following an event, the KMS relies on these credentials
to target specific subgroups during the rekeying, thus, reducing the number of
required rekeying messages (i.e. OLog(n)).

Thanks to their efficiency, polynomial based approaches are used to man-
age group keys in collaborative applications. In fact, polynomial based schemes
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allow overcoming the storage cost related to multicast inter-group communica-
tions. Moreover, polynomial evaluation can be, under certain conditions, more
efficient than encryption/decryption primitives. Polynomials have originally been
included in threshold secret sharing schemes [30]. More recently, authors in
[35,36] used polynomials to enable group members decrypting received messages.
Doing so, the members are no longer required to store a secret key shared with
each sender. Nevertheless, polynomials are usually generated and broadcasted
by the KMS. To reduce this overhead on the KMS, authors in [25] propose a
self-generation technique to generate the polynomials by the members of the
group. In a nutshell, centralized protocols are characterized by their efficiency
due to the use of symmetric primitives. Furthermore, these protocols do not
require peer-to-peer communications during rekeying operations. However, the
single point of failure and scalability issues constitute their main weaknesses.

Decentralized protocols consider the group divided into various areas, with
an Area Key Management Server (AKMS) in charge of managing local events.
This class of protocols is generally categorized into two sub categories [11]: com-
mon Traffic Encryption Key (TEK) per area [9,27], and independent TEK per
area [22,25]. In the former category, a unique TEK is implemented for the var-
ious areas of the group. As a result, if an event happens, the whole group is
affected by the rekeying. In the latter category, a different TEK is implemented
for each area. As a result, the 1-affects-n issue is attenuated, as rekeyings only
affect specific areas. However, data transmitted across areas has to be trans-
lated at the border of each area. This classification of decentralized protocols
can further be refined [10] by including time-driven rekeying subcategory [9,29]
and membership-driven rekeying subcategory [8,27]. In membership-driven pro-
tocols, the group key is updated following each membership event, whereas, in
time-driven protocols, the update of the group key is carried out at the end of
a defined period of time without taking into consideration membership events.
Consequently, the impact of frequent and consecutive events is limited. Never-
theless, ejected members are still able to access exchanged data up to the end of
the interval. Likewise, a new member would have to temporize until the start of
a new interval prior of being able to access exchanged data in the group.

Distributed protocols do not rely on any central entity. Instead, all members
contribute in the management of the group key in a peer-to-peer way. Distributed
protocols are usually based on the n-party version of the well known Diffie-
Hellman protocol [18,19]. Hence, these protocols are highly reliable, as the group
is free from any single point of failure. Nevertheless, distributed protocols involve
a high number of exchanged messages during rekeying operations, in addition to
an important computation cost due to the use of heavy asymmetric primitives.

To alleviate this cost, authors in [13] propose a probabilistic based protocol.
Members of the group establish communication channels composed of sequences
of adjacent members between which a key is shared. Indeed, members propagate
the key, which is shared between the first adjacent members to the remaining
members. This propagation is achieved using local keys. However, if no local key
is found between two specific members, these members proceed with a pairing
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attempt by exchanging a set of global keys generated from a pool of keys. In spite
of its improved performances compared to deterministic protocols, this protocol
suffers from a lack of connectivity. In fact, members could be disconnected from
the group if several pairing attempts fail. To further mitigate the complexity of
distributed protocols, authors in [12] introduce a protocol which proceeds within
two phases. In the first phase, members of the group autonomously generate
the group key using pre-defined seeds and hash functions. In the second phase,
members synchronize their generated keys taking into account delays due to the
loose synchronization of members clocks. Compared to other solutions based
on DH primitives, one of the drawbacks of this protocol lies in the pre-sharing
assumption of the seeds, which affects both its scalability and feasibility.

In this context, we address the issue of group key management for dynamic
and heterogeneous collaborative groups. The originality and features of our app-
roach are detailed through the remaining sections. But first, to ease the under-
standing of our contribution, we provide the reader with a broad overview of the
protocols upon which our approach is built.

4 Background

4.1 DBGK [3]

DBGK considers the group divided into sub groups. Each sub-group is managed
by an Area Key Management Server (AKMS). The time axis is split into several
time slots. For each time slot, a different ticket (piece of data) is issued. The
group Traffic Encryption Key (TEK) for slot i is computed using a one way
function F as follows:

TEKi = F (SK, Ti)

where SK is a long term key, and Ti is the ticket issued for slot i.
Once an object (or member, both terms are used indistinguishably) Oi wants

to join the group, it initiates DBGK which goes through successive phases. The
object sends a join request through an anycast message. Based on the object
location, the nearest AKMS handles the join. Let us assume that the AKMS
of area j is the nearest one. In case of a successful authentication, the object
is initialized (through a secure channel) with a long term key (i.e. SK), and a
shared key with its AKMS. Despite being a valid member of the group, the
new member Oi is not yet able to derive the current TEK. Backward secrecy
is therefore inherently ensured while no rekeying operation is required for the
group. If Oi is involved in a message exchange (sending/receiving), it has to
be able to encrypt and decrypt the messages. To do so, Oi has to compute the
current TEK. Thus, Oi sends a request to AKMSj asking for a ticket corre-
sponding to the current time slot. In order to reduce the amount of exchanges
in case Oi is highly active, the object can request several tickets corresponding
to multiple future intervals. The request contains information about the objects
specifications, in particular, data regarding its storage capabilities and resources.
Based on this data, and on the trust level of Oi (if the object has previously
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been a member of the group), AKMS decides on the number of tickets to be
granted to Oi.

When Oi leaves the network, forward secrecy has to be guaranteed to pre-
vent the object from accessing future communications in the area. Two possible
scenarios arise. In the first case, Oi leaves the network or is ejected with one or
several valid tickets stored in its internal memory. In this case, AKMS checks
its AOL (Active Object List, which keeps track of the issued tickets) and sends
a multicast notification to all the objects that have received the same tickets
owned by the leaving member. The semantics of the notification is as follows.
The tickets ranging from Tt to Tt+k (k corresponds to the number of tickets that
Oi has received) are no longer valid. The recipients of the notification that are
not active anymore (i.e. not in the process of exchanging messages) just ignore
the notification. However, the active objects send a request to AKMS in order
to receive new tickets. Based on experimental results (see section IV.B in [3]),
DBGK outperforms its peers within a proportion of around 50% of the mem-
bers in possession of the same tickets as the leaving (ejected) member. If the
proportion exceeds 50%, a state of the art approach (i.e. LKH [37]) is considered
to rekey the whole group. In the second case, the leaving Oi does not own any
valid ticket. In this situation, forward secrecy is ensured without any rekeying
operation.

4.2 Piao et al. [25] and Patsakis and Solanas [24] Schemes

Piao et al. proposed a scalable and efficient polynomial based centralized group
key management protocol to secure both inter-group and intra-group commu-
nications. Nevertheless, this scheme contains security breaches. In [16], authors
show that Piao et al. scheme does not ensure neither backward nor forward
secrecy. In [21] authors show that Piao et al. is based on a mathematical prob-
lem computable within a reasonable amount of resources (time and computation
power). An attacker can easily factorize the polynomial over a finite field and
retrieve the private keys of the members, as well as the exchanged secrets.

To address these issues, Patsakis and Solanas [24] proposed a modified version
of Piao et al. [25] scheme to take advantage of its efficiency while strengthening its
security properties. They base their scheme on a NP-hard mathematical problem
which is finding the roots of univariate polynomials modulo large composite
numbers for which the factorization is not known [26]. This is in contrast with
the weak mathematical problem upon which Piao et al. [25] scheme is based.
Moreover, they introduce an additional virtual term in the generation of the
polynomial (called salting parameter) upon every rekeying to prevent backward
and forward secrecy breaches.

In DsBGK, we build upon Patsakis and Solanas [24] scheme to secure the
transmission of secrets using polynomial computation instead of using encryp-
tion. Hence, efficiency and scalability are both increased. Furthermore, we
enhance Patsakis and Solanas scheme to ensure forward and backward secrecy
more efficiently and to increase the collusion freeness of the protocol.
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5 Network Model

Our network architecture models a group of entities collaborating to achieve a
defined and common goal. This group is heterogeneous, and composed of both
unconstrained and constrained entities. The unconstrained entities are powerful
enough to perform asymmetric primitives (e.g. desktop computers, servers, smart
phones, etc.). The constrained entities are limited in terms of energy, computa-
tional, communication and storage capabilities (e.g. sensors, RFID, NFC, etc.),
hence, unable to perform asymmetric primitives. Unlike in DBGK, no General
Key Management Server (GKMS) is considered. Furthermore, the group is not
partitioned into subgroups with Area Key Management Servers (AKMS) con-
trolling each sub group. In fact, we consider a single logical group where the
unconstrained entities play the role of controllers. These controllers maintain
a consistent, distributed and open AOL (Active Object List). This list can be
maintained using one of the existing solutions in the literature, such as [23].
Figure 2 illustrates our network architecture.

Fig. 2. Network architecture
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5.1 Assumptions and Definitions

– we consider a heterogeneous group. More precisely, we assume the existence
of both unconstrained members, powerful enough to perform periodic n-party
Diffie-Hellman (DH) rekeyings [10], and constrained members unable to run
the resource consuming n-party DH.

– the powerful entities are considered as controllers. Controllers are in charge
of initiating a key update following specific events (e.g. join and leave).

– during the initialization phase, each new member is set (offline) with a private
binding ID.

– during the initialization phase, at least one controller is pre-loaded (offline)
with the binding ID of each new member (the ID can then be securely prop-
agated to all controllers).

– a distributed AOL (i.e D-AOL) is maintained consistent between all con-
trollers through the different updates.

– members are IP-enabled (6Lowpan for constrained members, and IPV6 for
unconstrained members).

– we consider at a particular moment, only one active controller.

The different notations used throughout the remaining of this paper are sum-
marized in Table 1.

6 Protocol Functioning

6.1 DsBGK General Overview

The goal of DsBGK is to establish and maintain a group key to secure communi-
cations in collaborative environments. This has to be achieved while remaining
efficient and secure, ensuring both forward and backward secrecy. DsBGK is
based on DBGK, we recommend the reader to refer to [3] for a comprehensive
presentation of the protocol.

DsBGK proceeds within several phases. The first phase is related to the
initialization of the entities. In fact, a set of unconstrained entities are designated
off-line to play the role of controllers based on their capabilities. n-party DH is
run within this sub-group of controllers to establish shared credentials. These
latter are used to secure the communications required to update the distributed
AOL (D-AOL). In addition, at least one controller is set with the secret binding
ID of each new member. To become active, the new member sends a request
to the active controller. The member requests one or more tickets according
to its level of trust and resources capabilities. Upon successfully passing the
authentication and authorization phase, the member receives the tickets along
with SK (SK is only sent during the first exchange). The member will then be
able to derive the group key using both the current ticket and the long term key
SK. To secure the transmission of these tickets to the requesting members, the
active controller builds a univariate polynomial of degree m. Upon its reception,
the member computes the polynomial using its private binding ID to retrieve the
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Table 1. Terminology table

Notation Description

Group A set of entities (members and controllers) collaborating
by exchanging data in a Peer to Peer way to reach a
common goal

Member (node) An object of the group with limited resources capabilities
(e.g. RFID, IP-enabled sensors, etc.)

Controller An object of the group without hard resource constraints
(e.g. personal computers, smartphones, servers, etc.)

TEK (Traffic Encryption Key) The group key used to secure communications within the
group. TEK = F (SK, Ti)

F A one way function (easy to compute but hard to reverse)

SK A long term key transmitted to each new member during
its first exchange

Ticket (Ti) Piece of data used in the generation of the TEK. Ti

refers to the ticket issued for time slot i

Time slot A defined period of time (e.g. seconds, minutes, days, etc.)

ID Binding private identity of members. ID is used in the
computation of polynomials

PublicID Identity of the member

P(x) Univariate polynomial modulo a composed large number
n (product of two large primes p ∗ q)

D-AOL Distributed Active Object List: records all active
members including the tickets they have received

SpecData Data related to storage, processing capabilities, and trust
level of members

Nslot Number of requested time slots (tickets)

transmitted secret (i.e. tickets). The security of this scheme relies on the strength
of the underlying mathematical problem. In this case, the problem comes down
to finding the roots of univariate polynomials modulo large composite numbers.
Upon a leave event, two situations arise. If the leaving member has not recently
been active, then, no rekeying is required. However, if the leaving member is
active, its tickets are no longer valid. As a result, the information stating that
these tickets are no longer valid has to be propagated to the concerned members
by the active controller. In the following, we present the details of DsBGK phases.

6.2 Initialization (Joining)

During this phase, the private binding ID of the member is communicated to at
least one controller (typically the active controller). Upon successful authentica-
tion and authorization, the controller propagates the ID to the rest of controllers.
We assume that the ID of a new members is set offline. This ID will be used to
compute the received polynomials from controllers to retrieve exchanged secrets.
Once the ID is set, the member is valid and can become active at any moment.
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6.3 Activation

Algorithm 1 depicts the behaviour of DsBGK following a join event. After suc-
cessfully joining the group, a member becomes active by requesting one (or sev-
eral) tickets from the active controller. Indeed, any controller is able to deliver
tickets to members, as D-AOL is distributed and maintained between all con-
trollers. This provides a better fault tolerance compared to DBGK where only
the controller, in charge of a specific area, can deliver the tickets. Upon receiving
a request, a controller grants or deny the request based on several parameters
related to the requesting member such as, resources capabilities and the level
of trust. To secure the transmission of tickets, the active controller generates a
univariate polynomial P (x) modulo the product of two large prime numbers (see
Algorithm 2).

P (x) = (x − r1)(x − ID)(x − r2) . . . (x − rm) + Ti mod n

This polynomial represents the product of m terms plus the transmitted
secret (i.e. Ti). One of the terms (i.e. x − ID) allows the receiving member to
compute P (ID) = 0 to retrieve the secret. The remaining terms are set randomly.

In both Patsakis and Solanas [24] and Piao et al. [25] schemes, the terms
are composed of the private credentials of the members (i.e. ID). As a result, to
mitigate collusion attacks and to provide backward and forward secrecy, Patsakis
and Solanas in [24] introduce the use of additional terms upon each rekeying
(called salting parameters). In DsBGK, we propose to avoid using additional
parameters, which can quickly increase the ratio between the polynomial degree
and the actual number of users (members) within the group.

In the original Piao et al. scheme, if a new member l joins the group, this
latter could breach backward secrecy (i.e. accessing data exchanged prior to the
joining).

Indeed, let us consider Pold(x) the polynomial generated before the joining,
Pnew(x) the polynomial generated after the joining, n the number of users, and
s the transmitted secret.

Pold(x) = (x − ID1) . . . (x − IDn) + s mod n

Pnew(x) = (x − ID1) . . . (x − IDl) . . . (x − IDn+1) + s′ mod n

The new member m would derive the old secret s by computing:

s = Pold(x) − Pnew(x) − s′

x − IDl

In DsBGK, this attack would not possible, as computing Pnew(x)−s′

x−IDl
would

give no extra knowledge considering that the terms are defined randomly (except
the term that contains the ID of the recipient member) and thus vary across
the different polynomials.

Furthermore, DsBGK ensures collusion freeness as the disclosure of the pri-
vate ID of colluding users brings no additional knowledge to retrieve private IDs
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of non-colluding members. Indeed, in each polynomial, apart from the term con-
taining the recipient ID, the remaining terms are random and different across
the polynomials. Besides, we set the degree m of the polynomial in a way to
keep the factorization not easily feasible while maintaining efficiency. In [20],
experimentations on MICA2 sensor showed that the computation of a polyno-
mial of a degree up to 40 is more efficient than symmetric encryption (i.e. RC5).
In DsBGK, we set m accordingly and regardless of the number of users in the
group. Thus, the size of the polynomial does not grow with the growth of the
number of users (members), which has a positive impact on scalability.

6.4 Leaving

To ensure forward secrecy upon a leaving event, the TEK is changed. In DsBGK,
two scenarios are considered. If the leaving (ejected) member at time slot i is
not in possession of valid tickets Ti+k (with k ≥ 0), no rekeying is required. In
fact, the leaving member will not be able to derive future TEK given the fact
that group keys are partly composed of dynamic tickets. As a result, the leaving
member will not have access to future communications. However, if the leaving
member is in possession of tickets, the members in possession of the same tickets
need to be notified. In case they are still active, they will ask for new tickets.
The exchange of these secret credentials is secured using univariate polynomials
generated by the active controller (see Algorithm 3).

Algorithm 1. Activation algorithm
1: procedure Activation (member, controller)
2: request ← Ticket request{PublicID, SpecData, Nslot}
3: Member.send(request, controller)
4: if member is authenticated then
5: if member is authorized then
6: while i < number of granted tickets do
7: P1 ← GeneratePoly(Ti)
8: i ← i + 1

9: if first activation then
10: P2 ← GeneratePoly(SK)
11: Controller.Send(P1, member)
12: Controller.Send(P2, member)
13: else
14: Controller.Send(P1, member)

15: Update D AOL(controller, PublicID)

7 Analysis

7.1 Security Properties

Backward secrecy violation occurs when a legitimate member tries to access com-
munications, which took place before its joining. In DsBGK, backward secrecy is
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Algorithm 2. Polynomial generation algorithm
1: procedure GeneratePoly (secret)
2: p ← randomly generated large prime number
3: q ← randomly generated large prime number
4: n ← p × q
5: m ← fixed threshold
6: P ← (x − ID)
7: while i < m − 1 do
8: r ← random value()
9: P ← P × (x − r) mod n

10: P ← P + secret
11: return(P )

Algorithm 3. Leaving algorithm
1: procedure Leaving (member, controller)

� retrieving tickets of the leaving member
2: tickets ← controller.lookup(D AOL, member)
3: if tickets �= null then
4: � retrieving members holding the same tickets
5: list ← controller.lookup(D AOL, tickets);
6: threshold ← 50% of total number of members
7: if list.length < threshold then
8: while list �= null do
9: � concerns only active members

10: controller.notify(member)
11: activation(member, controller)

12: else � rekey the whole group using LKH
13: LKH(SK)

ensured inherently, as joining members are not able to derive group keys which
have been established prior to their joining. In fact, the group key is composed
of a fixed long term key and varying tickets following each time slot. As a result,
new members are unable to derive previous keys.

Forward secrecy violation occurs when a former member of the group tries
to access communications, which take place after its departure from the group.
In DsBGK, this property is ensured based on whether the leaving member is
in possession of tickets or not. If the member is not in possession of tickets,
no rekeying is required. In fact, the leaving member will not be able to derive
any future group keys. However, if the member is in possession of valid tickets,
using D-AOL, the active controller notifies only the active members which are
in possession of the same tickets about their non-validity. In case the number
of active members reaches a certain threshold (set experimentally to 40–50% of
the total number of members in the group), the active controller relies on the
state of the art LKH protocol to rekey the long term key SK. As a result, the
leaving member will not be able to use its tickets to derive future group keys,
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either because they are not valid anymore (and thus not used in the generation
of the group key) or because the long term key has been modified.

Collusion attacks occur when two or more legitimate members collude to
retrieve the security credentials of other members. In DsBGK, secret credentials
are securely exchanged using univariate polynomials modulo a composite num-
ber of large primes. We ensure collusion freeness by considering variable terms,
which are not based on the credentials of the users (members). Indeed, the col-
lusion of a subset of members will not help in any form to compose polynomials
with the goal of retrieving the security credentials of the remaining members.
Nevertheless, this solution requires from the controller to compose a different
polynomial for each member. It is worth noting, however, that the controllers
are not considered as constrained members, and DsBGK main goal is to reduce
the overhead with respect to the constrained members of the group.

7.2 Performance Evaluation

To analyze the performances of DsBGK and compare the results with DBGK
[3], we relied on Cooja, which is the built-in network simulator of Contiki 2.7
[1]. Contiki is an open source Operating System (OS) for IP-enabled constrained
devices (objects). This OS is used by the research community in several domains,
such as, networked electrical systems, industrial monitoring, e-health sensors,
and in Internet of Things (IoT) related applications in general. With the purpose
of assessing our protocol’s performances compared to DBGK’s performances,
we considered the same experimental setups as those used in the evaluation of
DBGK. In fact, we use Tmote Sky nodes, which are equipped with the CC2420
radio chip and the MSP430 microcontroller (10k RAM, 48k Flash). Furthermore,
energy consumption is computed using Powertrace tool [14]. This tool measures
the time (number of ticks) during which each element (e.g. CPU, transmission,
reception, etc.) of the sensor is active. This duration is combined with other data
(specific to the sensor, such as the current draw, and voltage) to evaluate the
energy consumption. We evaluated DsBGK performances with respect to the
following metrics: storage overhead, polynomial degree, and members leave cost.

Storage overhead: In this experiment, we considered an event where a new
constrained member (denoted merely by ’member’ in the remaining of this analy-
sis) joins a group. We varied the number of controllers (KMS) in order to assess
the impact of additional controllers on the overhead resulting from the stor-
age of security materials by members. The results, depicted in Fig. 3, show that
for DBGK, storage overhead increases linearly with the inclusion of additional
controllers. However, for DsBGK, storage overhead is steady and not related
to the number of controllers. In fact, in DBGK, a pre-shared key is established
between each member and each controller. This leads to a proportional depen-
dency between the number of controllers and the number of stored keys. Indeed,
in DsBGK, thanks to the use of polynomials, a pre-shared material (i.e. ID)
is only set in the controller side for each additional member. Nevertheless, no
material is stored in the member side. Consequently, unlike DBGK, DsBGK
allows adding controllers with no impact on storage overhead.
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Fig. 3. Storage overhead

Fig. 4. Polynomial degree

The next step in our evaluation was to evaluate the impact of this gain in
storage on the energy consumption induced by rekeying operations. In particular,
when members leave or are ejected from the group. But first, we ran extensive
simulations to set the optimal degree of the polynomial to achieve the best
trade-off between security and efficiency.

Polynomial degree: We considered a group of 1000 members. We simulated a
member leaving the group (or being ejected) with a proportion of 40% of remain-
ing members holding the same tickets as the leaving member. Based on DBGK
evaluation (see section IV.B in [3]), around 40–50% represents the maximum
proportion above which DBGK efficiency drops and a state of the art protocol
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Fig. 5. Member leaving cost

(i.e. LKH [37]) is preferred to update the group key. Furthermore, NSlot has
been set to 20, which we consider being a realistic value. We varied the degree
of the polynomial and compared energy cost with DBGK. The results presented
through Fig. 4 highlight a steady raise in energy consumption with the increase
of the polynomial degree. It is worth mentioning that DBGK energy cost is
not impacted by polynomial degree variation, hence the constant energy con-
sumption. Eventually, DsBGK energy cost exceeds DBGK energy cost when the
degree reaches a value around 25.

Our results were slightly different compared to the experimental results pre-
sented in [20] (previously mentioned in Sect. 6.3), where performances using poly-
nomial computation were better, up to a degree of 40. We explain this difference
by the fact that we used a different sensor in our experiment (Sky mote) in
addition to a different encryption primitive for DBGK (i.e. AES). Nonetheless,
this variation does not alter the security foundations of DsBGK, as the NP-hard
mathematical problem upon which DsBGK is based is not altered [26]. Following
this experiment, we compared the energy consumptions of DBGK and DsBGK
in case of a leave event to make sure that the gain in storage cost has not been
achieved at the expense of other metrics.

Member leave cost: We estimated the energy cost related to the departure (or
ejection) of a member in possession of a valid ticket. Similarly to DBGK’s evalu-
ation, we consider a group of users composed of 1000 members. We record several
measures, while varying the proportion of members with tickets similar to those
in possession of the leaving member. Moreover, we define the number of tickets
requested by notified members as equal to 20 time slots (i.e. NSlot = 20). We
depict the results in Fig. 5. It is clear that DsBGK energy consumption increases
with the increase of the percentage of members in possession of the same tickets
as leaving members. However, this raise in energy cost is slightly lower com-
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pared to the raise noticed in DBGK energy consumption. This is mainly due
to the superior efficiency of polynomial computation compared to cryptographic
symmetric primitives.

Based on the obtained results, we can affirm that compared to DBGK,
DsBGK provides a considerable improvement in fault tolerance and scalability.
Not only this result does not incur additional overhead with respect to rekeying
operations, but an improvement in energy consumption is also achieved. Back
to our e-health use case scenario, presented in Sect. 2, DsBGK can be applied to
efficiently secure data exchanges in such sensitive environment where the uncon-
strained entities (e.g. PC, smartphones, etc.) can play the role of controllers.
These controllers will be in charge of efficiently managing the group key for
the constrained members of the group (i.e. health related sensors). Additional
controllers can be included without incurring any additional storage cost on
constrained members. Thus, the failure of one or several controllers does not
hinder the protocol functioning, as other controllers can take over. Furthermore,
the improved efficiency is highly sought for battery powered e-health sensors.
Indeed, these sensors can be planted inside human bodies. Increasing the life
time of their battery would reduce the cycle of surgical interventions required
for their replacement.

8 Conclusions and Perspectives

Securing distributed collaborative applications in the era of the Internet of
Things relies heavily on strong and efficient group key management protocols. In
this paper, we combined a polynomial based approach with our previously pro-
posed protocol (DBGK) to propose a new protocol called DsBGK. Experimental
analysis showed that DsBGK improves both fault tolerance and scalability which
are highly sought in sensitive applications, such as e-health systems. Energy gains
are also achieved, which makes DsBGK suitable for heterogeneous, and dynamic
collaborative groups. We plan to further investigate DsBGK security strength
by thoroughly assessing properties such as data integrity, data authentication,
and data confidentiality through an implementation using automated formal val-
idation tools (e.g. Avispa, Scyther). In addition, we are currently investigating
a lightweight blockchain based scheme to allow sensors authenticating genuine
controllers.
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